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reader’s guide to the thesis

reader’s guide
to this thesis

digital media included
The thesis is accompanied by two interactive disks, a DVD and a CD-ROM. The DVD contains
documentary videos of each of the study’s key works. These videos are referenced frequently
throughout the text and can be accessed via the DVD’s on-screen menus. The CD-ROM includes
an electronic copy of the entire printed thesis in ‘Adobe PDF’ format with clickable links that
facilitate the immediate location of all chapters, contents, figures and Internet links.

recommended media use
The written text is the primary source for this thesis with the DVD video materials acting to both
illustrate and strengthen this text. There are four video documentaries included on the DVD:

•

‘#14’ (See chapter 3).

•

‘Public Relations’ (See Chapter 4).

•

‘Interstate Ferals for the Planet’ (See Chapter 5).

•

‘transit_lounge’ (See Chapter 5).

Using the DVD it is possible to watch each of these entire movies, or alternatively view specific
sections as they become referenced within the text. It is recommended that you watch each of
these documentary videos in their entirety before undertaking a detailed reading of their
associated chapters. Then, as you read through the text, references will be made to specific
subsections of each video. These can then be accessed discretely via the DVD’s on-screen
menus.
The CD-ROM is a useful backup to the text materials, particularly for the reader who wants to
quickly access images electronically, or immediately visit referenced web sites (when using a
computer currently attached to the Internet).
For details on the referencing schemes used for all media consult ‘Referencing & End Notes’, and
for more details of how to use the electronic media consult the detailed information included in
the ‘Appendices’.
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abstract

abstract

This study is an investigation in and through media arts practice. It set out to
develop a novel type of new media artistic praxis built upon concepts drawn from
the disciplines of scientific and cultural ecology. The rationale for this research was
based upon my observation as a practising new media artist that existing praxis in
the new media domain appeared to operate largely without awareness of the
ecological implications of those practices.
The thesis begins by explaining key concepts of ecology, spanning the arts and the
sciences. It then outlines the thinking of contemporary theorists who propose that
the problem of ecology is a critical issue for the 21st century, suggesting that our
well-documented ecological crisis is indicative of a more general crisis of human
subjectivity. It then records an investigation into particular strategies for artistic
praxis which might instigate an active engagement with this problem of ecology.
The study employed a methodology based in action research to focus upon the
development and analysis of three new artistic works, ‘#14’, ‘Public Relations’ and
‘transit_lounge’. These were used to explore diverse theories of ecology and to
hone a series of pointers towards Ecosophical arts/new media praxis. This journey
constitutes an emergent theory for new media space design.
The thesis concludes with a toolkit of tactics and approaches that other arts/new
media practitioners might employ to begin working on the problem of ecology.
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key quote

key quote

In recent years there has been some debate about the value of content-driven art
and the capacity of art to deal with political and social issues. The most common
complaint seems to be that content-based art promotes an issue to the detriment of
aesthetic and conceptual concerns. Transit_Lounge counters these arguments by
providing a sophisticated example of how an issue, such as ecological awareness,
can be addressed effectively in art without sacrificing aesthetic elements.
Furthermore the concept is an essential element of this work, and the multiple art
forms used in its making indicate the influence new media technologies and
multimedia arts are having.
Bartleme (1999: 82), reviewing the work ‘transit_lounge’ in ‘Artlink’ magazine
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figure referencing

table referencing

Figures (photographs and other diagrams)
are found within each chapter as follows:

Tables (and other miscellaneous images)
within the body of chapters are catalogued
in the following manner:

•

referencing
& end notes

•

On the second page of each chapter
(images-0).

•

Chapter Number (0-9), Image Group
Number (0-30), Image Number on
Page (0-20).

•

eg. a figure in chapter 4, within image
group number 2, position 9: Figure
4/2/09.
eg. a figure on the second page of
chapter 3, position 2: Figure 3/0/02.

The page location of all figures are listed in
the section ‘Figures and Tables’
immediately following the ‘Contents’ pages.

detailed referencing scheme
Individual figures are referenced in the
following manner:
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Chapter Number (0-9), B(ody),
Sequential Number of item in
Chapter(0-3)

•

eg. Figure 6/B/02.

In two-page groups of images
elsewhere in a chapter (images 1-30).

Individual figures are catalogued in the
following manner:

•

•

•

Figure Reference:Description, Date,
Name of Photographer/Source of
Image.

•

eg. 3/5/07:Brian Lucas performs
in water as Lisa O’Neill performs
with her self-image at the far end
of the pool, 1996, Andrea Higgins.
or,
3/6/04:Insert from the Volt
catalogue, 1996, Brisbane Festival.

The page location of all tables are listed in
the section ‘Figures and Tables’
immediately following the ‘Contents’ pages.

referencing of electronic media
A DVD ‘chapter’ is a named, short section
of video which can be watched discretely.
Each movie on the DVD is divided into
chapters and referenced in the following
manner:
•

DVD/project name/DVD chapter name

•

eg. DVD/#14/Lucas Screen

The CD-ROM includes a visually similar
electronic version of this thesis and hence
is not directly referenced in this paper
version. All references to figures are hotlinked allowing instant jumping upon
clicking. Clicking on any web site address
will cause a browser to open and that web
site to be accessed if the computer is
currently attached to the Internet.

end notes
End notes are found at each chapter’s end
under the heading ‘notes’ They are
numbered sequentially and referenced in
the preceding text by superscript numbers.
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introduction
Overviews the study and
introduces the term ‘Ecosophy’,
stressing the importance of
developing a new media praxis
shaped by ‘Ecosophical’ theory.
This includes a brief description of
the three key informing projects.

Does anyone ever say where the master
and slave fight it out? Yet quicksand is
swallowing the duellists: the river is
threatening the fighter: earth, waters, and
climate, the mute world, the voiceless
things once placed as a décor
surrounding the usual spectacles, all
those things that never interested anyone,
from now on thrust themselves brutally
and without warning into our schemes
and manoeuvres. (Serres, 1992: 3)

overview
The journey of this study took place over five
years between 1996 and 2001. During that time
my work developed through the theoretical
demands of my readings into Ecosophical
theory and my increasing engagement with
ecologically inspired social and political
action. The key concepts underpinning this
practice were collective art-making processes
and the nature of interactivity between
audiences and artworks, and interactions
between the live performer and the projected
image. These concepts coalesced into an
approach to issues of social justice within an
evolving new media arts practice.
The first arts project was started early in the
study in 1996. It was called ‘#14’, (Figure 0/0/
02) and was shown in Spring Hill Baths
swimming pool Brisbane. I worked as part of a
collective to achieve this predominantly
performance/technology outcome. The second
project, in 1997/8 realised a large-scale
electronic installation for Fortitude Valley
Railway station, a major Brisbane commuter
hub. This was called ‘Public Relations’ (Figure
0/0/03), and had an installation component,

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

(On Line) and a web site component (Off
Line). The third project, called ‘transit_lounge’
(Figure 0/0/O1), was an interactive installation
designed for the foyer of Brisbane city centre
building ‘Metro Arts’ in 1999 which was later
shown in 2000 at ‘Artspace Visual Arts
Centre’, a contemporary art centre in
Woolloomooloo Sydney. Hence these artworks
were designed for public places, often outside
of the traditional arts institutions.
In between these major explorations I also
worked on a small number of other projects
which enhanced my thinking and approach,
including ‘Double Happiness’ (1999) (See

As the numbers and impact of
the human population grow, the
imperative of confronting the
unsustainable becomes more
pressing. In actuality it is the
greatest challenge, terror,
opportunity and adventure the
species has ever faced in that
our future, and the future of
much else, is literally in our
hands.
(Fry 2000)

Figure 0/1/01 in ‘images-1’), a cultural
exchange between Brisbane and X’ian China,
and ‘Ya’ Yali; Ngo Ngu; Langoos’ (1999), a
traditional language revitalisation project in the
Torres Strait, Far North Queensland.
The art works for this study were formed from
my understanding of Ecosophical praxis at
keith armstrong 2002
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each stage in the journey, and subsequent reflection upon these works was the principal means for
propelling the course of this study and my emergent praxis.

ecosophical approaches
The word Ecology is derived from the Greek word ‘Oikos’ meaning household or living-place
(Bullock & Trombley, 1999: 247). Ecology is a branch of science concerned with the interrelationship
of organisms with their environments and the totality of such patterns and relations (See Figure 0/1/02
in ‘Images-1’). Ecology is also a dynamic field of critical cultural debate. (See Merchant, 1992,
Naess, 1995, Sessions, 1995, Baker, 1997). Critical Ecology emerged in part from the school of
critical theory typified by the Frankfurt School (Merchant, 1994) and also from the debates
surrounding the ethical dimensions that scientific ecology had raised as it struggled to deal with the

0/0/03:Public Relations (On Line), 1997–8, Sonja de Sterke

of the environment. Since the 1960s awareness
has increased about toxic wastes, forest
clearance, the deteriorating quality of water
and air, the extinction of animal and plant
species and many other planetary crises.
Sogyal Rinpoche writes:

0/0/01:transit_lounge, entrance way, Metro Arts, 1999, Sonja de Sterke

0/0/02:Brian Lucas performs, #14, 1996, Andrea Higgins

implications of an improving understanding of humanity’s adverse impact upon global ecosystems.
(Botkin & Keller, 1995, Recher, Lunney & Dunn, 1986).
Whilst scientific ecology’s key concern is with the integrity, homoeostasis and diversity of natural
systems, Critical (philosophical) Ecology is concerned with the links between how we think and act
as humans, and therefore how we act towards each other and the broader natural systems of which we
are a part. Writers such as Merchant (1994) have drawn clear distinctions between humankind’s will
for domination of each other and the domination that mankind desires over natural systems:
When the domination of non human nature is integrated with the domination of human beings
and the call for environmental justice, Critical theory instils the environmental movement with
ethical fervour. (Merchant, 1994: 1)

Ecology is still used most commonly within popular language to denote a concern for the protection
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Modern industrial society is a fanatical
religion. We are demolishing, poisoning,
destroying all life-systems on the planet.
We are signing IOUs our children will not
be able to pay... We are acting as if we
were the last generation on the planet.
Without a radical change in heart, in
vision, the earth will end up like Venus,
charred and dead. (Rinpoche ,1992: 8).

In response numerous special interest groups
have emerged such as the Greens, Friends of
the Earth, Earth Island Institute and the United
Nations Environment Program. There is a
general consensus amongst these groups that
humans have exerted disproportionate
influence on the planet to the detriment of all
other species and natural systems.
Ecological art movements of the 1980s and
1990s emerged in response to a greater
keith armstrong 2002
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understanding of environmental crises with artists seeking to image the tensions created by the moral
and ethical dilemmas of ecology (eg. Dominique Mazeud’s ‘The Great Cleaning of the Rio Grande’,
(1987–2002) Andy Goldsworthy’s numerous photo essays (1980-2002) or Joan Brassill’s work such
as ‘Where Yesterday May be Tomorrow’ in Australian Perspecta, Sydney, (1997).
These voices argued that because humanity had become a powerful and ecologically unsettling force
we should now take our responsibility as care givers and stewards of the natural environment
seriously. Similarly Christo’s early works such as the ‘wrapping’ projects (since 1958), (eg. ‘Running
Fence’ (1972–6), a 24 mile long curtain in Sonoma and Martin counties California or ‘Valley Curtain’
(1970–2), a work which spanned an entire valley mouth in Rifle, Colorado, USA), suggested that our
current attitude of ownership treats the earth like a simple package that may be given, received,
exchanged and opened at will, these artists were calling for fundamental changes in our perception of
nature.
However whilst such artists were identifying human blame for our ecological woes, few were dealing
with how this crisis of our making had come about and was being sustained. A range of
commentators began to speak of a broader crisis, that of the social, cultural and spiritual (Guattari,
1992, Sessions, 1995, Naess, 1995). They argued that if humans are now understood to be indivisible
from a natural ecology then it follows that humanity itself and its social systems must also be in
crisis. These crises must therefore be rooted within our complex social ecologies and the ecologies of
inorganic environments that we produce, in our being and becoming. They further argued that all
these ecologies work within each other and with great complexity, and hence any solutions that might
be found to the broader problem of ecology must be actively multidisciplinary.
The famous social sculptor and German Green Party candidate Joseph Beuys suggested that art was
obliged to assist in healing such gaping wounds, which he saw as resulting from a fragmented society
and self. To further these aims Beuys worked as an artist, ritual performer, politician and teacher
throughout his high profile career, following in the steps of a tradition of work that sought to bring
the practices of art and the issues of life closer together. Beuys would have undoubtedly been
influenced by the Russian Constructivists of the early twentieth century (eg. Vladimir Tatlin, Raoul
Hausman and El Lissitzky) who had proposed that the streets would be their brushes and the squares
their palettes, whilst the Situationists (led by Guy Debord) employed the arts of spectacle to critique
the ecological and social destruction they saw being caused by industrial life.
Hence it is this broader understanding of this ‘problem of ecology’ that informs this study, through its
focus upon aspects of the human dimensions of the problem. Heim (1998) states:
Ecology must have a foundation in Ecosophy, in a wisdom about natural cycles and
spontaneous movement. “Ecosophy” is the wisdom (sophia) about dwelling (eco or oikos).
Ecology of the physical world must have a basis in personal ecology.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

assumptions
Thus, the study started with the following
broad assumptions:
•

We are living in a time of ecological crisis.

•

The problem has become common
knowledge, particularly through frequent
media coverage. (eg. See ABC Radio
Australia, ‘Earth Beat’ (URL: http://
www.abc.net.au/rn/science/earth/
default.htm, accessed 9/1/02) and Figures
App/B/01 & 02 in the Appendices).

•

There is little evidence to suggest that we
are addressing the root causes of this
crisis.

•

Most people would prefer to act
constructively in the face of this situation,
but do not know how to act in a way that
might be effective.

Hence:
•

Tackling a shared problem such as this
requires appropriate action from all
members of society.

•

Cultural practitioners can and should
contribute to this task through application
of their disciplines.

•

If we recognise that a major hurdle to
taking action for most people is actually
visualising what might be effective in the
face of such a profound problem, then
cultural practitioners should attempt to
assist in fulfilling this educative need.

•

We should be reflective about our actions
lest we risk accidentally exacerbating
problems. However this should be
weighed against the fact that time is at a
premium.
keith armstrong 2002
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roots of an ecological crisis
Given what we now know about the problem
of ecology, many people hold opinions as to
the key culprits. When questioned many people
would perceive the main enemy to be the
corporations, particularly those perpetrating the
‘dirty’ economies of fossil fuels or uranium
mining. Commentators such as Mander (1991)
go as far as to call corporations the “handservants” of a trans-global capitalism that
voraciously and violently consumes resources
for their short-term gain.
Human society has long characterised itself
through conflict and its ability to win in battle
(Serres, 1992, Gare, 1995), and, reflecting this,
historically western languages have couched
advances in intelligence and development as
conflicts inscribed in nature (Serres, 1992). For
example Christianity and Colonialism’s
lineage, stretching from the 12th Century
Crusades through to 19th Century European
imperialism, was marked by genocide and
ecocide as it pursued the “taming of the
savage” (Fry, 2000). Thomas Hobbes
suggested that it was our conflict with nature
“raw in tooth and claw” that gave birth to the
civil and political society and Emmanuel Kant
proposed humanity itself was birthed from a
resisting and overcoming of the “cunning of
nature”. Heidegger (1977) used the phrase
“standing reserve” to describe this
anthropocentric co-optation of nature which
casts everything non-human into instrumental
mode, a thread also evident within the “naturedenying groundlessness of Postmodern
relativism”. (Dzenis, 1997: 6).
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

However this command and conquer approach towards natural systems is not necessarily a universal
human trait. Many non-western cultures, such as the American Hopis or Australian Aborigines never
perceived a separation between themselves, the artificial and the natural.
Western Environmentalism was born, in part, from the evidence of Ecological Science that nature
was neither endlessly abundant nor perpetually resilient as had been thought in most Western
cultures, and that being at war with it for so long had not actually allowed us to conquer it.
Furthermore environmentalists realised that such a violent relationship was not desirable given
nature’s unpredictable ways that often proved catastrophic for humans. Furthermore nature had long
been a source of inspiration for artists and a place of relaxation and renewal for large numbers of
people, and this was a valuable resource that might now be lost.
To many of these activists it became clear that a new type of thinking was necessary that accepted:
Our relation to nature has been wrong. We need to be at one with nature, we need to respect its
laws, we need to restore it to a state of health, stop damaging it and start repairing what we can
(Fry, 2000).

Similarly Serres (1992) suggested that we should make a contract with all of nature rather than
continuing to abuse it whilst denying its existence. It is these ways of perceiving the world, these
pressing contracts that need now to be drafted that become the inspiration for this study.
However what might have built into a sea change in perception and subsequent action over the past
thirty years has clearly not eventuated in broad-scale change. Despite increased discussion and talk of
‘environmental awareness’ in rich Western countries, tangible action has often been limited or has
manifested in the form of corporate ‘greenwashing’ . (For parodies of such approaches see (URL:
http://www.adbusters.org, accessed 2/5/02)).
The 2001 ‘Kyoto Climate Treaty’ which commits a large number of countries to a modest reduction
in emissions, is currently unsupported by the largest polluter the United States and does not include a
number of developing countries within its net. Furthermore at the time of writing it has not been
supported by a hostile Australian Liberal/Coalition government. In earlier negotiations, refusal by
the American, Canadian, Japanese and Australian negotiators to take responsibility for their
disproportionate contribution to the world’s global warming crisis illustrated how far we have yet to
travel. Speaking to the BBC at that time, Dr Andrew Dlugolecki, director of general insurance giant
CGNU stated about climate change, “there’s no way we can prevent things getting worse for at least
the next 40 or 50 years. But we can prevent them getting far worse”. (Dlugolecki, 2000). Indeed so
far, beyond modest recycling programs in some rich Western countries, little has been achieved to
substantially retard the overall cycles of consumption and waste that form the root causes of
ecological decline. (Botkin, Daniel and Keller, Edward, 1997).
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However even though Ecology has taught us that such neglect of our ‘household’ must in time be
fatal, the fact that we continue to be largely inactive in dealing with its root causes implies that the
‘problem of ecology’ is a deeper problem, a problem of coming to terms with something that is
indelibly intertwined with our sense of self.
Ultimately, responsibility for this paralysis becomes a personal challenge. Governments and
corporations engaging in transnational capitalism are products of our own making and therefore are
institutions that we choose to sustain through our direct and indirect support. From the moment we
load up our Microsoft program for a day’s word processing, or consume a transnational chain
branded breakfast cereal we are at some level complicit. The problem of ecology is therefore
undeniably close to home.
Czech President Vaclav Havel alluded to this crisis of subjectivity when he stated at the opening
plenary session of the 2000 IMF/World Bank meetings in Prague:
Humankind tolerates a cult of material gain as the highest value to which everything else has to
yield and before which even democratic will sometimes falls on its knees. Almost apathetically,
we reconcile ourselves with the warning indications that although the numbers of population on
the Earth are rapidly growing, the creation of wealth alarmingly ceases to correspond with the
creation of real and meaningful values. (URL: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2000/09/
item20000926212604_1.htm, accessed 3/1/02).

Similarly David Orr (1995: 44) concludes that “the ecological crisis has to do with how we think”.
Likewise Guattari (1992) suggests that the roots of the ecological crisis lie in a more general crisis of
the social, political and existential:
A change of meaning is necessary to change this world politically, economically and socially. But
that change must begin with the individual; it must change for him (sic.) ... if meaning is a key
part of reality, then, once society, the individual and relationships are seen to mean something
different a fundamental change has taken place. (David Bohm (in Rinpoche 1992: 355))

Hence these commentators remind us that the source of the problem actually is the wisdom, or
otherwise, with which we choose to manage our dwellings. Fry (2000) agrees and goes on to suggest
that what has brought about and greatly exacerbated this problem of ecology is our acute humancentredness, propelling current environmental strategies of best practice models for transport, work,
eating or living, the setting of minor targets for reducing greenhouse gases or spasmodic protests
against uranium mines, unsustainable logging practices or road building. Whilst such strategies
should continue to be pursued, we should not risk using them as conscience-appeasing acts that
dispel our energies from tackling the fuller, deeper responsibilities. That responsibility is to address
this extreme crisis, this crisis of human subjectivity.

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

President Havel further summed up this
responsibility by saying that something must
begin “to change in the root of the thinking
from which the contemporary types of human
behaviour, enterprise and collaboration grow”.
His suggestion was to “fundamentally
strengthen a system of universally shared
moral standards”. (URL: http://
www.abc.net.au/news/2000/09/
item20000926212604_1.htm, accessed 20/9/
00).
By raising the issues of moral standards, ie.
how we choose to act, Havel alludes to issues
of subjectivity and epistemology that underpin
such moral choices.
Hence the ‘problem of ecology’ is no ordinary
problem. We are now not being asked to
confront something purportedly outside ourself
that we can simply identify, but rather we are
being asked to sensitise ourself to a deep inner
crisis, a crisis of self.
Beginning to deal with this existential dilemma
requires us to confront our own failings,
failings that go to the very heart of what it
means to be human. Fry (2000) reminds us,
“we cannot be other than what we are as beings
- thus we cannot stop being anthropocentric”.
This therefore indicates the depth of the
problem of ecology and its key-contributing
factor, the problem of anthropocentricism. It is
these problems, the ‘problems of ecology’ as
they relate to a crisis of subjectivity that
established the context for this study.
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acting proactively
Guattari (1992: 120) argues that our crisis of
subjectivity is also suggested by a neutral or
disinterested relationship to “incorporeal
species, such as music, the arts, cinema”.
Guattari appeals for a newly active engagement
with these aesthetic activities, reminding us of
their undeniable power to effect change within
the realm of subjectivity. However as Fry
(2000) reminds us, with power falls the
responsibility to engage constructively:
Cultural weapons are like water. Try to
grab them and, metaphorically, they pass
through your fingers - they seem weak.
Yet, like water, try to block them when
they have volume and are on the move,
and they are unstoppable and sweep all
in their path. (URL: http://www.edf.edu.au/
Research/Articles/index.htm, accessed
17/11/00).

The key question therefore is, how might artists engage with this problem, both as a means for
increasing their own understanding of the problem and to contribute to the understanding of others?
Fry (2000) suggests that society currently has two models for establishing and maintaining social
functionality, or “restraint”. One of these he argues is design, which like all such activities has been
deeply rooted within histories of anthropocentricism. Suggesting that the application of design, or
any of the broader arts, might be capable of presenting a panacea to the ecological crisis is clearly
absurd. However Fry correctly observes that design has real power within society. He reminds us that
if designers were to begin to deeply re-think how they practise, newly viewed through the lens of
their anthropocentric failings, then a potent opportunity for change arises in design practice (and, by
implication, in broader human subjectivity).
Design practice is the task of converting ideas, concepts or intentions into realisable forms. Design
practices exert formative impact on all parts of our societies. In the 20s and 30s deterministic theories
of architecture (proposed by Modernist architects such as Le Corbusier) suggested that built
environments themselves had the power to promote change in human subjectivity, and consequently
in human society. Whilst this utopian vision was quickly seen as flawed, contemporary design
practices do impact upon and configure almost all of our living environments (designed ecologies) in
a way that makes them integral to our everyday experience, hence assisting in defining our
interactions with the world.

Fry’s words seek to reassure cultural
practitioners of their role to fan the processes
of change, particularly in a climate when
conservative forces position the arts as either
ornamental or as an industrial product for
consumption, rather than as a potent tool for
agitation in the realm of human subjectivity.

Pursuing this line of thinking indicates that changing the way we think about design can therefore
potentially impact upon the way we think about ecology. However this task of rethinking design
cannot be one of simply constituting things in new ways within an existing designed environment but
rather constituting a newly designed relational environment. This is something Fry (2000) calls a
“lifeworld”. However this “lifeworld” is not a neo-deterministic, overarching utopian project, but
simply a series of emergent practices, stimulated by a “community of concern”. Fry suggests that this
community constitutes a structural “community of change” bound and activated by a set of related
beliefs. This approach recalls David Bohm’s (1988) “microcultures of change”.

This task of taking responsibility for our
subjectivity (ie. what we are) means trying to
gain an understanding of how we know and
how we think, as a means for understanding
therefore how and why we act. Whilst this is a
difficult task because of our anthropocentric
histories, only through this process of
deepening such understanding will we begin to
clarify our ways of seeing, and being.

Fry argues that such activated design practices should not focus simply on definable end points but
rather attempt to practise in many ways, so that all partners within that community of concern might
become better attuned to underlying systems of ideas, values or beliefs. The implication of such an
approach is that it would involve “re-learning to think what has to be thought” (Fry, 2000). It
therefore becomes a challenge to each aesthetic practitioner, given what is available, possible or
seemingly probable at any time, and in any given aesthetic project. Fry suggests that such a process
would proceed in concert with that of other practitioners who desire to work collectively within such
a community of change. As participants become known to each other, support mechanisms would
arise which accelerate growth. As ideas, practices and attitudes travel and find support amongst
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people who have no knowledge of the source, the influences of the community would grow at speeds
ultimately dependent upon both local and global conditions.
This model for rethinking design practice in part defines the Ecosophical artist, who desires to
participate within these “shared communities of concern”. Whilst the Ecosophical artist may take
different approaches (eg. the designer’s requirement for a realisable form that has particular function
is not necessarily central to the artist’s approach), a symbiotic partnership between designers and
Ecosophical artists appears valuable in addressing our ecological crisis.
This partnership would be furthered by conjoint experimentation around underlying ideas, values and
beliefs. This is an approach that Sydney’s ‘EcoDesign Foundation’ has taken through the 1990s,
occasionally presenting contemporary arts shows (eg. the exhibition ‘Waste not Waste’, (1995)) as a
means for generating discussion and debate that might advance their ideas of “sustainments”, or
“sustainable design practices”:
What is being said then is that the task of making a new foundation of thought.. is about the
inscription of an ecology of mind of sustainment in which it becomes possible to act. An
environment of thinking is the common domain in which the actual transformation of
environments is fundamentally transformed.. that is by changes of thought, value, perception,
meaning all effectively changing everything.. through this so much of the wasted and the
valueless suddenly can be see to have considerable value, whereas so much that is highly
valued is exposed to be worthless. (URL: http://www.edf.edu.au/Research/Articles/index.htm,
accessed 17/11/00).

Because anthropocentricism is so deeply rooted, it is intensely complex to unravel and understand.
This vast task calls for many and varied approaches, with philosophy being only one. Other forms of
pure and applied philosophy, particularly those such as contemporary art which pursue diverse
approaches and methods must be called upon to assist in generating helpful insights and knowledges.
Contemporary arts praxis has long been considered a vital lens by which socio-cultural issues can be
opened up for discussion.
Guattari (1992: 129) provides another way of thinking about the task. He calls for intellectuals and
artists to play a key role by producing “toolkits composed of concepts, percepts and affects which
diverse publics will use at their convenience”.

study importance
Whilst there is much activity in the new media field, few practitioners are addressing the root causes
of the current ecological crises. For aforementioned reasons much current discourse within the field
of art and technology tends to focus upon fashionable topics such as artificial consciousness, the
creation of unrestricted utopian virtual space and the pursuit of nouveau-romantic visions of
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

communitarian harmony through on line
transmission and reception (eg. Dery (Ed.),
1994). Much less if any focuses upon
Ecosophical exigencies upon which all this
temporary technological rapture depends.
Whereas ecological art is a noted movement
within contemporary arts practice, (see (URL:
http://www.artsednet.getty.edu/ArtsEdNet/
Resources/Ecology/Issues, accessed 21/4/01),
Grande (1994)), most is dedicated quite
referentially to the environmental crisis and its
direct socio-cultural impacts.
For her work ‘Battery Wheatfield’ (1982)
(Figure 0/1/03) Agnes Denes planted two acres
of wheat at the base of the (now demolished)
World Trade Centre, facing Bartholdi’s Statue
of Liberty in the harbour. She completed the
work over a four-month period with the help of
much volunteer labour. She stated her purpose
as simply being to draw “people’s attention to
having to rethink their priorities”. Matilsky
(1992: 51) writes:
The project was an exuberant and
daunting task celebrating the tenacity of
life. By creating an artwork with wheat, a
grain planted throughout the world, Denes
also called attention to hunger and the
mismanagement of resources. Wheat was
transformed into a symbol, as the artist’s
work highlighted incongruities.. After
harvesting, the hay was fed to the horses
stabled by the New York City Police
department and some of the grain
travelled around the world in the
exhibition International Art Show for the
End of World Hunger organized by the
Minnesota Museum of Art, (1987–90).
The ecological cycle was thereby
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complete.

Similarly Mel Chin’s ‘Revival Field’, (1990–
2002) (Figure 1/1/05) is a work in progress that
has established a planting process on toxic land
at Pig’s Eye land fill in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Chin aims to rejuvenate the site by using
particular plants, called hyperaccumulators
which absorb heavy metals such as zinc and
cadmium via their leaves and roots. Chin’s aim
therefore is to return the site to its preindustrial condition. He states:
This work is envisioned as a sculpture
involving the reduction process, a
traditional method when carving wood or
stone. Here the material being
approached is unseen and the tools will
be biochemistry and agriculture.
(Chin, (URL: http://www.getty.edu/
artsednet/resources/Ecology/Issues/
chin.html, accessed 20/6/01)).

Whilst such works clearly alert their viewers to
a range of ecological issues by mixing humour,
shock value and practical action via processes
of community education and gallery-presented
documentation, they also utilise quite
unambiguous and environmentally located
metaphors. Because the works described above
pursue both practical and theoretical
approaches to ecological restoration, they risk
implying that such random aesthetic acts, even
on a larger scale, might be able to have a
substantial impact on the ‘problem of ecology’.
However these works do not squarely confront
the reality that only a fundamental shift in our
thinking, a shift in our subjectivity can make
tangible inroads at this time of ecological
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

exigency. Indeed little new media practice commits to tackling the underlying ‘problem of ecology’.
However some new media artists are working in areas that touch on environmental issues or issues of
nature versus culture. Joan Grounds and Sherre Delys’ work ‘Say Aah’ (1997), installed at the Royal
Alexandria Hospital for Children as part of the 1997 ‘Australian Perspecta Exhibition, ‘Between Art
and Nature’ seeks to “use embodied sound to reanimate environments, awakening the world of
fantasy and invoking the inner life of nature” (Delys & Grounds in the Australian Perspecta
Catalogue, 1997). Another notable practitioner is Canadian artist Char Davies who has produced
several dramatic virtual reality based works (eg. ‘Osmose’ (1994–1995) and ‘Ephemere’ (1996–
1998)). Australian Garth Paine’s soundscape ‘Reeds’ (2000) (Figure 0/1/04) was designed to become
activated and blend with its environment in Melbourne’s botanical gardens. Paine comes closer to
addressing the underlying ‘problem of ecology’ as he states:
As an artist my interest lies in reflecting upon the human condition. There are many aspects of
our lives, and many facets of international relationships between differing cultures, governments
and philosophical persuasions that we simply do not take the time to consider in our day to day
lives. Addressing these issues on some level however is vitally important to the continuing coexistence of the many disparate parties that form the global community, and integral to the
further development of understanding and insight into the relevance of differences within the
global community. I see art as the perfect platform for the consideration and expression of these
issues. (Paine, 2001 (URL: http://www.activatedspace.com.au/Papers/
OrganisedSoundEssay.html, accessed 20/3/02).

Much more activity in the new media field evolves around concepts of artificial nature and artificial
life (eg. Paula Dawson, John McCormack and Keith Rinaldo). However these strategies risk
perpetuating our existing misunderstandings of ecology as they mine it for often-inappropriate
metaphors. For example Professor Lesley Rodgers suggests in her catalogue abstract for the 2000
‘dLux’ conference ‘Artificial Life Hard|Soft|Wet’ (27/10–29/10/00) that the explanations of human
and animal behaviour utilised as models in this realm of Artificial Life are most often overly
‘simplistic’. Furthermore traditional Cartesian values are seen to reappear, a tendency that was
particularly true during the early days of VR research with commentators such as Lanier (quoted in
Frenkel 1995) receiving coverage for such opinions. Char Davies reminds us that a technology such
as VR is:
.. not neutral but by default carries Cartesian values.. the product of the collective
consciousness of Western culture issuing from .. a techno-utopian ideology ripe with
subconscious perceptions and prejudices in which liberation is sought from the body (and Earth)
by dissolving into the machine. (Davies, 1998).

Other commentators such as Heim (1998) take the approach, in sympathy with my arguments that it
is our deeply rooted anthropocentricism that will flavour all our endeavours unless we begin to better
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1/1/05:Revival Field, Mel Chin, (URL: http://www.getty.edu/artsednet/
resources/Ecology/Issues/chin.html, accessed 20/4/02)
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0/1/05:Public Relations; a train speeds past the work at platform 1, Brunswick Street, 1997–8, Sonja de
Sterke

0/1/06:#14; Lisa O’Neill performs with multiple self images, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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0/1/07:transit_lounge; public entry in Metro Arts complex foyer, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
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sensitise ourselves to its implications. Hence to avoid those tentacles continuing to extend themselves
through all that is deemed to be new and innovative in artistic new media design, the lessons of
Ecosophical theory must become digested and integrated into praxis:
Soon enough, however, even the veteran net surfer grows tired of speed thrills and choppy
surfaces. The tide is already turning toward information design with greater depth, sense of
place.. As the look and feel of the new media finds its own niche in cultural life, designers will
want to expand information systems to include virtual worlds that draw on the soothing,
contemplative aspects of pre-digital media. (Heim, 1998).

Likewise, in this thesis I argue that a reflective, Ecosophically focused contemporary arts praxis can
be used as a potent new lens by which such sociocultural undertones can be subsequently opened up
for debate.

key informing projects
In order to investigate these ideas, over the course of the study, three major new works were
produced. They were:
•

‘#14’ (1996), a collaborative performance in ‘Spring Hill Baths’, Brisbane, funded by the
Australia Council for the Arts, Hybrid Arts Fund and Brisbane Festival, shown for the 1996
Brisbane Festival.

•

‘Public Relations (On Line)’ (1997–8) installed at Brunswick St. Railway Station, Fortitude
Valley, Brisbane over four months, funded by the Institute of Modern Art, Queensland Railways,
Arts Queensland and Arterial Inc. and ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ presented on the Internet for
an indefinite period.

•

‘transit_lounge’ (1999) installed in the foyer of Brisbane’s ‘Metro Arts’ and later at ‘Artspace
Visual Arts Centre’ Sydney (2000), funded by an Arts Queensland artist in residence grant at
‘Metro Arts’ (1998), a ‘Metro Arts’ exhibition grant (1999) and major in-kind sponsorship from
‘Apple Computer’ (1998) and QUT ‘Centre for Innovation in the Arts’.

manifest and hence framed by the particular
specificity of public sites such as swimming
pools. Because I worked as a member of a fiveperson creative team for this project, (Brian
Lucas, Lisa O’Neill, Anthony Babicci and
Panos Couros), the core concepts for the work
were less well defined from an Ecosophical
perspective on subjectivity than were those of
subsequent projects.
I had originally conceived of such a dance/
performance project two years previously,
whilst listening to a sound art piece in the baths
during the 1994 Brisbane Fringe Festival. At
that time I envisaged dancers moving within
the pool and an audience sat high above them
in the balcony looking down onto a series of
large floor projections with dancers moving
within those images. This was the essential
vision that became realised in the final work.
The final work was realised between Sept. 3–8,
1996 as a forty-minute performance in the
baths.

‘#14’ (Figure 0/0/02) was the study’s preliminary pilot project. I began work on it soon after the start
of the study in early 1996. It involved periods of creative development and production leading to a
performance, dance event in Spring Hill Baths Brisbane, staged as part of the 1996 Brisbane Festival.

Spring Hill Baths, situated at 14 Torrington
Street Brisbane, is an open-roofed swimming
pool built in 1886, replete with original
wooden dressing cubicles, balcony and
corrugated iron half-roof. Its evocative site
offered up a number of clear ecological
metaphors framed by its associations with
water, flow and exchange. Furthermore its
open roof retained a connection between this
artificial place of bathing and the source that
ultimately filled its capacious volumes.

‘#14’ examined ideas of observation and social interaction within communal spaces from the
perspective of gender politics. It also examined how different types of bodies become socially

Large-scale video projections were used across
the floor of the pool, which had been drained

#14 project
See (URL: http://www.outlook.com.au/keith/projects/number14/, accessed 20/4/02).
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for winter. A black strip of tarquet material ran
down from each side of the pool’s changing
room floor level and across the pool floor,
visually dividing the pool in two. (See Figure
3/5/07, Chapter 3). On the deep end side about
half a metre of water remained, and on the
shallow end a large scrim rose 45 degrees out
of the pool. Performers Brian Lucas, Lisa
O’Neill and Anthony Babicci remained in the
pool throughout the show and variously
interacted with pre-choreographed images of
themselves that were projected both on the
pool floor or up on the scrim, which the
performers were able to move behind. There
were also a number of camera zones where
‘Mandala’ based performances could be
initiated (see ‘Mandala’ works in Chapter 1,
Figures 1/1/01–09), including Lisa’s dances
and Anthony’s drawings with high contrast
materials such as salt and shaving foam.
Undertaking such a major project early in the
development of the study offered me
opportunities to examine the feasibility of my
initial Ecosophical method. Working with a
number of well-established artists further
offered me a potent opportunity to learn from
their own creative processes. Indeed this spirit
of openness to other ideas and concepts is
something that went on to underpin my
thinking from that time onwards.
For ‘#14’ I took on roles as project producer,
artistic collaborator and director of visual
production. Unlike subsequent projects I did
not take on the role of artistic director, as the
structure of this collaboration was
(theoretically) consensus-based. However I
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

was able to use what I learnt in this project to redefine the pointers towards Ecosophical praxis and
these fed into the subsequent work, ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’.
public relations (on line/off line)
See (URL: http://www.outlook.com.au/keith/projects/prelatns/, accessed 2/5/02).
In early 1997 I secured a commission for the second major project, ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off
Line)’ (Figure 0/0/03) which I designed and authored individually. This work was developed from a
number of Ecosophical pointers for praxis that had emerged from the ‘#14’ performance project. By
that stage I had begun to read the problem of ecology as a problem of subjectivity, and hence decided
to produce a work that might enhance and increase awareness of interpersonal subjectivity amongst
its audiences.
‘Public Relations’ was comprised of two elements, ‘On Line’ and ‘Off Line’. ‘Public Relations (On
Line)’, became a major electronic public artwork in Brunswick Street Railway Station, Fortitude
Valley, Brisbane, and was accompanied by an animated web site, ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’,
which partially mimicked the physical work in virtual space. Designed for a sixty-by-four metre
concrete wall opposite Platform 1, the physical work comprised a hybrid form constructed from
several thousand lights. These were used to illuminate an impression of the Queensland Rail (Q-Rail)
network map, covering an area between Brisbane and its adjacent Gold and Sunshine Coasts, which
was drawn on the wall in black tracking. They were also used to display texts electronically
throughout the day to the general public, as they stood on the platform or sat inside stopping trains.
By collecting thoughts and ideas from passengers during the work’s three-month installation on some
simple common themes, I was able to instigate a re-programmable collective memory bank, which
presented animated texts on an ongoing basis. Each text’s specific timing was choreographed around
train arrival and departure times and the declared travel time of its originating passenger (when
supplied). The work was also able to light particular individual stations on the network map and
present animations that swept across the entire sixty-metre length of the wall.
Hence ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ employed the rail network as a simple ecological
metaphor that alluded to common avenues of passage and interchange between places and spaces of
great difference and diversity. Within that ecology the work also framed the ideas and thoughts of the
passengers as being part of the shared, human ecologies of subjectivity.
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transit_lounge
See (URL: http://www.outlook.com.au/keith/trlounge/lounge1, accessed 20/4/02).
‘transit_lounge’, ‘The Fantastic Adventures of Ling Change’ (Figure 0/0/01) was an interactive
installation work with elements directed both by audiences and changing environmental parameters.
It was mounted in the main foyer of the ‘Metro Arts’ complex, Brisbane, Australia between May
26th–June 19th, 1998. ‘Metro Arts’ is an inner city arts administration and presentation venue with a
main street entrance and substantial numbers of passers by.
The work presented a collection of narratives involving a key character called ‘Ling Change’, with
the particular choice and combinations of story possibilities changing continually as a result of the
connections between ‘Ling’s’ actions and a broad range of sensed parameters within the space. Hence
the way in which all of the characters in the stories related to one another adapted and changed in real
time, according to different audience/participant activity and particular changing atmospheric
conditions.
‘transit_lounge’ represented the fruition of a long process of experimentation over several years with
sensed-space, interactive environments.
This work which I directed, featured sound composition by Guy Webster, interface design by Gavin
Sade and performance/choreography by Lisa O’Neill who played all of the nine cartoon-like
characters, digitally composited into a series of playful, computer-generated landscapes. The backstory follows the archetypal construction of myths as described by Joseph Campbell (1949) in his
book ‘Hero of a Thousand Faces: Mythos’. ‘Ling Change’, a strong and adventurous young woman,
is compelled to leave the familiar territory of her garden and undertake a long journey through a
foreign landscape populated by a range of highly unusual characters. At first, attempts to
communicate with these characters are unsuccessful. However a series of difficult situations
encourage discourse and unity. In an attempt to escape impending disaster, they are forced to work
together to solve a series of difficult puzzles. This leads them toward a dramatic finale where the
characters undergo personal and collective transformation.
‘transit_lounge’ was designed somewhat differently than previous works. Not only were the multiple
narratives presented within the work shaped by Ecosophical concerns, but the structure of the work
aimed to establish a particular kind of partnership between work, public and environment. This mode
of audience interaction avoided imbuing the public with any definite sense of command and control
or predictability of response and therefore followed quite different strategies from installation works I
had previous experienced, such as Thomas Gerwin’s ‘Sound Atlas’ (1997) or Agnes Hegdius’ ‘Fruit
Machine’ (1991) (see Figure 1/2/09, Chapter 1). Instead ‘transit_lounge’ was designed to encourage
participants to reconsider their place within the work (and hence by implication their place within the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

broader, interpersonal ecologies that they
inhabit).

why new media?
Sam da Silva (1999) writes on the ‘Resistant
Media’ listserv that “the arrival of electronic
media for art production has shifted the role of
the artist from producer of precious objects to
communicator”. Given the vital nature of the
task, an ideal medium must appeal and reach
out to the widest possible audience. At this
stage in the evolution of media, electronic
forms of creative work have achieved notable
prominence in the lives of many of the world’s
citizens. Lev Manovich in his 2001 book, ‘The
Language of New Media’, discusses the new
media form, illustrating how it has become
heavily influenced by many of the conventions
established by the older mediums. He
illustrates how it has clearly incorporated the
cinematic conventions of the rectangular frame
and the mobile camera and has inherited
similar desires to create illusions of reality,
communicate with its audience/users and make
convincing representations of space.
However contemporary media networks are
still controlled by a relatively narrow band of
corporate-focused magnates who typically
represent mainstream axes of power and
control. (Williams, 1990 and Fiske, 1989).
Whilst television exerts great power over
public opinion its overriding reliance on
advertising revenues tends it towards
conservative programming that will upset
potential donors the least. Furthermore Fry
(2000) suggests that these media outlets, “and
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politicians in general”, have confused
ecological unsustainability with “doomsaying”
leading to a general repression of the depth of
environmental crises, and a hostility to bad
news and seriousness in a “trying to feel good
culture”. Guattari (1992) similarly reminds us
that despite geopolitical ructions, the
monstrous growth and degradation of urban
fabrics and the insidious degradation of the
biosphere, mass media prefer to focus upon
their “concocted sensationalising, banalising,
infantilising” imagery.
In comparison the Internet still permits great
freedom for alternate voices thanks to its
unique many-to-many broadcasting topology.
However connectivity is mostly limited to
wealthy societies and it suffers from a critical
lack of bandwidth for transmission and
reception, compared with television. This is a
key factor which continues to ensure that the
broader public will not assimilate the computer
into their lives in the same way they have over
the years embraced news print, telephone and
television. (NB., this situation may change in
the future).
For the time being a Netcaster’s challenge is to
try to find potential audiences by making them
aware of their broadcasting URL. This
becomes harder every day as the numbers of
sites available to the Net user proliferate into
the billions. Garrin (1997: 99) also reminds us
how much the Net has always been
underpinned by the military-industrial machine
“that fears its potential in the hands of the
general public”. He goes as far as to suggest
that:
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The World-Wide-Wasteland is a staging ground for one of the last wars against the human
spirit. Information overload obscures the obvious crimes against humanity that are hidden in
plain view .. the wars fought are still the wars of old and have never reached the ultimate
evolutionary war, the war against ignorance.

On the web this power to crush public inspiration for action is being further cemented by a wall of
low-grade infotainment, which typically avoids or trivialises difficult discussions surrounding what
Sessions (1995), called the “anthropocentric detour”. Therefore the Ecosophical artist must be
cognisant of the possibility of paralysis in this field and remain aware of the forces at play.
Indeed, if the information media exert such influence over us, yet remain so far away from our
aspirations, then the Ecosophical artist must begin to co-opt its fashionable tools (computers, virtual
reality, and mass communications) in creative ways that may open up new methods and models.
However the practitioner should keep a flexible attitude about which technologies he or she chooses
and where and when possible draw upon new tools and techniques where they can enhance praxis.
However conducting Ecosophical praxis using technological tools opens it up to criticism, because of
an obvious paradox. Whilst technological tools possess the power that older media may not, they
carry their own ecological baggage (hunger for resources, rapacious obsolescence, great expense, and
inequitable distribution). It can be argued therefore that the tools of media arts (computers, printers
and networks) actually assist in perpetuating our unsustainable culture:
Look carefully at the so-called immaterial world of the information age: it takes a lot of material
to realise the immaterial. The overly euphoric inhabitants of virtual worlds who wish to leave
their bodies overlook the obvious facts that the networks which convey their fantasy-existence
are made of parts assembled in Malaysia or Taiwan or Mexico or in other low wage countries.
Food and shelter are the greatest challenge to these labourers. (Garrin, 1997: 97).

This fact doesn’t dissuade many new media artists in their enthusiasm to employ high tech tools and
processes, just as artists have always co-opted new technologies into their practices through the ages.
Just as a smoker is unlikely to be the loudest critic of tobacco marketing, so many new media artists
appear dedicated to the gloss of technology, without consideration of its deeply unsustainable roots.
My own fifteen year experience, formerly as a practising engineer and now as a digital artist, has
borne witness to the dramatic sales hype and astounding wastage that accompanies these fields.
However these factors should be carefully assessed against the potential of these tools and techniques
to permit aesthetic productions that might focus the most effective aspects of media upon the problem
of ecology. (These include factors such as their ability to focus attention, the appeal levied by
dynamic media content, image richness and relative ease of transmission). Furthermore tools such as
computers allow a range of aesthetic strategies to be pursued ranging from print production, web
design, video production and sound design to the enhancement of live performance work.
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What becomes crucial in thinking through this dilemma is the artistic practitioner’s real edge as
critical content producer, an asset often discussed but rarely seen within mass media. Whilst
technology can be exclusionary the responsibility of the Ecosophical artist is to make technological
work accessible to a broad public, developing interfaces that allow satisfying access to content and its
means of generation. Furthermore the Ecosophical practitioner must proceed thoughtfully, employing
where possible strategies of reusing, recycling and upgrading, making any possible deployments of
obsolete technologies and materials (see here groups like the ‘Redundant Technology Initiative’, the
performance group ‘Survival Research Laboratories’ (USA) and performer Barry Schwartz (USA)).
Therefore the task for the Ecosophical practitioners might be framed as follows: to creatively find
ways to agitate, embed, overwork and undercut a path around existing media roadblocks, using new
media tools reflectively in a determined collective of electronic Ecosophical reflection and
presentation.

instigating ecosophical praxis
At the outset of this study I had developed a number of Ecosophical pointers to a new media praxis
which I considered might assist me in investigating the possibilities for aesthetic action to deal with
the problem of ecology. (These pointers are described in detail later in this thesis).
By March 1997 I had completed the first major project within this study, ‘#14: A Multimedia
Performance Event’ (Figure 0/0/02). In spite of planning to the contrary, this work developed within a
process and generated an outcome that displayed relatively few of my early Ecosophical intentions.
However this experience acted as a dramatic focussing device for my thoughts, and through an action
research style reflective cycle made me more able to define what an Ecosophical process/outcome
might become.
I began afresh to consider a range of possible strategies. At that time my thinking was informed by
work identified by Suzanne Lacy (1995) as “New Genre Public Art”, a form that has political and
social-action foci and frames artists to be in active dialogue with their public. My approaches were
further cemented by Suzi Gablik’s later writings on the “re-enchantment” of art (1992, 1995). During
that formative time I collaborated with Melbourne’s dance/performance ‘Company in Space’ to
develop their telepresent piece ‘Trial By Video’ (1997). This work, presented simultaneously in
Melbourne and Brisbane, gave me some key insights into strategies which I might use to begin to
distribute my work across space and time, something which can be seen in the 1998 proposal for the
‘Building of Emergent Disorder’ that preceded ‘transit_lounge’ (1999–2000). Hence these stimuli led
me to develop a refined series of Ecosophical pointers.
I concluded at that time that Ecosophical artists would pursue reflexive aims and outcomes, making
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themselves open to practical, technical and
experimental collaborations within the public
places that they work, interacting with
audiences at each stage in the development and
production processes. The importance of
working in public space cannot be separated
from some of the impulses that originally
drove the fledgling discipline of Public Art
when it emerged in the 1970s, breeding from a
desire to transcend the perceived elitism that
the gallery system was seen to imply at that
time. Whilst in more recent times it has
encompassed mainstream sculptural projects
commissioned for property development and a
plethora of urban design settings, (for example
see the work commissioned by the Queensland
Government’s Public Art Agency1), public art
set within Lacy’s New Genre model can still
become an activated, potent sociopolitical
form. Furthermore in recent years it has
displayed concerns for conservation and
environmental protection (See the work of
Andy Goldsworthy, Anthony Gormley and
Anish Kapoor amongst others), factors which
make public art sympathetic with an
Ecosophical approach.
Hence I concluded at that time that a new
media Ecosophical practice should question
social practices which emerge out of our
ontology of individualistic anthropocentricism,
searching for a new aesthetics of connectivity
and relationality. Furthermore I asserted that
praxis would foster acts of collaboration that
asked its practitioners and participants to
identify with a number of positions, and
through a process of listening to different
opinions seek to balance fields of difference.
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Hence by fostering these experiences works
would attempt to evolve different relations
between artists, work and audiences along lines
suggested by Suzi Gablik who states:
I believe that what we will see in the next
few years is a new paradigm based upon
the notion of participation, in which art will
begin to redefine itself in terms of social
relatedness and ecological healing, so
that artists will gravitate towards different
activities, attitudes and roles than those
that operated under the aesthetics of
modernism. (Gablik, 1991).

During the two subsequent key projects in this
study, ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
(1997–8) (Figure 0/0/03) and ‘transit_lounge’
(Figure 0/0/01) and other subsidiary projects
completed between 1997 and 2000, the
Ecosophical pointers were refined. I introduced
the concept of the media space into my
investigation (see definitions section) and
began to develop approaches to how I could
make an experience work for, and with,
audiences in ways that I had proposed,
consistent with the intention to explore an
Ecosophical art practice. During that time I
used the following set of conceptual transitions
as guidelines to challenge my thinking, and to
assist the forming of the project outcomes:
•

Parts to wholes.

•

Objective to epistemic.

•

Buildings to networks.

•

Truths to approximate descriptions.

•

A move towards self organising systems.

•

Increasing acknowledgment of the
influence of chaos/unstable systems,
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bifurcations and the radical dependence on steady state conditions (Gleick, 1987).
•

Exploring the possibility of unbroken wholeness (Bohm, 1988).

•

Steady deceleration (Virilio, 1995).

•

Individual practice to collaborative endeavours.

From these thematics I developed the following Ecosophical pointers.
Ecosophical praxis should:
•

Seek to motivate and empower audiences to play key roles in creating and shaping their
environments (both within the artwork and subsequently within their social contexts).

•

Seek to develop interpersonal understanding via communication, in ways that seek to transcend
fear and uncertainty, through sensitive policies and directions.

•

Build a form of art that is made available or possible when and where it is required in a way that
is non-impositional , such that it becomes matted with life itself.

•

Encourage audiences to focus upon often invisible, subtle, interconnections and interactions,
existing in those places the work inhabits.

•

Seek to encourage reciprocity.

•

Remain impartial and generous.

•

Whilst continually engaging in a range of activities of a socio/cultural/aesthetic/ecological
nature, clearly acknowledge when activities crystallise into an informed work, a process that will
proceed through many stages of evolution towards particular presented forms..

further applications of praxis
Ecosophical praxis is engaged in the development of new forms of communication with its
practitioners acting as communications researchers. Contemporary communication technologies and
theories are marked by conditions of rapid change. Novel approaches to the development of new
communication strategies may emerge through the lens of an Ecosophical methodology that has the
potential to facilitate new understandings. As Guattari (1995) reminds us, the subjective vision of the
Ecosophical artist may reveal important information about communications practices, even if their
intentions lie far from immediately pragmatic outcomes. Ecosophical process proposes the possibility
of spin-offs that have clear social benefits, something which may also foster financial rewards. Hence
Ecosophical practices may be employed within certain types of existing new media research as a
strategy for shaping new ways of thinking. Possible outcomes include novel forms of interactivity,
visual languages, applications for sound, innovative person/machine interfaces and approaches to the
redesigning the architecture of spaces.
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breaking new ground

remarks about targeted approaches to praxis.

An Ecosophical practice, grounded in radical theories of ecology, aligns practice and theory in ways
that constitute emergent praxis. Such praxis focuses not only around the crisis of subjectivity that
underpins existing ecological crises, but also asks the practitioner to develop their own Ecosophy, or
ecology of mind. This calls upon the practitioner to cultivate an emergent way of thinking,
understanding and acting within the world, which in turn will shape their own praxis as subject, artist
and researcher. Hence the study ultimately proposes a number of useful guiding principles that will
assist practitioners to take such journeys by focussing their exploration of new possibilities and
techniques for the design of media spaces.

notes
1

The Queensland-based ‘Public Arts Agency’ is concerned with managing projects that expend some of the
Queensland Government’s allocation of 2% of capital
works of building budget that must be spent on public
arts projects. (URL: http://www.arts.qld.gov.au/
publicartagency/intro.html, accessed 20/4/02).

what won’t be examined
One key question remains outside the brief of this current study; how effective will works generated
through an Ecosophical praxis be over the mid to long term in bringing about shifts in subjectivity?
An activist praxis such as Ecosophical praxis would popularise itself over the longer term through its
effectiveness to provoke change. However the establishment of a study that could determine such
connections unambiguously would require a long-term, broad based sociopolitical study of a type far
beyond the scope of this current investigation. However audience interviews and comments collected
from participants are analysed as collateral ‘evidence’ of the proposed effectiveness, or otherwise, of
the particular strategies and outcomes evinced.
Hence rather than setting out to ask, will this praxis cause such a shift (a question that might well be
premature anyway), this study adopts an approach whereby its outcomes aim to open up spaces for
targeted conversation and debate. This has similarities to the approach adopted by Sydney’s
‘EcoDesign Foundation’ who toured a show, ‘Waste not Waste’ in 1996. Whilst ostensibly it
presented as a discrete set of artworks, albeit strongly influenced by ecological principles, it was
designed not as the creation or making of objects of art, but rather objects that “were brought into
existence in order to recreate.. and to.. remake” (Fry and Willis (Eds), 1996: 94).
Similarly this study set out to produce a type of work that cultivates places of dialogue and exchange,
where we can begin to recreate and remake, inspired through an Ecosophical state of mind, and
acting towards a world in becoming.
Hence it is the stories of how the Ecosophical pointers were arrived at, through an extended process
of cyclical reflection and production, which is replayed in this dissertation. The following chapters
outline the detailed theoretical basis for the study and go on to describe and evaluate its three major
projects. Throughout these stories the ongoing development of the Ecosophical pointers is illustrated.
The dissertation ends with a concluding series of Ecosophical pointers accompanied by some
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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background

literature review
Describes both the background
and theoretical bases for this
study, focusing on key discourses
in philosophical ecology.
Considers a range of appropriate
media strategies and surveys
relevant contemporary artistic
works.

Earlier stages of my artistic career
encompassed work as an individual performer,
digital video artist and social-action based
community artist. My approach has always
been grounded within critical, cultural theory
and has leant heavily upon technical skills,
cemented in an earlier career in the engineering
and information technology industries.
Through my early solo performance practice I
pioneered a practice of technologically
mediated performance art mixed with
experimental theatre (eg. ‘Uncertain Circle’,
1995–6, ‘Escolas de Sambas’, 1995 and
‘Hacking a Private Space in Cyberspace’,
1996) that focused on physical and intellectual
interactions within artificial reality
environments. All of these works used the
‘Mandala’ artificial reality authoring solution
introduced earlier in this report.
I also utilised interactive technologies within
my community-based arts practice to creatively
empower persons from socially disadvantaged
groups, including persons with severe
intellectual and physical disabilities. (eg.
‘Investigations Into VR Tools for
Communication for FIRST Inc.’ (1994–5), as a
tutor for Access Arts (1994–6) and as an
artsworker on the Brisbane City Council
funded ‘YAP 95’, Youth Community Arts
Project (1995)).
The original proposal (Armstrong, 1995) stated
that this study would undertake:
The development of a body of co-
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dependent theory and art practice that
examines key tensions between the
application of technology and its impact
on ecological systems. I am exploring
new forms of technologically mediated art
works orientated by theory, activated by
the actions of their audiences, which
consequently become active vehicles for
the development of this theory.

early works
During 1995–6 I developed a performance
series called ‘Uncertain Circle’ (Figures 1/0/
01–1/0/03, 1/1/01–1/1/02 & 1/1/07–1/1/09).
This work was scripted around the meeting of
human and artificial intelligence within

One of the most urgent
intellectual tasks of our time is
to understand the implications
of ecology for social and
political thought. In view of
how environmental degradation
is increasingly undermining the
biological, and in some ways
also the psychological, basis
for human life, it is evident that
no social or political theory can
now proceed ignoring or
abstracting from the natural
conditions of its existence and
reproduction.
Hayward (1994: 1)

physical space and cyberspace, and the
subsequent negotiation of that relationship.
Using a mixture of ‘Mandala’, live digital
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video and live sound technologies I performed this work solo, working alongside a further projected
image of myself. This performance, undertaken in collaboration with QUT Music lecturer Andrew
Brown, was shown at the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) Woodward Theatre (1995)
(Figures 1/0/01 & 1/0/02), filmed for the SBS TV Arts show ‘Imagine’, in the QUT Department of
Music Auditorium (1995) and was later filmed for the ABC TV arts program ‘Review’. It was also
shown at Noosa Regional Gallery (1995) (for the ‘Zero 1’ Exhibition and Conference), Pseudo (for
the ‘Brisbane Fringe Festival’ 1995) (Figure 1/1/08), the Erwin Rado Theatrette, Melbourne (1995)
(for the ‘Experimenta’ festival) and the University of Melbourne (for the ‘ASCIILITE 95’
Conference) (Figure 1/1/09).
‘Uncertain Circle’ dealt with the inner reconciliation of self and other, a dualism which I later began
to collapse through my investigations into the possibility of an ecological self. Throughout that stage

1/0/03:Uncertain Circle at Pseudo, 1995, Leon Frainey

create ‘Dragon Dreams’ (1995) (Figure 1/1/
03), an Interactive fly-through and real time
VR adventure which was incorporated in a
theatre show that toured Queensland Special
Schools and was shown at the 1995 ‘Warana
Festival’ in Brisbane’s Southbank Parklands.
performactives

1/0/02:Uncertain Circle featured in QUT
academy advertising literature, 1995, QUT
1/0/01:Uncertain Circle, advertising poster, 1995, Keith Armstrong

in my research I remained concerned with the negotiation of relationships underpinned by
examinations of the spaces that lie between different entities/beings. My interest in the philosophy of
technology also led me to focus upon ideas surrounding the ontology of cyberspace. This led to the
‘Mandala’-based performance works ‘Escolas De Sambas’ (1995), at Brisbane’s Museum of
Contemporary Art for ‘Volt the New Performance’ and ‘Liquid Architecture: Hacking a Private Space
in Cyberspace’ (1996) (See Figures 1/1/02, 1/1/04 & 1/1/06 in Images-1) performed at Brisbane’s
‘Livid Festival’ warehouse.
My continuing commitment to community practice also led me to work on applications for ‘Mandala’
technologies that could assist communication for profoundly disabled young people. It also led me to
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Those early experiences in performance art and
installation were influential in the proposal I
was developing that led to this study. My
intention was to marry these key interests in a
new site-specific praxis. In 1996 I proposed a
form I named the ‘Performactive’: many of the
ideas of the Performactive later became
manifest in the evolving Ecosophical
approaches of this study, most notably within
the work ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off
Line)’ (1987–88). At that time I described the
Performactive as:
A structure and method of technological
and practical facilitation to stage a live,
creative forum, which then is allowed to
develop over a period of time dependent
upon the audience’s actions. The
Performactive’s function is to apply and
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images-1

1/1/04:Hacking a Private Space in Cyberspace, building a virtual
domain, 1996, Keith Armstrong

1/1/03:Dragon Dreams, an interactive flythough for
children using the ‘Mandala’ system, 1995, Keith
Armstrong

1/1/06:Hacking a Private Space in Cyberspace, selecting dwelling
elements, 1996, Jan-elle Weaver

1/1/01:{top} The Mandala system’s live interactive
abilities were capitalised upon for the performance
Uncertain Circle, 1995, Leon Frainey
1/1/02:{bottom} Hacking a Private Space in Cyberspace,
Keith Armstrong falls through real/virtual cubby house
roof, 1995, Jan-elle Weaver
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1/1/05:Dragon Dreams, audiences interacting with the Mandala-based
work at the Paddington Street Festival, 1995, Keith Armstrong
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1/1/07:Uncertain Circle, early development, 1995, Leon Frainey

1/1/08:Uncertain Circle, Keith Armstrong performs with reflected self image, 1995, Leon Frainey
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1/1/09:Uncertain Circle, performed by Keith Armstrong at Melbourne University, 1995, Andrew
Brown
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trial the existing theoretical viewpoint and then contribute to its subsequent development. They
use interactive multimedia, and the assistance of live performers, to catalyse and gather liveaudience and prerecorded interview-generated opinion, focused on the theories under
examination, by the use of questioning and storytelling techniques. Digitised snippets of this
information become the starting content that is presented though the Performactive’s electronic
structures to the whole audience in order to stimulate subsequent debate. Live interactive
technologies, and access to multiple media allows the audience to reformulate and represent
their previous opinions, after assimilating other audience members’ points of view. The
Performactive’s structure ensures that the way in which this creative process evolves depends
less on the actions of individual audience members, but more on how they work together as a
group and as a whole. (Armstrong, 1996).

I further described it as:
A live, communal forum that allows the audiences to directly contribute to theoretical
development during the live event (in addition to pre and post discussion groups/interviews). It
also allows a context for thought and action to be presented consistent with the evolving
proposals for technology usage within ecological systems of organisation. By working with
groups of audience members, the ‘Performactives’ catalyse pre and post-event focus groups
and subsequent research interview sessions. The aim of these sessions is to develop
theoretical applications for technologies, which propose ecological-social systems, and to
provide the starting content for the following work. (Armstrong, 1996).

Much of the basis of the original proposal for the ‘Performactive’ came to be articulated in the
‘Ecosophical praxis’ described in this study. While at a theoretical level it was Deep Ecology which
drove this work, the key shift in approach over the course of this study involved the removal of live
performers from the work and an increasing emphasis on the complex dynamics of audience
interaction within the artwork. This was initially influenced by the restricted access to the site for
‘Public Relations (On Line)’ and by the final work (‘transit_lounge’). By that stage I had entirely
removed the idea of using performers within the daily running of the work, instead asking the public
to take on the role of developing and evolving the work. However performance (by Lisa O’Neill) was
still incorporated within the heart of the imagery being generated and displayed within that media
space installation.
This shift of emphasis allowed an increasing focus on the media space, a concept evolved during the
work ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’. Media spaces are installations that respond and
evolve organically to a range of stimuli that includes both human activity and environmental change.
Media spaces therefore require interfaces that their audience can activate which must be intangible
and invisible, meaning that audiences will not always be directly aware of them. I pursued this
unencumbered approach to interface design (as opposed to the predominantly dataglove and headset
model typically employed by much of the Virtual Reality industry) with the aim of breaking down
the separation between audiences and artworks. Hence by the end of ‘transit_lounge’s’ development
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my role as artist had become that of the work’s
manager, leaving me engaged in layering and
tweaking the parameters of the media space for
optimal response to participant interaction.

philosophical ecologies
Deep Ecology and its cognate concept of
Ecosophy sit within the broad conceptual
territory of philosophical ecologies.
Philosophical ecology, the discipline that has
most influenced this study, draws on findings
of scientific ecology (such as the study of the
interconnectivity and interdependence of all
living things). Philosophical ecology also
draws upon critical theories such as
Postmodernism, Feminism, Holism,
Environmentalism (Merchant, 1992) to
develop a stream of sociocultural theory that
debates how humankind might rethink and
reorganise as an integral part of the broader
ecologies to which it belongs.
There are many strands of philosophical
ecologies, which include Ecofeminism, Social
Ecology, Deep Ecology and Environmental
Ecology. Philosophical Ecologies most
generally consider humans, along with all other
animate and inanimate things, to be partners
within the broader system of nature.
Over the years many concepts of our
relationship with nature have been developed,
with the spectrum possibly captured in citing
just two; Shakespeare’s ‘Forest of Arden’ with
its “tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones, good in everything”
and Baudrillard’s nature (1990) as empty,
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floating signifier. Ecology’s key role is to
develop patterns of thought which ask us to
reassess how we have constituted this
relationship over the aeons, and how we might
now begin to reconfigure it.
Naess (1995) identified two movements within
the practices of ecology, the “Shallow” and the
“Deep”. Shallow Ecology is an
anthropocentric, technocratic environmental
movement concerned primarily with pollution,
resource depletion and the health and affluence
of people in developed countries. However
Deep Ecology is an eco-centric, long-range
ecology movement with guiding philosophical
principles outlined below.
However the basic validity of ecological theory
is contested, for example by Luc Ferry (1992),
a non-metaphysical humanist who describes
Deep Ecology as simply a “new ideal” and a
“heady, mind-numbing opiate”1. Ecological
philosopher Conley (1997: 4) complains that
ecology, the promising new philosophy of the
sixties and seventies now often finds itself
either the target of such “persiflage”
(“mockery”), bundled under the unfashionable
folk wisdoms of the New Agers, or needled “as
part of a campaign that would like to modify
the excesses of political correctness”.
deep ecology
Naess (1995: 68) describes Deep Ecology as a
movement built both around thought and
action, hence not limiting it to remaining only
as a philosophy or ideology. He advocates
targeted action as a means for continuing its
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

evolution, outlining some fundamental steps for establishing a movement. His writings indicate
influences drawn from the action-reflection cycles of action research and hermeneutics (See Denzin
and Lincoln (Eds), 1998).
Naess’ steps have been influential in the development of the praxis evolved during this study because
they offer a tactical approach that is both proactive and reflective and therefore evolutionary. Naess’
phrasing of his stages for Deep Ecological praxis are, like the pointers to an Ecosophical praxis, laid
out as starting points or guides from which participant/readers must then develop their own related
approaches. Naess (1995) stated these stages as:
•

Various persons come together in campaigns or direct actions.

•

They form a circle of friends that support the same kind of lifestyle (some say simple; they may
say rich and manysided).

•

They agree on a wide range of political issues (though they may vote for different parties).

•

They develop slogans/rhetoric for in group communication.

•

They work together against threats in a predominantly non violent way.

•

Their fundamental attitudes and beliefs become the motivation for action.

•

They display a willingness to question why, insistently and consistently deeper.

•

They avoid simply working from human interest.

•

They focus on the vital issues, avoid technical issues, and try and make the public listen.

Arne Naess coined the term ‘Ecosophy’ to indicate a state of ecological consciousness, something he
saw as being inseparable with the desire to live the cycles of reflection and action consistent with a
Deep Ecological praxis.
radical ecologies
Deep Ecology can be seen as a refinement of the line of thinking which saw the conceptualisation of
radical ecologies in the 1970s. Philosophies of ‘Radical Ecology’ (Merchant, 1992) call for the
development of new world views that eschew mechanistically informed frameworks and cultures of
domination (of nature, relationship and environment). Instead they propose world views based upon
relationality, interconnectedness and reciprocity. These are fuelled by deepening our understanding of
how we might image ourselves as active participants within ecologies rather than as dominating
forces towering above them. Clearly Deep Ecology avows these values.
Radical Ecologies draw upon a lineage of theory that includes Animisms, Pantheisms, Feminisms,
Socialisms, Structuralisms and Post Structuralisms. Carolyn Merchant (1992) charts a number of
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movements, which push social and ecological systems towards new and revolutionary methods of
production, reproduction and consciousness. These range from those which seek to de-centre the
human within broader ecological systems as a means for establishing long term sustainable balance
(ie. Deep Ecology) and those based upon traditional human centred models that seek to improve the
relationships that currently exist (such as Ecological Socialism and Ecofeminism).
In general, radical ecology movements call either for all partners to the ecosystem, including humans,
to be seen as having equal value (common within strains of Deep Ecological theory), or instead
suggest an ecologically modified homocentric ethic (evident in reformist ecology such as
conservation-based environmentalism). Hence philosophies like Naess’ Deep Ecology propose a
decentred human self that Conley (1997) terms the “eco-subject”, framed within the symbiotic
objectives of social and natural empowerment.
ecosophical ethics
Further support for this concept of the eco-subject can be drawn from Structuralist writers such as
Lévi-Strauss who developed models of dynamic change and movement, which considered fields of
knowledge in terms of mechanisms or apparatus. Within these webs autonomous subjects and objects
are considered as dynamic configurations or systems. The depth and complexities of these
interconnections underpin a rethinking of our relationships with the world, with the human subject
de-centred from the commanding position it has long occupied. Indeed a structuralist view forces
renewed contemplation of the ethical relations between that human subject and the world in which he
or she was born.
The source of this need can be found in writers such as Lyotard (1989: 105) who suggest that the
ecological concerns expressed by populations are related to those internal, naturalistic thought
processes common to all that resist the forces that would categorise and control nature. He suggests
that these thoughts are an indicator of our personal and collective “eco-sensibilities”. Conley (1993:
97) suggests that to become “eco-subjects” we must integrate the self within a broader ecological
frame. She suggests that this requires a collective “re-singularisation”, which maintains the
particularities of difference as an ethical context through which individual practices are thought. It is
through such a meta-commitment she suggests, that a broader ecology of emergent ideas will be
incubated. Cixous (in Conley, 1991: 79) suggests that such an Ecosophical ethic must be premised
upon a careful “listening” to the world. She writes, “it is the childhood that still knows in me, how to
be in the garden without distancing it .. without trying to appropriate it”. Cixous claims that the adult
subject no longer hears this language of things, “disabled by an idiom, subsumed by magma of
intellect that ideologises and fixes the subject into its constituent parts”. However she suggests that
eco-feminist practice is ready to listen by removing that barrier and devising ways of letting both
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

humans and things organic and inorganic
simply be.
Conley goes on to suggest that the formation of
a personal Ecosophical ethic must be sensitive
to issues of gender, class and geography.
Merchant examines how this manifests within
specific movements from the gamut of
Ecosophical practices such as Deep Ecology
(Naess, 1973 and Sessions (Ed.), 1995),
Ecofeminism (Shiva, 1989, Plumwood, 1993)
and Social Ecology (Bookchin, 1980).
Whilst all these writers examine the complex
interconnections which permit ecosystemic
stability they also affirm the power of
individual action. They suggest that whilst
governmental and private sector action is
powerful, targeted personal action is still the
most powerful means for creating fundamental
social change on both local and global scales.
Hence Deep Ecology sets out to question the
anthropocentric core of Western mainstream
thought with a new metaphysics, psychology,
ethics and science. It regards all organisms as
knots distributed within biospherical fields
(nets) of intrinsic relations and therefore
relationships between those organisms become
inherent to the defining structure of those
organisms. By rejecting a man-in-environment
image in favour of a relational, total field
image model Warwick Fox (1990) goes on to
link Deep Ecology to his ‘Transpersonal
Ecology’ through an identification with the
non-human world leading to an expanded self.
Naess (1973) further expands upon his model
for Deep Ecology, proposing the following key
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themes whilst reminding that norms of this
evolving movement must be reached through
experience rather than logic or induction alone.
•

•

•

Diversity and Symbiosis. The promotion
of a multiplicity of cultures, occupations,
economies and species. Cooperative and
complex relationships should be sought
based upon the concepts of live and let
live rather than a you or me mentality.
Complexity. The vastness and complexity
of living systems should be appreciated
and respected, as well as the danger of
unpredictabilities arising from
disturbances to those systems. Human
actions within those systems should be
based upon activity, not reactivity and be
undertaken reflectively. Humans should
embrace a variety of means of living and
draw upon and cultivate diverse, mixed
skills based upon inventiveness and
creative processes. They should choose to
divide, rather than a fragment labour and
implement complex and diverse
economies. Soft future research should be
favoured, with fewer prognoses and more
clarification of possibilities.
Local Autonomy and Decentralisation.
Naess suggests that life systems are
vulnerable to influences from outside
immediate spheres or ecosystems of
existence. (See also Lorenz, 1972, Bohm,
1988). He suggests a strengthening of
material and mental sufficiency, especially
through self-governance, with local
autonomy serving both to weaken
hierarchies and reducing consumption.
Drawing upon Bookchin’s ‘Social
Ecology’ (1981), Naess suggests the
instigation of localised boards for grass
roots cooperation as well as nationwide
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and global unitary institutions.
•

Biospherical Egalitarianism. Whilst recognising that a realistic praxis requires some killing,
exploitation and suppression, Deep Ecology will in principle respect the practice of equal rights,
and equal working partnerships, based upon internal rather than superimposed understandings.
This right should extend to all human and non-human biospherical parties.

•

Classlessness. Naess suggests that class categories should be eliminated, along with their basis in
suppression and exploitation.

The underlying ethical stance implied in these themes has since closely influenced both the
conceptual and experiential development of Ecosophical pointers for this praxis.
Bill Devall (1985) and Gilles Deleuze (1981) both cite the philosophy of 15th century philosopher
Spinoza as a key influence for the ethical framework of Deep Ecology. Spinoza, whom they read as
proposing a similar philosophy of action, stated that “God or Nature is Nature” (in Deleuze, 1981: i).
Deleuze, in his text ‘Spinoza, Practical Philosophy’ (1981), wrote that “the unit of understanding”
should not be the form or purpose of any one organism but rather how the “affective” relations
between individuals become constituted, set within a “plane of consistency”, ie. their environment.
Building upon this idea Devall laid out his own ethical determinants for the practicalities of Deep
Ecology, which he suggested, should embrace:
•

A new Ecosophical metaphysics, which stresses the identity (I/thou) of humans with non-human
nature, embracing a wholeness/integrity of person and planet.

•

A new eco-psychology which rejects subject/object, man/nature dualisms and bases itself upon
complex and distributed interconnectivities.

•

Quality of life and welfare of humans should not measured by the consumption or possession of
products. Technology should be seen as a tool for human welfare, designed to be ecologically
sound, integrated and appropriate.

•

Local autonomy and a decentralisation of power structures shall be preferred over centralised
political control. Economics should be subordinate to ethical-Ecosophical criteria and hence
become a minor sub-branch of ecology.

•

Education should encourage spiritual development and personhood, rather than training people
for fixed roles or as consumerist participants within a technological society.

politics of difference
The politics which emerges from an ecosophical ethics as described above has been captured by a
number of writers. Conley frames the contemporary field in her book ‘Ecopolitics, The Environment
in Post-Structuralist Thought’ (1997), suggesting that Post Structuralism has the potential to
capitalise upon the degrees of sociopolitical and environmental awareness engendered by
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Structuralist theory.
Further, she suggests that whereas Structuralism tended to construct its meanings from observed
histories of economic development, Post Structuralism (from an Ecosophical standpoint) poses often
unanswerable questions by locating the dilemmas in which subjects are born within economic
development itself. (Dosse paraphrased in Conley, 1997: 6).
However, Conley sees a possible strategy for overcoming this deadlock in the writings of French
theoretician De Certeau who describes particular indigenous tribes’ ability for collectivisation, a
method by which, without sacrificing particularity, they produce political organisations free of
antiquated party systems. By proposing an alternative to the international capitalist democracies that
have oppressed and obscured their voices, she explains how De Certeau suggests individual practices
of Ecosophical action can be highly effective against hegemonies. De Certeau goes on to suggest a
two-stage process of “decompression”. Firstly the cult of information that counters any such moves is
opened up and those spaces that it had possessed are inhabited. Secondly through a process of
expressing solidarity for those without access (and the invisible and forgotten citizens) a process of
increased interconnectedness through “pressure relations” moves first and third worlds to meetings
upon common ground. It is here, in this relational space, he suggests that the great complexities of
interconnectedness can begin to replace former hegemonies:
Praxis of an order established by others redistributes its space; at least it opens to play. In other
words, it opens a space in an area of repression and compression: This is where the opacity of
popular culture, the black rock that refuses assimilation, would be manifested.. There are a
thousand ways of playing with and against the other, that is, the space instituted by others, and
that characterise the subtle, tenacious and resistant activity of those groups that, since they
have nothing of their own, have to make do with what they have. (De Certeau in Conley, 1997:
110).

De Certeau goes on to suggest that by having torture “inscribed upon their bodies” these peoples
choose to construct their futures in ways that avoid the dominant values of their oppressors. Instead
they choose to develop economic and political systems that work harmoniously with the earth,
working at differing and ecologically more appropriate speeds. De Certeau observes their rejection of
totalising ideologies in favour of alliances of community where diversity and difference are allowed
to stand, and loose federations interact in solidarity with activities that develop tactics and operations.
Through these processes they maintain political distinctions, whilst their “loose federations of
difference” conjoin different ethnic groups in ways that reject mainstream centralisation. Furthermore
their ability to link cultural politics to economics prevents them from isolating themselves from other
societies and histories. Instead of choosing a fixed identity, they change and co-evolve in ways
consistent with their evolving political, social and natural environments. However by retaining ethnic
specificity they achieve an “art of the eco”, an Ecosophical practice conducted within an
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encompassing economic system that creates,
amongst Indians and other oppressed peoples,
new alliances.
De Certeau suggests that these ways of
thinking are very different from Westernised
models, which attempt the eradication of
differences in a desire to expand their norms to
other cultures. British academic Roy Ascot
discusses such organisation in the words:
The ethics of the net, its integrity and
inclusiveness, are creating a social
behaviour, a cyber-morality, which will
bring huge bonuses to the real world ..
Organised political parties won’t be
needed if open networks enable people to
organise ad hoc, rather than get stuck in
some rigid group. The end is to reverseengineer government, to hack politics
down to its component parts and fix it.
(Ascot in Mesh Magazine, 1996: 51).

Despite the idealism of Ascot’s words he
similarly suggests the power of networked,
citizen driven, interactive processes. By
focussing upon the opening up of new spaces
in De Certeau’s places of “repression and
compression”, his “black rock play-spaces”,
artists might then use the leverage of a
practical philosophy, Guattari’s “art of the
eco”. In this view, participants need no longer
remain passive recipients of what might be
received. These people instead become poets
who invent “their techniques, their arts of
doing and of living” (Conley, 1997: 111).
“These ways of everyday practice, these
procedures and ruses of consumers constitute
the network of an anti discipline”. (De Certeau
in Conley, 1980: 111).
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interface design strategies
If in the world of computing technology it is
the interface which allows us to access
information through the computer, then
interactivity is the language that both facilitates
and mediates these processes of access. An
interface not only represents the point of
contact between a user and the data stored in
the computer but it also structures that raw data
into information which allows it then to be
converted by the human brain into knowledge.
The predominant interface in human-computer
systems is currently the two dimensional,
graphical user interface. Typically a user
experiences this type of interface whilst using a
conventional computer, such as a Macintosh or
personal computer (PC). The user may interact
with graphical elements viewed on the screen
using a keyboard, mouse or other sensing
device. These graphical elements essentially
exist in a fixed two-dimensional plane
delimited by the edges of the computer screen.
Three-dimensional interfaces function by
detecting a person’s bodily movements in
space and allow them to manipulate a surrogate
character, or avatar, in real time (this may not
necessarily be visible). Typically this avatar
exists within a virtual environment created
from graphical symbols (eg a video shadow in
‘Mandala’ or a hand representation in VR).
These graphical symbols exist in a three
dimensional environment, delimited by
programmed boundaries.
By contrast, Ecosophical interface design
praxis would attempt to employ experimental
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hybrid two or three-dimensional interfaces with the aim of instigating a rich experience for audiences
that balances appropriate degrees of control and complexity of response. The type of interaction
established between the audience members and the work in this way closely determines the character
and direction of the experience. Therefore interfaces that are consistent with human action within
spaces of performance would come closest to an ecosophical approach. Ulrike Gabriel provided an
interesting example in her 1992 installation work ‘Breath’, using a sensor that interfaced a
performer’s breath rate to a computer. This custom type of interface permitted the performer
influence over sympathetic, real time projected projections. Similarly David Rokeby in his 1993
work ‘Silicon Remembers Carbon’ used four infra red sensors in concert with his ‘Very Nervous
System’ to monitor movement with changing video and sound imagery. These types of approach
were also employed in ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ (infrared movement sensors for trains) and
‘transit_lounge’ (infrared movement, sound, temperature and light sensors).
Virtual reality systems offer a range of interactive possibilities, championed by Jaron Lanier (in
Frenkel, 1995). His romanticised, utopian vision concerns collaboratively created objective worlds
where people co-create the interior with a facility similar to language. He calls it “post-symbolic
communication”, because instead of using symbols as referents, reality is created in a collaborative
conversation. He describes how this avoids the use of the symbol, instead directly apprehending the
craftsmanship of that other person combined with your own, without recourse to labels. Here Lanier
describes a science fiction mode of interactivity with immediately accessible menus of unlimited,
hyperreal and instantly palatable signs.
However he also suggests a way in which the interactive process might create a shared context for
action and a common ground between information sources and ourselves. Lanier’s cooperative model
extends to the “reality conversation” (Frenkel, 1995: 49), a way of changing a virtual environment in
real time that he promises will permit a naturally improvised, continuously enfolding, changing,
fluid, virtual world. Lanier’s bridge between humans via the tools of virtual worlds evokes Brenda
Laurel’s description of computers as a “bridge of continuous interaction, a sort of corpus callosum of
exchanges between the outside world and our inner selves” (Laurel, 1992: 91). Myron Krueger
echoes this language in ‘Artificial Reality II’ where he describes the experience of interaction as
being potentially as varied as the interactions amongst people. Just as Brenda Laurel (1991) points
out in ‘Computers as Theatre’, the interface “includes cognitive and emotional aspects of the user’s
experience” (Laurel, 1992: xi). Sandy Stone develops this as:
Anything across which agency changes form.. like when your self is pouring out through your
fingers to somewhere else in the world. And the interface is the thing that mediates between
them. (Stone in Lebrowsky, 1993: 54).

She describes the interface as an “absent structure” rather than a physical and tangible entity.
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“They’re not where you could see them. It doesn’t even mean that they are inside the machine, but
there in an elsewhere” (Lebrowsky, 1994: 56). Here she focuses on a utopian virtual interface, which
may be activated by body or mind, a dream that is yet to philosophically mature or indeed become
technically realisable.
Just as the invention of film, through the technology and craft of photography, extended the stillness
of painting into the flow of time, the technology associated with immersive VR extends beyond the
two-dimensionality of painting and film, into enveloping “circumferal” space. In virtual space, the
artist/designer can construct three-dimensional, animated, conceptual models of the world,
manifesting them within a virtual spatio-temporal arena, where others can kinaesthetically explore
them through real-time interaction and full-body immersion. The viewer thus can become an active
participant, within the artist’s world. This is particularly so when approached through an embodying
(rather than disembodying) user interface such as that of Char Davies’ VR installations ‘Osmose’
(1994–1995) and ‘Ephemere’ (1996–1998). In works such as these, perceptual boundaries between
inside and out may be experienced as permeable as the virtual and immaterial are not confused with
bodily felt experience.
Many artists work with interactive technologies in installation. They include two-dimensional
artificial reality systems (eg. Tim Gruchy, ‘Space Over Time’, 1992 (Figure 1/2/04) and David
Rokeby, ‘Very Nervous System’, 1982–2002), sensory soundscapes (eg. Joan Grounds and Sherre
Delys, ‘Say Aah’, 1997) (Figure 1/2/03), and exploratory physical environments (eg. Martine
Corompt and Philip Samartzis, ‘Dodg’em’, 1999) (Figure 1/2/05). A handful also use it within live
performance, eg. (Stelarc, ‘Host Body/Coupled Gestures: Event for Virtual Arm’, 1992).
artificial intelligence
At this stage in the development of the interface its participants must bring real intelligence in a
work. Video games such as Outcast (1999) or Sega Corporation’s Seaman (2000) are now beginning
to include what is currently lacking in most new media forms, artificial intelligence (Poole, 2000).
This development is proceeding in the expectation that such additional complexity at the interface
will enrich the relationship between participant and work into an experience that is complex, layered
and ultimately a more satisfying approach. Masclef (in Poole 2000:109) promises the illusion of
“dramatically interesting virtual worlds”.
Just as contemporary minimalist visual art practices reminded us that a work needs its audience to
become complete, so interactive media arts have now cemented that contract between works and
their participant/partners. Indeed these new forms promise interface design strategies that might
transcend the relationships we have currently evolved with film, visual or performance arts,
proposing more active, whimsical, divergent and actively lived experiences.
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performance and interface
This influence of performative knowledges has
the potential to assist in developing the
possibilities for interaction design. During this
study my long-term collaborations with Lisa
O’Neill have introduced me to the Japanese
philosophy and approach of the ‘Suzuki’
method of actor training devised by Tadashi
Suzuki (1986). Throughout this study our
collaborations developed our practices in new
directions, producing a multimedia
performance style for the ‘transit_lounge’
installation that was fresh and performatively
strong.

related contemporary practices
Whilst there has been much work done in the
arena of ecological art that addresses the
environmental exigency, little has focussed
upon the underlying crisis of subjectivity. I
have identified the following tendencies within
existing ecological art.
•

Political postering approaches: eg. Peter
Dombrovskis’ photograph ‘Rock Island
Bend’ (1983) used in the anti Franklin
Dam campaign of that year and described
by Green’s Senator Bob Brown as “the
right picture at the right time” (in Jones,
1997: 8).

•

Awareness raising for environmental
issues: eg. Jennifer Turpin and Michaelie
Crawford’s 1996 installation ‘Memory
Line’ for the Australian Conservation
Foundation, or the Australian Wilderness
Society’s 1997 ‘Dugongs of Hinchinbrook’
show (21 May–6 July).
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•

Direct mitigation strategies: eg. Mel
Chin’s ‘Revival Field’, (1990–present) in
which he used an arrangement of toxic
metal absorbing plants to renovate a badly
contaminated site.

•

Novel approaches/solutions: eg. Sydney’s
‘EcoDesign Foundation’ propose creating
new strategies for sustainability through
imagery, accompanied by written
comment and discussion in ways that
present practical solutions. (in Jones,
1997).

•

Environmental protest/performance:
Charles Zuber (1991) has described
Greenpeace’s effective media-based
protests as being undertaken by
performance artists who use the guerrilla
tactic as an art form and therefore present
culture standing on the side of nature.

Other examples include visual arts exhibitions
such as Sydney’s 1997 Perspecta, ‘In Between
Art and Nature’. The curator, Victoria Lynn
states in the foreword for the exhibition
catalogue that:
‘Between Art and Nature’ is a deliberately
open title that has been devised to enable
a spectrum of voices to be presented. The
title suggests that there are many ways to
understand the relationship of art and
nature against the backdrop of the long
history of their cultural interchange.. That
which lies between art and nature can be
a mediation, an intercession, a
communion, a conciliation or an
intervention.

Whilst the size of this event indicated a level of
concern, few artists directly addressed the
crisis of subjectivity underpinning the
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traditional dividing of nature and culture. Whilst Ecosophical practitioners are supportive of all forms
of praxis which share overlapping goals, it is important to avoid just focussing upon what Naess
(1995) called the “Shallow Ecologies”. He suggested such approaches look to the most visible crises
and deal with them directly rather than examining and dealing with underlying traits that led to them.
Hence Naess’ (Deep Ecological) approaches focus upon the underlying subjective crises that these
environmental, social, political and spiritual exigencies imply.
Therefore this study sought neither to work within, or attempt to specifically address, the culture/
nature debate as proposed by Perspecta’s curator, nor alternatively to invoke a form of practice that
might attempt to be neither art nor nature.
However there are many practices that engage with different approaches on the fragmentations of
contemporary subjectivity, most notable amongst which are feminist practices. (eg. Judy Bacca USA,
Lyndal Jones (Australia), VNS Matrix (Australia) and Lyn Hershman (USA) and New Genre Public
Artists (Lacy, 1995) such as Jenny Holzer (USA) or Martha Rosler (USA)). Others such as Mierele
Laderman Ukeles take an approach closer to Ecosophical praxis. Her works, such as Flow City
(1985–date) use a process of participatory democracy that seeks to unite people in open dialogue
around important community ecological issues. Her works draw upon daily routines of life,
questioning how artists might act to empower people, so that they can become agents of change,
invoking community engagement in a search for ecological sustainability. Her approach is consistent
with my definitions of Ecosophical praxis as being a means of making sense of the world through an
aesthetically activated praxis. Guattari (in Marras (Ed.), 1999: 14) would undoubtedly see works such
as those by Ukeles, which attempt to politically aestheticise a public utility (ie the processes of waste
management), as being consistent with “building transversalist bridges” as a means for working
around what he describes as the enemies of an Ecosophical envisioning, “scientism, dogmatism and
technocracy”.
Hence whilst there is evidence of other practitioners working in fields of ecology and subjectivity,
little work to date appears to clearly draw these two key threads together. Framing this study by
theories of Ecosophy, interpreted through new media forms, is also an approach that makes this study
different from other prior approaches. Furthermore this study engages throughout all its stages of its
praxis in a way that seeks to be ecological. It is envisaged that this approach will better focus and
stimulate key debates upon our crises of subjectivity, epistemology and morality, all keys to a fuller
examination of the roots of our ecological exigency.
A key influence for Ecosophical praxis can be found in the writings of Suzanne Lacy (1995) who
coins the phrase “New Genre Public Art”. She describes how this type of work has political and
social-action foci, and frames artists to be in active dialogue with their public.
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new genre public art
‘New genre public art’ (NGPA) is a socio-politically inspired praxis conducted by artists in active
dialogue with their public. Suzanne Lacy (1995) states that NGPA is framed by Marxist, feminist,
socialist, political and Ecosophical debates. It has drawn succour from the practices of leftist politics,
social activisms, community building strategists and the theoreticians of social marginalisation1. (For
other examples of this type of work see Jacob, Brenson & Olson (Eds), ‘Culture in Action’, 1995:
15).
Early American NGPA practices included ‘Happenings’, Vietnam War inspired protests and media
critical practitioners such as ‘Ant Farm’ (eg. ‘Media Burn’, 1975), Chris Burden and Leslie Labowitz
(eg. ‘In Mourning and in Rage’, 1977 and ‘Record Companies that Drag their Feet’, 1977). Similarly
influential were feminist art practitioners such as Judy Chicago (eg. The Dinner Party, 1973–70),
Miriam Shapiro eg. ‘Crystal Quilt’ with Suzanne Lacy, 1987) and author Lucy Lippard (eg. ‘Get the
Message? A Decade of Art for Social Change’, 1984) who worked with issues of personal identity
and a consciousness of their communities of origin to build collective practices. Similarly, Marxist
influenced artists attempted new discussions of labour centred philosophy through interaction within
working groups and communities. Ethnic art activists such as Judy Bacca took their developed artschool aesthetics back into their own communities, working collaboratively to voice collective
concern through practice.
During the eighties deepening issues of racial discrimination, health and ecological crises, AIDS and
pollution gave these artists vital matter with which to work. Whilst issues were often of mainstream
concern, artists took inspiration from the political histories of liberal, radical thought, particularly that
of the left. Otherness, marginalisation, oppression, power relations the impact of technology,
Ecosophical theory and popular culture were all discussed through the art making and interactive
processes.
The cover of Lacy’s book proclaims its aim as being:
To search for the good and make it matter: This is the real challenge for the artist. Not simply to
transform ideas or revelations into matter, but to make those revelations actually matter.

Hence a distinguishing feature of NGPA are the ideals to which it aspires through the aesthetic
expression of activated value systems as means for reshaping of the cultural process itself:
We need to find ways not to educate audiences for art but to build structures that share the
power inherent in making culture with as many people as possible. (Lacy, 1995: 31).

Lacy (1995: 32) quotes artists Estella Conwill Majoza and Houstin Conwill, who suggest ambitiously
that:
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We address issues of world peace,
human rights, rights of the physically
challenged, democracy, memory, cultural
diversity, pro-choice, ecology and caring ..
and the common enemies of war, hatred,
racism, classism, censorship .. drug
addiction, ageism, apartheid,
homophobia, hunger, poverty,
joblessness, pollution, homelessness,
AIDS, greed, imperialism, cross-cultural
blindness and fear of the other.

These types of tendencies in praxis, elsewhere
evident in loose groupings such as political art,
activist art or community art, remain a relevant
point of reference for the Ecosophical
practitioner. In general terms, artistic
approaches that seek to reshape cultural
process through an activated, interdependent
use of cultural praxis have strong referential
value for ecosophical arts praxis.
NGPA practice aims to respond to and with the
people who inhabit its sites of enaction,
building an activated form of public art. This
contrasts with the type of Public Art that is
seen as being imposed by an artist upon a
public location, such as Richard Serra’s
infamous ‘Tilted Arc’ sculpture (1981).
Unlike public art which has traditionally been
focussed around sculpture and installation
located in public spaces, New Genre Public Art
is defined by Lacy as “art in the public
interest” (1995: 25). Such practices do not
share common typologies, combinations of
materials or types of venues, instead being
defined by audience involvement,
communication and political intentions. These
practices therefore adopt the broader term
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public as their operative concept and quest,
utilising a range of re-conceptualised forms of
dramatic practice. Working upon the principle
that:
An aesthetic always exists in interaction
with, in commentary on, a larger social
context … To isolate an aesthetic and
attempt to make it unrelated to other
things is impossible (Raven, 1989).

This approach (see also the debates in ‘Art in
The Public Interest’, (Raven, 1989)), is taken
up by the Brisbane based public arts
organisation ‘Arterial’ who state that their role
is:
Not just to produce another thing for
people to admire, but to create an
opportunity - a situation - that enables
viewers to look back at the world with
renewed perspectives and clear angles of
vision. (Arterial, 1996).

Lacy describes how 1970s art in public places
practices moved away from statue/pedestal
style of art making, instead focussing upon
work that actively addressed its environment,
although she reminds us that often:
Site specificity was really more like the
imposition of a kind of disembodied
museum zone onto what already had
been very meaningful and present before
that, which was the place. (Lacy, 1994:
24).

However as such practices matured, artists
were better able to go on to address the cultural
ecologies of those places in ways substantially
different from imposed gallery-based practices.
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The influence of performance was also particularly important at this time. In his treatise on
Happenings, Shank (1982) suggests that a great variety of new performance practices were taking
place outside of theatre (from the 60s onwards), spilling out into the classroom, at sporting events
and in public meeting places. Shank suggests that these types of practice forced audiences, in their
discomfort to open up to new and less structured modes of practices. Similarly the practices of
performance art sought to remove the fourth wall of naturalist theatrical practice that situated the
audience as “silent, trained”.. and .. “receptive” (Fereday, 1993: 41), something Brecht compared to
sitting in front of a keyhole that revealed a private world before their eyes. Performance art, and
alternative theatre practice of the sixties and seventies, suggested that it was the inherent structure of
theatre that disallowed the collective experience of the audience to be explored. These new
movements worked towards staging events that proposed a shared social moment. They suggested, as
did Community Theatre of the 1980s, that the traditional seperated performance and viewing spaces
of traditional theatre did not open up the text to expression through allowing space for audience
interaction.
By contrast the site-specific Ecosophical practitioner must avoid the imposition of forms within
public space, particularly when such processes arise without prior negotiation in ways that may not
be of clear benefit to those communities. Instead Ecosophical practice should rather grow from
within public life itself, rather than being imposed upon it, to become an ongoing part of public life
itself.
Lacy sums up the roles of NGPA artists as empathisers, reporters, analysts and activists. These are all
roles that an Ecosophical practitioner might take on. However it is the particular roles of these artists
and the positioning of Ecosophical work within the public sphere that differs.
Lacy models the organisation of NGPA practice with a series of concentric, hierarchical ripples
(Figure 1/B/01) that emanate outwards from the originating artist or artists, who are situated in ring
one. The third ring in this model encompasses the volunteers and performers whom she describes as
those “about, for, and with whom the work is created” (Lacy 1995: 179).
However Ecosophical practice proposes a different model. Rather than its artists forming an inner
circle around which volunteers, and later the public, operate, Ecosophical praxis seeks to collapse
these interactions between artists and audience. Instead it seeks to create a model for praxis which
employs actively permeable boundaries between categories (without naively suggesting that the
entire act of aesthetic direction could be given away). This introduces the real and desirable
possibility that audiences might co-opt the artistic direction of the work and make it their own, a
driving facet of 1980s community arts practices. (For further details of such practices see
Fotheringham (1987)).
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1/B/01:Image from Lacy, Suzanne (Ed.) (1995: 178)

However Ecosophical practice displays some similarity to NGPA practice in the way in which it
seeks to address its sites of inaction, but it specifically concentrates upon developing a package
inspired by that site, where issues of subjectivity can be discussed in a place of listening and
reflection. Ecosophical practitioners therefore do not just seek to produce works simply for and with
audiences at a site, but rather they make work that acts within their audiences, with respect to its
focus on collective crises of subjectivity.
These differences of relationship between the two practices clarify how an eco-philosophical
modality of engagement draws upon practices such as NGPA, yet has subsequently identified a clear
need for research in key areas which NGPA does not appear to satisfy.
One approach to understanding these areas is suggested in the work of Suzi Gablik. She suggests
that polymorphous nature of Postmodern practice opens up the possibility for multiple artistic
strategies. This is evident in the enabling of action based works, framed artistically, to be viewed as
legitimate practice. Gablik evidences this approach in the work of artist Dominique Mazeaud during
her yearlong performance art ‘The Great Cleaning Of The Rio Grande River’ (1987 onwards) which
involved the systematic removal of rubbish from that river’s boundaries. Whilst it was framed as a
ritualistic artwork its enactment directly impacted on that river’s ecology. Similarly Bradley
MacCallum (1990) built covers for park benches where his collaborators, homeless people in New
Haven Connecticut were sleeping, and Lynne Hull’s (1988) projects ‘Raptor Roost L-2, with
Ferrugenous Hawk’ (1988) and ‘Lightning Raptor Roost With Hawk Chicks’, (1990) provided safe
roosting spots in flat plains of Utah and Wyoming, USA. (See URLhttp://www.artsednet.getty.edu/
ArtsEdNet/Resources/Ecology/Bios/hull2.html, accessed 21/4/01).
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

According to Gablik (1995) much of
Postmodern art practice has embraced an
epistemological break with the paradigms of
vision characterised by the passive, spectatorial
disembodied eye, typical of high Modernist
ideals. It has instead proposed a shift from the
notion of autonomous, self-referential practice
towards a more dialectical, interactive type of
art practice that focuses on process and
relationship, encouraging symbiotic
interactions both with the natural world and
other practitioners and types of practice. Suzi
Gablik eloquently portrays the importance of
such practice in her key 1991 text ‘The
Reenchantment Of Art’. She defines
“reenchantment” as:
Stepping beyond the modern traditions of
mechanism, positivism, empiricism,
rationalism, materialism, secularism and
scientism - the whole objectifying
consciousness of the enlightenment.
Reenchantment implies a release from
the affliction of nihilism which David
Michael Levin has called “our culture’s
cancer of the spirit. (Gablik, 1991: 11)

Gablik’s feminist, relational writings argue for
a practice, which depends on “care,
responsiveness.. and seeing and responding to
need” (ibid: 67). She calls for a direct linkage
of practice and life and discusses possible
symbiotic relationships between the
environment and community wrought from an
epistemology of care and partnership-based
social systems.
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survey of new media works
During the first part of the study I had
identified a substantial number of installation
and performative practices to inform my
investigations. However I had also found that
relatively few of these practices were evident
in new media and digital media practices
which had developed quickly during the period
of my research. Hence by late 1999, I realised
that I needed to update my research in
contemporary media space installation
practices. During January and February 2000 I
journeyed to art and technology institutions in
Europe in order to research current practice.
These included ‘ZKM’ in Karlsruhe, Germany,
the ‘Ars Electronica Centre’ in Linz, Austria,
the ‘V2 Centre for Unstable Media’ in
Rotterdam, Netherlands and ‘The Dome’,
‘Playspace’ in London England. I also
conducted interviews with Jeffrey Shaw, media
artist and director of ZKM, and Gerfried
Stocker director of the ‘Ars Electronica Centre’
and the ‘Ars Electronica’ international media
arts festival. I also attended the ‘Exploding
Cinema’ Festival, Rotterdam in February 1999,
allowing me to view a broad range of
innovative media works.
The ‘Net.Condition’ show (23 August 1999–09
January 2000) at ZKM further offered an
insight into web and networked practices, the
development of virtual communities and the
evolution of virtual machines. I was also able
to tour the ZKM ‘Centre for Visual Media’.
The ‘Ars Electronica Museum for the Future’ is
a good example of how artists can produce
technology based art works that appeal to a
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

broad cross section of publics, by skilfully mixing the fields of design-arts, education and
entertainment. Exhibits at the museum were largely commissioned from artists who had exhibited at
the twenty-year old ‘Ars Electronica’ festival. However I did note that many of the works appeared to
be conceptually shallow, although undeniably entertaining.
The ‘Cave’ VR system installed at the museum (similar to the one installed at the ‘ICC Centre’ in
Tokyo) is the most advanced virtual reality system I experienced during the period of this study. The
system allows a relatively unencumbered experience for small groups of participants and displays
strong potential for scientific visualisation, product design and the collective presentation of
navigable virtual architectures. The Cave comprises a small room with constantly changing digital
images projected onto its three walls and floor space, with perspectival views changing continually
according to the demonstrator’s position. This demonstrator also uses a three-dimensional wand to
move through these implied virtual spaces whilst activating virtual items and making selections.
Whilst audiences are not allowed to actually operate the system, participants are led through a
number of well-developed, albeit low resolution virtual world scenarios which included; Peter Kogler
and Franz Pomassl’s 1999 artwork ‘Cave’, a city once proposed by Leonardo da Vinci replete with an
operable Gutenberg printing press and a vivid three dimensional children’s storybook. The real power
of this system lies in its ability to permit group travel within the same shared physical (and by
implication virtual) spaces, encumbered only by a pair of LCD shuttered glasses which have a
wireless connection to the system.
The ‘V2 Centre for Unstable Media’ in Rotterdam is an arts organisation where artists, designers,
interface designers and programmers work in a hothouse environment. V2 focuses around the
investigation of contemporary and experimental digital media practices with a particular focus
upon the sociopolitical implications of digital media. The centre hosts festivals, workshops, forums
and artists residencies. Whilst there I discussed collaboration on a future project using a piece of their
custom software called the ‘Epic Generator’ that allows multiple stream control of video imagery.
This is a sophisticated version of the control system that underpinned the ‘transit_lounge’ project,
allowing the display of up to four channels of real time controllable video and audio dependent upon
the position of interactors within a space monitored by simple sensors or cameras.
‘The Dome’ was a large-scale exhibition space that was open throughout 2000 set within a massive
custom-built tent structure in London’s Docklands. This venue is now closed. Established as a
themed info-tainment park, the ‘Play’ zone was one of many themed areas in the venue, housing a
number of electronic installations.
Whilst at these venues I experienced many types of interactive installation spaces. They are either of
the encumbered type that require headset and gloves, or immersive Virtual Reality (VR) systems such
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as the ‘Cave’ which require astoundingly powerful and expensive equipment. Of the other
unencumbered systems many display facets that could inform new works developed from an
Ecosophical model for praxis.
Masaki Fujihata’s ‘Beyond Pages’ (1995) (Figures 1/2/01 & 1/2/02) displays a digital down
projection of a book whose pages can be turned with an electronic stylus and whose contents
subsequently become animated. This in turn activates other parts of the installation’s room space,
utilising life-sized projections to show the opening of a door or the hands of a clock spinning through
time. Toshio Iwai’s ‘Piano’ (1995) invokes a similar sense of wonder as selections of notes placed by
participants on an electronic score cause dissonant, yet ethereal electronic music to be played. These
sounds also cause a grand piano’s keys to be played whilst showers of projected digital sparks
emanate skywards.
Other works on display at ZKM are inspired by concepts of the networked society and investigate the
possibility of including more than one participant within an evolving work. They include Jeffrey
Shaw’s ‘Distributed Legible City’ (1999), a multi player networked version of his classic cycling
installation ‘The Legible City’. (1988–91). In this new version users again pedal a physical cycle
through an unfolding virtual world of mapped texts displayed on a screen set at eye level, although
this time other cyclists may be present in the network (pedalling in geographically disparate
locations). It becomes possible to communicate verbally with these other cyclists when their avatars
cross paths within the virtual text map. Similarly Masaki Fujihata’s ‘Nuzzle After’ (1998) is a
navigable virtual world for several remote players. Each user has a standard keyboard and mouse
interface, with a video camera recording their face. It is therefore possible to search out other users
within a virtual terrain and interact with their representative avatars, each of which bears the face of
their user. This approach recalls Roy Ascott’s 1989 work, ‘Aspects of Gaia’ in which he attempted to
build pathways that utilised international telecommunication links between geographically disparate
collaborators, which included artists musicians and scientists, as a means for forming a harmonizing
representation of the earth (Gaia).
Agnes Hegdius’ ‘Fruit Machine’ (Figure 1/2/09) is successful in developing a depth of interaction
between audience members, requiring close cooperation between two or three participants. The task
is to rebuild a shattered three dimensional image of a fruit machine’s reels using three joysticks, a
feat which requires close cooperation.
The ‘Kid’s Room’, originally developed by MIT Media lab was shown in the ‘Play’ zone at The
Dome in London. This complex work allowed groups of kids to be led around a stage set and when
prompted become involved within simple interactive experiences. For example groups of children sat
inside a physical boat were required to paddle (in space) using digitally tracked oars, which
subsequently steered a representation of their boat down a virtual, (real time rendered) river,
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

displayed on a large-scale projection in front of
them.
There are also a number of strong works with
more traditional keyboard and mouse
interfaces at ZKM and V2. Some of the older
narrative based interactive works are limited to
playing back differently sequenced video clips
from videodisc units (ie. Lynn Hershmann’s
‘Lorna’ (1979–84) or Jill Scott’s ‘Frontiers of
Utopia’ (1995)). David Blair’s CD-ROM
version of his long term digital film project
‘Waxweb’ (1991–99) offers much more
sophisticated possibilities for arranging the
playback of video materials, but is let down by
an undocumented, user unfriendly interface.
However Greenfield and Rollestone’s
sophisticated, easy to use CD-ROM ‘Urban
Feedback’ offers up satisfying combinations of
image and sound that change constantly in
response to mouse clicks and drags. Other
works that draw on computer game culture/
aesthetic, whilst avoiding the need to win or
beat others, include puzzle based games such
as the Japanese game ‘Jungle Park’.
(Digitalogue, 1996).
Attempts to place the entire human body
within works using live blue screen
technologies are usually limited by visual
inaccuracies inherent within analogue video
systems, combined with sluggish system
responses. These problems are epitomised by
Michael Bielicky’s ‘Delvaux’s Dream’ (1998–
99), a complex yet unsatisfying installation at
ZKM. Bruno Cohen’s ‘Camera Virtuosa’
(1996) similarly attempts to place audiences as
virtual actors, set within a holographic stage
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space, but the experience lacks depth due to
technical clumsiness and simplistic interactions
with the virtual actors.

(Figure 1/2/06) which allows the user to control the progress of several coloured dots through a
simple maze, causing sounds to be generated dependent on their subsequent permutations of
collision.

Whilst I have not experienced it, Char Davis’s
complex installation ‘Ephemere’ (1996–1998)
promises a breath-controlled interface that
provides an interesting example of how VR
technology might be used in ways that are
corporeal and non invasive.

Sensed space environments are taken to subtle new levels in Nicolas Collin’s work ‘Table de Séance’
(1996–8), Perry Hoberman’s ‘Barcode Hotel’ (1994) and Laurent Mignonneau and Christa
Sommerer’s ‘Interactive Plant Growing’ (1992) (Figure 1/2/08). All of these works inspire reflection
through an integration of experience and entertainment, set within a creative and performative space
that encouraged communitarian priorities. ‘Table de Séance’ by Nicolas Collins (2000), shown at
ZKM’s ‘Net.Condition’ show is set in a turn of the century drawing room, and uses a wineglass
moved on a central table as its interface. The meaningful activity of moving this glass, in concert
with other participants (to summon up the spirits of the room), is indicated by electromechanical
devices that cause sounds to emanate from both the architecture and furniture. This subtle sound
work, which avoids direct cause and effect responses, presents a rich and potent experience.

Masaki Fujihata’s simulator based work,
‘Impressing Velocity with Motion Platform’
(1999) uses real time image processing to
confront audiences with the destructive
influences of speed on our everyday lives. He
situates the audience’s vision and experience,
via a mixture of telepresence, motion platform
technology and three-dimensional VR goggles,
as being on the front of a toy train. This train
travels continually around a twisting track in
another part of the exhibition and has a camera
on it nose. Hence participants, seated within
the simulator, see images of other exhibition
visitors as they peer down into the train
camera’s vision plane. These people may
increase the speed of that train remotely with
this process of acceleration and deceleration
digitally distorting their vision and sound in
direct response to the speed. This work
contrasts strongly with his earlier work
‘Beyond Pages’ (1995) (Figures 1/2/01 & 1/2/
02) which allows the user to navigate through
subtly combined virtual and physical spaces
using a stylus, working in concert with a light
table/monitor. A similar subtlety of response, in
concert with generative soundscapes, inspires
Toshio Iwai’s work, ‘Music Table’ (2000)
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Perry Hoberman’s whimsical ‘Barcode Hotel’ encourages the possibility of collaboration amongst
individuals who each have barcode scanners which allow them to create and manipulate virtual
objects, seen on a shared screen space (through three dimensional glasses). Users can choose to
develop their own objects and subsequently combine them with, or pit them against, other people’s
objects. They can also disrupt the overall three-dimensional space that the objects moved within for
all users.
Laurent Mignonneau and Christa Sommerer’s ‘Interactive Plant Growing’ (1992) (Figure 1/2/08)
utilises a number of real plants that when caressed by different people cause digital plants to grow in
a shared screen space. Certain species grow slowly and subtly whereas others rapaciously engulf
other plants.
Similarly for the 1999 ‘Ars Electronica Festival’ Ursula Damm developed a sophisticated model for
evolving visual spatial architectures called ‘In/Out Site’ that aims to model a virtual structure based
upon changing relationships within space:
The anthropocentric conception of space (everyone produces his space himself) is thus
abandoned; what takes place is a superordinate, collective Something which incorporates the
characteristics of many individuals. (Ars Electronica (Ed.) 1999: 358).

Canadian artist David Rokeby, designer of the ‘Very Nervous System’ motion tracking software and
hardware, has pioneered several technically sophisticated interactive installation systems, which
avoid direct causality. Whilst his systems track movement and gesture in space using video cameras,
they respond to participant change rather than position, hence disallowing a user the option to
necessarily tie action to repeatable responses.
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images-2

1/2/04:Space Over Time, 1992, Tim Gruchy

1/2/03:Say Ahh, 1997, Joan Grounds & Sherre Delys

1/2/06:Music Table, the Dome, London, 2000, Toshio Iwai

1/2/01:{top} Beyond Pages, ZKM permanent
collection, 1995, Masaki Fujihata
1/2/02:{bottom} Ibid., a virtual switch on the
screen/table, when activated by a stylus, turns
on a real lamp
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1/2/05:Dodg’em, extract from the sound mapping floorspace/diagram used
in the installation, 1999, Martine Corompt & Philip Samartzis
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1/2/07:The Wave, framing prior to attachment of photo paper and immersion/contact with wave, 1997, Harry
Nankin

1/2/09:Fruit Machine, ZKM Permanent Collection, 1991, Agnes Hegdius

1/2/08:Interactive Plant Growing, ZKM permanent collection, 1992, Christa Sommerer & Laurent
Mignonneau
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Paul Sermon’s simple but effective blue screen telepresence-based works such as ‘Tables Turned’
(1992) display an intriguing poetics, which actively encourage group participation. Sermon uses
simple blue screen techniques and projection to apparently place geographically separate people on
the same physical couch or bed, invoking a depth of action/reaction between participants (whom I
witnessed often became deeply absorbed within this experiential context).
‘Dodg’em’ (1998–99) (Figure 1/2/05) by Australians Martine Corompt and Philip Samartzis provides
a good example of an electronic installation work that promotes meaningful activity within a physical
space. It involves pedalling two toy cars around a large video-scanned space, allowing the discovery
of a complex, spatial soundscape played from loudspeakers situated all around the room. Whilst the
work ultimately uses a direct cause-effect model two users operating simultaneously in the space add
an apparent complexity to the work that renders it relatively satisfying.
Thomas Gerwin’s ‘Sound Atlas’ (1997) allows sounds sampled from all over the world to be selected
and combined for individual listening whilst a world map indicated their source. This work allows
sounds to be selected that have been recorded in particular, geographically locatable places. It also
allows sounds to be called up that purport to be indicative of counties, states, countries or even
continents. As sounds are played their geographical source(s) are displayed visually by lights set
within a large-scale map. These can also be heard by other participants at times, who are in turn
similarly engaged in their own real time soundscape compositions.
The Artificial Life inspired works of John McCormack (ie. Turbulence 1994), and Rodney Berry’s
‘Feeping Creatures’ (1997), are both actively underpinned by principles abstracted from scientific
ecology, using a number of simple rules to develop complex behaviours that allow artificial life
forms to birth, exist, replicate and die. In a similar vein Melbourne artist Garth Paine’s work ‘Reeds’
(2000) has recently explored the relationship between computer based real-time music composition
and the behaviour patterns of natural phenomena. ‘Reeds’ comprises of a number of electronic
devices floating in a lake, which produce evolving soundscapes that work in concert with its
surrounding environments.
Sherre Delys, a recent Australia Council New Media Fellow (2001–3) and Joan Grounds take a quite
different approach to the positioning of technology within natural systems. Their 1997 installation,
‘Say Aah’, (Figure 1/2/03) at the Royal Alexandria Hospital for Children, Westmead used sounds
emitted from small sculptures as a means for invoking “the inner life of nature”. (Quoted from press
release, Perspecta 1997). Bottled plants emitted sound whilst other apparently flimsy sculptures
responded to touch invoking a sense of wonderment and awe in the young people for whom the show
was tailored.
Taking quite a different approach, Harry Nankin’s large-scale photographic work ‘The Wave’ (1997)
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

(Figure 1/2/07) attempted to create a
shadowgram of an actual wave, exposed by
flash and moonlight on framed photographic
paper held over the sea as a wave passed over
it. Nankin suggests that he was trying to
overcome the romantic landscape tradition that
traditionally has separated the artist as observer
from nature. Nankin states:
I’m dissatisfied with that. My interest is
with an ecological engagement … an
ecocentric engagement with the world …
the shadowgram for me was one way of
achieving that. (Dzenis,1997: 6).

The possibility of alerting audiences to
environmental fluxes and hidden energy
patterns has been explored by Joyce Hinterding
in several works including ‘I-Tone Aeriology’
(1997). This installation employed two
kilometres of copper wire to allow the
detection of electromagnetic electrical
impulses already present in the air, making
them visible via large-scale oscilloscope
waveforms. A camera also captured the viewer
of this work with that image being converted
into a similar style of electrical trace. Through
this process Hinterding attempted to make
visible the complex fluxes already present
within the atmosphere, intermixed and
moderated by the pulses of human activity. Her
work appeared to indicate the presence of a
something that cursory thought might see as
nothing, questioning how this something had
been brought into being, ie. was it created,
revealed or simply amplified? In this way
Hinterding successfully drew attention to what
lay around and amongst her audience.
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notes
1

Ferry was awarded a prize in France for his work, in a
right wing political climate that saw the sinking of
Greenpeace’s flag ship the ‘Rainbow Warrior’ and the
cracking of Muroroa Atoll’s crust by their underground
nuclear tests.
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introduction
The following key questions were posed at the
outset of the study:
•

research
methodology
Justifies the use of an action
research paradigm, states key
aims and objectives, describes a
process of nonlinear thesis design
and defines keywords used
elsewhere in this document.

Is it possible to develop and refine a series
of pointers towards Ecosophical praxis, via
a reflexive process of theory and practice
in new media?

•

Will these pointers assist in developing
subsequent praxis?

•

Will these pointers assist in the
examination and critiquing of that
subsequent praxis?

Researchers.. do not.. distance
themselves from what they are
researching; in fact, they often set out to
build close relationships with the people
within the system studied
Dick & Swepson (1997, http://
www.uq.net.au/action_research/arp/
arfaq).

I therefore declare my own background and

action research
The study used Action Research methods,
which Dick & Swepson (1997, http://
www.uq.net.au/action_research/arp/arfaq)
describe as a “useful way of doing research if
you are a practitioner who wishes to improve
your understanding of your practice”. They
suggest that Action Research is,
suited to situations where you wish to
bring about action in the form of change,
and at the same time develop an
understanding which informs the change
and is an addition to what is known.

Dick (1999, http://www.scu.edu.au/schools/
gcm/ar/whatisar.html) describes Action
Research as an iterative, “emergent process
which takes shape as understanding increases”.
Critical reflection and action become deeply
intermingled in a cyclical process of continual
refinement with “methods, data and
interpretation” becoming re-imaged “in the
light of the understanding developed in the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

earlier cycles”. Action research also involves
active participatory processes that
acknowledge how enmeshed the researcher(s)
become when engaged on an ongoing research
journey.

The rigid structure of do-theright-thing-in-the-right-orderor-you’ll-be-sorry poetics can
be replaced with a gentler and
freer model in which users
employ their energies in a
world, not a generative model
of a linear genre.
Aarseth (in Jackson, 1999: 7)

establish particular cultural and historical
contexts surrounding each of the study’s three
projects. Readers are asked to consider these
factors when reflecting upon the research
process and its findings. I further stress my
embeddedness in the research by using the first
person when describing my methods and
findings.
Furthermore I do not attempt to present a
universal road map for Ecosophical Praxis,
keith armstrong 2002
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instead presenting a personal, reflective journey ‘Towards an Ecosophical Praxis’. This approach
stresses my findings and conclusions as tentative and fluid rather than absolute and
immutable. Therefore the series of pointers to an Ecosophical praxis are presented only as potential
starting points aimed to assist other practitioners who may desire to establish their own (necessarily

2/0/02:Keith Armstrong’s web site at the Digital Performance
Archive (excerpt), (URL: http://dpa.ntu.ac.uk/dpa_search/
result.php3?freeauth=armstrong, accessed 9/8/02), Keith
Armstrong

quite different) praxes.
Action Research is described by Winter (In
Zuber-Skeritt (Ed.), 1996: 14) as “the
necessary link between self-evaluation and
professional development”, involving multiple
stages of reflection (“the development of
understanding”) and subsequent “changes in
practice”. Winter suggests that wherever
possible these two aims should be developed in
parallel, suggesting that Action Research
should “link practice and the analysis of
practice into a single, continuously developing
sequence” (ibid, p. 13).

2/0/01:My posted Ecosophy entry, Future Physical web site, (URL: http://www.futurephysical.org, accessed 2/5/02), Future Physical,
England
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At the outset it was seen as important that the
research methods applied in this study allow
for a productive alignment with and critique of
the conceptual framework of ecosophy. (See
Figures 2/0/01 & 2/0/02). The vital issue in this
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alignment would be a rejection of positivist principles. The methodology would need to acknowledge
multiple epistemological paradigms, an emergent research design and a notion of findings which are
highly contingent. An Action Research method offered a significant level of alignment with the
ecosophical framework. This was seen as advantageous to the project of an emergent and dynamic
praxis informed by self critique. It also allowed a questioning of the conceptual framework of
ecosophy as it applies to new media space design. Winter (ibid, 13-14) lists six principles central to
the Action Research process:

between participants, the close collaborations
developed with other artists and technical
specialists during the progress of the study, and
the use of interviews, reviews and public
comment upon the artworks produced which
were incorporated within the reflective
progression of the study, and hence this thesis.

•

“Reflexive critique” (a method of making ourselves aware of our “own perceptual biases”).

•

“Dialectic critique” (a strategy for comprehending the relationships between things that lead to
particular phenomena.

•

“Collaboration” (a plethora of views are seen as being contributing factors to understanding
these phenomena).

•

“Risking disturbance” (an examination and active critique of what we take for granted).

•

“Creating plural structures” (establishing
a number of different ways of presenting information in a way that avoids presenting a single,
authoritarian voice).

•

“Theory and practice internalised” (understanding theory and practice to be interdependent,
correspondent phases of the research process).

The Ecosophical principle that encourages a
focus upon the invisible, subtle
interconnections and interactions existing in
particular physical locations is consistent with
Winter’s Action Research principle of “risking
disturbance”. In the ecosophical praxis that
emerges from an application of the principle,
works ask their participating audiences to
examine that which they take for granted and
hence create “plural structures” that seek to
offer up diverse new ways of comprehending
the problem of ecology. This Action Research
principle of examination and critiquing of that
which is commonly taken for granted is also
consistent with the Ecosophical principle of
examining visible and non-visible fluxes
within site-specific contexts.

In order to develop a methodology employing these diverse threads, the Action Researcher must take
on many roles and be prepared to approach qualitative research processes in ways that are
interdisciplinary, interactive and open to diverse approaches.
The Action Researcher would also in fact demonstrate a high level of consistency with Ecosophical
principles. However while it is important to identify a number of underlying parallels between an
Action Research methodology and the concept of ecosophy, it is also important to note that in this
study Action Research was employed to produce an ongoing critique of ecosophy at the level of
application. The rigorous use of the Action Research critical reflection cycle allowed progress
towards new theory (in the form of the pointers) and new practice (in the form of the artworks
themselves).
The conceptual fit between ecosophy and Action Research is now argued. The Ecosophical principle
that seeks to motivate and empower participants to play key roles in creating and shaping their
environments as a means for seeking to encourage reciprocity is consistent with Winter’s principle of
“collaboration” which describes the requirement to actively listen to all contributing voices. Many
collaborative processes informed this study, with all of these knowledges feeding the study at each
stage. These ranged from the creation of works which aimed to actively stimulate collaboration
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Winter’s processes of “dialectic critique”, that
seek to comprehend relations developing
between phenomena, parallels the Ecosophical
principle which argues for a range of activities
of a socio/cultural/aesthetic/ecological nature,
working until such activities crystallise into
improved understanding. Hence particular
phenomena are understood by looking at
relationships that connect phenomena to their
context (ie. changing environmental conditions
or shifting emotional intensities experienced by
participants within new media space) and also
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by the way in which the relationships between
phenomena are seen to interact (ie.
relationships between interacting
environmental fluxes such as temperature and
light or differing opinions on the appropriate
utilisation of public space). Winter’s dialectics
assumes that entities can be examined both as
unities and as being comprised of apparently
separate parts. This paradox, which raises an
apparent contradiction between unity and
diversity, promotes active processes of change:
Dialectics proposes that, in order to
understand a phenomenon, we treat it as
a set of relations between elements which
are different and in some sense opposed,
yet at the same time interdependent. It is
this instability which gives it an inherent
tendency to change. Consequently, of the
infinite ways in which a phenomenon
could be broken down for analysis, the
more significant ways are in terms of the
internal relationships between constituent
elements whose instability creates the
likelihood of change. (Winter in ZuberSkeritt (Eds), 1996: 21).

This methodological principle is therefore
suited to research with groups that hold a
number of different opinions and attitudes
because they are most likely to exhibit change,
unlike internally self-reinforcing groups where
there is relatively little dissent. This makes it
particularly informative for improvements to
the Ecosophical design of new ‘media spaces’
where diverse participants need to be framed as
creative participants within the work. Through
a process of undertaking what Lefebvre (in
URL: http://trumpeter.athabascau.ca/content/
v16.1/rogers.html, accessed 1/7/01) calls the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

“lived experience” they participate together in often quite different ways that are products of their
diverse socialisations, something which the researcher would expect might raise multiple
contradictions of intention and outcome. Hence in the context of the creative process the researcher is
responsible for establishing the broad-scale context of artworks so that these relationships can then be
allowed to evolve, something that confers a sense of unity, whilst subsequently allowing the reflexive
examination of the complex structures that lie behind such apparent unity.
This is consistent with the Ecosophical principles of seeking to highlight the fluxes (changes)
inherent within sites and their social contexts. Hence Ecosophical praxis proceeds through diverse
methods working with non-homologous groupings of participants (ie. those who might choose to use
a chosen public space such as a building foyer, a railway station or a swimming pool).
As Heim (1998) reminds us, “Ecosophy, is a wisdom about natural cycles and spontaneous
movement” or the “wisdom (sophia) about dwelling (eco or oikos)”. It is these natural cycles, set
within the context of our investigations of dwelling within public spaces that define an Ecosophical
approach.
The dialectical approach is also informed by discussions of the nonlinearities of praxis (discussed
later in this chapter) which indicate the impossibility of reverse engineering through analytical
description the outcomes of a study. Hence, like participants within artworks, the Action Researcher
must also engage in processes of “lived experience”, through an ongoing working through, observing
with and reflection upon artworks and their participant audiences. Hence the Action Researcher must
develop a deep connection with a particular site and the people who use it. In this way reflection and
practice happen simultaneously (consistent with Winter’s “internalised” approaches) allowing
constant changes to be noted and hence to become formative in the ongoing processes of researching,
establishing and showing of site-specific artworks. Furthermore reflections continue after the event,
concurrently with subsequent interviews, revisits to the site and further communications with the
people who continue to use that site.
This actively collaborative process ensures that analysis will proceed from a collation of perspectives
that consider both the collateral and conflicting of viewpoints of others as well as the researcher’s
own. These constructions are then used as a means for establishing new criteria and new directions
for subsequent research. It is this process that has shaped this study and that is incorporated within
the narrative structure of this thesis, through its detailed story that maps a journey of research,
creating what Winter (in Zuber-Skeritt (Ed.), 1996: 23) calls a “plural structure”. He explains this as:
Consisting of various accounts and various critiques of those accounts and ending, not with
conclusions intended to be convincing, but with questions and possibilities intended to be
relevant in various ways for different readers.
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Schon (1987: 28) further reminds us that such “plural structures” encompass a process of “reflectionin-action”, something which he suggests questions the “assumptional structure of knowing-in-action”
and that can result from non-meditated or tacit responses, arrived at without “conscious deliberation”.
mixed methods
The Action Research based methodology used for this study sits within the broad family of
qualitative apporaches which Denzin and Lincoln (1998: 3) characterise as “multi-method in focus,
involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter”. Qualitative research entails
study of things in their appropriate settings and it is the role of the researcher to interpret phenomena
through the meanings that people bring to them. The methods employed throughout this study
include, amongst others, experimentation through art making, reflection upon personal experiences,
the recounting of internal dialogues, formal interviewing, general and specific observations of
participants within the artworks, historical accounts through a range of media and the use of visual
texts.
Working upon the assumption that “objective reality can never be captured” Denzin and Lincoln
(1998: 4) suggest that in reporting such research, for example in a doctoral thesis, research outcomes
will be “a complex, dense, reflexive, collage-like creation that represents the researcher’s images,
understandings, and interpretations of the world or phenomena under analysis”. They name this
process “bricolage” or “quilt making”. Readers, who are also potential Ecosophical practitioners, are
considered as collaborators within the process of deriving meaning from this thesis’ multiple texts, as
part of a process for the potential development of their own Ecosophical praxes.
Hence the approach of the study was to utilise reflection upon the evolving and presented new works
in order to allow repeated critique and subsequent refinement of the Ecosophical pointers. Hence
these pointers became refined and comprehended differently as a result of that ongoing journey, a
process that is consistent with Winter’s (1996: 14) “theory and practice internalised”, (theory and
practice that is seen as interdependent and complementary phases of the Action Research process).
acknowledging subjectivity
Denzin and Lincoln (1998: 4) refer to the practice of research as being one necessarily undertaken
from a highly subjective position. They refer to the bricoleur researcher as someone who
“understands that research is an interactive process shaped by his or her personal history, biography,
gender, social class, race and ethnicity and those of the people in the setting”. Accordingly my own
history is relevant, incorporated in, and directive of this study and so understanding it better will
allow readers to contextualise my findings.
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Following several years’ professional practice
in engineering and information technology, my
commitment to artistic process and multimedia
was consolidated in 1990 when I began study
and intensive practice in the visual and
performing arts. A long commitment to issues
of social justice, environmentalism and
community cultural development, and a history
of involvement in community arts practice,
welfare, environmental and social action work
shaped the purpose and form of this earlier arts
practice. At that time I was investigating what I
saw as an ongoing tension between the design
and implementation of technology as it related
to, and impacted upon, society and social
ecologies. Whilst I had begun to develop a
name for myself as a performance artist who
worked with live interactive technology, I was
aware of the paradox. Indeed my whole
working life had always depended upon usage
of expensive and expendable technologies.
In 1996 Suzi Gablik’s book ‘Conversations at
the End of Time’ (1995) was a call for action
which refined and connected several
previously unconnected strands and interests in
my work. I now consider it to have stimulated
a fundamental shift in my praxis. In the book
Gablik not only called for establishment of a
connective aesthetic suitable for new types of
artistic practices based upon dialogue and
conversation, but she also directly
acknowledged the ecological crisis in a way I
had not heard from other art theorists and
critics.
Subsequently I began to speculate that I might
now be able to use new media technologies
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that I had become familiar with to facilitate
such a new connective type of praxis. I was
able to imagine how I could use these forms to
create central, participatory roles for my
audiences; thus leading me towards the
possibility of an Ecosophically focused praxis.
practical approaches
To achieve my aims I used a broad variety of
mixed methods of data gathering and analysis,
as a means for exploring the nuances and
subtleties of particular situations, contexts,
outcomes and experiments. These included:
•

Maintaining a detailed series of artistic
logbooks that charted the course of the
study (including notes, charts, diagrams,
sketches, drawings, analytical comments
and quotes).

reviews and note-takings.
•

Building a detailed archive of interviews, recorded on audio tape, video tape and mini disc and
transcription, which were subsequently analysed and incorporated within this thesis.

key aims and objectives
The following aims and objectives for the praxis, consistent with its Ecosophical principles were
established at the outset of this study.
Aims
•

To establish the motivations, practices and processes of the Ecosophical practitioner.

•

To develop a series of tentative pointers towards Ecosophical praxis which will be useful for
acting as an analytical lens for new media practice and provide practical, intellectual tools that
will assist other practitioners to instigate and develop their own Ecosophical praxes.

•

Present via video, image, sound and other associated documentation three major works for
assessment as part of the doctoral thesis, in parallel with this body of theory.

Objectives
•

To make a substantial, new contribution towards new media artistic praxis.

Undertaking an exhaustive, high quality
documentation process of all works,
employing video, slide and print film and
sound recording, much of which is
included in this thesis.

•

To advance the integration of ecological theory within artistic endeavour.

•

To offer a new, creative context within which the problem of ecology can be debated.

•

Developing an analogue archive of
materials relating to the projects including
data sheets, circuit diagrams, fliers,
posters, response sheets, models and
prototypes, some of which is included in
this thesis.

•

Building a digital archive which included
similar materials to the analogue archive,
as well as multiple developmental versions
of projects, images, video and sound
fragments and a catalogued collection of
further documents relating to the projects.

This thesis charts the study’s journey of research concluding with a number of key findings which are
presented not as absolutes but as a snapshot of a stage in a continuing investigation. It also presents a
series of Ecosophical pointers for praxis, with their development described historically as they
emerged over the course of the study. Presenting such a journey entails telling a series of narratives,
which read together constitute a history. This chapter now discusses an attempt at representing such
complex nonlinear histories in a way consistent with an Ecosophical approach to praxis.

•

•

Maintaining a digital archive of thesis
chapter drafts, related analytical writings,

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

nonlinear thesis design

A traditional nineteenth century historicist approach to documenting history suggests that “each age
should be interpreted in terms of its own ideas and principles” (Bullock & Trombley (Eds), 1999).
Such an approach implies a process of description which assumes that the sum of a history is equal to
the sum of its parts, with each proceeding stage understood as a coherent linear progression (Denzin
& Lincoln, 1998 and Krauss, 1979).
However a number of commentators (Denzin and Lincoln, 1998, DeLanda, 1997, Gleick, 1987 and
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Prigogine and Stengers, 1984) have clarified that history is in fact complex and messy at any point in
time, and is overtly shaped by the subjectivties of its authors. Hence they suggest that history is
resolutely non-universal and nonlinear.
The philosophies of new science, of Chaos (Gleick, 1987), contemporary thermodynamics (Prigogine
and Stengers, 1984) and Quantum Theory (Bohm, 1988) have helped us to better understand the
meanings of nonlinearities. Nonlinear systems depend upon strong mutual interactions or feedback to
ensure the achievement of endogenously generated stable states. The evolution of these states occurs
not only in piecemeal progression over time, but also when such systems are pushed far from
equilibrium, and intense energy courses through them. At these times bifurcations may occur and it is
at such sharp transition points that entirely new and original forms may emerge. Chaos theory as
proposed by Gleick (1987) named these outcomes “emergent properties”.
DeLanda (1997: 17) uses the term “nonlinear combinatorics” to describe these certain combinations
of events where the “whole” ends up being much more than the sum of parts. Because conditions
leading to bifurcation may not only be additive but also multiplicative, DeLanda points out that to
understand any current steady state in a nonlinear system we need to know the particular nature of
fluctuations at the points of bifurcation that led to it. In other words, to understand how praxis
evolves and “phase shifts” occur through time we need to understand its history at each stage in its
evolution. Therefore focusing upon these points of great change is a critical technique in representing
the nonlinear history of the praxis.
There are clear creative advantages derived from this “phase shifting” for praxis, which is one reason
why creative process is enhanced by constant exposure to new stimuli (Herceg and Flattery, 2000).
By the same reasoning, that which is accidental and apparently catastrophic may also lead to such a
nonlinear shift in praxis’ history. The 1998 Dutch Electronic Arts Festival coined the term, the “Art
of the Accident” to describe how such unexpected conditions often cause new forms to emerge,
which, although unexpected or unpredictable, may well propel praxis into new and unexpected
directions:
The Accident is not an event which happens in time: the accident happens as a sudden
transformation of matter in space.. The shock that an accident can trigger is effected by the
accident’s sudden and unexpected contraction of the domestic domain, the domain of safety,
control and self-reference. (V2_Organisatie (Ed.), 1998: 2).

bottom-up/bricolage
A top down, analytical approach to thesis construction would start with what are deemed the major
findings. It would then proceed to divide them descriptively down into their parts as a means for
proposing the specific pathways that ultimately led to those findings3.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

However an alternate approach to thesis
construction is pursued in this document (and
its associated media), drawing upon strategies
that recall approaches which inform Artificial
Life research and genetic algorithm
development (see Levy, 1992). The
overarching principle for Artificial Life
systems involves unleashing computational
‘organisms’, each of which follow simple
behavioural rule sets and are contained within
a bounded world model. (eg. Chris Langton’s
Cellular Automata ‘Loops’ described in Levy,
1992). Once the subsequent, unpredictable
results of these ‘organism’ interactions are
observed, attempts may then be made to steer
the overall system in ways that tend towards
desired characteristics. This is achieved
through processes of tweaking the parameters
of those ‘organisms’.
This thesis attempts to communicate the
complex dimensions of artistic praxis by
recognising that broader ideas and concepts
will actively gel in the minds of its readers.
Hence instead of attempting to describe, after
the fact, all of the possible vectors of process
that may have configured particular artistic
results, this work concentrates instead on
illustrating contexts that ultimately precipitated
significant generative outcomes. Such
approaches place focus upon subsets, themes
and junctures as a tactic for allowing broader
pictures to emerge, without attempting to
falsely linearise historical vectors and
structures.
This is achieved by focusing upon the
development of a group of pointers (to an
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Ecosophical praxis) at three key moments
within the study’s evolution. This approach
actively acknowledges that the readers of this
thesis will bring their own understandings to
these descriptions in ways that will allow them
to synthesise their own conclusions on the
significance and efficacy of Ecosophical
praxis. The task of this thesis hence becomes to
focus upon how the emergent Ecosophical
pointers were developing at times/contexts of
maximum bifurcation. This approach aims to
allow sufficient navigational parameters to be
synthesised so that readers may then set out
upon their own voyages.
In this way the Ecosophical pointers can be
compared to the simple life forms of A-Life
that individually offer up little complexity, but
when seen working together in a supportive
atmosphere (in this case a cyclical atmosphere
of reflection and action) may demonstrate
highly complex emergent behaviours. Whilst
the overall systemic goals for the study are set
by broader Ecosophical theories, readers are
asked to become actively responsible for their
own processes of synthesis through their own
particular journeys of discovery. Similarly
Guattari reminds us that:
The operators of virtual ecology are not
entities, which can be easily
circumscribed within the logic of
discursive sets. They have neither an
inside nor an outside. They are limitless
interfaces. (Guattari, 1995: 92).

Readers should therefore proceed through this
text in the knowledge that the nonlinearities
that shaped this praxis will also drive their own
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

understandings and subsequent praxes, but in quite different directions. This does not negate the
value of this thesis as catalyst for such journeys, but rather assures of the nonlinearities that lie ahead.
Hence readers’ own creative experiences will lead them towards their own plateaus, with their
individual trajectories ultimately possessing quite different speeds or aspects. In this way the plateaus
described in this thesis (eg. the project showings in Spring Hill Baths, Metro Arts and Brunswick
Street Station) are not proposed as hermetic conclusions or ‘knowledge peaks’ of Ecosophical praxis,
but rather plateaus of contextual information.
In a parallel vein DeLanda (1997: 19) uses the term “ontological holism” of description to suggest
how such plateaus of thought might be drawn from nonlinear dimensions. Drawing upon models that
fuse sociology and economics, he coins this term to explain how collective institutions, when
emerging out of interactions amongst individuals, may subsequently take on a life of their own,
therefore going on to affect subsequent individual action in often quite different ways. He describes
how such economic models as these acknowledge nonlinearity, by stressing how collective entities
do not base themselves around the simple “pure exchanges” of traditional economic modelling, but
instead are incumbent upon the nonlinearity of the “transaction”. For him nonlinearity and
unpredictable local conditions are inherent factors of the “transaction”, due to factors as broad as
imperfect information, delays and bottlenecks, the effects of opportunism, hidden costs, and
enforceability (or otherwise) of contracts.
Ecosophical praxis is modelled around complex transactions, of many kinds, which are similarly
steeped in such nonlinearities. As phase transitions (bifurcations) occur, new layerings develop,
building an increasing reserve of nonlinear dynamic and nonlinear combinatorics that ensure “the
generation of novel structures and processes”. (DeLanda, 1997: 12).
Therefore the task of this thesis is to forge a writerly style that acknowledges these factors and hence
allows itself to become shaped so that an “ontological holism” might be apparent to readers,
illustrating and opening up spaces of reflection for their own emergent structures and processes.
flexible pointers
Acknowledging history’s nonlinearity suggests that pointers to praxis should not be seen as criteria of
logical fitness that apply over the whole duration of the praxis. This is because such criteria must
change constantly throughout the journey because of those very nonlinearities. Hence pointers must
be read within the context of their histories as being only guides rather than as immutabilities. For the
same reasons they should not be used to determine particular features of praxis as being more or less
Ecosophical. Neither will certain combinations of conditions or influences be isolated as being the
best methods for incubating a more valid Ecosophical praxis. The aim of the pointers is rather to
highlight a combination of factors that will succour emergent possibility. Guattari alludes to the same
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ideas when he says:
I don’t like points. I think it’s stupid summing things up. Lines aren’t things running between two
points; points are where several lines intersect. Lines never run uniformly, and points are
nothing but inflections of lines. More generally, it’s not beginnings and ends that count, but
middles. Things and thoughts advance or grow out from the middle, and that’s where you have
to get to work, that’s where everything unfolds. (Deleuze, (in Lord, 2000)).

emergence
The complexities and nonlinearities of history suggest the necessity for a considered approach to
writing the outcomes of this investigation. The key story pillars of this study therefore are the
pointers of Ecosophical praxis, which are considered and reconsidered at times through the history of
the study in association with the three major works produced as experiments in Ecosophical praxis.
Because the pointers’ development as historical artefacts is also nonlinear, it is not possible to
extrapolate earlier results from the concluding pointers. Hence this praxis is rather sampled in time at
the following important historical junctures:
•

Approximately three months after completion of the ‘#14’ project (1996), (hence demonstrating
the design for the work ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ (1997–8)).

•

Immediately prior to the start of ‘transit_lounge’ (1998). (These were developed from
experiences of ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’).

•

After the second showing of the ‘transit_lounge’ project (mid 2001).

This thesis structure contributes towards a key objective of this study which is to suggest a model of
Ecosophical praxis and document design which is internally consistent. This decision acknowledges
that praxis is comprised of both periods of relative steady-state activity (largely undocumented), and
periods of notable phase shifting (clearly documented around these key historical moments).
a research landscape
The progression of this study may be best visualised as the creation of an evolving landscape of
research, consisting of a number of notable features. A real world landscape is shaped by, and
becomes the residual evidence of, historical activities. That which lies within, around and
predominantly beneath such a landscape is all-important in its eventual formation. Like praxis, a
landscape is a multidimensional, complex form that clearly reflects both processes and outcomes.
The most clearly visible forms of this landscape rise above its surface zone, with the rolling valleys
being formed by the processes that led towards the three main projects. They could be understood as
having been propelled by a series of tectonic plate movements and magma flows from beneath that
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

surface, driven principally by Ecosophical
theoretical development, and moderated by
ancillary projects, personal experiences, and a
range of other historical nonlinearities. This
rolling landscape is marked by a few plateaus,
which form the highest ground, set within
those rolling valleys. These plateaus represent
important findings of the study (such as the
final artistic presentations) but are not in
themselves pinnacles of achievement.
Hence the entire praxis should be considered in
its four dimensions, that is the effective three
dimensions of development above and below a
surface zone, and the fourth dimension which
indicates patterns of change throughout
historical time.
Building upon this landscape metaphor, a
casual viewer most easily sees the panorama of
landscape from above, just as one sees
occurrences on the surface of a sea more easily
than those occurring under the water. However,
with particular training and skills one can duck
beneath the surface of the water, and if more
comprehensively prepared and with external
assistance, descend to great depths. Similarly
this ability is achieved by a reader of this thesis
as their immersion in the praxis increases
through detailed reading and exposure to
project documentation from the spaces in
between presented narratives.
Hence this virtual landscape may be more
effectively experienced as an ocean, in that it
allows an interested viewer to penetrate
through volume, and view activity from a
chosen place, ostensibly allowing full access to
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the whole picture. However there may be
restrictions on entering certain zones, which
remain undescribed, deemed to be
impenetrable spaces, necessitated for the
purposes of realistically bounding this report.
There may also be restrictions on the number
of apertures of view that are possible from any
point, indicating again that certain aspects of
praxis have been brought into sharp focus,
whereas others remain indistinct.

works themselves, because they are part of the rifting and flowing occurring just below the surface of
these valleys. Along with the key works they constitute the activities and conditions with greatest
influence at the historical moments of bifurcation that formed the main plateaus.
These plateaus (findings/realisations) that emerged from tectonic movements below, are:
•

An emergent understanding of ecological self.

•

Understanding of how to frame works within an Ecosophical model.

Hence the statement in this thesis of the Ecosophical pointers illuminates how particular conditions
of praxis that existed at key moments and places in time led to the evolution of a fuller volumetric
landscape of research, punctuated by these notable plateaus.

organising principles
At first viewing it might seem logical to cite
project outcomes as the most easily visible
moments of self-organisation, with those
emergent forms, manifesting as impressive
mountains where it all came together, pushed
up by the tectonic plates of philosophical
activity and context below. However these
specific outcomes should instead be
conceptualised as constituents of the rolling
valleys of relative steady state behaviour, that
lie between the several broad plateaus of
discovery.
Whilst immediately visible outcomes of this
study, such as the ‘transit_lounge’ installation
or the public art work ‘Public Relations (On
Line & Off Line)’ are clearly above-ground
phenomena, their role in this geographical
model reflects the fact that as substantive
works of art in their own right they are only
one of a number of research methods and
influencing factors in the study and its
significance. However many of these factors
(eg. reading, reflection, other political
activities) may not be as easily visible as the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

However the reader is in part expected to intimate some of the undocumented relative steady state
piecemeal advances, through a process of active reading that places this study in concert with their
own emergent personal syntheses of Ecosophical praxis. In other words, this thesis is intended as an
active catalyst and instigator towards other emergent Ecosophical praxes, a role that it aims to
achieve through its nonlinear, non-historicist, narrative-based structuring.

discussion of key words
ecosophy
Ecosophy is a philosophical position or form of self-realisation best thought of as a means of making
sense of the world and a way of determining engagement. It is derived from the Greek words (sophia)
wisdom and (eco or oikos) dwelling. Ecosophy is deeply entwined within concepts of individualism,
difference, gender and morality; in other words all of what it means to be a human.
Naess (1995) describes how he employed theories of Deep Ecology to form his own Ecosophy,
which he calls “Ecosophy–T”. Ecosophy-T is a self-realisation born both out of his development of
and identification with Deep Ecology and his evolving engagements with the world.
Guattari (in Marras (Ed.), 1999: 14) suggests that the key question facing us today is how to produce,
tap, enrich and permanently reinvent our subjectivity (our own attitudes, beliefs and emotions) in
ways that it can become comparable with a universe of changing values. He suggests the deployment
of a “dimensional Ecosophical object” with the interrelations between them being in constant
variation. Two of Guattari’s “Ecosophic dimensions” are “material, energetic and semiotic fluxes”,
and “machinic phyla”.
”Material, energetic and semiotic fluxes”: Guattari (1995) suggests that we should attempt a new
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thinking in concert with the complex ecosystemic fluxes of determinable phenomena, energetic forms
and semiotic permutations that can be seen to emerge from complex cybernetic interactions and
retroactions. He suggests that our tactic to achieve this should incorporate the continual “building of
a transversalist bridge” amongst strata of knowing, in ways that visualise the depth and extent of
ecologies “material, energy, organic and incorporeal”. He argues that the greatest enemies of such an
envisioning that seeks outcomes that flow across the current of the status quo will be “scientism,
dogmatism and technocracy”.

or apparently random. John Cage pursued the
latter option in his early works to produce
chance compositions composed by performers
from simple, often ambiguous instructions
from audiences. He suggested these works
were akin to nature where “the highest purpose
is to have no purpose at all” (1954: 155).

“Concrete and abstract machinic phyla”: Guattari’s work on Ecosophy, particularly in ‘Chaosmosis’
(1995), concerns ways of directing us towards states of becoming. He suggests that “concrete and
abstract machinic phyla” are a characteristic of this Ecosophical tendency. This complex term is
explained by Massumi (1992: 192-93) as being a kind of organic abstract machine of technological
becoming, a form of desiring machine or an inventive and selective agency for technical machines. In
this context Guattari considers our living bodies and technological apparatuses to be “machinic”
when they are in becoming, working immanently and pragmatically through processes of contagion.
This he suggests can only happen when they are not subject to factors of attempted resemblance or
pragmatic utility. Hence Guattari sees the artistic process as a particularly powerful means for
developing strategies that might allow this Ecosophical dimension to permeate within, and hence
permanently impregnate, that which we know and therefore how we choose to act.

Ecosophical praxis sets out to foster
meaningful dialogues between participants, the
work itself and the artists, something that has
the potential to facilitate change in all parties.
Jackson (1999: 7) writes, on the third project of
this study, ‘transit_lounge’:

interactive
Experiencing an artwork has always involved processes of seeing, listening and interpreting. As
Duchamp said, “the spectator makes the picture” (in Paz, 1978: 85). Jackson (1999) reminds us that
interactivity has been always central to the history of Modernism with numerous examples such as
works of Brechtian Theatre through to Fluxus performance. Similarly the Situationists believed that
if “situations” could be constructed whereby modern art were opened up to questioning, then the
public might then understand that actually living “modern freedom” is preferable to simply being a
“spectator” of it. (URL: http://www.notbored.org/intro.html, accessed 2/7/10).
Interactivity, a buzzword of recent times, may be understood as a way of describing how audiences
can become actively engaged with an artwork. In a new media context interactivity is that which
determines the way in which people or things act upon each other, and in this case suggests a form of
computer program that reacts responsively to user inputs, developing in ways congruent with those
selections. The technology enabling such interaction acts as a type of refraction device, in that it
presents back to the interactors images that are to some extent consequences of their actions. In this
way their subjectivity is being acknowledged within this exchange.
Interactive art works may take on many forms ranging from the highly structured7 to the unstructured
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What is perhaps interesting in the work..
Transit Lounge.. is that the artists are
engaged in a type of meta-authorship,
which perhaps exists in other media
practices but which becomes heightened
in multimedia.

This sense of dialogue was limited in Cage’s
process based works by the inability of the
work being produced to respond actively to its
creators. In other words it lacked feedback.
Interactive technologies however work bidirectionally and therefore do permit such a
feedback channel, raising the possibility that
audiences and artworks could develop via a
symbiotic dialogue, both learning and evolving
through the process. If this were to be possible,
then meaningful dialogue might ensue, arising
from such significant interaction.
Such interaction is currently absent from most
new media, interactive work which typically
operates reactively according to pre-authored
computer programs. The programmer attempts
in advance to anticipate what an audience
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might do, and composes different relations of
sequences that will be delivered in return.
Many tasks of interpretation are made in
advance leaving the viewer/audience with
limited actual choices. Such models of
interactivity rarely present the potential for
meaningful bi-directional dialogue. Aarseth (in
Jackson, 1999: 7) suggests a better model is
that whereby:
The rigid structure of do-the-right-thing-inthe-right-order-or-you’ll-be-sorry poetics
can be replaced with a gentler and freer
model in which users employ their
energies in a world, not a generative
model of a linear genre.

There are a number of alternate possible
models for interactivity, with some lending
themselves more towards this possibility for
gentle dialogue than others. The most
commonly employed model is the navigable
structure, or world epitomised in the virtual
architectures of computer games such as
‘Tombraider III’ (2000). Such models are
limited to the extent that they tend to situate
the user in a situation of illusory power,
exercising an apparently high degree of control
across a largely uni-directional interface and
setting them within predominantly simple
narrative contexts. Rokeby (1995: 147)
suggests that what is actually offered is a
“domination of nothingness, the illusion of
power”.
A more promising model for interactivity
emerges from works such as Myron Krueger’s
(1992) installation ‘Video Place’, which
inspired the development of Vivid Inc.’s
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

‘Mandala’ (Figure 1/2/04, Chapter 1) artificial reality authoring system.
These systems work by reflecting the user’s body tangibly within a work’s aesthetic outcome,
creating a silhouette in video that mimics body shape. For these tele-present systems the pleasure of
the interaction for the interactor becomes a primary goal for the artist, and hence the work may lack
an imposed narrative context.
This model of interactivity is interesting because its modality is somewhat like that of a mirror, both
literally and metaphorically. By perceiving and re-presenting their interacting subject in space, these
systems transform the interactor’s bodily gestures into visual and audible imagery, non-intrusively
and in ways that enhance self-awareness through this apparent physicalisation of their character
within the work’s media space. Therefore this interactive experience is different from the
transformation of one’s hand gestures via a computer joystick into the first person weapon hand of
‘Quake III Arena’ (1999).
David Rokeby, who developed the ‘Very Nervous System’ (VNS) installation series, suggests that
interaction should focus upon enhancing awareness through a richness of encounter, rather than
pursuing an illusion of absolute control that video games attempt. He suggests that “obliqueness and
irony within the transformations, and the coexistence of many different variables of control with the
interactive media provide for a richer, though perhaps less ego-gratifying experience”. (1995: 148).
At the commencement of this study, his words offered an important insight into the type of
interactivity that the Ecosophical practitioner might pursue. Interfaces such as Rokeby’s VNS that
use camera inputs and produce sound-scapes, are relatively inexact and therefore present a complex
mixture of responses for the interactor (which also incorporate the thrill of surprise). This contrasts
with the requisite exactitude of joystick response for games such as Quake, where reflectivity is
necessarily dulled in line with the necessity for user instinctual and reflexive response. The
Ecosophical work would hence use interactivity very carefully in an attempt to engender a mental
pace whereby transgression becomes possible. This indicates an approach to interactivity quite unlike
that of the computer game.
emergent
Ecosophical praxis would be based in the idea of the emergent work rather than new work. This is
more than semantics because newness, in the context of praxis, implies something that is identifiable
as an indivisible category. The Macquarie dictionary (1987: 1149) defines new as, “of a kind now
existing or appearing for the first time”. As Rosalind Krauss (1979) indicated in her seminal paper on
“Sculpture in the Expanded Field”, art historians have predominantly employed a historicist approach
in their desire to identify and catalogue new art movements. Best (1997: 5) suggests that this project
of accumulating precedents is “little more than iconographical fossicking for the similar”.. that risks..
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“rubbing out contiguity and clouding conditions of emergence”.
Such approaches are therefore inappropriate to Ecosophical praxis, which works actively to
encourage a cross-fertilization of approach, which in itself might allow work and practice to emerge
co-jointly. By recognising that traditional boundaries imposed by art historians have always been at
best artificial lines drawn in the sand, Ecosophical praxis seeks neither to encapsulate or homogenise
its outcomes.
This ontology for praxis draws upon Chaos theories of extreme sensitivity of systems to the
conditions in place at times of bifurcation (Gleick, 1987 and Prigogine, 1984). Ecosophical praxis is
interested in the conditions that surround emergence, particularly at such notable moments of
bifurcation where “leaps of imagination” are easiest to identify (De Landa, 1997). However it
understands that such conditions and emergences may not be repeatable. Instead the rationale for
charting emergent Ecosophical praxis in this study lies in promoting the evolution of a toolkit of
approaches rather than a bag of solutions that predict newness. Therefore throughout this thesis work
is examined not for its newness, uniqueness or novelty but rather for its ability to actively foster the
emergence of Ecosophical practices.
media space
Media space describes the type of work that this study evolved over its duration, particularly evident
in the later works ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ (1987–8) and ‘transit_lounge’ (1999–00). Media
space extends aspects of the rationale that underpins contemporary installation practice as follows:
Rosalind Krauss (1979) discussed installation practice in her paper,“Sculpture in the Expanded Field”
describing it as a “ruptured field” that had built upon Modernist practice yet operated in dimensions
that Modernist sculpture formerly had excluded itself from “such as landscape and architecture”.
Krauss proposed installation as an emergent form (rather than as a new category) that was contiguous
and relational, and that moved away from the search for the irreducible identity of media championed
by high Modernism. (This contrasted with Lucy Lippard (1997) who wrote instead of the
“dematerialization of the art object”, suggesting such new sculptural forms had descended towards a
field of “anything goes”.)
Installation art moves away from presenting artificially bounded objects, instead acting as a form of
presence. In their text on installation practice De Oliveria, Oxley and Petty (1994) list a number of
pertinent examples of traditional media-based works ranging from Kurt Shwitters pioneering 1923
work ‘Merzbau’ which he constructed throughout a series of rooms in his house in Hanover, to Anish
Kapoor’s ‘Void Field’ of 1989 which comprised a series of hollowed out sandstone blocks for a
pavilion at the XLIV Venice Biennale and Richard Wilson’s 1987 work ‘20/50’, now permanently
installed in the Saatchi Gallery in London. Wilson’s work allows the viewer to effectively walk into
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

the middle of a room/space comprising of a
bath of highly reflective engine oil. There are
also numerous examples of video installation
practice that develop upon such practices of
physical installation. For example see
Australian artist Lyndall Jones’ 2001 work
‘Deep Water/Aqua Profunda’ shown both at
Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art and
the Biennale of Venice (June–Nov. 2001)) or
Gongxin Wang’s 2001 work, ‘My Sun’, shown
at the MAAP Festival, Institute of Modern Art,
Brisbane (12–14 Oct. 2001).
By representing itself as a mixed category or
milieu installation practice offers up a type of
immersive environment for its viewers. In this
way it draws focus as much to that which
surrounds the work as to the physical work
itself, whilst acknowledging the presence of
the viewer within that relational field.
Therefore it is a useful starting point in practice
for directly incorporating the natural (and
cultural) milieu of its places of location.
Ecosophical praxis’ aim of operating with
connectivity and relationality in diverse ways
that seek to build bridges of transversality
means that installation presents as a promising
form for the Ecosophical artist. From an
Ecosophical perspective, the task for the
practitioner is to ensure that work based in this
emergent genre exhibits a relational field
model rather than drawing focus upon an
environment that reads as external to and
separate from the viewer. For that reason a
degree of immersion is required that partially
dissolves boundaries between audience and
artwork.
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This permeable boundary can be heightened in
site-specific works that draw upon what
already exists within the viewer’s experience
(eg. existing action, sound, light, or electrical
fluxes in a particular location). This is further
facilitated by a relative invisibility of interface
(ie. remote sensors and cameras) that ensures
that the boundary between audiences and
works becomes blurred.
Based upon these aspects of installation art,
‘Media Spaces’ might be defined as:
Computer-controlled systems that
continually sense change in their ecology
and respond by presenting evolving vision
and sound within a single or networked
series of installation spaces. Sensed
changes within media spaces may include
categories of human movement, ambient
light, sound and temperature. Audiovisual
outcomes presented within media spaces
may be human generated, real-time
computer-generated or re-played from
digital databases. Content material is
formed from hundreds of media fragments
and discrete computer algorithms, called
‘cells’. These cells are seamlessly and
continually formed into narrative bodies
by real time computer-scripting algorithms
that are sensitive to these cells’ form,
content type and possible orderings.
When necessary this computer algorithm
may be fine-tuned by the artists to
optimise content-rich, narrative media
combinations.
Their human participants, who are asked
to become involved in playful scenarios
that entail their interaction with other
participants, activate Media Spaces.
Audiences are encouraged to become
generous participants within the work’s
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

process, whilst remaining actively cognisant of all other aspects of the ecology of the work and
hence their ecological footprint1.
Media space is responsive both to individuals and groups of participants whilst also being
moderated by other environmental changes within the space. Media spaces are site-specific
and may also operate across the Internet, allowing co-dependent, but geographically separate
art works to be created. This presents an important strategy for better drawing attention to the
ecological footprints exerted both upon and by praxis.

site specificity
The Ecosophical artwork operates with and amongst its sites, which are themselves incorporated
within particular social/artificial ecologies. Therefore no site is regarded as neutral or unimportant.
Whilst an Ecosophical work may be produced for any type of venue or location, it always
acknowledges that place and its inhabitants.
Such public sites have relevance to those who use them, and are imbued with cultural and political
signifiers that demand sensitivity on the part of the artist. Because Ecosophical praxis seeks to embed
and ground within particular places at particular times, there must be an active participation within
that creative process by local inhabitants with the work becoming relevant to their lives, experiences
and activities.
However each site and its inhabitants possess an ecological footprint which extends their influence
beyond that locality. In return, other activities may impact upon that site and its inhabitants without
them being directly aware. An Ecosophical work can remind participants of these bi-directional
spheres of influence via the work’s design schemas. Symbiotically this aims to enrich relationship
with and between audiences through the visualisation of such information. Hence whilst an
Ecosophical work may also emerge within virtual rather than just physical places, the principles of
site sensitivities remain. However virtual sites allow potential for incorporating expanded,
geographically separate, participating audiences in ways that further assist in drawing attention to our
deeply complex ecologies.

notes
1

The term “ecological footprint” is typically used by ecologists to indicate the total areas of effect that one person’s actions
might have within surrounding and distant ecologies. Hence the purchase of a rubber car tyre has effect in places as diverse
as the retail outlet, the locations over which the tyre is driven and the country of origin of the rubber.
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#14 project

‘Mandala’ system (see description below),
to be held on the pool floor of the
historical Spring Hill Baths, Brisbane
(whilst empty over winter).

overview

1st ecosophical
pointers
Describes how the initial
Ecosophical pointers emerged
from the study’s pilot project,
‘#14’, a multimedia performance
work shown for the 1996 Brisbane
Festival

Work on the site-specific performance project
‘#14’ (Figure 3//01) (DVD/#14/Play Entire
Movie) started soon after the commencement
of the study. ‘#14’ was funded by a grant I was
awarded through peer review by the Australia
Council Hybrid Arts Fund, also supplemented
by a Brisbane Festival grant. The performance
was selected for the 1996 Brisbane Festival.
This project allowed me to explore many of the
emerging Ecosophical approaches that I later
pursued in detail for the two media space
installation works, ‘Public Relations (On Line)’
(1997/8) and ‘transit_lounge’ (1999/00). ‘#14’
entailed a sometimes-difficult process of
collaboration between several established
artists and forms. However the experience of
completing such a work galvanised and
informed my approach to subsequent works.
Whilst the later media space installations were
not designed to accommodate a live
performance component, at that time (1996) I
was attempting to produce a form I had termed
the ‘performactive’. The performactive was
conceived of as a structure and method of
technological and practical facilitation to stage
a live, creative forum, which then is allowed to
develop over a period of time dependent upon
the audience’s actions.
At the outset of the ‘#14’ project the following
key aims were established:
•
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To build and develop a performance event
integrating the interactive properties of the

•

To investigate concepts of subjectivity,
including the properties of communal
spaces, the effects of intermingling of
bodies in commonly shared fluid physical
and virtual environments, transference
between these bodies, the awkwardness of
proximity with strangers and lengths that
individuals might go to to maintain
separateness. These preliminary
examinations of our anthropomorphically
inspired subjectivity were intended to
ground future directions for this research.

For its stunning visual
impact, picture this example:
the pool emptied of water, a
male form crucified against
its surface, a great gridded
rectangle of colour seizing
him and splintering him into
one, two, three, four self
images, each taking on its
own life, taunting,
tormenting, cajoling the
performer in his agony.
Lynch (1996: 13)

•

To explore and develop new collaborative
languages of live performance that utilise
the visual and interactive properties of
Vivid Inc.’s ‘Mandala’ virtual world
authoring system (see following
description), as both an extension of
human movement and a catalyst and
keith armstrong 2002
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facilitator for the development of new forms of expression. This aim was consistent with the
creation of Ecosophically-inspired interfaces for works that allow participant/audiences to
envision themselves within the work, rather than being either passive spectators or alternatively
inhabitants of a synthesised version of their own shadow.
mandala system
One of the principal items of technical apparatus that I had employed over previous projects, such as
Uncertain Circle (1995–6), Escolas de Sambas (1995) and Liquid Architecture (1996), was called the
‘Mandala’ system. This Amiga-based computer system used a video camera input to establish an
embodied, third person interface for live users who could then access real time computer applications
in performative situations. I had observed through my previous performance experiences that it

3/0/02:Spring Hill Baths site prior to draining, 1996, Keith
Armstrong

performer Anthony Babicci successfully used
the ‘Mandala’ system to poetically draw a
series of simple angels wings onto his
projected silhouette and also to augment a
drawing performance using white salt on a
black, tarquet background that was being
captured by the system’s camera. (DVD/#14/
Babicci Drawings).

3/0/01:'#14' multimedia performance, advertising poster, 1996, Lawrie Mullins

provided a visually rich experience for audiences whilst allowing performers the ability to work with
virtual props in ways that suited their performance processes. Hence whilst performers would be
given a scenario within which to participate, they would be able to develop their own live,
performative language to achieve these aims.
Tim Gruchy’s 1996 ‘Mandala’-based installation ‘Syn-Thing’ allowed interactors to control a stream
of animated fire which they could effectively balance upon their bodily shadow, an addictive task that
could be achieved in numerous ways by different people with alternative movement styles. At the
initial stages of the ‘#14’ project I had decided to integrate this technology if and where it became
appropriate for the resulting work.
The ‘Mandala’ is programmed to sense high contrast forms in space using a video camera. In the
‘#14’ project it was used to detect performers’ bodies and high contrast materials moved over black
backgrounds, such as the raw salt that Anthony Babicci used in his pieces. For example ‘#14’
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Whilst standing within camera range, each
performer/object had a shadow which followed
them around the screen space, as they moved
within the performance space of the pool floor.
When their silhouettes collided with
predetermined or dynamic virtual trigger
points, which could also be visible on the
projection, the system initiated a range of
graphical, video, sound and lighting events.
The ‘Mandala’ thus facilitates a type of thirdperson virtual reality suited for real-time
interaction in live, performance events. Its use
of a video camera to observe a moving body
means that a performer’s proximity to the
camera determines the scale of their silhouette
image. This may consist of the whole body of a
keith armstrong 2002
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images-1

3/1/03:Anthony Babicci uses salt, monitored by a remote camera to
ultimately trigger the Mandala system, 1996, Andrea Higgins
3/1/02:Anthony Babicci performs using the Mandala
system, triggered by drawing with shaving creme, 1996,
Andrea Higgins

3/1/05:Anthony Babicci performs on the pool floor, 1996, Andrea
Higgins

3/1/01:Anthony Babicci performs using the Mandala
system, triggered by drawing in salt, 1996, Andrea
Higgins

3/1/04Anthony Babicci draws virtual angel wings by triggering the
Mandala system, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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3/1/06:Anthony Babicci draws in shaving creme, 1996, Andrea Higgins

3/1/08:{top} Spring Hill Baths, audience viewing stalls, before water was drained, 1996,
Keith Armstrong
3/1/09:{bottom} Spring Hill Baths street frontage, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/1/07:Brian Lucas performs with his body double on the pool floor, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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performer within a large screen space or alternatively just a performer’s hand that fills the whole
screen space. Hence the system also allows several performers to be seen at once, with their
correspondent multiple silhouettes displayed in the same screen space. However if these multiple
silhouettes, set at differing distances from the camera, overlap then the system does not differentiate
between separate bodies.
The portability of the video camera and the possibility of switching between different camera views
meant that its range could be extended to incorporate performers at differing places in the pool,
audience members in the balconies and pre-recorded actions. Furthermore images of the audience
could be grabbed and utilised as trigger elements, thus enhancing the audience’s sense of the
technology’s interactivity. Both the performers and audience could instigate actions as diverse as
graphical or video sequences, MIDI sound or lighting commands or effects that alter the colour, form
or position of the interactor’s silhouette.
creative rationale
The creative development and production phases each spanned approximately two months. The core
creative team began to meet regularly and discuss concepts and ideas. Whilst these ranged broadly
over many topics I was instrumental in focussing much discussion around ideas of Ecosophy and
human subjectivities, with respect to relationships invoked by the site and my knowledge of the
performance practices of Lisa O’Neill, Brian Lucas and Anthony Babicci. Within these contexts Lisa
was particularly engaged with ideas of the shattered self (Figures 3/3/01–3/3/07) (DVD/#14/O’Neill
Bodies-1 & O’Neill Multi Bodies), Babicci with gay politics and the relationship of that site to the
process of developing relationships and the consequent implications for self (Figures 3/1/01–3/1/06)
(DVD/#14/Babicci Drawings), whereas Brian Lucas focus rested more upon the fragility and
temporality of the body and hence subjectivity (Figures 3/1/07 & 3/4/01) (DVD/#14/Lucas Solos &
Lucas Screen).
All artists were hybrid and cross art-form practitioners, committed to the pursuit of a collaborative
process with skills that collectively crossed the boundaries of dance, performance art, visual arts
installation, sound art, performance direction, interactive multimedia and computer programming. At
the outset we agreed to a flat-earth democracy approach where no one artist would take on the entire
role of content initiator, director, script writer or choreographer, but we would rather all share those
tasks. Realistically the key tasks for choreography however remained with the two choreographers,
Brian and Lisa, the sound design with sound artist Panos and the video production with myself.
Working within this collaboration structure I started by generating ideas framed within the
Ecosophical approach I had developed at that time. Whilst I was aware that the process of creation
would be collective I pursed an approach to design tasks that were theme rather than content specific.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

This strategy not only aimed to accommodate
my understanding of Ecosophical praxis, but
also acted as a kind of glue for the whole
process given my clear commitment towards
generating collaborative outcomes. At this
early stage I had identified that the pursuit of
Ecosophical praxis was as much encoded
within the process of creation, as it was in the
outcomes. Therefore I remained confident that
I would be able to weave Ecosophical premises
throughout the work, whilst being actively
open to a broad range of other ideas and
agendas the group might bring. At that stage
(1996) I had not clearly developed the idea of
the media space, or indeed the ways in which
audiences might become integrated within such
an experience. Furthermore I was still
developing ideas around the notion of the
‘performactive’; a media space which uses
performers to choreograph its evolution and
progression. Whilst solutions to all these issues
did not emerge in the final performance, ideas
generated during the process of ‘#14’ had
important impact on later stages of this study.
My key roles as video artist and show producer
allowed me to instigate many defining ideas
for this project. The original choice of the
Spring Hill Baths as a site, was based upon the
ecological metaphors it invoked (ie. inland sea,
immersion, indivisibility and fluidity.
Consistent with the Ecosophical principles, I
developed strategies of public arts intervention
within that space that would be both relevant to
the users of that socio-cultural domain and that
would not overly impose a structure or form
upon the space. My aim was hence to design an
approach that would respond sensitively to the
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existing structure and hence facilitate an
enmeshing of the performance within the fabric
of the architecture.
Hence I designed and realised the format of
down projections into the floor of the baths,
which were intended to connote a virtual
liquidity within which the performers might
subsequently be seen to bathe. These ideas
were carried through from a previous work
Liquid Architecture (1996) where I had
experimented with the shift of subjectivity
invoked by notions of cyberspace inhabitation,
ideas which were within active discourse at
that time. See (Benedikt (Ed.), 1991 and Heim,
1993). For example Novak (1991: 225) writes
in his theory of “Liquid Architectures in
Cyberspace” of the “spatialized visualisation of
all information in global processing systems”..
“enabling full copresence and interaction of
multiple users, allowing input and output from
and to the full human sensorium, permitting
simulations of real and virtual realities”.
However, whilst I may have chosen the site
well, the processes of choosing fellow artists
proved to be less successful. Whilst one of the
key principles I had earlier outlined for
Ecosophical praxis was the shift from
individual practice to collaborative endeavours,
in 1996 I was a much less experienced
collaborator having largely worked on solo
performance works. Hence the selection of
group members was based partly upon
particular artists’ work that had stimulated me,
and partly through contacts that each invited
member brought to the team. I initially
approached Brian Lucas, whom I had worked
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

with some months earlier on YAP, a major Australia Council/Brisbane City Council youth arts
project, and Lisa O’Neill whose work ‘Sweet Yeti’ I had seen at Brisbane’s ‘Crab Room’
performance space, during the 1994 Brisbane Fringe Festival. I then approached Panos Couros who
in turn recommended Anthony Babicci whose work I was also familiar with. Panos and Anthony then
suggested Jay Younger and Alex Karydis and later Anne Wulff who joined the team when Jay left for
a residency in the Philippines. Alex, Anne and Jay’s roles were to act as critical commentators upon
the emergent processes and catalyse the artistic team’s creative output.
process & content
The group met and talked on numerous occasions. Due to our significant personal and artistic
differences much time was spent discussing our interests, possible intersections and responses to the
baths as an environment and performance venue. We were all agreed on the evocative nature of the
venue, expressing a wish to experiment together around that site whilst also investigating the
performative potential of the ‘Mandala’ system.
We began to explore some collectively formulated ideas which included the intermingling of bodies
in commonly shared spaces, the desire for physical separateness within environments and the
incorporation of observers as active participants within sites of performance. A strong visual arts
contingent in the group ensured that the concept of the spectatorial gaze was actively discussed.
Whilst visuality and the debunking of traditional Cartesian notions of the detached, contemplative
subject have long been an active discourse in the visual arts, these ideas were extended in our
discussions through the queer referencing that Anthony and other artists such as Panos and Brian
bought to the project. Much discussion ensued of the various social, cultural and sexual functions of
the swimming pool, with all of us being challenged to consider the immense fields of connotation
such a loaded space provoked.
Ideas of shattered subjectivities pursued by Lisa O’Neill recalled the ideas of Michel Foucault, who
stated that ideas “should be seen as occupying the dynamic nodal point of a force field of discursive
impulses, which resist totalisation into a coherent whole” (in Jay, 1989: 50). Lisa O’Neill later
remarked in the show’s program notes, “there are twelve people in the room, there are twelve of me”
(Figure 3/4/06) (DVD/#14/O’Neill Multi Bodies). Hence this shattering of the subject was visualised
in much of the performance, fuelled by a general ideological resistance towards the identification, or
even acknowledgement of complex coherences existing within the group (a further outcome of a
flawed collaborative process amongst the team).
Through this process I began to cement a role as operating within these shattered spaces of identity.
Through my concern about the individualistic politic that I felt these ideas reflected I began to
develop a number of approaches that might re-work and reconstruct the various performance threads
keith armstrong 2002
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images-2

3/2/03:The pool is part-filled a with a test video signal during the
complex four-projector alignment process, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/2/02:The pool is part filled at one end for the
performance, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/2/04:The video company’s engineer uses a test video signal to
set the projector alignment, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/2/01:Lisa O’Neill walks down the central pool lines,
1996, Andrea Higgins

3/2/05:Anthony Babicci unfolds a large human paper image in the middle
of the pool floor, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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3/2/06:Feature article, Brisbane Courier Mail, previewing the '#14' performance, 1996, Courier Mail
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emerging from our shattered process. I began to see my role as weaver with a goal of creating a
liquid aesthetic that might accommodate the existing tensions of multiple buoyancy and degrees of
separation being championed (Figure 3/3/02). Working upon ideas of intermingling that shared
bathing experiences invoked, I decided to actively seek out methods that could underpin and re-knit
differing threads in ways that might pull focus towards the social, political and environmental
ecologies that pool culture evokes.
As the creative processes progressed we remained aware that content and form of the performance
should complement the late 1800’s architecture of the Spring Hill baths. Whilst at first we focussed
on the cultural rituals of bathing, as well as the pool’s central place in Brisbane’s history, we later
developed more subjective responses to that site. Our deliberations left us, after an extended process,
with two concept fields that we could all finally embrace. These were:
•

Observation and social interaction within communal spaces.

•

Gender politics, particularly relating to how differing types of bodies become socially manifest,
and how they become framed by particular sites.

I argued at that time that this conceptual frame remained overly loose and thus would become a
fundamental thorn in the project’s final flesh. This opinion was, I felt vindicated in the final spread of
individual segments which I felt lacked a distinctive clarity of rigour and narrative threading, both
useful tactics for leaving something broadly cogent in the minds of the audience. A range of loose
sub-themes in the piece were later alluded to by critic Maryanne Lynch (1996: 13) who saw:
Dance, drama, bodies and technologies, image and word, in manifold manifestations of the
alienated self in an alienating world.. in a theatrical piece.. with strong dosings of psychosocial
narrative.

We decided towards the end of the creative development period that intensive periods of play and
experimentation should be undertaken, with the technology set up in a performative space. We
conducted this process over a number of weekends, setting up the ‘Mandala’ system and multiple
video projections trained on moving surfaces, fixed planes, and floor-spaces. These experimental
sessions were recorded on video and re-watched, reflected upon and reconstructed through group
discussion and debate. For some of these sessions sound experiments were conducted, and
soundscapes developed in sympathy with movement and projection experiments. During this period
we developed many of the re-projection and down-projection experiments that appeared in the final
show.
I also began to better understand how the ‘Mandala’ system’s method of bodily representation (ie. the
third person silhouette) connoted a distinct fluidity of interactor subjectivity across its interface.
Furthermore the group began to recognise the system’s strengths in alluding to both internal/external
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

and seen/unseen dichotomies, but always
presented within spaces of ambiguity. The
‘Mandala’ technology also appeared to speak
strongly about the post-human electronic body
(see Deitch, 1992 and Benedikt, 1991) through
its ability to deliver bodily distortion,
amplification, abstraction and self-observation
into the performative space. These findings
impacted not only on this work but also upon
the interface design themes pursued later in the
study.
By that time I had also became heavily
involved in the project’s management and
administration. This led to our inclusion on that
year’s Brisbane Festival bill and substantial
cash support, which allayed a financial crisis
emerging at that time. We also secured
sponsorships with the pool’s owners ‘Splash
Aquatics’ and ‘Brisbane City Council’, and
substantial assistance in technical equipment
which tided us through the complete
development and rehearsal period.
A major maintenance schedule at the Baths led
me to secure a deal with a local hire company
giving us invaluable access (at negligible cost)
to two large warehouses for rehearsal over a
nine week period. A month before the project
started a local artsworker was hired as
administrator easing my burden and that of
other members of the group. (For example see
contracts drawn up between artists in Figure 3/
6/05). However, it is important to note that the
administrative aspects formed a significant
component of the ecology of the project,
something that can be seen in later Ecosophical
pointers that refer to the need to maintain
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active, communicative and cordial relations
with both a work’s clients and the artistic
group.
The long hours of organisation, collaboration
and workshopping began to pay off as some
rich visual, sound and movement pieces
emerged. However whilst the dual themes were
still evident in these works, each performance
segment displayed an uncomfortably distinct
separateness from the others. A final running
order and design for the show confirmed that
which I had feared: Lisa, Brian and Anthony
would all appear to be performing essentially
solo works (whilst supporting each other with
connecting performance actions). Whilst I felt
that this separation was indicative of a team
unable to find substantial commonality our
final choice of a cabaret format partially
alleviated this problem. I was also able to
develop a series of linking motifs, comprised
of themes drawn from liquidity, littorality and
notions of ebb and flow, which were played in
between performative sections (Figure 3/3/02)
(DVD/#14/Liquidity Sequences).
image production
I then began to work extensively with Brian
and Lisa to realise their performative ideas
through projected video. Lisa and Brian opted
not to use the ‘Mandala’ system extensively.
Instead they both chose to pursue a technique
that would allow them to perform in the pool
alongside a number of their own prechoreographed and projected bodies. To
achieve this I videoed their choreography,
movement and performance, largely shot from
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

a point of view similar to the audience in the baths. (ie. high and looking down).
I then used the QUT Centre for Innovation’s (Cinova) digital video suite to extensively rework this
material in collaboration with the performers. Brian predominantly used one other image of himself
whereas Lisa had as many as twelve pre-choreographed bodies (DVD/#14/O’Neill Multi Bodies) that
I needed to prepare, re-size and combine for use within her performing screen space. In one final
configuration these bodies filled the floor of the pool (where she also performed) and simultaneously
appeared climbing up the wall of the scrim (situated in the shallow end) (Figure 3/3/06). At other
times they would appear and disappear from the lane markings on the pool floor (DVD/#14/O’Neill
Bodies-1). Lisa was then able to interact with these bodies in a way that brought the whole process
vividly to life. Likewise I was able to prepare Brian’s imagery in a way that worked seamlessly with
his resultant choreography. (Figures 3/1/07 & 3/3/03) (DVD/#14/Lucas Solos & Lucas Screen). All
projections were designed either to fall within the white swimming lanes (Figure 3/3/04), and hence
appear to be on top of the pool floor, or by incorporating superimposed black lines in the imagery
that matched up with the pool’s lines, appear to be moving below the pool floor (Figure 3/3/02)
(DVD/#14/Liquidity Sequences).
Anthony however chose to work in greater detail with the ‘Mandala’ system, allowing him to develop
an interesting language of sculptural/digital drawing (Figure 3/1/01) (DVD/#14/Babicci Drawings). I
assisted him to develop and perform a live interactive piece where during a monologue he drew angel
wings on himself in real time, using some of the virtual reality functions of the ‘Mandala’ system
(Figure 3/1/04). His other performances were tracked by the ‘Mandala’s’ camera, with his bodily
silhouettes being projected on a large scrim. He was also able to draw forms within a large salt pit
and use foam shaving crème to draw cartoon-like faces (Figures 3/1/03 & 3/1/06).
production issues
In the month before the show opened it transpired that several local projection hire companies had
underestimated the difficulty of hanging four large projectors in the limited roof space available
(Figures 3/5/02–3/5/06). Eventually only one company, ‘Intercity’, agreed but at a substantially
increased cost (Figure 3/6/03).
Owing to other budget increases, we had to quickly simplify the designs for all set, staging and
rigging. This also led to problems in finding a production manager. Eventually we located a multiskilled production manager/rigger/stage carpenter who worked a remarkable series of deals through
his networks to make the whole show work on our modest budget.
The set up in the baths was scheduled over a three-day period, with major city council building works
finishing just two days previously.
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images-3

3/3/02:Lisa O’Neill performs with a single prechoreographed and filmed body double on the pool floor,
1996, Andrea Higgins

3/3/02:Brian Lucas and Lisa O’Neill lie on a swirling void, 1996,
Andrea Higgins

3/3/04:Lisa O’Neill performs with three separately prechoreographed body doubles on the pool floor, 1996, Andrea
Higgins

3/3/01:Lisa O’Neill performs as her multiple video body
doubles crawl up the wall, 1996, Andrea Higgins

3/3/03:Brian Lucas performs with a single body double, 1996, Andrea
Higgins
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3/3/05:Lisa O’Neill performs in a spotlight with multiple body doubles, 1996, Andrea Higgins

3/3/06:Lisa O’Neill performs with her pre-choreographed body doubles on the pool floor as Brian Lucas writhes
in agony, standing in shallow water, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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3/3/07:{top & bottom} Lisa O’Neill performs in
spotlight with her pre-recorded multiple faces, 1996,
Andrea Higgins
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images-4

3/4/03:Hand painted advertising banner hung on the Institute of Modern Art,
Gipps Street, Fortitude Valley, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/4/02:A potential audience member inspects the
hand drawn banner at the entrance to Spring Hill
Baths, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/4/01:Brian Lucas rises up in agony, whilst Anthony
Babicci crouches in the salt pit, 1996, Andrea Higgins

3/4/05:Keith Armstrong directs tarpaulin fixing on
top of Spring Hill Baths, 1996, Keith Armstrong
3/4/04:Preview article from the Brisbane Courier Mail, 1996, Courier Mail
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3/4/07:{top+bottom} Tarping up Spring Hill Baths prior to the
performance, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/4/08:‘#14’ was a key act within the Volt component of
the Brisbane Festival, 1996, Brisbane Festival
3/4/06:Show program, front cover and artist notes, 1996, Lawrie Mullins
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images-5

3/5/02:The Barco projector illuminating the pool level,
45 degree scrim/screen, 1996, Keith Armstrong
3/5/03:The four mirror assemblies constructed from mirror fabric,
stretched across timber frames, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/5/04:Mirror and projectors attached to the trussing prior to raising
into the pool roof, 1996, Keith Armstrong

3/5/05:‘#14’ production manager Ray Calcutt assembles the projector/
lighting trusses prior to flying them in the roof, 1996, Keith
Armstrong

3/5/01:‘#14’, Original web home page, 1996,
Lawrie Mullins
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3/5/06:The four roof projectors, mounted vertically,
used large-scale constructed mirror assemblies to
allow projection onto the pool floor, 1996, Keith
Armstrong
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3/5/07:Brian Lucas performs in water as Lisa O’Neill performs with her self-image at the far end of the
pool, 1996, Andrea Higgins

3/5/08:Brian Lucas performs side-lit behind a semi-transparent scrim rising from shallow-end floor , with his selfimages also being projected onto that scrim, 1996, Andrea Higgins
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

3/5/09:Lisa O’Neill tiptoes slowly down the pool in the opening sequence lit by a parallel
beam spotlight, as Brian Lucas lies in the water, 1996, Andrea Higgins
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At the very last minute the projection company deemed that the projectors could not be hung pointing
down (to the pool floor) as originally agreed. This required us to cancel almost all of the rehearsal
period as the overhead trussing was hung and re-hung, and huge forty-five degree mirrors were
constructed (Figures 3/5/03 & 3/5/04). The event required four Sony high-end video projectors,
driven by a video wall controller, to display one large image composed of four quadrants (10 metres
wide in total). This required the four large projectors to be hung from the overhead concert trussing
(Figure 3/5/05) so that their beams could be reflected off four hanging mirrors. The alignment of the
projectors, mirrors and each projector’s internal three guns proved to be very tricky, taking countless
hours of set up and daily adjustment before each show (Figures 3/2/02 & 3/2/04).
Another major problem occurred in securing the open roof, which required the use of several large
tarpaulins (Figures 3/4/05 & 3/4/07). First night torrential rain and second night gales caused
destruction of several of the tarpaulins initially loaned from the Queensland State Emergency
Service. (The sight and noise of a tarpaulin breaking and unloading enormous quantities of water
down into the pool, with that water momentarily filling the whole pool with a massive explosion of
liquid, was unforgettable). The next day we used upwards of twenty volunteers to secure the roof
with heavy-duty tarpaulins, which solved the problem as the unseasonable storms continued.
With all these delays the first dress run occurred at 5am on the morning of the opening night, and the
second an hour before the first show. However careful previous planning and rehearsal in the
warehouse ensured that we were able to meet this difficult schedule.
presentation
The performance was documented on video during a special filming session conducted late one
night. It was subsequently cut into a twenty-minute highlight video (DVD/#14/Play Entire Movie)
that accompanies this thesis on the DVD. Other documentation printed in this thesis includes the
show’s poster/flier (Figures 3/0/01 & 3/4/03), programs (Figures 3/4/06, 3/6/04 & 3/6/7), press
cuttings (Figures 3/2/06 & 3/4/04), press releases (Figure 3/6/08) and reviews (Figures 3/6/02 & 3/6/
06) and numerous images taken from slides of the show.
Audiences were impressed by the professional look and operation of the show, and felt that the
integration of technology and performance reached new levels. Maryanne Lynch (1996: 13) wrote:
This work.. used the ‘Mandala’ system but with greater success. For its stunning visual impact,
picture this example: the pool emptied of water, a male form crucified against its surface, a great
gridded rectangle of colour seizing him and splintering him into one, two, three, four self images,
each taking on its own life, taunting, tormenting, cajoling the performer in his agony. (See Figure
3/6/02).
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The opening installation achieved notable
acclaim comprising of Brian lying prostrate in
the water (Figure 3/5/09) (DVD/#14/Show
Opener) and Anthony circling the pool with a
ghetto blaster playing a repeating story as
Panos’ soundscape built from the sounds of
children in pools. This image evoked the
absence of bodies, sounds and cultural
practices from the site and stressed the
enmeshing of subjectivities that such a site
evokes.
During this installation phase Lisa tiptoed for
10 minutes very slowly up the centre lane of
the pool (Figure 3/2/01) (DVD/#14/Show
Opener) which added a calm, durational
intensity to the work. I felt that her action
keenly stressed our cultural construct of linear
time and the subsequent marking of our lives
against it from birth towards death. Such rigid,
linear time-based structures of Western
Eurocentric societies act against the
development of an ecological subjectivity,
ideas which are alluded to by Lawlor (1991)
who suggests such linear conditioning has left
us insensitive towards the cyclical, ecological
nature of life. Such eternal process of
regeneration are clearly acknowledged through
the cycles of initiation ceremonies practised by
sophisticated cultures such as the Australian
Aborigines, serving to connect their sense of
self to the life of sprits before and beyond their
physical existences.
Other highlights of the show included
Anthony’s interactive drawing works (DVD/
#14/Babicci Drawings) and Lisa’s interaction
with multiple self-images crawling around her
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in video imagery on the floor (Figures 3/3/02
& 3/3/04–3/3/05) (DVD/#14/O’Neill Bodies-1
& O’Neill Multi Bodies). Whilst this segment
overtly alluded to a sense shattered
subjectivity, it also incorporated the
reformation and renewal of her imagery which
appeared to also therefore welcome readings
based around ideas of personal reconciliation
of subjectivities and the development of new
ways of understanding self.
Brian’s exchanging clothes with his video
doubles (Figure 3/3/03) (DVD/#14/Lucas
Solos) was also successful in exploring
subjectivity, as was his segment when he
skilfully confused reality and illusion during
his performances behind the scrim that
mimicked the multiple projected and reprojected images of his pre-choreographed
body simultaneously played back upon that
scrim (Figure 3/5/8) (DVD/#14/Lucas Screen).
I noted that the genesis and development of
these most striking elements came directly
from the long periods of collaboration and
experimentation.
successes and failings
I considered ‘#14’ as a loosely interwoven sitespecific cabaret. Whilst there were notable
moments of great resonance which illuminated
key thematics, I believe that most audience
members left feeling unsure of quite what they
had collectively experienced. For example
Peter Anderson (1996) (Figure 3/6/06) wrote:
The group producing #14 seemed less
concerned with the wow factor and built a
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

slow shifting piece with some spectacular visual moments and grabs of text that hinted at an
underlying narrative.

Maryanne Lynch (1996: 13) however pulled no punches (Figure 3/6/02) writing:
Conceptually, however, #14 was all over the shop, its fragmentation becoming its weakness and
its visual poetics wearing a little thin. I wasn’t looking for a narrative, but I could sense someone
was trying to tell me one. #14 began to feel a little like the man lying on the pool floor:
interesting but high and dry.

Therefore the eventual outcomes of the show appeared to reflect the successes and failings of the
collaborative processes and the looseness of the original conceptual fields, with the linking
structures, (a range of texts, images of boiling liquid projected on the floors and repeated motifs of
visual circularity and resonance) assisting only partially in implicating the linkages between diverse
materials. Whilst the relative simplicity of, some works in combination with striking visuals
contributed to their aesthetic impact, the performers’ relative lack of interaction with each other
throughout the performance further highlighted the weak encompassing rationale for the work.
Such conceptual and interpersonal difficulties might have been assisted by stronger and more
connected directorial input from the artistic consultants, and a better collective process for moving
along the decision making/culling process that avoided offence to any party. It became clear that our
instigation of an absolutely equal power structure had placed an unduly great responsibility on each
member of the collective to input correspondingly equal efforts across the whole gamut of the project
(Figure 3/6/05). Furthermore I believe that the artistic consultants would have better been replaced by
a low key directorial figure in the first instance, with the skills to bring the group to consensus, but
with the power to move forward decisions when required as the show developed.
Problems in collaborative approaches were further exacerbated by the undirected team development
strategy at the project’s outset, resulting in a sometimes-problematic mixture of personalities. Whilst
this approach meant that each team member brought quite different interests and skills to the group,
they also bought differing levels of willingness to collaborate actively and openly. It became clear
during that period that successful collaboration depends in part upon a strong commitment to the
process of collaboration itself. Indeed the consensus-based decision making structure we established,
that subsequently guided most artistic decisions, posed many problems with strong disagreement on
the direction that specific subject matter should take, and on optimal methods for performative
realisation. This led to an early climate of distrust where people were less willing to express opinions
on each other’s contributions, which in turn I believe was reflected in the sometimes disjointed and
confusing nature of the finished work.
The tension between team members was reflected in the script with the potential resonances
keith armstrong 2002
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images-6

3/6/01:Acknowledgement letter after the '#14' event, from
Volt festival director Maree Cunnington, 1996, Brisbane

3/6/02:Brisbane Festival review by Maryanne Lynch, Real Time, Oct.–Nov., 1996, Real Time

Festival

3/6/03:Two of the vastly different quotes and advice given leading up to the successful on-budget hire
and installation of video projection equipment, 1996
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3/6/05:Artist contract (excerpt) for the '#14' collective, prepared by
project administrator Liz Pyle, 1996

3/6/04:Insert from the Volt catalogue,
1996, Brisbane Festival

3/6/07:Excerpt from the Brisbane Festival catalogue listing, 1996,
Brisbane Festival
3/6/06:Brisbane Festival review article (excerpt), Peter
Anderson, Oct.–Nov., 1996, Real Time
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3/6/08:Press release, 1996, Brisbane Festival
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remaining muted. Despite these failings the foundations for emergent, collaborative languages of
interactive performance were established. However the integration of the ‘Mandala’ technology
within the work (DVD/#14/Babicci Drawings) was only partially successful because its impact relied
much more on the visual power of its body shadows than on the full realisation of the live interaction
capabilities that it offered.

‘performactive’. However I decided that the
form chosen, a performance with a static
audience ultimately precluded this possibility.
Hence I decided that subsequent works should
strongly address this particular criterion.

The show did explore the specifics of the site architecturally, historically and culturally, and to a
lesser extent aquatic environments in general. It achieved a broadly successful integration of vision
and surround sound that added strongly to the already substantial presence of the Baths, whilst
layering snippets of audiovisual memories drawn from broad spectrums of interpersonal dialogue, a
gay politic, nostalgic histories, personal loss and a related sense of tear-sodden grief muted by watery
depths.

I decided to use my experiences during ‘#14’ to
refine the pointers towards an Ecosophical
praxis that I had been developing over this
time, focusing less on outcomes, which in
some respects were beyond my control, and
more upon lessons gleaned from the process,
interpersonal negotiations and techniques of
production.

From my own perspective several Ecosophical objectives were achieved ensuring that key seeds
were sown for future projects, hence deepening my understanding of what Ecosophical praxis might
now become. I also gained new skills and capabilities both in the administration, management and
the political negotiation of major projects that stood me in good stead for the remainder of the study.
The opportunity of working with well-established, interdisciplinary artists and learning more about
their working processes, conceptual frameworks and modes of creation was similarly valuable.
‘#14’ offered important opportunities to examine ecophilosophical ideas through the production of a
major performative work in a distinctly non-traditional venue, with the content matter being largely
determined by the ideas and concepts arising from that highly evocative historical site. The
production of a work that was complex and open-ended and constructed in ways that refused easy
reduction or closure was an achievement that triggered much future reflection and debate to the
ultimate benefit of this study. It was also particularly enlightening to witness the content matter
performers such as Lisa O’Neill were able to incorporate within their movement patterns, despite
their inability to verbalise it.
Ultimately ‘#14’ was enacted in ways that I deemed appropriate for the time, place and contexts of
audiences situated within a public, municipal swimming pool. I thought that the work sought to both
complement and uncover the invisible transiences (fluxes) present within its spaces of presentation
(ie. the absent voices, bodies and constructs that the empty pool so strongly invoked). Indeed this
ability to allude to dynamic, nonlinear fluxes became an important future Ecosophical pointer.
Furthermore the piece was actively inclusive of differences and diversities, which was also a key
Ecosophical tendency.
Possibly my greatest regret was that audiences did not actively become the generators of content
within this work, something which had featured strongly in my earlier definitions of the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

ecosophical pointers
The time immediately after ‘#14’s’ completion
appears in retrospect to be a key moment of
bifurcation in the development of this study.
Whilst ‘#14’ had offered up a wealth of
invaluable experiences it had been
unsuccessful in achieving some of the key
elements of the ‘performactive’ which I had
previously proposed. Specifically these were:
•

The active inclusion of audiences as the
prime generators of content matter.

•

The ability to establish a live, creative
forum, which then is allowed to develop
over a period of time dependent upon the
audience’s actions.

•

The implementation of live interactive
technologies, and access to multiple media
that allows audiences to reformulate and
represent their previous opinions, after
assimilating other audience members’
points of view.

•

The establishment of a creative process
keith armstrong 2002
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that evolves in ways which depend less on
the actions of individual audience
members, but more on how they work
together as a groups and as a whole.
There were a number of reasons why I was not
able to establish some of the proposals put
forward in that model. These were partially
affected by the collaborative creative approach,
but more generally by the specific
requirements that such a large public
performance outcome had implied. Hence by
the end of project ‘#14’ I was ready to try new
approaches of format and mode of
collaborative process. This was influenced by
my desire to collaborate less with other artists
on the second work (which became ‘Public
Relations (On Line & Off Line)’) in order that
I could more clearly explore specific aesthetic
outcomes arising in part from a more focused
integration of interactive technologies and
processes. This urge, which may appear
paradoxical to the collective approaches
outlined by Ecosophy, grew from my belief at
that time that to collaborate most effectively I
needed to personally gain a greater degree of
practical experience in applying the theories
that I had been developing.
I decided that I wanted to move towards the
installation style of practice that I had always
envisaged. I believed that this approach would
free me from the constraints and difficulties of
the grand show format imposed by works such
as '#14'. I also wanted to produce something
that would actively grow itself into its
surroundings over time, hence becoming an
integral part of that place, rather than simply a
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

temporary transformation of a venue. Whilst I was later struck by how much my perception of Spring
Hill Baths had changed through my own experiences over an extended period, I still believed that a
longer term process of integration would work better to grow and evolve future works with and for
their public.
I had been developing pointers to Ecosophical praxis over the previous year from a series of themes
that I proposed at the outset of this study. Hence my experiences and criticisms of ‘#14’ became
instrumental in clarifying and distilling them as below.
philosophy
•

Draws upon informed, proactively, eco-political content matter.

•

Develops around philosophies of interconnectedness and reciprocity.

•

Examines decentralised, loose federations of co-adapting, cooperating differences (that
acknowledge local political specificities and actively consider ranges of local to global
influence).

•

Avoids binary dualisms within content matter.

•

Investigates new ways of developing human worth outside existing paradigms.

process/product/praxis
•

Is multi-disciplinary.

•

Listens (particularly before speaking).

•

Is appropriately complex and open-ended, refusing easy reduction or closure.

•

Focuses around actively generating ideas for sociopolitical change, rather than (at this stage in
the praxis) investigating the specific efficacy of their outcomes.

•

Commits to sharing work in ways appropriate to each participant’s capacities.

approaches
•

Works appropriately for the time, place and contexts of its audiences.

•

Seeks to complement the visible by alluding to the invisible transiences (fluxes) present within
its spaces of presentation.

•

Respectfully acknowledges, and is inclusive of, differences and diversities by dealing with
relationality through a collectivisation that does not sacrifice particularity.

•

Situates relations between artists/audiences, wherever possible, as equal, mutually respecting and
reciprocal.
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•

Decentres artists and their ideas from being the sole locus of control in the work.

•

Decentres individual participants from being the locus of control of the work.

•

Foregrounds the collective engagement of audiences as prime generator of content.

•

Acknowledges and includes audiences of differing political and Ecosophical speeds.

•

Accounts for restrictions in accessibility, particularly arising from social inequities, drawing
attention to hidden costs of privilege in rich societies.

•

Facilitates processes of interaction that develop a spirit of collective solidarity.

further specifics
•

Favours non-traditional venues that do not pre-empt particular artistic expectations.

•

Seeks an application of technology which encourages user creativity.

•

Moves beyond simple explorations of materials.

•

Democratises electronic spaces.

•

Is playful.

•

Explores decentralisation offered by new information spaces.

•

Remains actively critical of technology and its applications.

By the completion of ‘#14’ and following a period of reflection on the outcomes, I was looking for an
opportunity to develop an installation work based around these themes. Having spent much time
honing the pointers stated above, I realised that I now needed to devise a project that would allow me
to test, refine and develop them.
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introduction

employing the
pointers
Describes how the study’s second
major project ‘Public Relations’
was developed from the
Ecosophical pointers described
previously, utilising a collaborative
authoring process between artist
and public. Describes the
subsequent development of the
pointers through to their second
key stage (1999).

Now is the time to think about the future:
What sort of railway, what sort of
community, what sort of state, what sort of
country do we want? (Vince O’Rourke,
Chief Executive Officer Queensland Rail,
(in Bright, 1996)).

An opportunity arose around that time (early
1997) for inclusion in a yearlong public art
project at Brunswick Street Railway station
(BS), Fortitude Valley, Brisbane. A colleague
Craig Walsh who was working in partnership
with Queensland Rail (Q-Rail) and Brisbane’s
Institute of Modern Art (IMA) amongst others
was curating an installation series, called ‘Art
on Line’ (Figures 4/1/02 & 4/2/09).
There was much about this opportunity that I
deemed relevant to my emerging Ecosophical
praxis at that time. I had been looking to
develop a new work in a public space and
hence the station environment presented an
appropriate challenge. I was also interested in
the idea of placing art in such a non-traditional
venue, particularly one that exhibited such high
levels of transience, yet that would also have a
returning audience.
Each work accepted for the ‘Art on Line’ series
would be shown for three months in the
station, which I deemed to be sufficient to
develop and evolve an Ecosophical work that
might begin to belong to, and speak for, that
space and its passengers.
Brunswick Street Station is an important
station on the Q-Rail network, as all of the
suburban lines pass through it (Figure 4/0/01).
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Hence it is a key node, situated on a broad
network of rail arteries. This also offered up a
simple but useful metaphor for the type of
loose and evolving federation of relationships
proposed by the Ecosophical pointers. Whilst I
decided that the rail system and its stations
implied fixity, the ever changing passenger mix
plying those routes each day presented a much
more complex, interrelated, yet partially
choreographed mixture of people. I further saw
that these people shared much in terms of
transportation mode, experience and daily
schedule despite their great difference as
individuals.

‘Art on Line’ is what happens
when contemporary art steps
out of the gallery and into
people’s every day routine. It
sets new and exciting standards
in what can be achieved when
public art offers an alternative
to imposing statues and
decorative sculptures..
There’s well over a million
people have seen this
installation, and so that’s
fantastic!
(IMA Press Release, ‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997–
8 & Michael Snelling interviewed on ABC JJJ Radio
about ‘Public Relations (On Line), ‘Public Relations’
Documents 1997–8).

Brunswick Street station caters for a high
degree of shopping and entertainment traffic
rather than the industry and business crowds
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that throng other stations such as Roma Street or Central. Passenger density varies greatly at different
times of the day, ranging from empty to bustling, with the flow of passengers being hard to predict,
outside of regular close of business and local school schedules.
The site allocated for the physical component of the work was a 60 metre by 4 metre white reinforced
concrete crash wall, situated opposite Platform One across a single track. The crash wall had been
installed in the eighties in response to the possibility that a train might derail, bringing the Valley
Shopping Plaza above it tumbling down. This massive wall had then been left an imposing grey and
visually unfinished for almost two decades. For the purposes of this project it would be painted the
traditional flat white colour favoured by the art world. Audiences would mostly view the work
relatively close to the wall (platform 1 was only 3.5 metres from the wall). This meant that the whole
panorama could only be viewed in total from the extremes of the platform. This suggested to me that

4/0/02:Text detail, 1998, Keith Armstrong

allocated was a modest three thousand dollars
materials as well as three thousand dollars for
labour/design costs and technical and logistical
support from Q-Rail and the supply of suitable
installation assistants by the IMA (See project
contract, Figure 4/1/04).

4/0/01:Queensland Rail network map, forming the basis of the design for Public Relations, 1997, Queensland Rail

any work would either need to use only a part or parts of the wall, or instead actively draw focus
across the whole wall space.
The site offered up some further challenges. The artwork chosen had to be installed in a thirty-six
hour shift, from which point onwards it would be largely inaccessible. It could not exceed a relief
height of fifty centimetres from the wall and had to be very securely mounted. It would have to pass
further stringent safety requirements, and be vetted by both the train drivers and track safety
departments. It would also need to be deemed as appropriate to Q-Rail’s corporate image by upper
management. The station environment was electrically hostile due to the adjacent high tension wires
used by the electric trains, and received a regular wind battering from both stopping and passing
trains, which brought in copious amounts of dirt and dust. Despite all these restrictions the budget
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Whilst considering all of these factors I was
acutely aware how little I had recently used the
rail network (Figure 4/0/01). Hence I
immediately began to spend time visiting BS
station as well as travelling the Q-Rail
network, in order to revisit the culture of
railways and commuting. As an irregular
passenger who had rarely used BS in the past I
was reminded how hard I would need to work
to make my work actively speak for and with
those who were using the rail network, and
particularly that station. I therefore spent much
time observing passengers and the culture of
travel, making a broad range of notes and
sketches. I engaged in casual conversations
with passengers where appropriate and spent
time walking all around BS to get a feel for the
crash wall’s many viewpoints, seen from all
angles, heights and times of day.
keith armstrong 2002
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public relations

Irresponsibility only lasts though childhood”.

I took up an offer to apply for the commission from the organiser Craig Walsh with some trepidation,
particularly as it was my first public art proposal of this scale. At that stage (early 1997) I had
developed an idea for this work which might present texts to passengers in ways similar to an
electronic message board, but with its audience generating the content matter. However, even then I
had been made aware of Q-Rail’s deep conservatism and I was concerned that my idea might be
judged as too radical for that site. Hence I couched my first proposal as a simple light display for the
wall which would present a series of formal patterns in response to train and audience movements.
This proposal was duly accepted.

•

I then turned to the Ecosophical pointers in order to refine my thoughts and turn them into more
concrete forms. The following discussion of the concept for the project ‘Public Relations (On Line &
Off Line)’ with respect to the Ecosophical pointers indicates my evolving rationale, whilst
introducing the major facets of the design.

applying the pointers
At the outset of this project I positioned myself as both the artist and designer of the work, with the
technical tasks required being subcontracted and hence under my direction. Hence, from this
perspective I began to consider each pointer in turn and asked myself, how I could apply it to this
site-specific work? This process continued the pointers’ evolution from the understandings gained
from the ‘#14’ project, highlighting strengths and weaknesses in their conceptual subtexts and in their
phrasing. Where necessary for reasons particular to the venue, duration of showing, audience type
and access or technical requirements I opted to change or reword them, or alternatively store up that
information in order to improve them for use in subsequent projects.
philosophy
•

Draws upon informed, proactively eco-political content matter:

By the time I began to design ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ (1997) my readings of
Guattari (1992), Fry (1996) and De Certeau (1980) had further alerted me to the crises of human
subjectivity that evidently underpinned the ecological crisis. I therefore extrapolated that these crises
manifested within our interpersonal relationships, something I reasoned that was amplified by
cultures of individualism that privilege corporate or civil rights over communal rights and hence
human rights over biospheric rights. Indeed my experiences of shaky interpersonal relationships
during ‘#14’ further cemented this assertion. Serres (1992: 39) reminds us in his book ‘The Natural
Contract’, that as mere blips in geological history, our arrogance towards the ecologies that sustain us
must soon be “coming to an end, now that awareness of things is violently calling us back.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Develops around philosophies of
interconnectedness and reciprocity:

Given the enormity of the problem of ecology
(and hence its field of operations) I decided to
focus around what I theorised as being a key
contributing factor within human subjectivity;
a broad based lack of awareness of relational
self, leading to misconstrued negotiation of
place within communal, ecological space and
time.
I noted that there appeared to be limited
communication between strangers in stations
and on trains in Brisbane. (This contrasted
deeply to my prior experiences travelling by
railway throughout India which was often an
openly social affair). This led me to avoid
attempting to raise dialogue around ideas of
sensitisation to place and relationship through
fostering direct verbal dialogue amongst
passengers, particularly as I believed the piece
would be more effective when agitating at
more subtle levels.
Instead I intended that the work should assist
developing a reflective climate at Brunswick
Street Station (BS) within which the passenger/
participants might begin to perceive the
complex linkages already existing between
them. I saw these linkages as one form of
invisible flux that the work could seek to
uncover, consistent with the Ecosophical
pointers of that time. I considered this
approach as a long-term strategy upon which
increasing levels of Ecosophical awareness
might be built as well as a means for
keith armstrong 2002
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counteracting the somewhat foreboding
underground presence of BS.
My own life experiences had told me that
reciprocity was often encouraged by
commonalities of understanding, which
developed out of shared histories1. Hence I
theorised that if people could be reminded of
their common ground then this would, over
time, increase the likelihood of their engaging
in acts of reciprocity.
This led me to reflect that passengers must
share many more travel habits and rituals than
they might be aware of (or at least actively
acknowledge). Hence I began to question
whether these passengers’ ideas and thoughts,
invoked by the experiences of mass transit,
would also indicate such a congruity. This
question was inspired by commonalities I had
personally identified with strangers after
chance meetings whilst travelling on trains and
buses, leading me to posit that Q-Rail
passengers would similarly share historic/
narrative pools. This assumption also drew on
my experiences during the ‘#14’ project of
public baths being places of shared public
experience and history, something that was
poignantly expressed during Babicci’s
performance monologues during that event.
Hence I reflected that highlighting passenger
commonalities, within an unexpected context,
might assist in increasing individual and
collective awareness, ultimately assisting in the
promotion of relational thinking.
I proposed therefore the implementation of an
electronic message board, framed strategically
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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as an artwork within the public space of the station. I suggested that passengers’ ideas might be
presented within such a work as a kind of collective memory bank of shared narratives, something
that I as the artist would help facilitate to evolve and grow over time. I proposed that this collective
experience of reading other people’s ideas within a shared public space would foster an increasing
interpersonal sensitivity. This I believed would allow passengers to better see themselves within the
ideas of others.
•

Examines decentralised, loose federations of co-adapting, cooperating differences (that
acknowledge local political specificities, and actively consider ranges of local to global
influence):

When BS was considered in relation to the broader rail ecology it presented me with a useful
metaphor. I saw it as a unique locale that was also an active partner within the global Queensland
Rail network. In other words BS station was` envisaged as member of a loose federation of
cooperating differences which comprised all other stations on the network (as well as the tracks that
linked them). This metaphor was strengthened by the fact that Brunswick Street is a hub station
through which every other line on the network passes.
I then realised that it was the inclusion of passengers within this model that really made it an
ecologically potent metaphor. This was based upon the idea that passengers would largely have a
close association with one or more home stations, and in some cases a more distant relationship to
destination stations. Hence, read together, the movements of passengers within the network of
stations that they utilise or pass through could be seen as representing the constant negotiation and
renegotiation of loose federations of co-adapting, cooperating differences.
I speculated that this model could be further deepened if the ideas, thoughts and reflections of these
diverse and geographically dispersed passengers could be collated and represented in ways that wrote
them within the fabric of their shared experience.
This led me to decide that the texts to be presented in BS station should refer to ideas gathered from
the whole of this rail network constituency, rather than just passengers who frequent BS station. This
would position the installation at BS not as being a central point for the presentation of discourse, but
rather a node that also might be read as a representative for every other place on the network.
I decided that I could assist this process by developing a parallel web site to mimic and supplement
the text display at BS (Figures 4/1/06–4/1/08). To achieve this purpose this site should therefore
allow people to submit their ideas for future inclusion both on that web site and at BS. This would
both extend and strengthen the federation metaphor whilst allowing broader access to the ideas and
outcomes being shown. I theorised that whilst the physical outlet for this work (the electronic
signboard) would allow a tangible anchoring of people’s ideas in civic time, space and place, the onkeith armstrong 2002
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images-1

4/1/02:Public Art: The Brunswick Street Collection, by artist
and Art On Line convenor Craig Walsh, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/1/03:Public Relations (On Line), track layout topologically represents
the Q-Rail Network, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/1/05:Passengers at Brunswick Street, 1997, Sonja de Sterke

4/1/01:Queensland Rail track safety
awareness certificate and handbook
required to proceed with project, 1997,
Queensland Rail
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4/1/04:The strict contractual conditions specified by Queensland
Rail
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4/1/06:Public Relations (On Line) simulation of the (Off Line) work in Brunswick Street Station, 1997–8,
Keith Armstrong & Gavin Sade

4/1/07:Public Relations (On Line) web site, front page, 1997–8, Keith Armstrong
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4/1/08:Public Relations (On Line) web site, text
submission facility, 1997–8, Gavin Sade
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line space would represent these ideas in the context of what William Mitchell (1995) calls a “City
Of Bits”. Just as Mitchell describes how lines drawn upon a map have little meaning in virtual space,
so I reflected that this on-line presence would assist in determining how those similarly unmappable
relationships that bind people into communities and cultures might function beyond the tracks. The
on-line component ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ would also tend to readjust the power relationships
implicit in the operation of the physical site at BS.
Mitchell has commented that physical mappings such as the rail network often reflect the ambitions,
aspirations and particular power structures of their creators and managers within the public domain.
Hence a key motivator for the web site ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ was to use a collective, public
art-making process to subvert the physicalised power base of BS, particularly as the on-line texts
could not be censored by the same powers that governed the physical site. Suzanne Lacy sums up the
motivations for this type of approach in her book ‘Mapping The Terrain-New Genre Public Art’ with
the phrase, “art in the public interest”, as opposed to public art or art in a public place.
I then began to reflect how this representative approach to developing an artwork might itself become
subverted if particular participants were allowed to exert disproportionate influence. This led me to
consider my potential role within this work and how much I might need to moderate it so that it could
work for the broadest constituency of people. I postulated that the work’s objectives would be better
met by drawing attention away from individual input and presenting all passengers’ texts
anonymously, something I deemed would promote focus upon commonalities rather than focusing
upon simply spotting contributions of people they already knew.
I further theorised that by subtly intermingling these texts, and programming their time of display
each day regular passengers would begin to build their own deeper narrative threads, inspired by
what they were reading. Careful editing and choreographing of the texts would be important in
ensuring the success of this process, although I remained aware that many more narratives than I
could ever predict would appear, disappear, morph and reform over time in the minds of the
passengers.
Having established the importance of this active feedback loop between artists and audience, I
realised that I would need to be communicating with as broad a spread of people as possible, thus
lending a multiplicity of voices to these loose federations of evolving, relational narratives. I realised
that getting such a broad-based interest would depend on posing appropriately general, chatty and
engaging styles of questions to passengers in ways that wouldn’t exclude anyone from participating
on grounds of confusion or lack of interest. I theorised that I could achieve this aim by centring my
questions around a number of key themes, which I would rotate and evolve over time. Through this
approach I believed that I could spark the interest of more and more passengers and hence further
develop these adapting federations of ideas.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

However I realised that a key factor was
missing from this emergent model of
metaphorical federation, an acknowledgment
of each passenger’s self-identified place. I
often saw stations such as Brunswick Street as
being non-places, usually to be swiftly
negotiated on the way to a somewhere else,
having felt a strong sense of limbo when
travelling on public transit systems
(particularly underground ones like BS).
However I acknowledged that this sense
decreased with time and familiarity and that an
increasing sense of ownership developed when
one plied a similar route on a daily basis.
Hence I felt it important to acknowledge each
contributor’s geographical origin, or
alternatively a declared place on the network
which they had developed an attachment to. I
believed that the inclusion of this additional
information would enhance passengers’
capacity to identify (and hence engage) with
the work.
This led me to incorporate an abstract
representation of the Queensland Rail Network
within the artwork itself (Figures 4/0/01 & 4/1/
03), so that people could actively identify their
own favoured place or home locations whilst
their donated texts were displayed.
Hence I also incorporated an individually
controllable indicator light into the design
(Figure 4/2/07) so that I could display each
person’s home station.
Furthermore I decided it would be desirable to
time the display of an individual’s text to
correspond with their regular time of
keith armstrong 2002
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travelling, when this information was
available.

(NB I subsequently noted that this pointer was too general in its scope and that it is accounted for
within many of the other pointers. Hence it was removed).

As I was working through these ideas, I
became aware that a further group of potential
participants was still unaccounted for, the
through-train passengers who didn’t get on or
off the train at BS. Whilst I felt that this large
constituency shouldn’t be excluded, the
proximity of the train’s windows to the crash
wall site made their ease of viewing
problematic. In order to account for these
viewers (who were of course also potential
participants) I opted to run the wall in two
modes with sensors used to detect trains
entering and leaving the installation space.
Hence when the train was in the station
(largely obscuring the wall for passengers on
the platform) the display would only present
short phrases, broken into sections and
displayed repeatedly over the full length of the
wall (Figure 4/2/05).

•

Having experimented with finding appropriate
viewing distances and angles, and having noted
the vagaries of stopping positions for trains, I
opted finally to display simple, one to three
word phrases. However I realised that passing
information to these through-train passengers
about how to contribute to the work would be
difficult.
•

Avoids binary dualisms within content
matter:

I opted to phrase questions to passengers that
would most likely achieve non-polarised
answers (ie. what do you think, notice or
prefer).
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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Investigates new ways of developing human worth outside existing paradigms:

(NB this was also deemed an overly broad pointer and removed). Commonly recognised modes of
establishing human self worth included the generation and subsequent comparative measuring of
capital assets, comparative positioning within hierarchical power structures, beauty as it relates to
culturally favoured norms and competitive placement on the basis of extreme physical achievement.
It is less commonly celebrated through the act of inscribing shared histories or engagement with
strategies that seek to enhance reciprocity. (However there are many examples of this ; eg. see Jacob,
Brenson and Olson (Eds), 1995: 15, ‘Culture in Action’, which sought to develop “an art that fosters
dialogue through communal action”). Hence to meet this requirement ‘Public Relations’ would seek
to celebrate the worth of apparently simple thoughts and achievements, drawn from the public.
process/product/praxis
•

Is multi-disciplinary:

I sought to identify and employ media and approaches suited to the message that I wanted to
communicate, dictating a multi-disciplinary approach. ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
incorporated elements of multimedia arts, electronic arts, graphic and industrial design, installation
arts, kinetic arts, public art practices, New Genre Public Arts (See Lacy (1995)) and performance. It
also drew upon the disciplines of software design, electronic engineering, academic research,
psychology and social sciences whilst being informed by techniques of ‘Public Relations’ and mass
entertainment.
•

Listens (particularly before speaking):

A public message board only functions with a database of messages. In general such artwork will
only be influential and encourage advocacy if it has the subsequent support of its public. Hence
‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ needed to be highly receptive to hearing the audience’s ideas
before speaking them back via its text display (and its modes and forms of presentation). Hence the
way in which the material was re-configured and interpreted became a part of this listening process,
dictating a need to remain flexible and receptive to the project’s potential for rhizomatic growth. I
deemed this could be best pursued during feedback discussions and through project submissions by
determining whether participants indicated their ability to see themselves within the work and hence
felt that the work was hearing their opinions.
•

Is appropriately complex and open-ended, refusing easy reduction or closure:

The work needed to operate for a very broad spectrum of artistic literacies, allowing a number of
keith armstrong 2002
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images-2

4/2/02:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke

4/2/03:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke

4/2/01:Individual station indicators, during
production phase, made from painted tin lids,
with a single globe mounted behind each,
1997, Keith Armstrong

4/2/04:Passengers at Brunswick Street, 1998, Sonja de Sterke

4/2/05:Repeated phrases suitable for passengers
viewing from inside an standing train, 1997–8, Keith
Armstrong
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4/2/06:Many of the phrases were parts of
simple sequences, such as “me + her”, 1997,
Keith Armstrong
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4/2/07:A single lamp lights in the foreground indicating an individual station, as a text plays
in the background related to that place, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/2/09:Institute of Modern Art’s original grant application to Arts Queensland for the
Art On Line Project, 1996, Institute of Modern Art

4/2/08:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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entry paths for its diverse spread of participants. I did not want it to be generally perceived as
impenetrable, uninteresting or non-inspirational for the majority of its viewers. I theorised that the
choice of text display, displaying easily readable content, would provide a relatively easy interface
for the majority of its English reading participants and ensure that the work would be effective
because of, rather than in spite of, its simplicity. Texts would be requested and collected in plain
language and only mildly edited for a poetic effect. However the aim was that even for regular
viewers the work must always surprise, always challenge and always open up to new threads and
inflections (Figures 4/0/02, 4/2/02 & 4/2/03).
However I was also aware that a much deeper complexity would emerge through these simple
processes of representation, understanding that the work would function in complex and
unpredictable ways as ideas became reread, represented and reworked by the passengers in personal
interaction with their own complex ranges of experiences. The question of how then those people
might chose to act with respect to other passengers, in reference to these texts, would add new layers
of meaning, ensuring that the work remained open-ended and refused easy division or closure.
Therefore I deemed that success on this pointer could be best ascertained during feedback discussions
and through ongoing project submissions by the public.
•

Focuses around actively generating ideas for sociopolitical change, rather than (at this stage in
the praxis) investigating the specific efficacy of their outcomes:

The emergent form, Ecosophical Praxis, is inherently speculative and experimental. However its
broad aim is to promote the possibility of both literal and metaphysical conversations, dialogues and
interactions that might directly or indirectly be sparked at the time of viewing, or potentially occur
down the track.
Hence this project sought to develop an art praxis that generated a context within which targeted
ideas might germinate and flourish, without committing itself to seeking out concrete answers.
Making statements about the work’s external efficacy as a catalyst for sociopolitical change would
require different research approach to the one described in this thesis.
To test this hypothesis I decided to conduct a small number of interviews with key respondents and
passengers, whilst also further digesting passengers’ submitted comments, as a means for
determining whether such a discursive process was in fact being instigated.
•

Commits to sharing work in ways appropriate to each participant’s capacities:

Drawing upon the lessons of ‘#14’ I instigated a process whereby each collaborator had freedom to
act, but within a defined spread of responsibility, hence ensuring their contributions would matt
within the whole show. For example, I entrusted the mode of construction of the sets to a skilled set
builder, Stoph Vanversween, allowing him to develop appropriate techniques that would best achieve
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

the project outcomes. This collaborative
approach led him to design an efficient system
for installing the work, based upon generic set
elements that could subsequently be cut to size
on site. His insight made a substantial
contribution towards our ability to install the
work in the allotted time.
Furthermore I recognised the importance of
facilitating appropriate and regular
communication between everyone working on
the project, who included carpenters,
installation technicians, engineers,
programmers, interface designers, art
institutions, the project manager and Q-Rail
management. I also recognised the importance
of familiarising myself with each of these areas
of knowledge in order to understand overall
parameters, limitations and possibilities.
However whilst this commitment may be made
by the Ecosophical artist it is not necessarily
guaranteed to be reciprocated by all parties,
with authority and power imbalances being
particularly pertinent stumbling blocks. These
problems may therefore arise through
differences in age, experience or as a result of
issues of management and policy.
approaches
•

Works appropriately for the time, place
and contexts of its audiences:

Suzanne Lacy says about ‘New Genre Public
Art’ (NGPA) that its task is “not simply to
transform ideas or revelations into matter, but
to make those revelations actually matter”
(Lacy, 1995). Similarly ‘Public Relations (On
keith armstrong 2002
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Line)’ sought to take everyday ideas, thoughts
and observations that were pertinent and
relevant to the time, place and contexts of the
passengers and the site and configure them as
important, vital tools for survival. In other
words I set out to make a work that might
actually matter for the effective owners of the
site (accounting for their times, places and
contexts). I proposed to achieve this through
down to earth processes, intending that
generosity on my part would assist in building
bridges of trust and assist audiences to see the
relevance of this work to their own times,
places and interests. I also hoped that they
would go on to develop an ownership of the
work and hence assist in its further
development.
To pursue these ideas I decided that the map/
message board hybrid should resemble railway
furniture, making the design resonate with its
site and allowing it to subvert its apparent
function as a passenger information board. This
would bring a playful element to the work as it
dawned on people what was in fact happening.
I also felt that this approach might appeal to
the client, Q-Rail. I did however acknowledge
this approach would also mean that some
casual/short-term visitors might totally miss
the work.
This design would inevitably work best for
regular or in limbo passengers (ie. those who
got on at the station at least once per week or
those with more than fifteen minutes to kill
between trains), particularly as these captive
audiences were likely to reflect more deeply.
However I recognised that for most passengers
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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the experience of waiting in stations is short lived.
Therefore to best account for these quite different types of participant time-lines I decided that the
phrases used should be pithy and relatively easy to assimilate (even if only a few could be seen in
one viewing) (Figures 4/2/08 & 4/11/01–4/11/03).
•

Seeks to complement the visible by alluding to the invisible transiences (fluxes) present within
its spaces of presentation:

Having based the design of the work around a lightable map that would span the entire sixty metres
of the station’s crash wall, I was keen to utilise the magnitude (and hence visual weight) of that span
by running animations across its entire surface. I felt that these animations might be effectively
choreographed to reflect the visible fluxes of the station environment (ie. people, trains, wind, sound)
whilst also suggesting the invisible miasma of ideas and concepts also in constant flux.
I felt that this approach would be visually appropriate to the station environment and would also
assist in gaining the attention of passengers who, I had observed, often appeared to daydream in that
location. I also intended that these movement patterns in the animations would alert incoming
passengers remaining on the train to look away from the brightly-lit station towards the texts.
Hence I decided to interpolate a range of animations in between texts that could be automatically
coordinated with incoming and outgoing trains. Because my design topologically represented the QRail network (Figure 4/6/08) I also required the option to trace out and animate any particular branch
of the network (eg. the Cleveland line only, the Beenleigh Line only or two lines simultaneously) to
represent the trajectory of the incoming train.
I noticed that regular trains entering and leaving the station created flurries of activity, whilst the
particular crowds they might off-load or take on board created other noticeable times of turbulence.
Whilst these patterns were often unpredictable, there were some predictable peaks during the week
such as 5.30pm (commuters), 3.30pm (school kids), or 8.30pm (weekend party goers). I therefore
mimicked these time-dependent fluxes, using sequences of high intensity animation (corresponding
to regular train movements), a mixture of texts and animations (corresponding to irregular passenger
movements) and a blanked display (corresponding to people waiting in limbo).
I decided that the texts should run to as strict a timetable as the trains, allowing me to carefully
choreograph their presence on the screen to coincide with periods immediately in advance of the
arrival of the trains. I reasoned that this combination of text, animation and blanking would not
overload passengers and hence would allow them sufficient time for reflection.
•

Respectfully acknowledges, and is inclusive of, differences and diversities by dealing with
relationality through a collectivisation that does not sacrifice particularity:
keith armstrong 2002
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Whilst the overall approaches of the work sought to externalise relationality (between participants,
their experiences and their ideas) I felt it important to limit particularity (ie. allowing to what extent
the work might become fully transparent for each particular (and different) subject).
I had decided to not include the names of text donors within the work, a decision that I felt still
allowed sufficient individual particularity. Furthermore my assumption was that many people would
not venture their names and that ethical issues of reproducing thoughts might arise if some
participants believed that their submissions would remain unattributed.
As I was generating the initial texts I realised that some of them would probably need to be edited for
a poetics of presentation or combined in ways that might risk removing some of their original voice.
A limiting of particularity was also naturally exacerbated by the core hypothesis of this work: that a
strong degree of correlation between passengers’ answers would emerge over time. Furthermore my
inclusive strategy of requesting everyday language risked the presentation of material that might
simply be deemed prosaic and hence detract from the broader intentions of the work. Whilst I had
considered the idea of asking passengers for poetry, truism or quotes, I decided that it risked limiting
the number of respondents who might judge their input worthy of selection.
This requirement for some moderate editing was cemented by further, unsolicited input from Q-Rail
upper management who had recently made themselves involved and were becoming distinctly
uncomfortable about any text, outside of their control, being displayed in the station. Indeed initially
they had said they would completely cancel the project if any text were used at all, and later that
there could be no ideas displayed taken from the public.
To counteract this possibility I started to seek out further appropriate voices for the work as a means
for increasing my pool of resources. This led me to interview several of the older Q-Rail station
masters, as way of infusing some of their culture into the work. (I also hoped that this inclusion might
soften Q-Rail management’s negative stance at that time).
However this inclusive strategy unexpectedly backfired on me. On presenting these new texts to QRail I was advised (in no uncertain terms) that they were inappropriate, suggesting that they would
make the rail service look backwards or behind the times. The assertion that these men’s comments
would mean that Q-Rail might lose control of their image as a modern organisation through a loss of
control of their history was a pertinent reminder of the power of historicized thought patterns upon
our societies.
After a number of difficult meetings where I sought to clarify my best intentions an assistant general
manager of Q-Rail subsequently presented me with a work of commercial literature he had
commissioned entitled “The Line Ahead” (1996), a piece of commercial literature published by
‘Catalyst Communication Consultants’. He suggested that I should read it and maybe use quotes
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

from it:
As you read The Line Ahead, think of all
the possible futures and consider which of
them are the most probable. Consider
what are the forces and strategies that will
bring them into being. Then from the
probable select the preferable. The
preferable future, that is the line ahead.
(O’Rourke, Vince 1996 Chief Executive
Officer Queensland Rail, (in Bright,1996),
‘The Line Ahead’).

These problems, which added substantial
delays to the project were alluded to by
Maryanne Lynch in an article in Real Time 21,
p. 42) where she wrote:
The work by Keith Armstrong is still being
installed. It’s an electronic network of
communication modules, based on the
Brisbane railway system, with a message
board throwing up computer-generated
reflections on journeying (or the state of
being ‘between difference’) at its centre.
The delay in its appearance has been
caused by problems that go to the heart
of the project. What if, Queensland Rail
has asked, a commuter says something
that doesn’t fit with the QR ethos? What
if…a commuter speaks!? Which raises
another question: is art in public places
always and already at odds with public
art? The Cleveland train is now departing
from platform 1. Stand clear, please.
Stand clear. (Public Relations’ Documents
1997–8).

Because my aim was to marry the political
intentions of what Lynch calls “art in a public
place” (equivalent to the NGPA practices
discussed earlier) with a form that Q-Rail
assumed would be benign (ie. ‘Public
artwork’) I realised I would need to sacrifice
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some degree of particularity of the public’s
original voices if I were going to be able to
honour the broader aims of the work and still
get the work shown in public. After further
negotiations and assurances, my original
strategy of using edited highlights from
passenger texts was accepted under the
condition that Q-Rail would be able to censor
all these texts (presenting a further risk to
maintaining particularity).
This censorship included anything (remotely)
connected with implications that trains might
be dangerous, threatening, dirty or
uncomfortable, any reference whatsoever to
staff conduct (unless it was a glowing report)
and interestingly any inclusion of the word
graffiti whatsoever. This meant that I needed to
manipulate a reasonable percentage of the texts
to have any chance of getting through this
unexpected, heavy-handed filtering process.
•

Respectfully encourages active
participation of multiple voices:

To encourage inclusive participation I chose to
implement four diverse modes of text gathering
from the public. These involved,
•

Paper slips, posted in a collection box
(mounted prominently at the station)
(Figure 4/3/02).

•

Submission via the web site, ‘Public
Relations (Off Line)’ (URL: http://
www.outlook.com.au/pr) (Figures 4/1/06–
4/1/08).

•

Access to a fax number.

•

A telephone answering service.
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should be advertised regularly on the artwork itself, and on a series of three posters to be displayed at
the station and in the window of the Institute of Modern Art nearby in Gipps Street, Fortitude Valley
(Figures 4/4/12 & 4/5/03).
Predicting (correctly) that the most likely respondents would be those waiting for a train in the station
I scheduled regular checking and clearing of the suggestion box, ensuring that there were fresh paper
slips available for the passengers to fill in (Figures 4/4/11 & 4/5/01).
I decided that focusing the work’s text themes would further assist in grabbing and maintaining
potential participant’s attention. I decided that the contributions would need to be requested in
unambiguous language whilst still allowing answers to be open-ended. They would also need to be
phrased appropriately for a clientele ranging from children through to pensioners. I also had to be
careful to phrase them appropriately for people whose literacy was low, or for whom English was not
a first language. I also decided I would phrase them to avoid negative or critical replies. This decision
was taken in part because of Q-Rail’s stance, but primarily because the focus of the work was
intended to be playful, moving away from the culture of complaint that the station managers I
interviewed indicated passengers tended to engage in. Whilst the themes I set changed occasionally
throughout the work’s showing, they usually included the following core questions:
•

What do you notice outside the train?

•

What do you notice inside the train?

•

What do you notice at stations?

•

What is special for you about rail travel?

•

What do you and others do when travelling (ie. your habits/thoughts/activities)?

•

Any other contents/remarks/ideas?

I also requested passenger name (optional), home station, other stations frequented and time/day of
the week each person would regularly be at Brunswick Street, plus details of how to submit this
information using the four methods provided.
To stimulate the interest and potential participation of as many different people as possible I planned
to reprogram the wall fortnightly with subsequently received answers in order to ensure that the
feedback-response loop was tight enough that people would not feel their ideas were being ignored.
(Early plans to update more regularly via a remote telephone link were abandoned for cost reasons).
However I was still concerned that regardless of all these strategies many people would not respond,
either out of aversion to what might be perceived as another form of opinion polling, or because of
apathy. However I did not want to entirely give up on a group that I considered would comprise the

I also decided that these four response options
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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majority of potential respondents. Hence I used other strategies to encourage a greater diversity of
participants, which included conducting a number of informal consented interviews over the period
of the showing at the station and encouraging friends and peers to contribute (either if they
commuted regularly or if they expressed a desire to participate after I had explained the context).
•

Situating relations between artists/audiences, wherever possible, as equal, mutually respecting
and reciprocal.

This pointer clearly risked being compromised due to the censorship regime imposed upon me by
Queensland Rail. Certainly their paternalistic hand was further evidence of the degree of control they
exercised over that public space, something I had naively considered as belonging to the public who
used it. However I also acknowledged that they were the responsible party if complaints, accidents or
injuries might be caused to passengers, a not insubstantial responsibility given the brute and
relatively unstoppable power of trains. This was further impressed upon me via an obligatory track
safety awareness course (Figure 4/1/01) where I began to understand that the running of a railway
naturally breeds a deep conservatism based around the paramount culture of safety.
Therefore I made the assumption that this culture of control must infiltrate thinking at all levels of
management, a realisation which allowed me to reframe Q-Rail’s actions towards this project. I
realised that keeping trains running to complex schedules whilst keeping a vast diversity of
passengers relatively well served was Q-Rail’s key business, whereas cultural incubation certainly
was not. This made me more sympathetic to Q-Rail management with whom I resolved to maintain
cordial and respectful relations. It is my belief that this professional attitude, along with those of the
project manager and the IMA, saved the project at a number of junctures.
Furthermore there is a tradition within contemporary art practices of what Kester (1999) calls the
“naughty artists syndrome”, which risks tarring with the same brush others who have no intention for
such tactics. Despite at times feeling irritation concerning Q-Rail’s approach to this project, I wished
to avoid this tactic and maintain an environment of trust throughout the negotiation processes,
leading me to believe that the art of communication, (albeit on an unlevel playing field) was
undoubtedly as important to this project as the work itself. I continued this process in good faith and
did not enter anything on the display not previously agreed with management. This lesson reminded
me how all parties need to be accounted for in an equal, mutually respecting and reciprocal manner if
the success of such a public work is to be guaranteed.
Hence, rather than risk breaking the contract that I had made with my audience, and hence appearing
to be invoking a disrespectful and unequal relation between artist and public, I decided to include a
disclaimer on the work asserting that all phrases had been checked by Q-Rail before display. This
was intended to allow participants, reading between the lines, to understand the limitations of the
feedback loop I had established with them. I also indicated on the three posters “As you will
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

appreciate, offensive or derogatory materials
will not be used!”. (‘Public Relations’
Documents 1997–8).
•

Decentring artists and their ideas from
being the sole locus of control in the work.

I was satisfied that this pointer was accounted
for, albeit with the limitations outlined
previously. However I understood that this
process of decentring would depend upon me
undertaking my role on an ongoing basis, in
good faith and in ways that honoured my
audience’s wishes as closely as possible.
I acknowledged that some participants would
respond in a manner best suited to the
presentation style (ie. by submitting
appropriately edited short, poetic and
evocative texts). Hence these participants
would be likely to see more of themselves in
the work than those who might answer in a
more straightforward manner to the themes. I
decided that I would need to counteract this by
endeavouring to respectfully incorporate the
essence of all donated texts (in the
understanding of their individual importance).
•

Foregrounding the collective engagement
of audiences as prime generator of content.

I recognised that appropriate collective
engagement would, over time, depend upon a
number of factors which included:
Audiences perceiving enough commonality
between their views to be inspired to reflect
anew upon their communal roles/places within
the collective federation represented by all rail
passengers.
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passengers, especially those who are routinely marginalised or oppressed. (eg. Immigrants,
homosexuals or the intellectually disabled), or those coming from cultures poorly represented in
the responses (ie. non-English speaking background cultures).

Audiences seeing enough differences between
their views to spark further interest and
reflection.
Audiences then being inspired to act by
choosing to contribute to the work (or
potentially drawing upon these experiences to
develop an enhanced understanding of their
relational self).
•

Acknowledging and including audiences
of differing political and Ecosophical
speeds.

Whilst I was committed to this approach of
acknowledgment and inclusion, certain
difficulties arose (which have been previously
articulated). However my tactic of taking an
apparently straightforward and easy to
understand approach did not prevent me from
then developing a potent and inclusive
Ecosophical dialogue.
•

Accounts for restrictions in accessibility,
particularly arising from social inequities,
drawing attention to hidden costs of
privilege in rich societies..

I decided that this pointer could not be fully
accommodated because a number of factors
might impinge. The following list (which is not
necessarily exhaustive) details inequity pitfalls,
all of which at some level warranted my
attention.
1

Understanding written text requires not
only literacy in English but also an
appreciation of the subtleties of that
language.

2

The views presented through the work
may not be representative of all
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3

Contemporary and experimental art practice would be deeply foreign to many passengers who
would rarely come into contact with such work. Hence for these people audience development
strategies would at minimum include accessible, clear and well-designed posters and instructions
written on the text display itself (at least for those who could read and/or comprehend them).
Furthermore a well-briefed station crew would be invaluable in this education process
(something I arranged soon after the work began when informed they knew almost nothing about
the work).

4

The work would be most accessible only for the people who use platform one (although the text
was placed carefully within the design so that it could be read wherever possible from other
platforms at the station).

5

Not everyone needs to or desires to use the train and if so they may never need to travel to
Fortitude Valley. Furthermore many people find the atmosphere of Brunswick Street station
foreboding and prefer not to enter it. (The web site assisted in partially alleviating these
concerns).

6

Potential participants need to be able to afford a ticket or know that free tickets would be
available at the IMA.

7

Disabled participants would need to negotiate a long ramp.

8

Other problematic restrictions might include no smoking rules or no pet rules, whilst others
might find themselves routinely in conflict with security guards and hence might choose not to
enter such a heavily patrolled site.

9

General public not in the loop about this event would be unaware of its presence: this could
include any regular commuter who does not pass through Brunswick Street (NB those who
follow the media are more likely to be aware of the event).

10 Facilitates processes of interaction that develop a spirit of collective solidarity.
I reasoned that the efficacy of the processes of interaction in assisting to invoke a spirit of collective
solidarity would suffer most from the many-to-one and then one-back-to-many communication
channel I had instigated through the processes of text collection, editing and subsequent display.
However I began to understand that a less visible but equally important form of collective solidarity
was being maintained between myself and the audience.
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images-3

4/3/02:Suggestion box and poster, platform one,
Brunswick Street, 1998, Sonja de Sterke
4/3/03:Feature article, 19th, February, 1998, Courier
Mail newspaper

4/3/01:Public Relations printed project invite
(rear), 1997, Institute of Modern Art

4/3/04:Public Relations printed project invite (front), included reply-paid slip to return with suggestions for the work’s text content,
1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/3/06:Passenger responses, Feb.–Mar., 1998

4/3/05:Cover from Public Relations documentary video included on DVD
(DVD/Public Relations/Play Entire Movie), 1998, Keith Armstrong

4/3/07:Passenger Response, March 1998

4/3/10:Passenger response,
Mar., 1998
4/3/08:Feature Article from Inside QUT newspaper, 17th
Feb.–2nd. March, 1998, Qld. University of Technology
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4/3/09:Public Relations imagery employed in the Institute of Modern Art
membership brochure, 1998–99, Institute of Modern Art
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4/4/02:Circuit diagrams, (excerpt), 1997,
George Sutherland

4/4/03:PC Driver card donated by
project sponsor, Mondotronix, 1997,
Mondotronix

4/4/05:{top} Public Relations manufactured
printed circuit board, 1997, George
Sutherland
4/4/06:{bottom} Public Relations’s custom
electronic circuit board design, (one of
several), 1997, George Sutherland

4/4/01:Original sketches for station indicators,
passenger suggestion box and wiring loom
positioning within modular text box sections,
1997, Keith Armstrong
4/4/04:Wiring loom assignment chart,
1997, George Sutherland
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4/4/07:Contract drawn up with the project’s electronic
engineer, George Sutherland, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/4/08:Modular text panel being installed at Brunswick Street
Station, 1997, Craig Walsh
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4/4/09:Installation process, 1997, Craig Walsh

4/4/10:Installation complete, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/4/11:List of assistants for installing the work prepared by the
Institute of Modern Art, 1997, IMA

4/4/11:Public Relations (On Line) suggestion box, with paper
slips in holder mounted on r.h.s., located on platform one,
Brunswick Street station under the work’s informational
poster, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/4/12:Brunswick Street station master and project coordinator Craig
Walsh mount Public Relations informing poster in the station, 1997,
Keith Armstrong
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4/4/13:Installation in progress,
1997, Keith Armstrong
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further specifics
•

Favours non-traditional venues that do not pre-empt particular artistic expectations:

Artworks are not routinely placed within railway stations. There are however a few exceptions, eg.
Craig Walsh’s ‘Public Art, The Brunswick Collection’ (1997) (Figure 4/1/02) at the same venue, or
the Paris Metro Louvre station (line 1) which displays replica artworks from its nearby Louvre
museum, as does Varenne (line 13) close to the Rodin museum. Furthermore I reasoned that the form
of the artwork would not clearly pre-empt the outcomes that I had designed it for.
•

Seeks an application of technology which encourages user creativity:

I was satisfied that this artwork promoted user creativity (for both artist and passengers).
•

Moves beyond simple explorations of materials:

This work avoided formalist investigation into electronic media. The importance of avoiding this
approach is recalled by the following words.
Many artists seem to regard new technologies as an excuse not to think beyond their materials.
In their euphoric beige-rimmed high they seem to forget good art needs to speak beyond its two
three or four dimensions and get out there among the masses where it can make a tangible
impact. In short, flat retinal onanism is just not enough to compete with the high quality of work
currently created in older more conventional media. (Mesh Magazine, 1996: 27)

•

Democratises electronic spaces:

Such versatile, high visibility electronic text displays are rarely used for presenting public thought.
They do however have a history of being used for displaying artist-ordained messages. For example
the billboard works of Jenny Holzer such as Untitled (1982) were entirely controlled by the artist.
Electronic billboards (which are the closest relation to ‘Public Relations (On Line)’s more esoteric,
specialist device) are predominantly used for information dissemination and advertising purposes.
Because this expectation seems now to be so culturally ingrained, when questioned many casual or
first time viewers believed that the work must be displaying one (or both) of these two forms. Hence
through this artwork I hoped to contribute in part to a democratisation of electronic space free from
corporate interference by allowing the public to share their ideas and thoughts with thousands of
fellow travellers. Conley (1997) reminds us of the power of words spoken “inscribed, marked,
exchanged or written” to renegotiate information in ways that short-circuit state-spatial control.
This work’s associated web site, ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ (Figures 4/1/06–4/1/08) sought to
further this process of democratisation of electronic space. Whilst it is commonly considered that the
Internet is a relatively democratic medium1, (see Garrin (1997) for a dissenting voice), my
commitment to the web site developed predominantly in response to the lack of access for many to
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Brunswick Street, as well as the undemocratic
nature of the censorship in place there. Hence I
would use that site as a means for displaying
the full database of texts.
•

Explores decentralisation offered by new
information spaces:

Whilst the electronic display’s location within
one hub station of an entire network appears to
centralise the work, the way in which texts are
subsequently drawn from across the entire
network serves as a counterbalancing force.
Furthermore the use of a web site to mimic,
through ‘Shockwave’ animation (Figure 4/1/
06), the operation of the physical site would
further address this pointer.
•

Is playful.

Abrahams (Ed.) (1999) proposes that play
comprises an essential part of the process of
learning, which in turn assist our ability for
intellectual and emotional growth. Therefore
play can be encouraged in others through its
embodiment within a design principle. ‘Public
Relations (On Line)’ would exert such a strong
element of play within its design, notably via
its disguised format, its speculative objectives
and its location within a context where hard
product might customarily be peddled.
Furthermore the impractical analogue display
flickers, blinks, shimmers and pulses
sporadically, avoiding the typical look of cool,
red, harsh LED sign boards (typically seen in
newsagents and train carriages) or
electromechanical dot boards (typically seen in
major railway stations or on freeways).
•

Remains actively critical of technology
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and its applications:
‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ would
rely heavily upon computer and electronic
technologies. There are many criticisms of
technology, which include its wastefulness (via
rapid obsolescence) and the toxicity of its
components. German researchers indicate that
“people working at home on their computers
drive 1,700km less than commuters each year”.
However ‘Colors’ magazine notes that because,
computers double in power every
eighteen months, by 2005, there will be
315 million obsolete computers in the
world .. 600million kg of lead, one million
kg of cadmium, and 200,000kg of mercury
- all toxic metals. (Colors Magazine, 2000:
30).

Certainly I acknowledged that this work would
be wasteful in terms of its resources, expense
and degree of labour required to stage and
install it when compared to the limited
showing time (four months).
However during the work’s implementation an
ironic twist occurred. The machine running the
installation was a 1995 vintage 66MHz PC
(Figure 4/5/08) that ran at less than half the
speed of the commonly available PCs of that
time. However for technical reasons the
software that drove the display had to be tuned
exactly to match the speed of that model,
ensuring that the system will still only run on
that particular model of otherwise obsolete
computer.
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producing the work
The following press release was issued by Queensland Rail Sales and Marketing Division in
association with the ‘Public Relations’ project.
Queensland Rail Sales and Marketing
GPO Box 1429
Brisbane Qld 4001
18 Aug, 1997
MEDIA RELEASE
‘Art on Line’ Public Art is Much More than ‘Public Relations’
Twelve times as many light bulbs as the King George Square Christmas Tree, 3 000 metres of
cable, 180 metres of track, a curator, an artist, an electronic engineer, software and multimedia
programmers and a team of sixteen volunteers have worked together to present ‘Public
Relations’: the last of the ‘Art on Line’ Public Art Projects at Platform One, Brunswick Street
Station, on display until 20th March
‘Public Relations’ consists of a 60 metre long modified Q-Rail Network map featuring an eleven
metre text screen that re-tells reflections and observations on rail travel as experienced by those
who use the Q Rail Network.
Artist, Keith Armstrong says that the installation is designed specifically to encourage
communication between travellers who use the Q-Rail Network and Brunswick Street Station.
A web site, (URL: http://www.outlook.com.au/pr) and e-mail facilities, a telephone answering
and fax service and an on-site suggestion box are available for travellers to contribute their own
thoughts and experiences of rail travel, some of which will be programmed into the text screen
and retold to fellow commuters.
“I’ve tried to make it as easy as possible for people to contribute to the artwork. When people
take part the artwork becomes art in the public interest rather than just art in a public place”,
Keith Armstrong said.
Whilst initial messages appearing on the text screen will be Armstrong’s own thoughts on rail
travel generated during a trip from Bowen Hills to Cleveland and conversations he had with
other people who have used the service, contributions from the public are now being included.
“People never want to make eye contact on a train journey but will try to catch each others”
reflections in the glass, there’s always someone whose Walkman is turned up too loud, rail
travel is different to road travel because it goes past the back yards, the untidy backs of
buildings, the drains. These are the type of observations that I think I’ll have in common with
other commuters, ,said Armstrong.
“In a broad sense, ‘Public Relations’ hopes to demonstrate the things that commuters have in
keith armstrong 2002
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images-5

4/5/02:Example of an original text, and part of the final edited animation, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/5/03:The Art On Line poster explaining
Public Relations, Brunswick Street Station
concourse, 1997, Craig Walsh

4/5/01:Sample passenger printed suggestion
slip, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/5/04:Station indicators laid out on floor during testing
procedures, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/5/05:Original proposed design of white tracks on
a blue wall, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/5/06:Keith Armstrong and the message board system in development at QUT, 1997, Michael Dean

4/5/09:Keith Armstrong programs Public Relations computer control system,
1997, Michael Dean

4/5/07:One of the several printed circuit boards designed by
George Sutherland for the Public Relations electronics rack,
1997, George Sutherland

4/5/08:Public Relations control box housed the
computer, electronics rack, cable outlets & fan forced
cooling system, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/0xx:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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common and encourage an appreciation and understanding of their differences; social, cultural
and political”, he said.
‘Art on Line’ is an innovative program of temporal public art launched by Queensland Rail, the
Institute of Modern Art and Arterial in January this year. ‘Public Relations’ has also received
assistance from Arts Queensland, The Australia Council, Megabay Lighting Enterprises,
Creative Lighting, QUT Academy, and Mondotronix.
Keith Armstrong was assisted by Lachlan Pitts of Ants Nest Multimedia (Software), Gavin Sade
(Director Programming), and George Sutherland (Electronic Design).
‘Public Relations’ can be seen at Platform One, Brunswick Street Station from 1 December 1997
to 20 March 1998. Free viewing passes can be collected from the Institute of Modern Art, corner
of Ann and Gipps Streets, Fortitude Valley.
For Further Information contact:
Jenny Hansen or Carol Haffke
IMA Promotions Officer Q-Rail Media Liaison Officer
Ph: (07) 3252 5750 after Ph: (07) 3235 3496

The new media artwork ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ was presented inside Brunswick Street Station
Fortitude Valley, on a 60 metre by 4 metre crash wall opposite to Platform One, between Nov. 30th
and March 20th 1997. Its partnering web site, ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ was also posted at (URL:
http://www.outlook.com.au/pr, accessed 20/4/02). The associated video, (‘Public Relations’
Documents 1997–8), documents a number of key aspects of the processes of the design, building and
installing of the physical work, as well as subsequent audience reactions.
The following section describes some of these processes of design, building and installation. It then
uses a number of forms of evidence and reflection to analyse the project to determine successes and
failures with respect to the Ecosophical pointers that were used to design it.
project logistics
‘Public Relations (on Line & Off Line)’ was designed for the 60 x 4 x 0.5 metre reinforced concrete
crash wall opposite Platform 1, inside Fortitude Valley Station (DVD/Public Relations/Installation).
It had to fulfil stringent track and train safety guidelines, vetted at all stages by Q-Rail management,
must be installable in a 36 hours period (whilst the railway line in front of the wall was closed to
traffic) and would remain inaccessible throughout its three-month run (See Q-Rail Contract, Figure 4/
1/04). The materials budget for the project was three thousand dollars, plus a further three thousand
dollars in labour costs (and fifteen hundred dollars I had allocated from my study funds).
After a long period of experimentation and reflection, I developed a design for the site that allowed
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texts to be displayed electronically set within a
map that was topologically equivalent to the QRail network (Figure 4/6/08). This was built
from black tracking that visually connected a
number of colour coded station indicators
together (Figures 4/2/01 & 4/5/04). By
illuminating each of these individual station
lights, the work would involve animations
developing and flowing dynamically over the
entire 60 metre wall space, whilst also allowing
any one passenger’s own home station to be
pinpointed (Figure 4/2/07).
I gathered content for the text display through a
process of asking passengers questions, then
collecting the answers, cross-pollinating these
texts and displaying them continually in
differing sequences within the artwork (Figure
4/5/02). I intended that this process would
evoke a sense of deepening ownership in the
work for travellers using the station (and hence
for users of the wider Q-Rail network).
I also intended through this process to
highlight the relationship of each participant to
their indicated place on the network (ie. their
neighbourhood, station or line section), asking
them to reflect upon their relationship to that
place set within the ecologies of the broader
network (both the Q-Rail network and by
extension, regional and global social
networks).
Whilst the physical outlet for this work at
Brunswick Street allowed people to have their
ideas anchored in civic time, space and place,
the web component of this work aimed to represent the unmappable relationships that bind
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people into communities and cultures set in
spaces that lie beyond the tracks.
Hence I intended that by promoting an
understanding of other people’s experience
within common spaces of transit the work
would seek to make tangible the networks of
goodwill that exist between rail users. Hence
the work was named ‘Public Relations’.

technical design significance
This project presented some major technical
design challenges that occupied a substantial
part of the design process. Details of how these
problems were solved are considered in the
following sections. The technical issues that
were encountered and overcome are an
important part of the design of ‘Public
Relations’ (particularly the ‘On Line’ physical
component), and hence they need to be fully
described in order to comprehend how and
why this work evolved, took on its final forms
and hence operated successfully as a public
artwork in the station environment (See also
DVD/Public Relations/Production).
‘Public Relations (On Line)’ was achieved
through the use of highly sophisticated,
custom-built electronic hardware (specified
and built by electronic an engineer ) (Figures 4/
4/02–4/4/06, 4/5/06–4/5/08, 4/6/01–4/6/06 &
4/7/01–4/7/06) (DVD/Public Relations/
Production). This in turn drove the custombuilt display mechanisms and extensive wiring
looms (Figures 4/6/01–4/6/02, 4/6/04 & 4/7/
02) (specified and built by myself). This
system was in turn controlled by a complex
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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piece of software (written by a software designer) (Figure 4/6/03), and the data that allowed texts and
animations to be presented on that system was authored by a further, complex piece of software
(constructed by an interface designer) (Figures 4/7/07–4/7/10). A simulation of the wall’s operation
(Figure 4/1/06) was also constructed for the web-based ‘Off Line’ component of the work. Therefore
‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ became a product of the inputs of all of those different, key
technical professionals.
The project itself could only have been envisioned because of my prior technical experiences in
electronic engineering and software design, which gave me the knowledge to know what might be
possible in this field of new media practice and which types of questions needed to be asked to make
it happen. This knowledge also allowed me to know what type of professional assistance I would
require and how that process could be best managed.
However because my primary role on this project was one of artistic director, I needed to share the
technical development of the work as much as possible amongst a team of technical professionals.
Such specialist skills therefore required the substantial inputs of three subcontractors, senior
Electronic Engineer George Sutherland (Figures 4/6/05–4/6/06), professional Programmer Lachlan
Pitts (Figure 4/6/03) and freelance Interface Designer Gavin Sade, all working under my guidance.
Whilst the rationale for this method of group organisation has been clarified in relation to the
development of this study, I ensured that the interactions between myself and these specialists were
conducted through an active, Ecosophically inspired working process. Hence I referred to the
pointers set in place at the outset of this project to set the direction of this process.
A key pointer concerns the multi-disciplinary nature of Ecosophical praxis. In this project I
recognised that I would be working with types of professionals that I had had limited contact with
since my days as an Electronic Engineer and Programmer. This required me to reconnect with those
cultures in order to seek out required skills and begin to re-learn their language and working
practices.
I recognised that the technical process, with which I am able to empathise, is often quite different
from that of the artist. It is my opinion that these differences include; predominantly technical or
puzzle-driven motivations for pursuing projects, development time scales that are often much longer
than the four months that we had available, regular, relatively short working hours (which this project
did not allow) and commitment to different aesthetics. (ie. there is usually a more distinct
commitment to software coding elegance or electronic design simplicity, neither of which would
become ultimately visible in this work).
Whilst the interface designer Gavin Sade was well used to working with artists, and has since
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become a key member of the arts collective I now direct, neither George (the Electronic Engineer)
nor Lachlan (the Programmer) had had any experience of working in the purely artistic-creative
realm before. It is however important to acknowledge that engineering and programming are both
highly creative forms, albeit with clearer structures, rule sets and parameters which have to be
adhered to. (eg. The construction of software uses particular semantic structures and the laws of
electricity ultimately govern electronic design).
Another key Ecosophical pointer states the need for a process that respectfully acknowledges and
remains inclusive of differences and diversities, by dealing with relationality through a
collectivisation that does not sacrifice particularity. A further pointer also requires that the process
and its outcomes should respectfully encourage active participation of multiple voices, where
necessary decentring the artist and their ideas from being the sole locus of control in the work. This
pre-empts a team process that develops a spirit of collective solidarity. Hence all of these Ecosophical
pointers led me to realise that the technical design processes should proceed in an Ecosophical
manner, working in similar ways as might happen when interacting with other artists in a collective.
Hence I acknowledged the technical team’s deep commitment, set within their own cultural
perspectives, and respected and listened to their points of view deeply on an ongoing basis. I was also
aware that unpredictable creative opportunities would arise during the development of these technical
processes, an attitude of working which accounts for the Ecosophical pointer that a practitioner
should listen (particularly before speaking). Hence by listening, empathising and understanding what
it was that motivated each of these professionals I was able to subsequently steer their creative
endeavours through the long, challenging and often exhausting processes of design and testing.
(Figure 4/6/07).
Consistent with the Ecosophical pointer that commits to sharing work in ways appropriate to each
participant’s capacities, many of the design decisions became based upon the advice that the
technical team gave me, in concert with the technical and safety restrictions placed upon us from
station management. Putting my trust in these project partners made them correspondingly able to
propose and go on to develop aspects of the system that they found interesting and inspiring. (For
example Lachlan was particularly interested in the scheduling mechanism that allowed texts to be
timed to the Q-Rail timetable, so a substantial time was spent constructing this feature (Figure 4/7/
09)). Hence I found that all of the technical team were open to the broader aims of the work and
therefore responded keenly to the often-extreme demands that the system and my aesthetic
requirements placed upon them. This attitude also allowed me to deal appropriately with tensions that
centred on the ongoing expectation for high financial remuneration that technical professionals
assume. These listening processes were also used later to strong effect when I began to work with the
physical set designer, Stoph Vanversween.
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designing solutions
The technical design for the wall involved
constructing a low-resolution matrix of 3200
miniature 24-volt light globes (Figure 4/5/06),
which were arranged into two zones. One had a
higher density of bulbs suitable for displaying
text over ten and a half metres and the other
had a lower density of lights which were
spread across the whole 60 metres of the wall
(Figure 4/5/05) (arranged in the shape of the
Queensland Rail City Train Network). The text
area was situated at train window height
(Figure 4/4/08–4/4/09) making it visible from
both the platform and stopping trains, as well
as at a maximum number of vantage points in
the station (including other platforms, access
ramps and steps).
The technical team began to work together
specifying this design, leading up to the
construction of some simple working prototype
hardware and software which allowed a single
5x7 pixel resolution character of red light
emitting diodes (LEDs) to be lit. We were then
obliged to take this prototype to the station to
demonstrate it to Q-Rail safety officers. Having
proved a single character’s viability we then
sketched out a solution that could present
groups of up to 30 characters, set over a
distance of 10.5 metres. This design would
allow the display of continuously selected,
animated texts, visible by passengers along the
full length of the platform (Figures 4/10/04–4/
10/11) (DVD/Public Relations/The Work).
Because all trains stopped in front of the
display, texts would at those times be visible
only to passengers on the train. Hence two
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infra red sensors were used to sense these
arriving and departing trains allowing the
computer system to switch display mode to suit
these people’s reading ability (by showing a
few, static, repeated words that permitted
passengers in different parts of each carriage to
read them simultaneously) (Figure 4/2/05).
This display was driven as a scanned matrix,
which (not unlike a television set) refreshed
each light’s state momentarily to be either on
or off every 1/8th of a second, relying upon
human persistence of vision to perceive
whether each light actually appeared to be on
or off. Without this complex electronic
solution, the wall would have drawn a huge
electrical current, which would have required
large format wiring and costly three phase
power supplies. A single DX-66MHz PC
mounted behind the wall, employing a rack of
custom multiplexing hardware and two 48
channel digital input/output boards, drove the
entire system via a complex cable loom, whose
strands collectively were several kilometres
long (Figures 4/7/01–4/7/06).
Late in the design process Q-Rail safety
officers informed me that for safety reasons we
could not use any red, green or amber lights in
the design (these being the three train warning
light colours). We had proposed to use lightemitting diodes (LEDs) specified in one of
these colours, mainly because they had low
current usage and were suitably robust and
cheap devices. (Typically all such modern sign
displays use this technology). Prohibition of
these colours forced us into using high current,
incandescent miniature bulbs, which use hot
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wire filaments (similar to the rope lights used to light trees and shop displays).
This change had far-reaching technical implications. The technical issues of powering 3380 bulbs
(which each incorporate lengths of heated filament) connected to the control systems via a total three
kilometres of cable was highly technically demanding from both hardware and software perspectives.
Therefore many weeks were spent trying to get the display to function adequately with the ten metre
long panel and cable looms being assembled and tested together in large spaces at Queensland
University of Technology and the upper floor of the Institute of Modern Art. The final system only
became operational a few days before installation, and even then exhibited instability and
overheating problems. This forced us to restrict the number of characters that the display could show
at any one time and mount the control computer and electronics rack unit in a large cabinet ventilated
by five heat exhaust fans (Figures 4/5/08 & 4/7/01–4/7/05).
Because my production budget had been exhausted by this problem, and due to the particular
specificities of the design, we were required to hand-build this unique display and control system
from scratch (Figures 4/6/02 & 4/6/04) (DVD/Public Relations/Production). The text display was
designed to break down into eight modular units, each of which had 315 bulbs, with every light
needing 2 further components soldered to it. Each of these light assemblies had then to be connected
by further wires to large mutiway plugs (Figure 4/6/01). This allowed each modular unit of the
display to be plugged into and out of the main wiring loom. Attached by flying leads and auto plugs
to this same loom were an additional 180 lights which were mounted behind tin lids (Figure 4/5/06).
These disks were used to represent each station and were colour coded to match their respective
branch lines on the map (ie. the Cleveland line was purple and the Ipswich Line was green).
The tracking that joined the station disks together to form the network map was constructed by the
set designer in generic sections of MDF board. Each of these sections had a number of blocks
secured to them so that when they were mounted on the wall they would stand in relief and allow the
large multicoloured wiring loom to be hidden from public view (See DVD/Public Relations/
Production & Installation). Further tasks included constructing a large tamper proof, ventilated box to
secure all the electronics and computer equipment to be mounted two metres off the ground at the
rear of the crash wall (hidden safely away from potential acts of theft or vandalism) (Figure 4/7/05).
Having established all these components I then hand built the loom that connected them all together,
whilst the engineer, George Sutherland, built the rack of custom electronics used by the computer to
drive the entire system (Figure 4/6/05). This necessitated vast runs of cable to be manufactured in
order to connect up every single light via a complex array of multiway plugs and sockets. This
building task was achieved by working with an assistant on the top floor of the IMA and running
parallel lengths of cables sometimes quadrupled up along the floor to get the required lengths.
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All up this work on the project’s technical and physical components proved to be extraordinarily time
consuming, requiring collectively over two and a half thousand hours of work.
programming
Programming the display proved also to be a demanding technical task, requiring a sophisticated
authoring tool that could generate the texts, time their length of display and instigate transitions
between them (such as wipes, push ups, push downs or dissolves). Furthermore I needed to be able to
program both individual and groups of station indicator disks to become lit at certain times of the
day, whilst also instigating a range of animations that would span the entire design. The complex
authoring tool to achieve this task was developed with my assistance by Queensland University of
Technology lecturer Gavin Sade.
Gavin’s software allowed me to develop the required digital matrices, computer files composed of

Eg. 1

Start
time

Finish
time

Filename
train not
in station

Filename
train in
station:

Timetabled
arrival
time

Destination
of train

Duration
in units

04:53:00

05:08:59

131

45tr

4:53am

Cleveland

16

Eg. 2

05:09:00

05:25:59

132

45tr

5:09am

Beenleigh

15

Eg. 3

05:26:00

05:37:59

101

45tr

5:24am

Cleveland

14

4/B/01:Pseudo-coding format used by Public Relations software controller

huge arrays of 1’s and 0’s that told the wall which lights to turn on and which to turn off (Figures 4/7/
07–4/7/08 & 4/7/10). Because the wall was being visually refreshed eight times per second, each
light on the wall needed to receive a 1 signal, ie. turn me on, or a 0 signal, ie. turn me off, every 1/8th
of a second. Therefore each single second of animation required a matrix of more than 26,000 of
these 1’s and 0’s to be generated.
Because of time restrictions this authoring software remained as a beta implementation, meaning that
it was still prone to introducing erroneous 1’s and 0’s into the matrices. Hence after generating
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matrices on my studio computer, they each had
to be visually checked in a text-editing
program for errors. This was a difficult and
similarly error prone process, particularly for
the longer animations.
Once I had constructed the matrices, I then
needed to time their display to the Q-Rail
timetable (Figure 4/7/09). This entailed both
timing the phrases with respect to trains and
the times of day that each contributing
passenger had told me they would be most
likely to be present at the station. This method
also allowed me to play particular texts at
times when trains were absent as opposed to
when they were present in the station.
Furthermore I was able to schedule these texts
so that certain text groups could be displayed
in sequential rotation at similar times of week,
presenting the possibility that simple
progressive narratives might be developed for
regular viewers.
The scripting format we designed to achieve all
these aims is shown in Figure 4/B/01. Hence
the data was read by the computer program as
follows: Start time, finish time, filename of
text sequence, filename of alternate text
sequence, scheduled arrival time, branch line/
destination and duration of file playback
(coded in a program-specific format). The
corrected, timed and scheduled matrices were
then compressed onto groups of floppy disks,
taken to the station and loaded onto the
controlling computer, situated behind the crash
wall. It was only then that I would know if
these complex authoring process had been
entirely successful. More often than not stray
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pixels and unforeseeable errors would
necessitate many hours of on-site debugging.
Therefore I tried to undertake such processes
late at night so that fewer passengers would
witness these experiments.
installation practicalities
A thirty six-hour period was earmarked for the
installation process during which time
passenger trains were diverted to other
platforms and the overhead high-tension cables
were switched off (DVD/Public Relations/
Installation). The IMA organised twenty
volunteers (Figure 4/4/11), under the direction
of production manager Craig Walsh (Figure 4/
4/12), who had all previously attended a oneday rail safety awareness course (Figure 4/1/
01). The work proceeded in shifts and avoided
unnecessary stoppages.
Because almost all of volunteers were
competent workers and some were
tradespeople, I was able to allow others to
supervise the marking out of the wall, securing
of the tracking and mounting of all the station
indicator disks. This allowed me to focus on
the key task of installing the computer and
wiring loom.
The control system, comprising of a computer
rack of electronics and boxes of cable, was
winched up and installed high up behind the
site’s crash wall. Cables connecting all the
station indicator disks and text panels were
then carefully fed and secured across the entire
sixty-metre span of the site. During that
process I was acutely aware of how easily a
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single wiring error or broken cable could have slowed down the process, risking us missing the
deadline. However thanks to exhaustive planning (and a measure of good luck) the entire system
displayed only minor faults when first turned on, necessitating a further ten hours of repairs, bulb
replacement and software configuration (DVD/Public Relations/Installation). Therefore the work was
installed in a total of 30 hours, allowing a period of final painting and detailing before the line was
reopened, with the initial train being driven through by Q-Rail safety officers. Hence ‘Public
Relations (On Line)’ was opened to the public on the morning of November 30th, 1997 and remained
in the station until March 1998. The associated web site, ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ was launched
simultaneously and remained posted on the Internet indefinitely.

collaborative authoring
I decided to develop the work’s texts through three distinct phases over the three-month run of the
work. The first phase would require a series of texts that could be effective in garnering interest and
eliciting maximum response, whereas the latter two would involve texts being made up entirely from
new material edited only from passenger responses. Hence my contribution during the final two
phases would be as editor and scheduler of these texts (and their associated animations). Phase two
was completed by early December 1997 and phase three by January 1998.
phase 1
The initial half-hour of text material was drawn from diverse sources, which included:
•

Travellers’ and friends’ comments that I had collected during the prelaunch period.

•

My own reflections on journeys I had taken on the network.

•

Ideas taken from books and works of poetry.

As soon as the work was launched I began to advertise how the public could participate using posters
(Figures 4/4/12 & 4/5/03), fliers (Figures 4/3/01 & 4/3/04), the web-site (Figures 4/1/06–4/1/08) and
also the work’s text display (Figure 4/10/11) (in which case the invitations to participate were framed
as commercial breaks between texts). I also installed a submissions box (Figures 4/3/02 & 4/4/11) on
the platform directly opposite the work accompanied by printed paper slips that passengers could fill
in whilst waiting for trains. These strategies began to provide immediate results with the suggestion
box remaining the most popular choice throughout the work’s run.
Hence I began to use these responses to create a form of poetry premised on constant transience of
the audience and people’s ease of comprehension of the slogan/quick bite (Figures 4/5/02 & 4/11/01–
4/11/03) (DVD/Public Relations/The Work). For example whereas two passengers might have
submitted the phrases “I’m happy to have my book to read” and “I like not to think” I would shorten
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images-6

4/6/02:Keith Armstrong soldering one of Public Relations
modular text panels, 1997, Carmel Mungavin

4/6/03:Engineer George Sutherland and project programmer Lachlan
Pitts working at the Institute of Modern Art, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/6/04:Keith Armstrong constructing Public Relations text panels, 1997, Carmel Mungavin
4/6/01:Public Relations modular text panels.
Each required a high degree of soldering during
their manual construction, 1997, Keith
Armstrong

4/6/05:Electronic Engineer George Sutherland
constructing Public Relations electronic rack
system, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/6/06:Project electronic engineer George
Sutherland and Public Relations electronic
rack system, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/6/07:Exhaustion during testing phases, top floor,
Institute of Modern Art, 1997, George Sutherland
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4/6/08:The Public Relations design, broken into three sections, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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images-7

4/7/03:Public Relations custom electronics rack, front view,
indicating how circuit boards slid out for maintenance and
testing purposes, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/7/01:{top} Public Relation custom
electronics rack, top view, showing
cooling fans, 1997, K.A.
4/7/02:{bottom} Wiring loom exit and
electronic circuit boards, 1997, K.A.
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4/7/05:Public Relations control computer, monitor, keyboard,
electronics rack and cooling fan arrangement, mounted in the
protective cabinet that was later situated behind the crash wall site at
Brunswick Street Station, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/7/04:Public Relations custom electronics rack, 3/4 view, 1997, Keith
Armstrong

4/7/06:Public Relations custom electronics rack, side
view, 1997, Keith Armstrong
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4/7/07:Public Relations programming software, designed by Gavin Sade, facilitated text and
animation design, consequently generating the large files of 1’s and 0’s required to ultimately
drive the physical work at Brunswick Street, 1997, Keith Armstrong

4/7/08:Public Relations programming software interface, designed by Gavin Sade, 1997, Gavin Sade
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4/7/09:{top} Public Relations scheduling scheme allowed text
display to be coordinated with train times, 1997, Lachlan Pitts
4/7/10:{bottom} Pseudo coding programming structure for
authoring Public Relations, 1997, Gavin Sade
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them to, ‘glad to have a book’, ‘don’t have to think’.
Texts were paced appropriately in order to allow passengers time for reflection and were interleaved
with a range of animations across the station indicator disks. All texts were then submitted to Q-Rail
for approval.

texts are arranged in the chunk lengths as
actually displayed.
Type
Lights

This strategy of using a poetic form was useful in accounting for Q-Rail’s corporate censorship
process, once I had established the parameters of their concerns. Hence concepts deemed difficult,
such as graffiti art (Figures 4/9/06 & 4/9/11), acts of vandalism or guys checking out other guys on
the train, could be carefully presented in ways that on superficial reading would appear neutral and
hence pass through the censorship process (which was conducted by an upper manager in Q-Rail
Sales and Marketing).

Text

Throughout this initial phase of the work’s development I began to gain a deepened understanding of
the public’s common travel habits and shared thoughts, both via their donated replies and anecdotal
conversations conducted with passengers and Q-Rail staff. Through these combined strategies I was
able to further refine my approach to text editing and display, whilst also archiving and displaying all
texts continually on the web site. I decided to group these initial texts around loose Ecosophical
principles that included difference, place or relationship.
texts @ nov. 1997
(See also Figures 4/8/01–4/8/02, 4/8/05, 4/8/07, 4/9/01–4/9/05, 4/9/08–4/9/09 & 4/9/11–4/9/14). The
following section describes the initial series of texts, which were displayed on ‘Public Relations (On
Line), and also the web version ‘Public Relations (Off Line)’ in November 1997, arranged in a
tabular form and sorted into categories (dependent upon their subject matter grouping). The styles of
animation to be shown immediately before, after and during each group of texts, and any particular
stations and rail lines on the work’s design that might become illuminated as the texts were being
played are also indicated. Because the work’s design was comprised from the same (topologically
stretched and inverted) lines as the printed Q-Rail map, the fringing colour of each station indicator
disk was similarly painted in the same colour code, allowing observant viewers to pick out their line
and station.

Type
Lights
Text

NB, in the following sections, ‘Type’ refers to the category within which particular texts are
presented, ‘Lights’ are the types of visual movement played across the entire wall, usually displayed
in between the text phrases using the individual, lightable station indicators, ‘Text’ is what is actually
displayed, ‘Station’ refers to an individually lightable station indicator disk, ‘Track’ refers to the
linking wooden sections between two station indicator disks and ‘Line’ indicates the particular rail
route that terminates at a Brisbane suburb, (such as the Cleveland line or the Beenleigh line). The
Type
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‘Explanation/Advertising of the
Project’
Single lit dot moves serially
throughout the display
To contribute to this evolving artwork
please think about one or more of the
following issues:
1: the things you notice on your own
train journey
2: the special aspects of train travel
3: what you and your fellow
passengers do when travelling
4: a place on the network that is
memorable for you, and why
Please write to us with your thoughts
We will take snippets from your
answers
And include them here and on the
web site
Now fax 3864 3672 / phone 3864
Or access http://www.outlook.com.au/
pr
We will update this work for you
fortnightly
‘Different/Shared Emotion/Place’
Flashing dots at station or along
whole lines being described
CENTRAL | 05:30 P.M.
On the way home
Don’t hold me up
Cheoonggg - I gotta get there
CHELMER | 10:30 P.M.
Volume down, senses up
BURANDA | 12:10 P.M.
Shimmering silver tops
ALDERLEY | 10:00 A.M.
Neat spacing
BRUNSWICK ST | 3.40 P.M.
Laughter, uniforms, silence
CLEVELAND LINE | 5.00 P.M.
Rave sunsets at certain angles
‘Relationships’
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Lights

Text

Type
Lights

Text

Lit dots trace paths down individual
lines, with subsequent and periodic
flashing of sequential stations at
opposing ends of the display (alludes
to relationship between places)
Free space to think
Neither a being-at-work space nor a
being-at-home space
Neither the right side nor the wrong
side
Between two places to feel
comfortable in
‘Collective Memory’
Periodic highlighting of several
stations whilst simultaneously
removing single station lights from
that sequence (to imply ever-evolving
changes)
CENTRAL | 05:30 P.M.
A luxury of looking
Clothes hanging on lines
Kids toys abandoned
Back-yard sheds
A portrait of suburban life
Seeing the same things
day after day, year after year
Suddenly something is gone
Something comes up in its place
You can’t remember what has gone
Repetition, repetition, repetition
Difference, difference, difference

I found these texts to be particularly evocative
of travelling by train. Whereas people have a
tendency to prepare the front of their properties
relatively uniformly, their backyards are clearly
seen as important, but not publicly viewable.
The variety of activities and often disordered
objects within those spaces makes the
sensation of watching them all the more
pleasurable, although recalling specific details
of any one property is challenging. I gleaned
the sense from these responses, and many
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others, that the character of suburbs can be judged to some extent through the textures of its housing,
its buildings, but particularly its open spaces. Everyday countless fleeting snapshots of urban life are
recorded in passenger’s minds, which feed the habit of continual, curious wondering about other
people’s lifestyles. Notably, the desire to be a fly on the wall emerged repeatedly in the responses
arranged into the category of ‘Anxieties of Space’.
Type
Lights
Text

‘Anxieties of Space’
Movement, spread across the entire design periodically converging at the text panel (implies a
breadth of difference)
Avoiding sitting next to anyone
Avoiding looking directly at people
Watching, but avoiding eye contact
Looking at people’s reflections in the glass, particularly in the tunnels
Looking out the window which is really your mirror
Glad to have a book
Difficult to read
Prefer to watch

These very common responses spoke clearly about the anxieties shared by many passengers
concerning their experiences of personal and public space, something which recalled ideas of the
public and private spaces of swimming pools which had been emerged during the ‘#14’ project.
Whilst there clearly appeared to be a common desire to maintain distance from other passengers
within the train carriage, the desire to spy surreptitiously on each other was clearly a stronger urge.
From an Ecosophical perspective I was particularly interested in how this desire for belonging
outweighed a desire for separation.
A further repeated thematic suggested that trains offered the luxury of not actively paying attention to
anything in particular, something which was contrasted with the directed attention required by
passengers’ busy daily lives. However the thrill of observation clearly outweighed all other
tendencies, indicated by the ideas encompassed in the phrases categorised ‘Visuality’.
Type
Lights
Text

‘Visuality’
Trace out lines and then jump between them (implies new links being constantly formed)
Rail is different
Roads go round the front
Cars see the face a place wants to project
Billboards face the road
Fancy doors face the street
We go round the back
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Past the drains, the things they hide
From motorists
Peripheral vision working overtime
Passing train
Now inside fast - outside slow
Running a channel between difference
Sound and vision inside a bubble
A hundred different body languages
Restrained actions in a confined space
Glazed view with Walkman

This sequence recalled ideas of fronts and backs raised in the prior ‘Collective Memory’ grouping. It
also discussed the plethora of perceptions surrounding the act of viewing, including speed, body
language and degrees of separation travelling imposes. From an Ecosophical perspective I found this
examination of a range of subjective responses from passengers sharing a similar conduit of
stimulation particularly fruitful in promoting ‘Public Relations’ underlying rationale. Such lists of
regular observations developed a poetic, chain of consciousness form, that recalled just a fraction of
the registering information that passes through a passenger’s mind as they are subjected to the
stimulus of looking whilst travelling. (Also, see Figure 4/B/02).
This shattering of experience into hundreds of separate elements acts as a metaphorical clue to the
work’s intentions, particularly given that any short-term reading of elements of this sequence will be
largely devoid of meaning. However more durational readings will start to build coherent,
interconnected mappings of the country and cultures being traversed.
As expected I found that the appeal of this form when replayed was greater to those who commonly
travelled the particular line being described. Hence assuming that many people predominantly use
only one line, the appeal of this form is limited because each platform at Brunswick Street only
handles one, or at the most two, through lines. Whilst this issue would not apply to the ‘Off Line’,
web animated version of ‘Public Relations’, the potential absence of a clear geographical connection
to the work when connected remotely may similarly reduce this forms appeal. For these reasons I did
not continue to request this type of simple observational response from the public after the first phase
of the work was completed.
phase 2
Phase 2 of the work’s development began after a second, new series of texts had been loaded into the
work’s computer system. All of these phrases were collected from the public in response to the texts
listed above (phase 1 of the project). In the tables below they are grouped together with their
initiating questions. These were collated from all answers received with duplications and similarities
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conflated where appropriate (but with those
shared ideas repeated more regularly within the
sequences).
Whilst individual timings, scheduling,
positioning and the stressing of particular
words and phrases in the following text lists
are not recorded, in general texts would always
be played at times that their donors had
declared that they would be in BS, as well as at
many other times during the day. The text
information set in its category was recorded
along with each respondent’s name, home and/
or originating station, any other stations visited
regularly, time regularly at BS, the date text
that was received and the type of submission
(ie. via e-mail, phone or paper slip). Hence an
entry in this database of responses would
appear as follows:
‘General Observations’
“Green flowers dying in the grey paddocks”
Stephen
Toowong
Central
23.58
7/1/98
e-mail

The texts were also scheduled in groups with
respect to trains, working particularly on the
premise that in the ten minutes preceding a
train the audience would be bigger, and
therefore more texts should be presented
during those times. Indeed as the time for a
train approached, and given that the exact
arrival time would be variable with respect to
the stated timetable, progressively shorter
phrases were displayed in order that people
arriving at the last minute could still sample
these terser ideas before rushing onto their
train.
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Hidden desires
People listening to other people’s
conversations
The unwritten silence of strangers
That the person on the loudspeaker
always has a strange voice!

The following texts displaying during phase
two of the work’s showing are separated into
type, (eg. general observations and activities)
and the texts itself.
texts @ Dec. 1997
(These are how they appeared prior to Q-Rail
censorship)
Type
Text

‘Explanation/Advertising of the
Project’
Avoiding sitting next to anyone
Green flowers
Other passing trains
Tall buildings
Small buildings
Birds flying high
The darkness of tunnels
The flowing of rivers
Size of the bridges
Cars racing by
Quiet animals in fields
Green vistas
The changing face of Boggo Road
Urban sprawl
Pollution
Backyards and their owners
Outside graffiti, inside cleanliness
Shower room at the Sly Fox
Graffiti, graffiti and more graffiti
Inside (the train)
Come on the seats
The rustling of paper
Voices around me
Walkmans going
Small chitchat
All the assholes
How people look unhappy
Spunks
Beautiful women
Blank faces
Hidden stares
Hidden stories

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Type
Text

‘General Observations (on stations)’
Avoiding sitting next to anyone
The platform has a cloistered hush;
it’s incongruously antiseptic.
People move in its cool like acolytes,
waiting to be delivered,
with patience and forbearance to whatever awaits them
in this lesser journey of the larger

Text

Avoiding sitting next to anyone
Don your best empty stare
And join the hordes of people going
places,
Served by a seemingly endless
stream of people movers
Collecting and depositing participants
Of the train game
A sacrifice if personal space for
convenience sake
For most its a fleeting hop on, sit or
stand, hop off affair
I think of the train as my relaxation
room

Type

‘Activities (engaged in during rail
travel)’
Avoiding sitting next to anyone
I look around and smile
Putting feet up after a long day
Looking at other people in the
reflections
Think
Eye off the women, occasionally
chatting them up
Start conversations
Catch up with each other’s lives
Read and draw other passengers
Pick my nose
Look up dresses on stairs
Fart silently whilst looking at someone
else
Read pornography hidden in my
paper
Masturbate
Listen to music and read
Graffiti and scratch windows
I like dreaming
Have cones between carriages, he he
he
Stare out window and at other people
Listen to other people’s conversations
Count stations
Hum loudly
Talk loudly
Daydream
I try to sleep

Text
Type
Text

‘What’s Special (about rail travel)’
It takes so long time doesn’t matter
It’s my only way to get about
Comfortable
Peaceful
A time to think
Enjoyable views
It gives you time to think, to plan
things
It’s comfortable
Staff and passengers are friendly
It’s quick and easy to get somewhere
affordable
Seeing beautiful places
Seeing beautiful women
Time to reflect - follow a train of
thought
It’s fast, convenient and cheap
It’s free
Privacy
Aircon in the middle of summer
Airconditioning
New IMU trains
Nothing
Spunks
Thrill of fare evading

Type

‘Particularities (of rail travel)’
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Type Track Notes (NB Read these sequential observations in columns from top to bottom and then left to right)
NotesTaken on a Journey From
Lights: Indicate rail route being referred to in the texts, with the current position on the route indicated from left to right across the display (implies journey or passing of time)
Cleveland Station to Bowen Hills Station
Doors left open until off

Birkdale

Wynnum Central

Walk path painted across the line

Telephone tower

Whistle

Metallica

Spreading tree enclosed by sleepers

Old Murarrie Town sign

Marcotta sign

Houses on waterways

Padlocks on waste paper bins

Large scout sign

Piles of broken concrete

Ramshackle pile of timbers

Bottle brush on a stone embankment

Worn seat paint

Silver star

Ridge and an old cattle pen

Coorparoo

Cutting

Wooden bridge over a creek

Wynnum

Cannon Hill

Chip machine with mesh in its window

Ormiston

Shadehouse manufacturer

Grass verges on the platform

Big metal bridge

Quaint step-up seating area

Dieks

Leafless estates inside rings of cut-back trees

Piles of metal rails

Woodland

Long white warehouse

Woodland

Thorneside

Dieks on a yellow cube container

Blue toilet block

Buranda

Horse paddocks

Wait 5 mins

Wynnum North

Pine tree

Portaloos

Golfers

This train will depart 4:56

Graceful tree line

Wooden noise barriers - no graffiti

Cutting

Farming

Beep

Mango trees

Posts waiting

Hospital

Scrub

Someone changes seats

Lindum

Radio mast

Concrete bridge

Wellington Point

A man takes up a whole double seat

Sparse and simple

Morningside

Brick chimney

Closed, ominous

Hovering pigeon

Smoke billowing in distance

Steel cage of a bridge

Concrete rail bridge that stretches on and on

Guard waves to an opposite

Round boat

Piles of containers

Wheelchair accessibility

Overpass

Concrete over-bridge

Speed

Two green ones

Vines over concrete

Nissen hut shaped plant nurseries

Stopped - hum of aircon

Sunlight on saltbush

More containers

Multicoloured stone cutting

Green tubes

Tickets box at platform exit

Bayside United

Gateway bridge

High tension safety shields at top of cutting

Rail splits

Leaking bridge

Sign hoarding with one leg

Hemmant

Wobbly steel posts

Old loco cover

Rooves of new estates

Manly

Tidy round hedges

Odd shaped stone slabs up against a fence

Old rail loading dock

Redland College

Swish

River reserve with a clearly visible path

House tops set amongst trees

Park Road

Greenhouses

Fresh faced guard

Drowned trees in river bed

Norman Park

Pretty garden behind a fence visible only to the
platform

Growth on embankments

Van body on drums

Track piles

Suddenly. A full city view

Piccabeen palm

Banana palm

Fat milk churn on a roof

Steel buffers

Scrap metal

Red striped triangular sign

Dieks

“Jesus is coming soon” graffiti

A big cold store

Large rock in an oval

Deep tunnel

More graffitti

Discount tyres

Murarrie

Prison-like wall around a house

Sports centre

4/B/02:A journey from Cleveland to Bowen Hills, 1997. (NB, read top to bottom and then left to right).
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Vulture Street

Roma Street

Victorian building

City views again

Multicoloured display boards

Strange shaped radio mast

South Bank house

Modernity

Strange shaped electric pylon

Red topped bins

Zig zag paving

Houses crowded on a hill

Hundred of lights

Bowl like lights

Bowen Hills

A peach coloured pub with

People

Glass topped building

Blue poles

Skyscrapers

Yellow roof poles

Hotel balconies

Glass cubicles

Metal tank momentarily visible in a tunnel

Glass fronted lift

Concrete blocks

Clunking over the tracks

South Bank

Massive retaining walls

Awning lights

Central

Brisbane Bullets sign

More people

Neon sign in the distance

Tiles

Designer blue windows

Clinical

Elegant bridge

Waiting

Dairy

Packed train

Green river

Last seat left in the carriage is next to me

5:38 on a digital clock

Long tunnel

Designer orange and green fronted building

Brunswick Street

Long tunnel

Old warehouse backs with steps

Multi rail split

Dark concrete

Many platforms

Underground station

Concrete awnings

Long ramps

Neon strips

Underground city

I try to relax as much as possible or
I’m tired when I get to work
At peak hour I simply grin and bear it
Type
Text

‘Other People’s Habits (whilst
travelling)’
fidget- they all fidget, newspapers are
too big or seats are too small
Some are afraid to make eye contact why?
One woman gets on every day and
does her complete beauty routine,
nails, hands, face

Type
Text

‘Thoughts (whilst travelling)’
Me + her, her + me, problems, trouble,
peace (Figures 4/2/06 & 4/11/02)
The lack of noise conversation - are
we sheep?
I am nervous of misconduct and the
aggression of some youths
I am happy to contribute for future
visitors
Why are we are strangers to each
other? Scared of what other people
might think?
Inside you have to watch what you do
and say, as there is always some one
who wants to kick your ass.
I dream - my dream is to own an
island - live there doing what I want,
when I want My friend told me if I
close my eyes and make a wish whilst
crossing a bridge, that wish will come
true
Stations have it all, the happy and
sad, the lost, the found, all floating
past on the loose conveyor belt of
desire.

Type

‘Favourite Place (on the rail network)
& Why’
The right upper corner
Nowhere: there is no art, no creative
outlets
Cannon hill – because I live there
The imaginary beach station
Eagle Junction, first fuck on QR
premises
The Jenny Holzer rip off at Brunswick

Text
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images-8

4/8/03:Passenger feedback, Mar.
1998

4/8/02:Passenger responses, Feb., 1998

4/8/01:Passenger response, Jan., 1998
4/8/05:Passenger response, Mar., 1998

4/8/04:A train speeds past the display, 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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4/8/07:Passenger response, Dec., 1997

4/8/06:Passenger feedback, Mar., 1998

4/8/08:Passenger feedback, spelling correction ,Mar., 1998
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Street
Helensvale/Central – they’re state of the art
Where people get run over
Anywhere on the train – I love people!
Wynnum Central – I’m almost at my Mum’s house

Other remarks received ranged from words of strong support for the project and/or this work, a range
of abuse such as a succinct “fuck you”, and the more biting, “it fucking sucks, a waste of money”,
and “you begin to realise just how hypocritical Queensland Rail can be when the buff (sic.) of the
spray can art but allow less visual art to be posted at Brunswick Street” and “the work spoon feeds us
useless information”. However others suggested, “we want more art, more creative outlets on QR”.
I was satisfied with the breadth and depth of these responses, particularly as I had begun to see
distinct commonalties of response (as hypothesised). Recurrent examples included a strong interest in
and attention to graffiti (eg. “outside graffiti, inside cleanliness”), how people like to watch each
other covertly in the carriages (eg. the observation of “blank faces” or “hidden stares”), a general
musing on other strangers’ lifestyles and potential relationships (eg. “Me + her, her + me, problems,
troubles, peace”) (Figures 4/2/06 & 4/11/02) and a general habit of daydreaming or reflecting whilst
travelling (eg. “It gives you time to think”, collectively manifesting as “the unwritten silence of
strangers”). Whilst some of the common responses were very straightforward, (eg. “I listen to music
and read”) others made quite poetic statements:
Don your best empty stare and join the hordes of people going places, served by a seemingly
endless stream of people movers, collecting and depositing participants of the train game.
(Public Response, ‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997–8).

Individually most texts used simple language (eg. “Hidden stares” or “quiet animals in fields”)
(Figure 4/8/01), and generally lacked a consciously artistic timbre. However read together over time,
or at different times over a day, their stream of ordinary consciousness began to assume more weight,
something that invoked what I termed a chattering phraseology. I saw this as an ambiguous,
murmuring language that could be imagined to float tirelessly amongst, around and between the
diverse melee of travellers alt Brunswick Street.
At times some of the texts would appear quite out of place (eg. the stern, “patience and forbearance –
to whatever awaits them in this lesser journey of the larger”) (Figure 4/5/02), whilst others would
inspire some reflection (eg. “The lack of noise conversation – are we sheep?”). Whilst others might
be individually forgettable (eg. “Relax” or “talk loudly”) read together they began to feel deeply
familiar, hence removing the need to necessarily read every text. (This de-compression of intellectual
space melded well with travellers’ habits such as “daydreaming”, “reading”, “checking out” other
passengers, considering the station attendants somewhat arcane knee length socks or struggling to
hear the “funny voice” on the loudspeaker).
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

From my own perspective I found that the texts
took on quite different connotations depending
on my mood, the time of day and particular
contexts. For exampIe I often found sitting at
the station late on a Friday night the most
surreal of these experiences, with the buzz of
the evening’s activities, the numbing of the
alcohol and the flood of endless thoughts on
the display combining with my own
preoccupations with that site and the processes
that had birthed the content matter. Sometimes
a session at BS left me with a distinctly wistful
feeling, imbued with a sense of loss or guilt,
apparently amplified by the endless procession
of the ideas that accentuated the ever changing
procession of travellers, (now with their
personal travelling experiences laid bare for
others to digest). Reading the texts as
passengers swarmed out of the train and
quickly dispersed up the steps and ramps
reminded me of silently witnessing someone
accidentally leave their bag behind on the train.
One is torn between wanting to call out to that
person, and maintaining an easy anonymity,
ensuring transfer of a personally insightful
package to future unknown recipients.
Inevitably the latter decision leads to a
gnawing guilt based upon the Caucasian norm
that personal effects should remain with their
owner. I often reflected at those times who
might care about these endless, lost collective
murmurings (which are undoubtedly important
to individuals) and if so why and for what
reasons?
In regards to the possibility of fostering Fry’s
(2000) Ecosophical “shared community of
concern” the commonalties inherent within
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these texts imply a cogent potential: the
possibility of intellectual and emotional leaps
that humanity might make when focussed
through shared conduits of desire. An ongoing
examination of personal and interpersonal
subjectivity, albeit from a clearly
anthropocentrical mindset, is clearly under
wide scrutiny each and every day in the minds
of the travelling public. Despite the fact that
some of these travellers might be intent on
“avoiding eye contact” or concentrating grimly
on “how people look unhappy” their
underlying preoccupations are often
Ecosophically orientated; with their focus upon
the desire to foster relationships and their keen
observation of the multifaceted fluxes that
underpin the rich daily experience of
travelling.
phase 3
Having completed phase two’s major update of
texts for the ‘On Line’ and ‘Off Line’ versions
of ‘Public Relations’ (DVD/Public Relations/
The Work), I was then able to focus more
deeply upon the quality and presentation of
those phrases during phase 3, before
facilitating the presentation of a further, final
series of texts.
By that stage it had become necessary to
develop strategies to deal with the censorship
process put in place by Q-Rail, consistent with
how I had pursued Ecosophical principles
when designing a strategy to work with my
technical team. I reasoned that I had already
exercised a sensible degree of self-censorship
in screening out openly obscene, overtly
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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offensive or sexist texts, whilst introducing ambiguities or collating ideas in more difficult cases. (eg.
In the ‘What’s special about train travel category’ the preoccupation of dodging fares conflated to,
“it’s free”).
The department of Sales and Marketing, who undertook this censorship, had an aversion to any
suggestions that illegal, sexual, rowdy or conventionally antisocial behaviours might occur on trains
or in stations. Indeed any implication that trains, station environments or train travel might in any
way be threatening, dangerous or displeasing were absolutely taboo, as were any comments that
poked fun at station staff, the poor audible quality of station public address systems or the possibility
that trains might ever be late. Whilst many respondents commonly referred to subjects surrounding
graffiti, Q-Rail were intent on censoring all references to it. Their given reason was that they would
clean it from their own property within 24 hours and hence the endless displays of spray art visible
from the trains were beyond their control (and presumably will only be given more prominence and
popularity by reference in the station).
Because the partnership with Q-Rail was unequal I resolved that I would need to tactically reframe
participants’ ideas rather than risk having them silenced (excepting their presence on the web site).
Because I was able to judge by phase 3 what Q-Rail would and wouldn’t accept I began to re-couch
my questions and weave responses together more carefully and ambiguously. These combined tactics
allowed all of phase three’s texts to ultimately pass the censor.
During this final phase of the work’s development processes I spent many hours informally talking to
station staff and passengers in order to gauge their reactions to the work (DVD/Public Relations/
Reactions-1, Reactions-2 & Reactions-3). This led to a better understanding of the level of reflection
and engagement of regular commuters (ie. more than one visit per week to the station) as opposed to
occasional travellers (ie. one or less visits per week to the station). As expected I noted that the latter
group generally had much less knowledge of the work and hence little time to reflect upon it.
Furthermore they were least likely to have read the poster or the directive/advertising statements
being played on the wall.
However these conversations, as well as the feedback gained from the response sheets, indicated a
general satisfaction amongst the regular commuters, particularly in terms of the work becoming a
visible, entertaining experience that alleviated their boredom whilst waiting for trains. There was also
recognition that the work broadly reflected similar ideas and views to their own. This feedback
supported my assertion that the display of a common pooling of ideas and thoughts would encourage
an understanding of the linkages existing between the shared “communities of concern”, set within
the complex Ecological groupings represented by the travelling public.
However I noted key criticisms in a number of areas, which I decided I would attempt to address
keith armstrong 2002
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during this final phase of development.
responding to criticisms
Some of the key criticisms levelled at the work included an inability to clearly identify it as an
artwork, complaints over the irregularity of text displays leading to a conclusion that it might be
faulty, suspicion that censorship of submitted texts might be occurring (Figure 4/8/03), concerns
about the frequency of updates and an inability to find an easy meaning or point to the work (Figure
4/8/09).
Inability to clearly identify it as an artwork: (DVD/Public Relations/Reactions-1 & Reactions-3) (in
these cases it was universally assumed to be some form of railway informational display). I found
that of the occasional travellers to the station less than half had realised that ‘Public Relations (On
Line)’ was in fact an artwork. Whilst almost everybody was clear that it was a representation of the
train track topology, they assumed that it either indicated the progression of trains throughout the
network or displayed information about particular attractions accessible via the Q-Rail network.
However regular commuters usually developed either a strong inkling or more often than not fully
understood its purpose (and hence its poetics), particularly if they had read the poster or viewed the
information included within the display.
This apparent invisibility, at least to some passengers, of a sixty-metre long artwork might have been
deemed to be a major design fault. However from an Ecosophical perspective I felt satisfied that the
work had appropriately settled in and bedded itself within the ecologies of the station (ie. its physical
spaces) and that it was revealing itself over time to the different types of passengers (ie. its
intellectual and emotional spaces). Furthermore the work was clearly appropriately complex, in ways
that refused easy reduction or closure. However I realised that this needed to be tempered against a
further Ecosophical pointer that states that the installation should work appropriately for the time,
place and particular contexts of its audience. Hence I became concerned that the work’s short run
(three months) might not be long enough to allow as broad a population of passengers as I would
have liked to begin to come to terms with the work. (ie. my concern was set within the particular
contextual conditions imposed upon the work).
To test this hypothesis I opted to increase the amount and regularity of information about the work’s
purpose on the text display. I was however particularly sensitive to making the work too obvious so
that it would no longer work upon the desired spaces of human subjectivity. Hence as a counteracting
force I decided to remove statements about the categories within which each response fell (ie.
removing the precursory phrases this is what you said, saw, felt or liked). This emerged from my
belief that as people became aware of the work, the strength of viewing context (ie. being in the
station waiting for a train) would over time assist in a more relational appreciation of the content and
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

possibly prompt participation once their initial
curiosities had been aroused.
I decided that such problems of understanding
were being compounded by the perceived
irregularity of display. I realised that the
programming method I had employed had
introduced inadvertent delays between groups
of phrases (depending upon the time of day
they were scheduled), something I had not
spotted having being unable to witness the
work’s operation throughout its entire twentyhour day. My scheduling methods had been
further confounded by an Ecosophically
inspired desire not to flood passengers with
ideas, but rather to give them time to reflect in
between phrases.
However I realised that whilst I had reasoned
that the work’s entire form (ie. a sculptural
map) would continue to absorb passengers
even when the lights were turned off, it was
actually being assumed as broken or
intermittently faulty because of the work’s
overriding internal form (ie. the electronic text
board). Once animations and text had been
witnessed passengers would then assume a
fault given the ubiquitous continual operation
of such text boards (particularly when used in
informational or advertising contexts). I also
realised that I had based my scheduling and
timing decisions around the assumption that
people would spend up to half an hour in the
railway station. This had led me to plan more
delays between texts than appropriate, as trains
actually ran up to four times an hour on most
lines (or more) at peak hours. I therefore opted
to dramatically increase regularity of the texts,
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as well as increasing the number of animations
on the wall (ie. no breaks in display longer than
three minutes, the maximum loading time for a
new set of phrases).
Whilst I was interested in challenging the
public to reflect and think laterally, the work’s
Ecosophical aims also required an atmosphere
of supportive informational exchange to be
created such that a majority of people could
subsequently become empowered to then
create their own related narratives. I was
concerned therefore that some people I spoke
to struggled with finding a meaning or point to
the work, a hurdle I deemed to be holding back
the work’s efficacy. The overriding idea that
they should be able to get it and hence not be
missing out on something is one that I have
long regarded as a powerful detriment to
appreciation of contemporary art. Given my
Ecosophical intentions to attempt a broad
based inclusivity I decided to subtly increase
the amount of information presented on the
text display.
During the informal passenger interviews I was
conducting at that time it was often hard to
locate passengers who had donated to the
work, given the vast number of travellers
within that space. However some concerns
were raised by passengers about censorship,
based around their suspicion that I had
doctored their phrases. Whilst I remained
resolved that careful editing was unavoidable,
given my decision not to request specifically
poetic replies from passengers, I resolved to
further ensure that contributing passengers
would be able to better see their own ideas by
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more carefully clarifying and shortening the new phrases. (See phase three’s texts). Because
censorship clearly affected the democratic intentions of the work, I felt vindicated in my strategy of
re-checking this balance, through the judicious altering of some words and phraseology. Whilst this
consequently risked further abstracting people’s original words I had, by that time, resolved that
maintaining the sense of their ideas and context was more important than not showing them at all.
At that time I was averaging around 20-30 replies a week. Over the entire three-month run of the
work I received approximately two hundred responses (See Figures 4/8/01–4/8/09 & 4/9/01–4/9/15),
all of which I attempted to incorporate into the work. I estimated (from writing style) more than 60%
were coming from people in the under twenty-one age groups. I felt that this ratio of younger to older
passengers was surprisingly good given the many diversions and options available to all publics. Of
course this demographic bias of replies made me at that stage question how much the artwork did in
fact represent the passengers as a whole.
However I was satisfied that the similarities between responses still indicated a distinct commonality
of experience, something which continued to support one of my propositions for this work. I resolved
therefore that my role should continue to be one of fostering a supportive and inclusive atmosphere
for participation. I deemed it inevitable that a majority of participants would, in any case, participate
by observation rather than proactive response (for a broad number of reasons spanning time
commitments, level of alternative preoccupations, basic literacy levels, knowledge of contemporary
arts practices and a simple will for engagement). Hence I reassured myself that whilst I would
continue to remain open to my entire audience, I should work closely with those who felt personally
inspired to become involved, in ways that still attempted to become representative of the silent
majority. I also decided that the process of audience outreach I had established should not risk
becoming evangelistic or resembling a hard sales pitch, something I believed that participants would
find alienating.
Mimicking my own concerns, some passengers criticised delays between updates, indicating a
relatively poor speed for the artist-audience feedback loop I had attempted to establish. Whilst this
speed of feedback was clearly important in achieving my Ecosophical intentions, I felt that such
concerns were harder to deal with for reasons outlined previously. However this was counteracted
somewhat by most passengers’ relatively short exposure at any one time to the work, leading to a
perception amongst some that the work contained more raw content than it actually did and that it
was also updated more frequently than it actually was.
Two respondents expressed a concern about cost of the work to the public purse, although these were
allayed whenever I explained the financial limitations of the project to them. A few other people
commented upon its format as lacking a perceived beauty, one notably describing it looking like “a
big pile of twisted metal” (DVD/Public Relations/Reactions-3). This was not an unexpected
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images-9

4/9/02:Passenger response, Jan., 1998

4/9/03:Passenger response, Jan., 1998

4/9/04:Passenger response, Jan., 1998

4/9/05:Passenger response, Jan., 1998

4/9/07:Passenger feedback, Dec., 1997
4/9/01:Passenger response, Jan., 1998
4/9/08:Passenger feedback, Dec., 1997
4/9/06:Passenger feedback, Dec., 1997
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4/9/10:Passenger response, Feb., 1998

4/9/11:Passenger response,
Feb., 1998

4/9/12:Passenger response,
Dec., 1997

4/10/13:Passenger response, Feb.,
1998

4/9/09:Passenger response, Feb., 1998

4/9/14:Passenger response, Dec., 1997
4/9/15:Passenger response, Feb., 1998
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4/9/16:Passengers entering train, 1997, Sonja de Sterke
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comment particularly with the public still clearly feeling art and conventional beauty should be
synonymous. Whilst I deemed this debate to be largely outside the scope of my study, I noted that
their key criticism was that the work lacked colour and hence, felt stark rather than inviting. (See the
initial design which incorporated colour, Figure 4/5/05). During these conversations I would tell
people of my original desire, rejected by Q-Rail, to paint the wall royal blue and paint the tracking
white (which most people immediately approved of). Eventually I concluded that my final choice of
black tracking on a white background had made the work overly stark and uninviting, although this
was partially mitigated by the use of some subtle colour on the station indicator disks and the rich
array of differing orange/pink glows constantly emitted by the bulbs. Furthermore I realised that the
predominant black on white theme risked implying a sense of dualism that I was particularly
attempting to avoid. Unfortunately, without further access to the work, there was little I could do to
change this situation.
A further issue remained the effectiveness of the sensors that detected incoming trains (and hence
allowed the work to switch between displaying longer text phrases and the smaller repeated phrases
suited for through passenger viewing). My observations, by that phase of the project, had taught me
that few people appeared to be actually reading the cut up, repeated phrases through the train
windows. This was further being exacerbated by intermittent sensor faults and the fact that not all
trains were of the same length or necessarily stopped at the same places with respect to the display,
making appropriate positioning of these phrases along the panel’s 10.5 metre width problematic.
Hence I decided to disable the work’s capacity to switch between these phrase types (which also
simplified my programming and scheduling tasks).
Two passengers also suggested that the web site was not being updated regularly. I accepted this
criticism, as by phase three the monitoring and reprogramming of the physical work had become so
time consuming that the web site had been partially neglected. During that time I had applied for two
grants to alleviate this problem. (One was accepted but then rejected on administrative grounds by
Arts Queensland and another was rejected by ANAT, (the 1998 ‘Deep Immersions’ Project)). Hence
pressure of time and money led to my acceptance that the site would continue to be updated only
whenever possible, with the focus remaining upon the physical site until its time of closure.
Hence, with these decisions in mind I pressed ahead with the next major text and animation update to
‘Public Relations (On Line)’. The following texts, listed at (@ 25/2/98) were the last group to be
presented upon the work.
texts @ feb. 1998
(These are how they appeared prior to Q-Rail censorship)
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Type
Text

‘What you observe outside the train’
The green pastures
Rubbish in yards
Something new everyday
Craziness
People
Lights and sights
Not much
Signs
People waiting anxiously
Quietness and rowdiness
Sadness
Funny people
People with lots of keys
Slow destruction of a Hemmant
factory
Fashion victims
Groovy art, moving
Early morning sunlight on the river
Galahs
Art everywhere I look
Other peoples privacy
People on the other side of graffiti
walls
Neat hair, briefcase, grey suit, glasses
and tie
People running to join us
Dirt
People without a care in the world
Jazzy cats
Cows
Little birds of cows of light
Graffiti
Him, same time, same place, every
day
People getting connected
Things further away passing more
slowly
Flow
The city easing out
Disappearing nature
Boundaries
The unknown
Memory sliding by
Hills Hoists
Blur
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Complexity
The passing wind at peak hours
Type
Text

Type
Text

‘What you observe inside the train’
Aircon, aircon, aircon!
Enunciating mothers! “Nathan Sit
Still!”
Watching people who you know are
watching you
People trying not to look lost
Non-admitted smiles
People looking at me and me looking
at others discretely
Schoolkids, bitching, fighting and
boasting
A nostalgia - from being between
leaving and arriving
Boredness
Freshly shaven males, their throats
and faces scented A mixture of perfume and testosterone
Freshly pressed shirts and damp hair
Sexy people
The company
Disturbing smiles
“Is this where we get off?”
Airconditioning
Space between people
Looks that never pass comment
Eyes behind sunglasses
The hidden, yet seen
Despondent pre-eminence
Attitudes reflected in mirrored shades
Schoolyard territories in motion
People in their own world
Looks that conceal
Teenage girls giggling over teenage
magazines
People looking and me looking
discretely
Difference
The backs of people
‘What’s special about train travel’
You can think about Pearl Jam
Something new every day
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Security
It’s close to where you want to go
It’s cheap and fast
Time doesn’t matter
Not a lot
The sound and its continuity
Relax, enjoy!
It gets me there
The grid’s open
Places to go, except West
Quick, cold and clean!
Speed
Temperature
The fantasies I have
Airconditioners
When strangers interact happily
All I HAVE to do is get off at the right
station
Freedom to think
It gets me home
You know where you are going
Sleep
Vibration
Finding other peoples magazines
Cheapness
The delectable kind of sleep one falls
into: relaxed facial features,
Head suddenly jolting to one side..
I want the ride and the sleep to last
forever.
No traffic lights, no road rage
Doing something you’ve being
meaning to do for ages
You are part of a circuit
Covertly watching other people
Overtly watching other people
Charm
A still place in a world of chaos
Seeing
Doing what I don’t normally
Mobile fridges in a static oven
The thrill of listening to other peoples
chitter chatter
Smoothness
No worry of tipping over
Nothing is given away
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Catching their eye
How we both separates and join
Contained voices,
Unrestrained thoughts
How remote they look
Type
Text

‘What you do on the train’
Sing Soundgarden songs
Stare vacantly
Imitate and laugh
Think about my life in general
Plan my next move when I get there
Try to guess something about people
by their looks
Watch our future generations
Relax and talk
Watch sexy women
Argue
Look out at nothing in particular
Write poems, lyrics and stories
Watch for Jed-fairies with long noses
Dream, stare and glare
Sleep
Slouch
I wonder if they really are unhappy?
Turn up my Walkman until I feel like
dancing in the aisles
Plan
Mimic the voice-over dude
Meet in the same carriage
Mong out
Try to watch others unnoticed
Act suave, try out your image!
Enter and engage, enter and
disengage
Fantasize
Enter, stand, look, sit, watch, stand,
go
Look at both pictures
Try to see something close
Think a lot

Type
Text

‘What you think about on the train’
Respect for the fringes
Who those people are behind the
glass
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They must know
Being with them
I imagine the imaginary beach station
Art is art, so what is this?
Will someone attractive sit near me
Television
Always being in the middle, never at a
beginning or an end interaction
I want to be free
Is that bam sha-bam bam a gift to us
all
Can you judge a book by its cover
I know who is making that
Kids already conditioned by life’s
game
How the hum of trains lulls lovers to
sleep
A houseboat like the Thorneside one
How I connect in this network
Imagine I’m somewhere magical
What I’d rather
Harassment
Mother earth, green and precious..
We need your bountiful sustenance to
bind
Us together in diverse cooperation
Rhizomes
The different types of art around me,
some allowed, some not
How to build stations with an air of
dedicated optimism
The two of them disrupt the hum, with
their entrance ..
Never having learnt the revolutionary
concept ..
Behind the Walkman
Our sound in other people’s places
Directions in motion
Who’ll help
Who else shares my loneliness
Picking faces
How missing a train floods your mind
How long people have been waiting
Difference joined in flow
I wonder where their innocence is
gone
Are we the distant sounds in
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someone’s dream?
Am I in a public space?
The courage interaction requires
Would anyone else here understand
me?
Creative outlets
The territories I pass over but never
touch
What if?
Meaning, significance
I wonder if are we sheep?
Hope my backyard doesn’t look like
that
Someone’s whole life staked in a
block of ground
How invisible we are
How many posts there are in the
world
Art that is in, art that is out
Noise blown by wind
How it came to this
They can’t imagine what I see
How we go round the back
What’s behind those walls
What survives around us
How difficult it is to wait.
Who builds the fences
Artists living on the line
Is it me or them
What was cut away.
Try and put a face to the station
announcer
Gotta go - it’s my train!

As before further comments received included
support messages such as “your artwork
reminds me of art I’ve seen in Europe”, “I love
the message/comment screen you have at the
Brunswick St Station, I wish you’d put them
all over the place - especially Logan Central.
They need it!” and “it’s very interesting to see
opinions emerge from what at first seems like a
serious transport display”.

passenger responses
In general these responses built strongly upon
those of phase two with many of the
submissions being better crafted (to suit the
display format of the work). For example
whereas previously the answers in the sections
on ‘Observations’ had typically been quite
simple statements such as “size of bridges” or
“urban sprawl”, phase three’s submissions
were now more evocative. (eg. “people on the
other side of graffiti walls”, “him, same time,
same place, every day” and “blur”).
I reasoned that the period of reflection between
updates had allowed people to refine their
ideas, and, recognising the form being
displayed deliver their responses in a notably
more developed form. Other one-line responses
such as “memory sliding by”, “the city easing
out”, “a mixture of perfume and testosterone”
and “schoolyard territories in motion” were
similarly evocative with a narrative depth that
recalls what Van Den Heuvel (1999: xi) calls
the “haiku moment”. Van Den Heuvel
describes Haiku poetry as a form that can:
help us to experience the everyday things
around us vividly and directly, so we see
them as they really are.. Haiku is basically
about living with intense awareness,
about having an openness to the
existence around us.

George Swede, (in Van Den Heuvel, 1999:
209) illustrates this with his haiku:
A sigh from her
Then one from me Two pages turn
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In a similar vein Clement Hoyt (in Van Den
Heuvel, 1999: 88) writes:
Down from the bridge rail, Phase Two
Floating from under the bridge,
Strangers exchange stares

I was particularly interested in the increase in
responses based upon critique of shattered
subjectivities and correspondingly in those that
spoke for a deeper sense of connectedeness
extending beyond examination of self. Notable
examples of the former included:
Space between people
Despondent pre-eminence
How remote they look
Act suave; try out your image!

And the latter:
People getting connected
How I connect
Watching people you know are watching
you
Looks that never pass comment
Non-admitted smiles
Watch our future generations
Our sound in other people’s places
You, part of a circuit

In reference to the Ecosophical pointers these
responses indicated a positive development of
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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content matter around philosophies of interconnection and reciprocity in a way that was appropriate
for the time, place and contexts of the work’s participating audiences. Hence the increased number of
responses dealing with a sense of connectedeness that extended beyond introspective examinations of
self alluded, metaphorically, to the invisible fluxes of relationship present within spaces occupied by
‘Public Relations’ in ways that encouraged the participation of multiple voices.
It was these reflections that led me decide to conduct further interviews as a means for determining
whether such processes of interaction might allude to an emergent spirit of collective solidarity or
belonging that I saw evidenced within these texts.
further reflections
In the last two weeks that ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ was displayed in the station (March 1998), I
conducted further vox-pop passengers’ interviews on audio and video-tape. A few snippets from these
are included in the accompanying documentation video sequence on the DVD (DVD/Public
Relations/Reactions-1, Reactions-2, Reactions-3, The Work & Conclusions).
My intention was to determine the level of awareness, appreciation and hence effectiveness of the
work as a tool for alluding to collective relationship development at the end of its run (DVD/Public
Relations/Conclusions), whilst also gleaning opinions on its form, content and general aesthetic
impact. I conducted these interviews anonymously without revealing my role within the project. This
was followed up by a series of in-depth interviews with key informants who had observed the work
over one or more of its three phases. I also became further acquainted with station staff in order to
understand what they had learnt and heard about the work during its run.
Through these methods I sought to better understand whether I had been able to address issues
identified during the phased updating process. During those interviews it became clearer that
Brunswick Street Station has quite different passenger flow and clientele demographics from those I
had envisaged at the project’s outset, something of course that is inherently linked to the evolving
demographics of Fortitude Valley. The ‘Valley’ is currently renowned as an entertainment hub (whilst
its industrial base continues to recede), although recent dramatic increases in inner city housing are
beginning to change that picture. Hence excepting certain periods (eg. local school children
descending on the station at 3.30pm) the station appeared to be patronised predominantly by those
engaging in leisure pursuits. Consequently I found less evidence of what I had assumed might be a
continual daily stream of business travellers or local residents. This realisation further fuelled my
suspicions that a large number of potential participants would still not have the opportunity of
spending sufficient time with the work, hence limiting its potential to become an active arena for
Ecosophically-inspired debate.
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To counteract these ongoing concerns I resolved towards the end of phase three to reinstate the
questions within the text display as they had been asked to respondents. Hence prior to each
compilation of their edited responses I stated, “What YOU said that you think about on the train
was”.. or “What YOU said that you do on the train was”.
I also included an explanation on the electronic display that stated that these new texts were in fact an
update from previous texts (ie. those from phase one and two). The texts I added were, “Now more of
your suggestions”, followed by “Updated phrases @ March 1998”. Whilst I reasoned that the source
and context of the phrases would now be less ambiguous to even the most irregular of passengers, I
also understood that I had potentially jeopardised some of the work’s poetical appeal. However I
judged that the texts used for this final phase of the project were already by far the most poetically
rich of the three major updates undertaken, leading me to conclude that the effort spent upon this
final balancing act would potentially elicit useful data to assist in determining subsequent approaches
to the study. (ie. how to set an appropriate relational balance between how much I as the artist would
focus upon an aestheticisation of content material whilst also maintaining desire for a maximum
inclusivity).
This represents a crucial tension which recalls a similar dilemma raised by the ‘#14’ project where
Ecosophical intentions were often subsumed through a desire to make work that displayed a
coherent, aesthetic whole. Grant Kester (2000) raises this issue of judging how and where to draw the
line when the pursuit of socially conscious aims within a work are seen to conflict with conventional
aesthetic judgement. Referring to visual art practices he calls “Littoral”, or socially “engaged”, he
suggests that they require the cultivation of a new “aesthetic paradigm” of reference. Hence Kester is
asking the same questions from a critic’s perspective that I was asking myself at this stage. He
suggests that normal art criticism bases itself ultimately on the desire for the delivery of formal
structures that are based around visual pleasure, are hence often unable to deal with Littoral practices
adequately, often labelling them “unaesthetic” or worse, “failed art”. However he goes on to debunk
this attitude which he suggests is misguided, stating succinctly that “Littoralist art is concerned
precisely with exploring and negotiating the complexities of discursive interrelationships” and:
In Littoral Art the “meaning” of a given work is not centred on the physical locus of the object, or
in the imaginative capacity of the single viewer. Rather it is dispersed through multiple registers.
These include a spatial-temporal register, in which the work “means” differently in different
locations and times.. The work also produces multiple levels of information at a given time and
space as it interacts with a myriad of other discursive systems. (Kester, 2000: 4).

Hence the ongoing difficulty of achieving a balance of competing interests, which had led me to
contemplate whether in my desire to satisfy the great majority of passengers I had in fact risked
rendering the work banal, represented an uneasy tension which I resolved to leave open at that stage.
Instead I resolved to leave it as a key catalyst for the redesign of subsequent projects because of my
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

understanding, with the help of Kester’s words,
that the aesthetic which I was attempting to
grapple with at this time within my Littoral
practice must always possess a distinct
slipperiness with respect to the engaged
material underpinning it. Hence I decided that
my approach of continuing to trial different,
combinational solutions of display tactics at BS
was appropriate.
However, on a less complex front, I was able to
partially address the issues of censorship by
stating on the display regularly that “All texts
have been approved by Queensland Rail”. This
assisted in the contract I had made with my
audiences by apologising tacitly for the
censorship that had been taking place.
Respondents unanimously agreed that
Brunswick Street was an extremely dreary
station and that ‘Public Relations (On Line)’
“brightened it up”. The placement of an
artwork on the crash wall, as opposed to
advertising, was also warmly welcomed. I was
also particularly moved when one passenger
suggested how great it was that I had taken the
ordinary person’s opinion as being something
worth displaying. Furthermore most
respondents thought that the work was well
suited to its site. A typical response was, “we
certainly need art, something to look at when
you are waiting for the train, and maybe
something to talk to somebody about”.
(‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997–8).
Indeed many recipients commented on how it
absorbed their attention, relieved boredom,
entertained them and gave them something to
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discuss:
It stands out actually, it’s something a little
bit different than the norm, people like to
be able to see something a lot more
different than having the trains just go by.
If you miss the train there is nothing to do.
(Public Response, ‘Public Relations’
Documents 1997–8).
I have heard quite a few people talking
about it, some people sit here and go on
and on and on about it. (ibid. 1997–8).
Sometime you have to wait a while for a
train and because this piece actually says
something and moves a bit it can keep
people entertained - and I think that’s
what art should do - it should perform
some function. (ibid. 1997–8).
Well I wouldn’t have put it in the category
of art, more as a decorated piece of
information. (ibid. 1997–8).

The following respondents alluded to the sense
of commonality of experience of passengers
that I hoped to invoke through this work and
the requirement for reflection:
Some of the things you see on there you
think yourself. (ibid. 1997–8).
If you’ve got to look for it, I reckon it’s a
good idea, you’ve got to sit back and
think, what is it meant to be, it’s a bit of a
release, something to do when you are
waiting for the train. It’s not jumping out at
you, so you can sit back and say, what is
it saying, what is it doing, it’s great. It’s
more of a reflection thing. It’s sort of good
to just let your mind wander, what is he
trying to say here, what is it telling? I find I
have a lot of the same questions and
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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thoughts, yeah it’s good! (ibid. 1997–8).
It lets you know what other people are thinking and a lot of times it shows you that a lot of
people are thinking along the same lines basically, that the things you think are not original
really. A lot of other people are thinking the same things whilst they are standing waiting for
trains .. or while they are sitting riding on trains. (ibid. 1997–8).

However the issue of whether the work was successful on deeper levels with respect to the
Ecosophical pointers was more ambiguous. Relatively few people alluded to potential social benefits
that the work might invoke, although there were exceptions:
There’s been quite a few good comments on there, about the interaction or lack of it on trains or
lack of. Yeh, talking to each other on trains, it’s a bit of a no no isn’t it, sometimes it happens but
not very often, but this one lets you know what is happening. It’s a way to get to people to talk to
each other indirectly I suppose (ibid. 1997–8).

However examples of passenger feedback such as Figures 4/3/07 & 4/8/06 demonstrate the potential
for this work to engender conversation and connection through shared experience.
A further respondent suggested that the work was akin to a piece of “action research”, with ideas
being generated, fed back to audiences and hence generating more responses over time, declaring, “it
increases awareness. Any.. feedback system increases an awareness and speeds up the evolution of
that system” (DVD/Public Relations/Conclusions).

media coverage
Further information was gleaned from the media and press coverage of the event. In early 1998 I
conducted two local radio interviews with 4ZZZ and ABC local radio. Michael Snelling, the director
of Brisbane’s Institute of Modern Art (IMA), was also interviewed about the work on ‘ABC JJJ ‘
radio. A further two, interview-based newspaper articles were written about the work (‘Courier Mail’,
19/2/98 (Figure 4/3/03) and ‘Inside QUT’, 17/2–2/3/98 (Figure 4/3/08)) and it was featured in the
national Australian arts newspaper Real Time 21, p.42. These articles were all features rather than
critiques so discussed the intentions, findings and motivations for the project in more detail.
When questioned by an ABC local radio presenter about passenger habits I had observed and
therefore the motivations for the project I replied:
(The public) really like to look at other people and they really, truly wonder if you can judge a
book by its cover: Because they will not, they will probably never talk to that person, but they
imagine themselves in some kind of relationship with that person, be it. Errr, any kind of
relationship really (laughs).
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images-10

4/10/02:Passengers reflect upon the work, 1998, Keith
Armstrong

4/10/03:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Keith Armstrong

4/10/01:Station body language, 1998, Sonja
de Sterke
4/10/04:A range of specific stations become lit according to
programmed commands and text categories, 1998, Sonja de Sterke
4/10/05:The entire display flashes on as the train enters,
1998, Keith Armstrong

4/10/06:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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4/10/08:The work viewed from platform three, 1998, Keith Armstrong

4/10/07:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke

4/10/09:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke

4/10/11:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke
4/10/10:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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4/11/01:Public Relations (On Line), 1998, Sonja
de Sterke

4/11/02:Public Relations (On Line) from platform three, 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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4/11/03:Public Relations (On Line) from platform three, 1998, Sonja de Sterke
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I later went on to explain:
I’m very interested in systems, ecologies, relationships, those sorts of things and I was trying to
find a way that I could sit something within the station, so it felt like it was part of the station,
rather than implanted on the station ..(but then).. it started to actually talk, using the words of the
people who use the space. (ABC Local Radio Interview, ‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997–
98).

In my interview in Brisbane’s ‘Courier Mail’ newspaper (‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997–8)
(Figure 4/3/03) I further stated:
I found that people spend a lot of their time watching other people and listening to strangers’
conversations. They often reflect on that but rarely do they make contact with others so a train is
a space of tension.

Michael Snelling commented in his ABC JJJ interview (‘Public Relations’ Documents 1997-8) on the
ability of the art work to keep people engaged, rather than “zoning out” (as he stated is their normal
attitude whilst travelling):
It’s just a great thing you know. It.. it keeps everyone entertained. It makes the trains something
you can be interested in catching again; especially if you use it in stations where there are a lot
of people using it. There’s over a million people have seen this installation, and so that’s
fantastic really.

This experience of talking about the work towards the end of its installation allowed a distinct
returning to the original rationale of the project which had now been put under such media scrutiny.
Hence in concert with all other findings I was ready to move to the next development phase of the
Ecosophical pointers.

evolving the pointers
As clarified in the introduction, this thesis describes findings as they manifested at particular key
historical times throughout the study’s ‘non-reversible’ history. This acknowledges that all praxis
emerges from complex mixings of relative steady state and chaosmotic bifurcations that cannot easily
be ‘reverse-engineered’. (De Landa, 1997). Similarly Grosz reminds us that:
Time does have an irreducible directionality and that history and temporal placement of an
organism or biological process have major explanatory relevance in assessing the current or
future states of that organism or process. (Grosz ,1999: 2).

Hence ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ emerged from, and was strongly shaped by, a detailed application
of the Ecosophical pointers that I had identified by mid 1997. Throughout the realisation of that work
I continually reflected upon the veracities of these pointers, realising that many were too broad (eg.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

the praxis is .. ”appropriately complex and
open-ended in ways that refuse easy reduction
or closure”), whilst others were clearly too
specific and risked inflexibility. (eg. the praxis
“remains actively critical of technology and its
applications”).
Therefore, soon after the start of the residency
at ‘Metro Arts’ in 1998 that eventually led
towards the final project ‘transit_lounge’, I
asked myself the simple question, what has this
praxis now become and therefore what new
collection of pointers might this now imply?
This focusing question allowed me to consider
whether a new approach towards stating the
Ecosophical pointers might now be required.
Reflection on the pointers led me to conclude
that their apparently simple form, a list of
discrete checkpoints, belied the actual
complexity of addressing each one. For
example pointers such as, “avoids binary
dualisms in content matter”, or, “is
appropriately complex and open-ended,
refusing easy reduction or closure” are both
extremely complex in their potential scope, and
therefore may elicit too broad a spread of
answers to remain as useful analytical tools.
Furthermore I had experienced degrees of
overlaps between pointers. For example
pointers such as “seeks an application of
technology which encourages user creativity”
and “moves beyond simple explorations of
materials” may present substantial overlap
within an analytical process.
Therefore I decided that I should re-envisage
the pointers, not as a checklist more suited to
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dualistic responses but as a series of evolving
relationships, something which had clearly
become central to my praxis. This realisation
was an important and bifurcatory moment for
the project and was in reality borne out of the
incremental reflection that I had engaged in
over many months.
The new pointers (at June 1998), compared
with those of mid 1997, were more general
where simple proscriptions needed to be
avoided, yet also more targeted where specific
aspects of Ecosophical thinking had by then
assumed greater importance. Read as a whole
they now referenced a number of differing
types of relationships that had emerged through
the praxis at that time. Hence from that time
onwards the deepening understanding of these
relationships became the key themes for this
study, with these new pointers being used to
develop the 1999–00 ‘transit_lounge’ project.
(As that project evolved, so again did the
pointers).
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assume stewardship over the relational health of a site and its inhabitants.
My reason for this semantic separation of approaches and relational outcomes was pragmatic. I
acknowledged that whilst strategies or invoking techniques were most likely to continue to change
within any evolving praxis, subsequent outcomes and their impacts within webs of relationships
would better test the suitability of any particular work in attuning itself to the direction of
Ecosophical praxis. Hence whilst an Ecosophical work might at cursory glance appear quite similar
to other forms of new media work (eg. contemporary forms of installation practice), its intentions
would display quite different consistencies of intention.
production strategies
I declared that the key foci of the praxis should be to examine how crises of human subjectivity
underpin the problem of ecology.
Hence praxis promotes focus upon:
•

Interpersonal dialogue.

•

Interpersonal negotiation.

•

A deepening understanding of reciprocity.

•

Establishing and harnessing networked, co-adapting, “material, energetic and semiotic fluxes”
(Guattari (in Marras (Ed.)), 1999) in order to influence the development of publicly accessible
tool kits of “concepts, precepts and percepts” (Guattari, 1992: 129).

Its key formats are:
By this stage I had determined a series of
strategies or invoking techniques for the
production of Ecosophical work, considered
under the subheadings of focus, form and
direction. These were premised around my key
area of reflection, how crises of subjectivity
underpin the problem of ecology.
These strategies led me to draw up a new series
of relational pointers which became, at that
stage, the identifiable principles or factors for
evolving relationships that Ecosophical works
should seek to foster. In other words I
identified that Ecosophical works should
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

•

New media based, interactive and interdisciplinary.

•

Comprised of a control structure that enacts flexible delivery strategies drawn from a database of
existing content whilst also possessing the potential for further content generation. Hence the
audience control the development of the work wherever possible employs recyclable, non toxic,
reusable, renewable and otherwise obsolete materials.

Its key characteristics are:
•

Its sites are places of high transience.

•

It relates closely to these sites by making itself relevant to a range of different people who
frequent those sites.

•

It weaves and wears itself over time into those sites.

•

It presents itself playfully without hiding its serious intentions.

•

It exists in a constant cycle of development employing built in checks and balances that assist its
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evolution.
Its key strategies are:
•

Its operating structure and principles draw parallels with the negotiation of interpersonal
networks implied by that space.

•

Draws attention to and visualises apparent instabilities and fluxes within its sites. (eg. changing
velocities both human and non-human, movement, flows, transactions, exchanges, ramping ups,
ramping downs, bursts, flutters, explosions, implosions, bifurcations, shatterings and fusions),
seeking to make them active authors of the work.

•

It enacts smooth and transparent transitions between its physical modes of operation and
appropriately crafted virtual spaces.

artist’s roles

•

Encourages mental spaces of deceleration
that promote thoughtful interaction.

•

Retains power to stimulate already
familiar audiences.

participant-participant relationships
•

Participants can see others (physically and
subjectively) within the work that they
share.

•

Participants are aware that they are
building the work collectively.

•

Participants conduct communicative
exchanges with each other through that
experience.

These may include:
•

Researcher, community/site liaisoneer and public networker.

•

Technical/structural developer.

•

Team builder.

•

Content development instigator.

•

Choreographer (of participants).

•

Documenter and feedback gatherer.

•

Writer, videographer, web designer, promoter.

•

Invoker of intelligence within the media structures of the work.

work-participant relationships
•

Entire public framed as potential participants who contribute towards the work’s evolution.

•

Allows participants to see themselves within the work’s interface and hence be made aware of
their active roles within its building, whilst ALSO making them aware that they do not, singly
have control over the work.

•

Alerts participants to factors that may be beyond their collective control that might also
contribute to the building of the work.

•
•

Asks participants to donate or generate content materials as part of the work’s building process,
indicating clearly how it will be used. (ie. it does not facilitate a one way transaction).
Accounts for different levels of participant commitment through its many levels of entry in ways
that both nurture and encourage.
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artist-participant relationships
•

Artists make an indirect contract with
participants (based upon philosophical
intention) to assist shaping the work’s
direction collectively towards Ecosophical
ends (clearly accounting for unequal
power balances).

•

Artists progressively transfer control over
the work’s outcomes towards participants,
as they become both familiarised and
engaged.

•

Artists work with interested groups,
encourage marginalised voices to
participate and adjudicate in ways that
foster equity.

artist-artist relationships
•

Artistic director is committed to
developing an Ecosophical praxis.

•

Work is shared between artists/artist teams
equitably according to abilities, schedules
and budgets.
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•

All seek to nurture strong, trusting open
relationships.

•

All seek to ensure equity of
acknowledgment.
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artist-client relationships
(ie. commissioning client or owner of space)
•

Artists make a contract with the client
(based upon philosophical intention) to
assist shaping the work’s direction
collectively towards Ecosophical ends.

•

Both parties seek continually to better
understand competing interests within
public space and how limits become
constituted as a result of organisational
priorities (eg. health, safety, equality,
limiting offence or corporate imaging).

•

Where restrictions are imposed that risk
breaking artist-participant contracts
attempt to establish a creative solution that
satisfies all parties. (Where this is
impossible engage in intensive negotiation
if necessary with mediation. If these
processes are not fruitful decline or
terminate the process, clearly informing
both client and public).

•

Maintain respectful open dialogue at all
times, regardless of difficulty.
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introduction

developing
transit_lounge
Describes newly politicised
dimensions of the study in the
context of political events of
1998/9 and a six-month arts
residency at Brisbane’s ‘Metro
Arts’. Describes how the
Ecosophical pointers were
subsequently used to design the
interactive installation
‘transit_lounge’ detailing
treatment, script, character
profiles and issues of site
specificity.

Throughout 1997 I prepared a number of
applications to assist in funding the study’s
final project which I hoped to deliver in 1998,
realising that these funds would be vital in
order to realise the difficult type of work that
the Ecosophical intentions of my study
required. Of these, one to Arts Queensland
Digital Media Program (AQDMP) was
successful with its ‘Apple Multimedia
Challenge’ component also gaining me a
$10,000 Apple Computer, as well as $10,000
cash. (Figure 5/1/02). This application was
made in association with ‘Metro Arts Inc.’,
Brisbane, who added a further budget of
$3,500, and access to a studio, theatre and
building spaces within their complex, as part of
a six-month residency.

artist residency
This residency (with its suitable working
space) allowed me to focus on developing and
delivering a major new work that would bring
to fruition the Ecosophical lessons learnt from
‘#14’ and ‘Public Relations’.
At the outset I decided that the form of this
work should be an interactive installation that
could be displayed at one or more places in the
building with the use of electronic networks. It
would use sensors to collect environmental
information and hence trigger off a range of
vision and sound outcomes, with the work
evolving in a way that would ‘bed’ itself into
its sites of operation. There were a number of
reasons for this choice. Most importantly this
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was the type of work that I would have
produced for Brunswick Street if the logistics
of that site and its access had not prevented it.
Furthermore the new series of Ecological
relationships engaged my praxis towards the
development of work that established,
maintained and enhanced connections between
publics, through an active, participative
creative process. I resolved that interactive
systems, in combinations with electronic
networks, provided the type of potential tool
with which these aims could be best achieved.
Furthermore the management of ‘Metro Arts’
were open to the establishment of this work

Keith won the award because
his submission was cutting
edge and explored the
boundaries of the physical and
virtual world. ‘Transit_Lounge’
is technologically innovative
and artistically challenging.
(Bret Mannison, then Principal Consultant, Digital
Media, Arts Queensland (Arts advocate, Issue 2, 1999: 4)

anywhere practical within the complex, giving
me a strong scope for employing these tools
effectively in ways that would now best exhibit
my emergent Ecosophical praxis.
Whilst ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
had focused around a content matter that the
audience could bring quite directly to their
experience (ie. their thoughts and reflections in
a text form), that this approach would work
less well for a networked installation,
keith armstrong 2002
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predominantly because I wanted this work to function without the extensive degree of my mediation
that ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ had relied on. Whilst I wanted to maintain a stewardship
over the work, I reasoned that this more hands-off approach would make the work sustainable from
my perspective and self-sustaining (from a developmental point of view).
Whilst an Ecosophical focus for the work was emerging in both operational principle and thematic
direction, the actual materials that the databases might incorporate or the ways in which audience
generated data might add to this database remained open. At that stage I resolved to separate the dual
tasks of system operation design and the choice and preparation of the subsequently accessible
content/data, proposing to limit the scope of the residency at ‘Metro’ to creating the technical system.
Whilst I was aware from an Ecosophical perspective that this separation was artificial it allowed me
to tighten my focus for the project by aiming to complete only “a proof of concept and a working

5/0/01:Front cover of video, ‘Interstate Ferals For the Planet’,
using symbology developed during my Metro Arts residency,
1998, Keith Armstrong

•

The development of spatial sensor
technologies and control structures that
allow human/computer interaction with
this database of image and sound, without
reliance upon the traditional mouse or
keyboard.

•

The subsequent establishment of a wired
space at ‘Metro Arts’ developed around
this model.

•

A subsequent investigation into methods
for incorporating audience-derived content
into the script throughout the work (ie.
further text, speech and images).

•

A subsequent investigation of multiple
participants’ activity and the development
of subsequent, collective ramifications.

•

Investigation into the interfacing of the
work derived from these findings to the
Internet in order to allow a degree of
remote access and interaction.

5/0/01:Exhibition flyer, included a showing of my video, Interstate Ferals for the Planet, 1998, Qld. Jabiluka Action Group

demonstration of a Macintosh-controlled audience-interactive space”. I aimed to investigate through
interdisciplinary, collaborative and creative activity how a wired space might begin to model a new
paradigm for local collective action, developed through a deepening understanding and respect for
difference. At this point, I was not strongly focused on the actual content of the work beyond the
thought that it should arise from the setting in Metro Arts.
The objectives for the project thus became:
•

The development and structuring of ideas and concepts, into a nonlinear script.

•

The development of a database of suitable images and sounds, accessible through this script.
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new conceptual journeys
By February 1998 I had settled into my studio
in the ‘Metro Arts’ complex in order to begin
this phase of the research process. By that
stage I had sketched a new series of
keith armstrong 2002
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Ecosophical relational pointers which allowed me to then focus upon their rigorous application in the
final work to be completed within this study. However I felt somewhat unsettled within the new
venue, particularly after delay in getting a space allocated, the urgent need to clean and decorate that
space and problems in organising a web connection. My verité thoughts penned in my sketch book
during the first week indicate this state of mind (Figure 5/1/03).
However I now realised that whilst my proposed approach for this new work appeared consistent
with the ‘Ecosophical Strategies’ which would be consolidated in the June 1998 pointers, my plan to
separate the operating principle and content matter was inconsistent with the relational pointers.
These pointers, which had emerged as the key finding of the post ‘Public Relations’ refinement
process, were designed to describe a series of relationships between work and participant, participant
and participant and artist and participant.
I soon realised that it would be impossible to achieve an internal consistency for these relationships if
I were to lock my system around a technical approach not developed in active articulation with the
content and format of the work’s conceptual materials. It was clear that my time and budget would
allow only for the production of a turnkey system (ie. a system dedicated to very particular modes of
operation). This would therefore restrict the work to particular types of data structures (eg. low
resolution animation, video segments or midi data), specific scripting methods (eg. parallel branching
or tree structured) and particular sensor types (eg. switches, infra red sensors or video cameras), any
of which might later emerge as inappropriate formats for the deliverable data types (the all important
content of the work).
The more I began to understand the importance of integrating all aspects of the design the more I
realised that I could not proceed without first making clearer decisions on subject matter. Hence I
took the opportunity to pursue a renewed journey of conceptual development. I confirmed my
intention to base this approach upon the ‘Metro Arts’ site itself (now close at hand), what I could
learn from and observe of its potential participants (some of whom I now had access to) and the
particular contexts of that time and place (ie. the social and political conditions shaping the context of
my residency).
As a starting point I decided to reflect upon my role as an artist in residence within the ‘Metro Arts’
complex. Referring to the particular roles that I had listed for Ecosophical artists I realised that I
might take on the tasks of researcher, liaisoneer, networker and promoter. I reasoned that these
approaches would allow me to develop a work within the ‘Metro Arts’ complex in closer
collaboration with the building tenants who were the people who most frequently used that space.
Towards that end I approached many of the key stakeholders of the ‘Metro Arts’ community and
requested personal interviews with them to clarify my understanding of how they felt, worked and
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

behaved in the site. These included the
organisational tenants ‘Digitarts’ (young
women and media), ‘Kooemba Djarra’
(indigenous theatre), ‘Contact Inc.’
(community arts/process) and ‘Q_Music’ (Qld
music industry advocacy), a resident jeweller,
the ‘Metro’ café owner and ‘Metro’s’ dual
managers Sue Benner (executive) and Joseph
O’Connor (artistic) (Figure 5/6/02). At the
outset I introduced myself, explained carefully
what the material was being collected for and
explained clearly how the material would be
utilised.
The organisational structure of ‘Metro Arts’
comprised a loose collective of arts
organisations, artsworkers and an Aboriginal
performing arts school. The facility was
managed by dual directors who also ran an arts
program, which drew upon two theatres,
several rehearsal spaces and two cafés.
At the outset I surmised that most tenants
would variously subscribe (albeit with
difference) to the cultures of that collective
organisation. I decided therefore that an
Ecosophical approach to this work should seek
to identify those different cultures that would
together form a complex culture that defined
the characteristics of ‘Metro’.
I started my research process by interviewing
the two managing directors of the building as a
means of understanding their philosophy,
policy and opinion from a client-artist
perspective (whilst also canvassing them as
two potential participants for the work). I chose
to canvass them first in the realisation that they
keith armstrong 2002
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would have a strong influence upon setting the
culture of that space, which would in turn
affect how supported and respected tenants
would feel operating as tenants from within
that facility.
In semi-structured interviews I asked all
respondents the same simple, but leading
questions, which were designed to stimulate
philosophical discourse and debate around the
culture of each of the organisations (or
personal practices). (eg. “What is the culture of
this place” or “what games do you play”).
These questions were:
•

What is the culture of this place?

•

How do you see yourselves fitting in here
culturally?

•

Where do you beg to differ with the
dominant culture here?

•

What is it that drives you to do what you
do here?

•

What keeps you here?

•

Tell me about your ethic of operation?

•

Define strategy and what it implies to you?

•

What games do you play?

•

How much are you a product of the system
here at ‘Metro’ or how much is it a product
of you?

•

What does ‘environment’ mean to you?

•

What is it that makes this place tick?

•

At some level does everything here
connect and how?

•

Define disorder and chaos and tell me how
you find order within chaos?
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How does uncertainty affect what you do here?

The initial conversations with building tenants were kept informal and I conducted them with few
preconceptions, recording them to tape and later transcribing them. I considered these discourses an
important networking exercise that gave me opportunity to introduce myself and tell each person a
little more about my goals as an artist resident. In this way I began to gain their trust and support, an
important precursor to designing a work that they would have to coexist with within their facility.
This was a lesson that I had clearly learnt through my experiences with Q-Rail management. The
answers that I received were illuminating, telling me much about facets of ‘Metro’ that I had not
previously been privy to.
re-politicising the praxis
My interviews revealed an unsettled culture in the building at that time. I sensed that rifts had
emerged, with layers of distrust having steadily developed between the building’s management and
some of the tenants, with intensity of opinion fuelled by management and policy changes occurring at
that time. These included strategic directions for the complex, proposed building developments,
changes in tenancy arrangements and the controversial appointment of dual building managers
(Figure 5/6/02). I found this management/tenant distrust reminiscent of the power imbalance
problems that I had experienced whilst undertaking ‘Public Relations’, particularly with the
censorship that I had experienced prior to the display of the texts.
Whilst working on ‘Public Relations’ I had needed to find ways to deal with Q-Rail’s policy of public
image making through an exercising of control over activity within their station spaces. Here at
‘Metro’ I noted that much of the unrest was underpinned by the recently proposed strategic
directional changes for the complex. It seemed therefore that as ‘Metro’ management was struggling
to find its aesthetic/funding niche its tenants were, in their desire to remain located within the
complex, demonstrating their sense of insecurity.
In early 1998 ‘Metro Arts’ was attempting to establish itself as Brisbane’s key centre for emerging
artists, contextualised by a number of new art spaces being established at that time under the
Queensland Government’s Accommodating Creativity program. (ie. The ‘Judith Wright Centre for
Contemporary Arts’ complex in Brunswick St., Fortitude Valley and the ‘381 Brunswick St’,
Fortitude Valley Craft Centre). Another major new player at that time was the Brisbane City Council
funded, ‘Powerhouse Centre for the Live Arts’ in New Farm.
Many of ‘Metro’s’ more unsettled tenants were clearly dependent upon ‘Metro’ as a home base and
did not want to lose it. Others had hoped that ‘Metro’s’ new direction would have been focused
specifically upon youth arts, given its city centre location and existing, youth friendly appeal.
keith armstrong 2002
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images-1

5/1/01:Logo design for the Kakadu Corporate
visual arts exhibition and campaign, featuring lily
pad and the aboriginal man’s head from the
Australian two dollar coin,1998, Keith Armstrong

5/1/02:Certificate presented to me by Arts Queensland and Apple
Computer, 1998, Arts Queensland

5/1/03:Opening remarks written in my sketch book at the outset of the residency indicate my
state of thinking at that time, 1998, Keith Armstrong

5/1/04:Sketch of the Metro Arts building exterior, 1998,
Keith Armstrong
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5/1/05:Metro Arts new logo, 1998, Metro Arts
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5/1/07:Early home page established during the beginning of my Metro Arts residency, 1998, Keith Armstrong/Gavin
Sade

5/1/06:Chart of symbology developed during the initial phase of the
residency at Metro Arts, 1998, Keith Armstrong
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5/1/08:Advert for my residency from Real
Time Newspaper, 1998, Real Time
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However proposals for new upmarket bars and restaurants at the front of the building, and slicker
performance and exhibition spaces were deemed not to be appropriate for the youth-friendly feel
currently enjoyed by the complex.
Others were clearly unhappy with ‘Metro’s’ newly designated role as a ‘Centre for Emerging Artists’.
This opposition was split into camps that either thought that it was good for an increased youth focus
but that management’s policy directions displayed far too much of a visual arts focus, or those who
thought that their organisations represented mature artists and would therefore not benefit from such
associations.
Other disruptions at that time included various organisational relocations due to the new aboriginal
performing arts school which had taken over the entire top floor, a café that had moved into the foyer
and hence onto the turf of the restaurant owner in the basement and proposed major architectural
changes which implied a different balance of arts and commercial tenants.
Outside of ‘Metro’ however, other unsettling forces were similarly evident. (Figure 5/2/04):
Present governments are encouraging separatism in Australia. I am fed up to the back teeth
with the inequalities that are being promoted by the government and paid for by the taxpayer
under the assumption that Aboriginals are the most disadvantaged people in Australia. I do not
believe that the colour of one’s skin determines whether you are disadvantaged (Hanson, 1996).

I began to compare the temporarily rocky situation within ‘Metro’ to the social unrest that I saw in
contemporary Australian life at that time. This was epitomised by the rise of Hanson’s right wing
‘One Nation Party’, a marginal National/Liberal state government hanging grimly onto power in
Queensland, and the re-election of a highly conservative federal Coalition government into its second
term. (Figures 5/2/02 & 5/2/06–5/2/07). Pauline Hanson further stated in her infamous inaugural
speech to parliament, (accompanied by mass protest outside Parliament House):
I have done research on benefits available only to Aboriginals and challenge anyone to tell me
how Aboriginals are disadvantaged.. I am fed up with being told, this is our land. Well, where the
hell do I go? I was born here, and so were my parents and children. I will work beside anyone
and they will be my equal but I draw the line when told I must pay and continue paying for
something that happened over 200 years ago. Like most Australians, I worked for my land; no
one gave it to me (Hanson, 1996).

Other factors at play in the politics of 1998 were the long and bitter national dockers strike of that
year that had violently pitched unionised workers against police as Minister for Employment and
Industrial Relations, Peter Reith’s, sweeping industrial reform programs started to bite. This visible
swing to the political right was also evident in that year’s divisive anti-Wik legislation that sought to
water down the native title rights implied by the original Wik legislation, a move that was to later
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attract the condemnation of the United Nations
Committee on Human Rights and distinctly
sour the climate for reconciliation between
white and indigenous Australians.
Because this sociopolitical turmoil had also
been evolving throughout the ‘Public Relations
(On Line & Off Line)’ project, I had begun to
question whether my praxis was in fact
impotent as a means for reflecting and acting
upon such pressing concerns. In the face of the
conservatism and bigotry I would have
expected at minimum an increasing number of
politically charged works to appear both in
Brisbane and nationally. Whilst there were
some isolated examples, my own observations
were that politics, and particularly
Ecosophically inspired politics, apparently held
a low priority amongst the artistic fraternity.
Indeed many commentators around that time
had remarked on a general apathy and
apoliticisation that had set in, particularly
amongst Australia’s youth, which was to find
its feet to some extent in the following years,
witnessed by anti International Monetary Fund
(IMF) demonstrations in Melbourne (2000)
following on from the ground breaking 1999
anti-IMF demonstrations in Seattle, USA.
This posed me with a philosophical dilemma of
tactics with respect to the emergent praxis that
I had established. Whereas Ecosophically
charged works set out to catalyse a long-term
effect through their slow-acting, socially
generative processes, such immediately
pressing issues appeared to warrant a stronger,
more fast-acting approach to pressing issues of
social justice.
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However, turning to what was being done at
‘Metro’, I also found an apparent apathy (or at
best a neutral approach) towards these wider
political concerns amongst my respondents,
who often seemed consumed by what I saw as
the relatively petty internal politics of the
building. I believed that this could be partially
explained by the conservative and fiscally
restrictive climate of that time, with most
tenants depending heavily on scarce
government money and hence not wanting to
rock the boat. This led me to reflect at the
outset of the residency whether I should
attempt a new strategy for tackling these
‘problems of ecology’, one which would more
directly engage with the political context. Such
a strategy would need to extend from the
approach I had explored in dealing with the
censorship issues at Brunswick Street.
I realised that my responses to this dilemma of
how to act within a given context were being
fuelled by my now cosy position within the
microcosm of the Brisbane arts world, ie. the
Metro Arts complex. Hence after much
deliberation I realised that I would need to
pursue more than one approach to activities if I
were to achieve conflicting aims (ie. a longterm approach to change versus a short-term
crisis-based approach).
Hence around that time I became involved in a
number of national political campaigns, many
of which were based around philosophies of
direct action, publicity stunts and political and
social lobbying. (In this thesis I detail my
connection with the ‘Stop-Jabiluka’, antiuranium mining campaign). (See Figures 5/2/
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08, 5/3/01–5/3/10, 5/4/01–5/4/08 &5/5/01–5/5/11). I was aware that these new explorations, which I
found particularly motivating, would feed into the praxis, because they had the potential to catalyse
the content matter for which I was still searching at this time.

building of emergent disorder
overview
The following press release was issued by Metro Arts publicity March 1998 and appeared on the
project web site (Figure 5/1/07):
Entitled ‘The Building of Emergent Disorder’; the project will be centred around the daily
operations of The ‘Metro Arts’ Building in Brisbane where Keith is an artist in residence until
August 1998.
“Constantly changing and recordable factors such as activity in corridors, spoken comments,
faxes being sent, carbon dioxide levels in an office, or even rates of water consumption can all
be seen as indicators of an internal health of the complex”, Mr Armstrong said.
Images and sound sourced from around the building will be archived and replayed interactively
using back projected video, lighting and LED display systems, small scale speaker systems and
other physical constructions. Hence the environment in which images are recorded also
becomes the environment in which they are presented, using locations such as the foyer, main
office spaces, public conveniences, stairwells and the lift shafts.
Brisbane’s ‘Metro Arts’ building houses a number of innovative arts organisations and it is the
dynamics of these groups, which will produce much of the data.
“this was something I wanted to do for a while given ‘Metro Arts’ past record in producing quality
and experimental work”, Mr Armstrong said.
Once completed the work will be available on-line via the Internet, allowing remote viewers to
become involved in the work.
“In past works I have developed a dialogue with my audience to the extent that content
becomes largely drawn from public input. I call it ‘Art in the Public Interest’ rather than ‘Art in a
Public Place”, he said.

Emerging from these reflections on the practical contexts and from the re-focusing of my objectives
towards an interactive, networked installation form, my residency at ‘Metro’ resulted in two project
proposals that each had quite different content foci but shared similar operational principles. The first
was called the ‘Building of Emergent Disorder’ project (BOED). The second was called the
‘transit_lounge’ project.
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5/2/03:Fiscalite, transit_lounge character, (video still),
1999

5/2/04:Political graphic depicting commonalities between Australian Liberal,
Labour & One Nation political parties, with respect to their shared vested
interests, (URL: http://cscapolyton.net/images/auscw.gif, accessed 13/5/02)

5/2/01:The TV series South Park, very popular in
1998, strongly influenced the graphic design of
transit_lounge, (URL: http://www.strictlyslots.com/
archive/0003ss/images/South%20Park.jpg, accessed
5/5/02)

5/2/02:Howard/Hanson Merger, (URL:
http://zip.com.au/~rocket/graphics/
han_how.jpg, accessed 13/5/02)
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5/2/05:Bruce and Bruce’s Dogs, transit_lounge characters,
(video still), 1998

5/2/07:Pauline Hanson of the Australian One Nation
Party and John Howard of the Australian Liberal
Party, (URL:http://www.zip.com.au/graphics/
han_jh_02.jpg, accessed 13/5/02)

5/2/06:Pauline Hanson became infamous for failing to
understand the word ‘xenophobe’ when being accused of it,
punned here with the TV series, Xena Warrior Princess,
(URL: http://www.zip.com.au/~rocket/graphics/xenahd2.gif, accessed 13/5/02)
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5/2/08:Excerpt from Jabiluka campaign fund raising flyer showing the
banner which the Mirrar people hung over the escarpment facing their
country at Jabiluka, Northern Territory, 1998, Australian Conservation
Foundation
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5/2/09:Front page, The Bulletin (With Newsweek), featuring the president of the Australian Conservation
Foundation (and musician) Peter Garrett, July 28th, 1998, ACP Publishing
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BOED was to be an ambitious building-wide installation inspired by the degrees of political
wrangling and insecurity that I had sensed had permeated deep into the ecologies of Metro’s tenant
organisations, and hence the ecologies that bound them together in that place. In common with so
many other organisations it appeared that such ambient noise might at some stage lop ‘Metro’s’ many
tall poppies and fatally cloud overall foci. These findings were to contrast with my subsequent
experiences as a political campaigner at the Stop Jabiluka blockade camp where processes were
managed collectively (Figures 5/5/03–5/5/06), yet the strength of focus and internal levels of
solidarity and degrees of interpersonal respect allowed proactive activity to occur (Figures 5/4/02, 5/
4/08 & 5/5/09), something I had not personally experienced before.
Working with a similar conceptual focus to ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’, I began to
consider ‘Metro’ as a small but active loosely co-adapting federation of people and organisations, all
set within complex ecologies defined not only by the building, but by each of its tenant’s practices. I
found pursuing this conceptual approach, just as I had envisaged the Q-Rail network and its
passengers for ‘Public Relations,’ particularly fruitful. In tune with the relational nature of the refined
Ecosophical pointers, I was particularly interested to discover how tenants interrelated with each
other and the ‘Metro’ management, with the aim of uncovering how this collective force might
influence their organisation’s artistic processes and directions.
At this stage I was aware that pursuing this line of conceptual direction could be later matched by a
sympathetic technical organisation for the new work. This would allow me to extend ideas drawn
from a community envisaged as a network into a form of system organisation for the work that would
also breed on this metaphor. (ie. a series of electronic sampling devices hooked together via a series
of computer networks).
Further reflection on the organisation of ‘Metro’ led me next to question what factors typically drove
particular individuals within collective entities (such as ‘Metro’) to move from more passive,
restricted, disenchanted or disempowered positions into roles that were active, freely creative and
empowering. (ie. what might make an organisation and its people flourish or shrivel when interacting
within such a loose federation). Consistent with the Ecosophical pointers of that time my aim was to
develop a work that furthered my understanding of these ideas through artistic means in ways that
would be relevant to its site (ie. somewhere in ‘Metro Arts’) and the people who use that site (ie.
‘Metro’s’ tenants and clients). This paralleled how I had worked to develop ‘Public Relations’ in
ways that would be deemed relevant for the passengers at Brunswick Street, although this time the
smaller number of people at “Metro’ and the targeted nature of my interviews would allow me to
more clearly understand their motivations.
Therefore I decided that the content matter (the database of content for the work) should examine
how individual and collective states of restriction might arise, and hence examine the potential for
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transitions towards more empowered and
proactive states, aided at all times by
supportive and progressive contexts.
As with ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off
Line)’ (1997–8) I began to consider a suitable
metaphor that would define a control structure
and flexible delivery method for this work
consistent with the ideas of systemic, coadapting evolving ecologies. My experiences
with ‘Public Relations’, and substantial
subsequent reflection, ensured that a new
design would build strongly upon what I had
already been achieved. Hence I intended to
build upon my findings from the conversations
I had conducted at ‘Metro’, developing a
database of content materials, which could be
accessed through the work. I was also
interested in discovering how such content
matter might become dispersed (and
developed) in concert with the work’s
participants, the tenants and visitors to that
building.
The concept for the ‘Building of Emergent
Disorder’ suggested that the fabric of the
‘Metro Arts’ complex, its internal activities and
its external arenas of influence could be read as
partners within a dynamic and complex
ecosystem. Hence by employing electrical,
physical, psychological and ecological stimuli
drawn from within and around the ‘Metro Arts’
complex the work would seek to uncover in
aesthetic form the complex systemics attuned
with the physicality of that place and the
culture of its operations. This would be
achieved by developing “self-vibrating regions
of intensities, localised, non-teleological
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installations that coexist in partnership with
their changing surroundings”. (‘Public
Relations’ Documents 1997–8). These
installations would be screen-based and
computer controlled.
BOED would format and present its content in
ways appropriate for distribution across its
‘net-work’ by sensing fluxes in the building
such as activity within corridors, rates of water
consumption, volume of spoken comments,
number of faxes sent, algal growth on a
window ledge or carbon dioxide levels within a
particular office space. It would use these
measurements as means for representing
indicators for the system’s overall health with
this data determining how health might be
visualised through processes of computer
manipulation and presentation, presenting
aspects of interview data generated around the
ideas of individual and collective
empowerment. These indicators would then be
presented in the screen-based installations
located at key public sites within ‘Metro Arts’.
It was also proposed at that stage that these
connections, made at ‘Metro’ , would be linked
via the Internet using a site constructed from
VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language),
hence allowing remote viewers to also become
involved in the work.
My original plan had been to source the
content for BOED (live and predetermined
sound and video grabs, text and lighting states)
from sources around the building, drawing
upon a wide variety of familiar chaotic and
systemic operations (eg. the flow of water
currents, the progression of sporting events, the
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emergence of a political processes or the development of particles in air).
However the Ecosophical pointers called for content more closely related to the unsettled
interpersonal, relational politics that I had uncovered in the corridors of ‘Metro’.
At that stage I investigated whether I could represent these relationships with a language of iconic,
symbolic forms, which I began to develop using existing symbology drawn from a reference books
on sign systems. Carl Liungman (1991: 5) reminds us, “any object can be called a symbol as long as
a group of people agrees that it means more than just itself”. Initially I was attracted to his statement:
A meaning of a sign is something collective. Each person, during his or her childhood, acquires
a whole series of conventions (implicit and often subconscious, tacit agreements). Graphic
structures rely upon these conventions for their various meanings.

He goes on to say that the meanings of signs can either become related to a specific cultural sphere or
gain universal acceptance. I was attracted to this possibility of developing a symbology that might
become universally owned by audience/participants at ‘Metro’.
The particular grouping of symbols that I worked with at the outset was drawn from across the many
cultures represented in Liungman’s ‘Dictionary of Symbols’. (Figure 5/1/06). This led me to realise
that any reliable reading of symbols, which can be often quite non-intuitive forms, would be prone to
unacceptable levels of ambiguity unless the readers themselves had been responsible for creating that
(collective) symbology. I decided that such a process would rely on fostering a group of committed
people who would need to participate regularly in a discursive design process. Whilst my artist
residency would potentially allow me to work in this way with building tenants (in between their
heavy work schedules) I realised that such a model for work development might not so easily be
applied to visitors to the ‘Metro’ complex.
Furthermore I decided that such expectations would place unreasonable pressures on myself as
facilitator. At that time I was keen not to develop another work, like ‘Public Relations’, that needed
such a high degree of input on my part. I was also aware that pursuing such a strategy would take
focus away from the key processes of reflection and analysis that I was engaged with at that time.
Hence I decided to pursue quite different tactics that would lead to a lower maintenance work with a
more universal appeal, something which my choice of everyday phrases and texts in ‘Public
Relations’ had sought to do consistent with the Ecosophical aims of inclusivity. I realised that this
decision would be closely tied to the places in the ‘Metro’ complex that I might site the work.
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choosing a location
I decided that there should also be more than one presentation location (node) for the works within
the complex and several display strategies. I decided that all of these presentation nodes should be
publicly accessible. My favoured locations included a main display in the foyer (Figure 5/6/02) with
lesser stations being presented in the main office spaces, public conveniences, the stairwells and the
lift shaft. I intended that these nodes would be connected together with the entire work functioning as
a cooperative system.
Upon further reflection I began to favour using one key location with maximum visibility as a vehicle
for attracting the highest number of viewers (and also lowering the costs). Eventually I chose the
newly refurbished foyer which was both the place of maximum transience in the building and now
also a public café.
It was my intention that through the nonlinear and Ecosophically configured presentation of these
images and sound that the public and building staff might become more aware of their ecological
support systems. I intended that this process would also stimulate further debate and discussion,
which in turn might cue a reformatting of the work. Hence I intended the work to act neither as an
intervention within that space, nor as a form of intrusion or invasion. Instead it would emerge from a
process that continually attuned itself to, and matted itself within, the ecology of the spaces it
inhabited. In other words it would frame itself as ‘a work in residence’.

jabiluka: focusing praxis
Whilst I was beginning to plan this work’s production (mid to late 1998) I made a calculated decision
to participate in a major public campaign of protest which had been developed via an alliance of local
and national green and indigenous groups and directed against the building of a new uranium mine
being planned inside the boundaries of Kakadu National Park, at place called Jabiluka. (See Figures
5/3/08-5/3/09, 5/4/07–5/4/08 & 5/5/11) (DVD/Jabiluka/Mining in Kakadu). I viewed this as valuable
fieldwork in forging an ecosophical praxis.
Consistent with my resolution to pursue multiple tactics within my creative praxis, I aimed to
incorporate both long term change-based strategies into my work (as represented by ‘Public
Relations’) and shorter-term political action campaigns that responded to environmental exigencies. I
considered the campaign against Jabiluka such an exigency.
This campaign, inflamed by the uncompromisingly supportive position towards the mine by the
incumbent Liberal National Government (Figures 5/3/02–5/3/03 & 5/5/02), had been birthed much
earlier. However by 1998 it had formed into a vocal political and street-based protest, which brought
together an unprecedented green-black alliance. This involved both the Mirrar people (the traditional
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indigenous owners of the Kakadu region
directly affected by the mine) (Figures 5/2/08
& 5/4/07) and a broad range of social justice
and environmental campaigners (eg. the
Australian Conservation Foundation and the
Australian Wilderness Society). (Figures 5/3/
03 & 5/4/08).
It was this particular mix of social justice
concerns, indigenous affairs, environmentalism
and political action (DVD/Jabiluka/
Introduction, Nuclear History & Mining in
Kakadu), combined with a sense of impotence
in tackling the deeply disturbing issues of that
time through creative praxis, which ignited my
involvement in this campaign. As a direct
response to what I perceived was a business as
usual mentality in the art world, I made a
decision to become actively involved in the
‘Stop Jabiluka’ campaign (DVD/Jabiluka/
Brisbane Protest). I saw this shift in focus both
as a cogent way of coming to terms with my
concerns and as an important method of
content and process generation for Ecosophical
praxis.
I determined that I could be most effective by
getting directly involved both in an
organisational capacity and as a direct action
campaigner. I also became actively engaged
with a range of activities within the newly
formed ‘Queensland Jabiluka Action Group’
(DVD/Jabiluka/Brisbane Protest), including
my involvement in group organisation, art
direction for banner production (Figures 5/3/
01, 5/3/10 & 5/5/01), participation in local
political actions (Figure 5/3/07) construction of
a web site and on line petition and the editing
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of campaign video documentation (DVD/
Jabiluka/Play Entire Movie) (Figures 5/0/02
& 5/5/10).
Eventually this led me to decide to travel to
Kakadu (Figure 5/4/04) and participate in the
blockade of the mine site (Figure 5/4/08)
(DVD/Jabiluka/Actions), which had been
instigated at the request of the traditional
owners, the Mirrar people (DVD/Jabiluka/
Mining in Kakadu), as a last resort against
impending start of construction (Figure 5/5/
11).
Many facets of that experience of the
campaign and particularly ‘Camp Jabiluka’
(DVD/Jabiluka/Camp Jabiluka) became
highly influential in my thinking about the
philosophical principles at the heart of the
study. Whilst at the remote campsite, set on
Mirrar land, I witnessed six hundred people
living and working together actively and
cooperatively around the clock in order to
run everything required to sustain such a
large campaign.
I was particularly impressed by the
consensus-based approach to camp and
campaign management decision making
(Figures 5/5/04–5/4/05) as well as the
supportive way in which new arrivals were
welcomed, trained and then encouraged to
participate in non violent direct and indirect
actions (Figure 5/5/06). Indeed I found the
camp to be an empowering place to live and
work at, something which contrasted quite
strongly with my fledgling experiences back
in Brisbane at ‘Metro’.
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Whilst at the camp I decided to participate on an organised course that would involve me publicly
and nonviolently sacrificing my short-term freedom and clean criminal record through a process of a
ritualistic, mass arrest (Figure 5/4/02) (DVD/Jabiluka/Actions & Legal Issues). I felt that my profile
as a respected and educated individual could be used positively to further the ‘Stop Jabiluka’
campaign. I reasoned that taking such personal responsibility through enacting a ritual of protest was
an important threshold over which I must step at that time, given the broad ranging personal and
social importance that I attributed to this campaign. Hence I culminated my short trip with a
nonviolent mass action, leading to my arrest under the media spotlight at the proposed mine site
(Figure 5/4/02) (DVD/Jabiluka/Actions). This action strongly cemented my philosophical
commitment to the pursuit of social change, and cemented my growing perception that I should
pursue a range of methods towards Ecosophical goals above and beyond conventional, and even
unconventional art practices.
The most important lesson that I learnt from my experiences at Jabiluka was that taking physical
action (rather than simply aesthetic action) was emancipatory. By forcing myself to transcend the fear
of a highly visible authority I felt able to express my ethical views in a way that was entirely public
and unambiguous. Whilst such approaches always risk being warped by sensationalist media
coverage of protest actions they contrasted strongly with the ambiguity that I had always perceived to
be important in politically motivated art practices.
Therefore at the time I deemed my choices to protest at Jabiluka as being an empowering form of
aesthetic activity set within the context of a social movement that I had previously perceived as being
outside my familiar circles of practice. Not only did this experience expose me to a new group of
inspirational people (ie. environmental protestors from all walks of life), but it taught me a lot about
the priorities I should set for my own ecosophical praxis.
Hence I returned invigorated from Kakadu, subsequently organising and participating in several
rallies, delivering speeches and continuing to encourage others to visit the blockade as I had done.
Whilst re-orientating myself to the task ahead at Metro Arts, I began to edit the protest film
‘Interstate Ferals for the Planet’ (1998) which is included on the accompanying DVD (DVD/Jabiluka/
Play Entire Movie) (Figures 5/0/02 & 5/5/10). This work, designed to inspire others to engage with
the campaign, was distributed widely as well as being shown at Brisbane City Hall in a large public
meeting, twice at QUT including as part of a guest lecture for the Indigenous-Based Oodgeroo Unit
(Figure 5/5/08), and at several local and interstate art events that I either assisted in organising
(Figures 5/0/01 & 5/4/05–5/4/06) or to which I was invited to contribute (Figure 5/3/06). Indeed the
video was successfully sold at subsistence costs to environmental groups, universities, indigenous
groups and concerned individuals all over the world.
Subsequently I returned to my studio at Metro Arts with the renewed intention of completing my
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5/3/03:Campaign Postcard, 1998, Australian Conservation
Foundation

5/3/04:Graphic from Jabiluka at Stake insert, Habitat Magazine, June 1998,
Australian Conservation Foundation

5/3/01:{top} Banner I designed, at Kangaroo
Point Cliffs, Brisbane, 1998, Keith Armstrong
5/3/02:{bottom} Political satire, used in Stop
Jabiluka exhibition shown At Brisbane City Hall
and the Livid Festival, Brisbane, 1998
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5/3/05:Article, Australian, 1999

5/3/06: Invite for Stop-Jabiluka art events at Herringbone Galleries, Sydney; My video, Interstate
Ferals for the Planet, was screened during these events, 1998, Herringbone Gallery
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5/3/07: Image of banner I designed, here seen on the roof of North Ltd.’s
premises, Milton, Qld. North Ltd. is the parent company ultimately financing
the Jabiluka Mine, Brisbane ‘Courier Mail’, 1998

5/3/08:The Australian, (excerpt),
Thurs. Nov. 26th, 1998

5/3/09:The Australian, (excerpt),
Wed. July 14th, 1999
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5/3/10:Banner I designed, directed manufacture of, and negotiated to be hung on the front of the Institute
of Modern Art and later at Kangaroo Point Cliffs, Brisbane, 1998, Julie Dean
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5/4/04:Flyer advertising the bus service to the blockade, I designed for the
Queensland Jabiluka Action Group, 1998, Keith Armstrong

5/4/03:Then ‘Minister for the Environment’ Senator Robert Hill
and the Stop Jabiluka shareholder campaign, Courier Mail, 8th
Dec., 1998

5/4/01:{top} Flyer for fund raising visual arts event I
assisted organising, and later exhibited in, Dec., 8th
1998, Qld Jabiluka Action Group
5/4/02:{bottom} Cutting from the Australian
newspaper, 1998
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5/4/06:Acceptance for Legal Aid concerning my arrest at the
Jabiluka blockade, 1998

5/4/05: Flyer advertising fund raising, performance house party, Guilt,
20th Mar., 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/4/07:Yvonne Margarula of the Mirrar
people, traditional owners of Jabiluka
country and president of the Australian
Conservation Foundation (and musician)
Peter Garrett, 1998, Jabiluka Action Group
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5/4/08:Photographic article on the Jabiluka Blockade (excerpt), Jabiluka at Stake insert, Habitat Magazine, June 1998, Australian Conservation Foundation
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5/5/03:Front cover from the Stop Jabiluka, Activist Handbook, given to all attendees of
the Jabiluka Blockade, Northern Territory, 1998

5/5/04:For my research I drew comparisons between
decision making and organisational processes at the
blockade and those that I had witnessed during my
early residency at Metro Arts, 1998

5/5/01:{top} Stop Jabiluka banner under
construction, 1998, Keith Armstrong
5/5/02:{bottom} Federal election handout, 1998
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5/5/05:Organising principles for blockaders, from the Stop Jabiluka, Activist Handbook. Such
cooperative, organisational principles appeared to contrast strongly with those I had witnessed at
Metro Arts, 1998

5/5/06:All blockade literature strongly
stressed creativity and responsibility within
all nonviolent protest, 1998
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5/5/09:Major march protest towards the mine site, the Australian, Thursday, July 9th, 1998,
p.2

5/5/07:Quote from Mike Reed, then Northern
Territory police minister, later influenced my
film, Interstate Ferals for the Planet, Northern
Territory News, Saturday, July 4th, 1998

5/5/08:Printed flyer for my guest speech and ‘Interstate Ferals For
The Planet’ video screening, invited by QUT Oodgeroo Unit, 1998,
QUT Oodgeroo Unit

5/5/10:Video jacket for the Interstate Ferals For
The Planet, DVD/Jabiluka/Play Entire Movie,
1998, Keith Armstrong
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5/5/11:Image of construction at the Jabiluka Site, the Australian, Wednesday, July 14th,
1998, p.2
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residency, now with the aim of developing an artwork that might harness some of the immediate
political punch that I felt the ‘Stop Jabiluka’ campaign had wielded. I also wanted to see if I could
draw upon the deep empowerment that I had experienced, with a participative artwork that would
celebrate the elation that I had felt, yet simultaneously talk of the pain that I had experienced whilst
being actively involved within the campaign.

transit_lounge
Given the broad range of experiences I had assimilated both during the Jabiluka campaign and my
visit to the proposed mine site, I felt compelled to establish a renewed direction for my residency at
‘Metro’. On my return to Queensland from the Northern Territory I referred to the Ecosophical
pointers that I had drawn up before I left. On subsequent reflection I judged that the ‘Building of
Emergent Disorder’ (BOED) proposal did not satisfactorily address the key rationale that I had stated
underpinned the Ecosophical pointers (ie. to examine how crises of human subjectivity underpin the
problem of ecology).
I determined that whilst BOED’s current implementation would undoubtedly draw attention to the
ecosystemic operations of ‘Metro’ through its simple metaphorical design, its overall approach
remained too abstracted from the Ecosophical issues of social justice, reconciliation and ecological
destruction that had so powerfully shaped my thoughts. This led me to conclude that BOED’s
original format would be unlikely to speak to participants with the potency that the sociopolitical
discourses surrounding the Jabiluka campaign had had for me.
Edward Said (2001) suggests, with a Foucault-inspired vigour, that the role of the philosophically
based practitioner should be one as “the intellectual as lookout” stating:
Part of what we do as intellectuals is not only to define the situation, but also to discern the
possibilities for active intervention, whether we then perform them ourselves or acknowledge
them in others who have either gone before or are already at work.

Whilst I planned to sidestep direct references to specific campaign issues such as Jabiluka) in this
new work (not wanting to appear overly hectoring1 or single-issue focused), I wanted to clearly
stimulate debate (and potential later intervention) around the crises of human subjectivity that
underpinned the problem of ecology. Therefore I began to consider again how I might invoke
appropriate strategies to promote what Said (2001) calls a ”counter discourse that will not allow
conscience to look away or fall asleep”, consistent with the Ecosophical foci, (as stated in the
pointers) on interpersonal dialogue, negotiation, a deepening understanding of reciprocity.
To attempt to stimulate such a level of sensitised discourse I began to understand that I would need to
give my participants a greater number of conceptual entry points to the emergent work, so that its
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guiding Ecosophical theories might have the
best chance of being illustrated (and hence
subsequently debated). A major concern with
the prior proposal for BOED lay in its format
(ie. a work distributed throughout the entire
building). I judged that this would not only be
highly technically demanding to develop, but
that it risked being mostly viewed by the
relatively small audience of building tenants,
hence becoming lost to the steady stream of
other visitors entering the building. Whilst I
had earlier highlighted the importance of
directly addressing the participants who most
used the space in my design process, this had
to be balanced against my other requirement to
expose the work to the greatest number of
people.This I decided would require continuing
development around my existing subject matter
while beginning to incorporate some more
conventional techniques of presentational
structure within the design. I recognised that
ultimately this subject matter must have the
ability to strike a chord with its audiences (who
may not necessarily grasp key concepts as
opposed to presentation techniques).
The ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
project (1997–8) had made me sensitive to the
tensions between directness of presentational
strategies and subsequent possibility for the
audiences to grasp key concepts. Hence for the
subsequent design of this work, which became
‘transit_lounge’ (1999), while I retained
‘BOED’s ‘ basic operating principle (ie. many
sensors reading environmental change which
led to subsequent changes in audio visual
materials), I opted to blend this operational
principle with a new narrative form. This
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narrative would be adapted appropriately for
nonlinear delivery and incorporate distinct
characterisation and humour, consistent with
the Ecosophical (relational) pointer, that the
work “presents itself playfully without hiding
its serious intentions”.
narrative form
Bordwell & Thompson (2001: 59) suggest that
“narrative is one of the ways in which
knowledge is organised” and that “much of our
conversation is taken up with telling tales”.
They also remind us that “religion, philosophy
and science often present their doctrines
though parables and tales”. They argue that it is
this prevalence of stories within our lives that
has led to the narrative form becoming the
most common and acceptable of the fictional
filmic formats. Narrative formats almost
always employ characters with whom we can
relate, or alternatively mistrust, who encounter
seemingly insurmountable problems or
conflicts which they eventually resolve or at
least shed new light upon. Toni Morrison (in
Bordwell & Thompson, 2001: 59) suggests that
throughout human history “the craving for
narrative has never lessened”.
Contrary to my approaches in ‘Public Relations
(On Line & Off Line)’ I opted for a form that
was narrative based, performative and
humorous while still being visually striking.
Writing in the ‘Sydney Morning Herald’
(Figure 5/28/06), comparing ‘transit_lounge’ to
the other shows taking place at Sydney’s
‘Artspace Visual Arts Centre’ in August 2000
(Figures 5/28/01–5/28/07, 5/29/01–5/29/08 &
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5/30/01–5/30/04), Alexie Glass (2000: 26) states:
The contribution of Queenslander Keith Armstrong is less angsty. In fact Transit Lounge is plain
wacky.. Armstrong creates this work using references from manga comics, Monkey Magic and
tripped-out environmental metaphors.

I decided that the core narrative for the work should be developed in the digital video format, a form
that I had found through experience produced relatively engaged audiences. This decision was based
upon my observations that audiences for installations usually displayed short attention spans which
was particularly problematic in terms of encouraging the audience to engage with the philosophical
framework (presented in as subtle a manner as possible). Whilst the use of compelling video
materials would serve as a strategy for propelling the piece along, it could still be segmented to
empower participants to (indirectly) select from a complex array of branching alternatives, something
which I deemed would also entice people to stay longer within the work (and hence permit its layers
of concepts to be delivered more effectively). This adaptation also introduced a kind of hypertext
nonlinearity which lent an interactive quality to audiences’ relationships to the work.
key influences
I resolved that the new work ‘transit_lounge’ (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Play Entire Movie) must still be
influenced by the conclusions that I had drawn from the interviews with ‘Metro’ tenants; that diverse
individuals working within supportive environments can together go on to make ground breaking
changes. This prior assertion, which has resonance throughout ecological philosophy (eg David
Bohm’s “microcultures of change” (1988) or DeCerteau’s processes of increased interconnectedness
through “pressure relations” (1980)) had been further cemented by my observations and experiences
of proactive community building at ‘Camp Jabiluka’ (DVD/Jabiluka/Camp Jabiluka). There I had
experienced and participated within processes of consensus-based decision making over a range of
issues ranging from direct action (DVD/Jabiluka/Actions) and its implementation to camp
management, operational planning and conflict resolution (Figures 5/5/03–5/5/06). These experiences
had taught me that whilst rich interpersonal and Ecosophical approaches could emerge from within
that loose collective, they would undoubtedly require long and complex interactions between all
partners in ways that would often deeply challenge all individuals and hence the collective will of the
entire encampment:
As our values are relativistic, our culture pluralistic, our images and forms evanescent, it is the
process of interaction between human beings which creates meaning and consequently
cultures (Popper 1983: 125).

I concluded that these individual and collective journeys towards a resonant, Ecosophically-inspired
outcome would be most likely to succeed if they encompassed ecological principles of sustainability,
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diversity and the search for equilibrial states. This assertion was abstracted into the pointer, “that
sustainable interpersonal processes which celebrate diversity will, over time, promote an
interpersonal equilibrium conducive to personal and collective empowerment”. This principle
became the core thread for the interactive narratives that formed the ‘transit_lounge’ project (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Overview).
treatment
(DVD/Transit_Lounge/Play Entire Movie). ‘transit_lounge’s’ form is built upon what Joseph
Campell (1949) called the “hero’s journey” structure of narrative. Joseph Campbell’s (1904–1987)
best-known book, ‘The Hero with a Thousand Faces’ (1949), investigated the universal patterns in
the myths of the world. He found that archetypes and archetypal patterns kept cropping up in
literature regardless of the cultural origin of the myth. Campbell went on to suggest therefore that
whatever the myth there is predominantly a hero or heroine who usually lives peacefully in a
community. Suddenly an outside force threatens that community and the hero/heroine receives a call
to assist the community. This helping out often requires the hero/heroine to take a hazardous journey
to a foreign land and bring back specialised knowledge to save the community. At first the hero/
heroine usually refuses the call but later a sense of moral duty leads to a change of his/her mind.
Once the journey is underway the hero/heroine often meets a mentor figure who gives knowledge
that will allow them to survive the journey. Often a trickster is met along the way who attempts to
confound progress. At the journey’s end the hero/heroine is usually confronted with guardians of the
“gate” where the special knowledge is kept who makes it tough to gain entry. Once inside they are
tested to see if he/she are worthy of obtaining that special knowledge. Once successful the hero/
heroine returns triumphant.
‘

transit_lounge’ also employs a three-act structure which manifests as follows: Act One sets up the
story, introduces key characters and establishes the look and feel for the work, finishing with a
catalyst that serves to challenge the status quo. Act Two often involves a long “journey” that builds
story tension, employing action, conflict and obstacles whilst also presenting difficult situations
which the main character must confront and overcome. Act Three contains the climax to the story,
ties up loose ends and allows resolution to presented situations.
‘transit_lounge’ follows the journey of a single female protagonist Ling Change (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Development) (Figure 5/15/01) who, once inspired to act, takes a long journey
through a number of challenging environments (Figures 5/6/01, 5/7/01 & 5/8/01) where she meets a
number of particularly challenging antagonists (Figures 5/20/01, 5/20/04 & 5/20/07). Close to the
journey’s end Ling and many of these antagonists are forced to make a number of collectively lifechanging choices. Each of the three acts of the interactive narrative introduces a number of multiple,
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parallel branches (Figures 5/6/04 & 5/6/06)
locked together in ways that allow Ling’s key
story to be told, whilst also introducing
meaningful alternate possibilities. In this way
different audience/participants can determine
for themselves quite different experiences of
the work.
I decided to employ humour in the work
because of its ability to open up for
examination issues otherwise considered taboo,
overly abstracted or complex, further resolving
that a humorous script format would allow me
to playfully parody some of the problematic
political movements causing me and so many
others so much emotional discomfort at that
time (Figures 5/2/02, 5/2/04 & 5/2/06–5/2/07).
Furthermore I found developing this humorous
narrative to be personally cathartic and
emotionally releasing (particularly after my
own history of producing relatively seriously
framed works), which hence led me to desire a
similarly cathartic resonance for subsequent
participants. Hence I reasoned that the use of
humour would assist participants to
increasingly identify with Ling’s character,
something I saw as a tactic for promoting their
focus (and subsequent reflection) upon the
fundamental concepts lying behind her
adventures. Similarly Vorhaus (1994: 65-66)
reminds us that humour, “tells the audience
whose story to follow. If they don’t know who
to follow, they don’t know who to care about.
If they don’t care, they don’t laugh”.
Having developed a backstory for the work, I
decided to request the collaboration of Lisa
O’Neill with whom I had worked on this
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study’s first project, ‘#14’ (1996). I asked her
at the outset to assist in developing
‘transit_lounge’s’ characters (See Figures 5/18/
01, 5/18/03–5/18/04, 5/20/01–5/20/15 & 5/21/
01–5/21/17) (DVD/Transit_Lounge/
Development), and later to perform them
because of her extraordinary choreographical
abilities, deadpan performative style and
tongue-in-cheek approach to choreography.
This led me to subsequently tailor
‘transit_lounge’ around her as a solo performer
for all roles, an approach similar to that pursed
in ‘#14’ where Lisa performed with video
representations of several other choreographed
versions of herself (Figures 5/8/01, 5/14/03, 5/
14/05, 5/15/08–5/15/09 & 5/28/07) (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Multi-Body Scenes).
As with ‘#14’, this choice of one person to
perform several characters was a clearly
meditated choice that allows the work to talk
cogently about an exploration of human
subjectivity through focus upon the nomadic
subject that is central to this study. In this way
whilst ‘transit_lounge’ appears on the surface
to be a journey of multiple characters towards a
collective goal it is, more importantly, an
exploration of the potential for reconciliation
of a formerly non ecosophical, or shattered
subjectivity.

synopsis
The broad design and content of the work is
detailed in the following project press release:
Come in, sit down and relax and follow
the fantastic voyages of Ling Change, our
youthful heroine, as she journeys through
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a complex maze of alternate outcomes caused by you, the audience within the installation
space.
Follow Ling as she journeys through a complex maze of alternative outcomes, determined by
the interaction of participants within the ‘transit_lounge’.
‘transit_lounge’ is an exciting, multi media installation opening May 26 in the new foyer space of
‘Metro Arts’, featuring local dancer/choreographer Lisa O’Neill, with artistic direction from Keith
Armstrong and composition by Guy Webster.
Lisa performs all of the nine cartoon-like characters in the show, which have been digitally
composited into hilarious, computer-generated landscapes. The way in which all of these
characters relate to one another is designed to adapt and change in real time, based upon
different participant activity and changing atmospheric conditions within the exhibition space.
Ling Change, a strong and adventurous young woman, is compelled to leave the familiar
territory of her garden and undertake a long journey through a foreign landscape populated by a
range of highly unusual characters. At first, attempts to communicate with these characters are
unsuccessful.
However a series of difficult situations encourage discourse and unity. In an attempt to escape
impending disaster, they are forced to work together to solve a series of difficult puzzles. This
leads them toward a dramatic finale where the characters undergo personal and collective
transformation.
Visit the ‘Honeycomb Plateau’, the ‘SoftBoot Café’ and the impossibly beautiful ‘Strawberry
Cloudlands’. Meet the selfish Fiscalites, The Cock Blockies, The Humatix and the ‘Young’ and
Old MacDuffles. Join Ling Change on this wonderful journey from the safety of her home ‘Valley’
through weird and challenging territory, to the possibility of a ‘perfect’ world. The end is up to
you.. (‘transit_lounge’ Documents 1998–2000).

The ambience of the final installation work is further captured by Maryanne Lynch in an extended
interview, published in the Australian national arts publication ‘Real Time’ (Figure 5/27/04):
We are in a space, within the space of the Metro Arts Foyer, Edward Street, CBD of Brisbane,
an artificial space constituted by an installation of sound, vision, dance, 3D animation and
captioning. The two of us begin to chat whilst lolling on the cushions in the surrounds of the
thing called the Transit Lounge; a world of many worlds and crazy characters. (Lynch, 1999:
29).

The script for this work was written in response to the rise of the ‘One Nation Party’ in Queensland
(Figures 5/2/02, 5/2/04–5/2/07), the continuing ascendancy of the Liberal/National Party (with their
unrestrained support for Jabiluka) and the immensely difficult path of indigenous/migrant Australian
reconciliation (hindered by the government’s inability to say “Sorry” to the ‘Stolen Generations’
combined with the anti -‘Wik’ legislation of that time). Many of ‘transit_lounge’s’ characterisations
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were designed as playful parodies of both Pauline Hanson (Figure 5/2/06), her supporter base and the
attitudes that shaped her policies, combined with right wing sociopolitical tendencies of that time.
‘transit_lounge’ is therefore laced with ecological metaphors as a means of protesting against and
debating these tendencies. Some of these include:
•

Ling’s lack of comprehension that her precious garden is in fact an isolated island, and that the
forest that shields her from seeing the world beyond is in fact merely a backdrop painted on
paper (Figures 5/9/03–5/9/05).

•

The irony of disposing of entire toilet blocks simply because the lavatory paper in one of its
many cubicles has ran out. (Figures 5/10/07–5/10/10, 5/11/10 & 5/20/06).

•

The packaging and selling of the sticky honey that rains down on everyone as a futile means for
preventing everyone’s drowning. (Figures 5/21/11 & 5/21/15).

•

The desire of each character to swap their current realities for a new, promised land (called
‘Strawberry Cloudlands’) (Figures 5/14/05 & 5/15/08) under the assumption that such a
transition could be free of responsibility and care.

‘transit_lounge’s’ core narrative pathway begins with Ling Change tending her garden in a place
called ‘Valley’ (Figures 5/9/01–5/9/05), which is in fact a sheer-walled island fortress floating in a
dense sea of plastic bags (Figures 5/8/06 & 5/9/03). As Ling makes clumsy attempts to gain the
friendship of her surly neighbours (Figures 5/11/02, 5/11/04, 5/20/13 & 5/12/06) several large crashes
wrench the landscape, filling her with fear and trepidation (Figure 5/11/03).
As we fly at breakneck speed along the thin green strip we see that it is punctuated by hundreds
of flowers. This is the fabulous garden block that belongs to our heroine, Ling Change who is
squatted at its far end. She is eyeing off one of her precious bulb flowers, which has just begun
to poke its head above the sticky rather yellowy soil at that end of the garden. However at that
moment what appears to be a massive earthquake shakes the peaceful scene, and the
immature flower bulb explodes like a light bulb into a thousand pieces (Figure 5/11/03). This is
Ling Changes’ new world, a once peaceful garden that now periodically shakes like a leaf, a lost
paradise where one could walk forever along its yellow brick path past fields of flickering bulb
flowers (Figure 5/12/03).
Unbeknown to Ling, in a world far above, two rotund characters (Figure 5/12/01) are kicking
decommissioned toilet blocks off a steep cliff (Figure 5/9/05). These blocks career down through
the clouds and come to rest in an ever-growing pile (Figures 5/9/07–5/9/09), just outside of
Ling’s sight, slowly forming a bridge between worlds (Figure 5/8/06), across the sea of dusty
plastic bags. The last straw for Ling’s shattered nerves is when one of these blocks crashes
though the paper-thin forest that surrounds her garden, almost crushing her (Figures 5/11/08 &
5/11/10). This intrusion compels her to investigate; hence initiating her long and potentially
perilous journey that will take her up, over, and later inside the freshly formed toilet block
mountain (Figures 5/10/01–5/10/10, 5/12/06 & 5/13/02) that leads her to the new world of the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

‘Honeycomb Plateau’ (Figure 5/13/03).
As her journey progresses she meets a
number of unusual characters. These are
the Humatix (Figures 5/13/02 & 5/20/07–
5/20/09) (unemployed toilet cleaners and
more recently ‘line dancers’ who have
become trapped within the toilet blocks),
the Fiscalites (Figures 5/20/04–5/20/06)
(comfortably rich manipulators who live on
top of a high plateau), the Old MacDuffles
(Figures 5/20/01–5/20/03) (downtrodden
packagers of the sticky honey drink
‘Core’), the ‘Young MacDuffles’ (Figures
5/21/04-5/21/06) (sleazy salesmen who
blithely conceal the fact they keep their
fathers in slavery packaging the honey
drink ‘Core’) and the Cock Blockies
(Figure 5/20/15) (mummy-wrapped,
virtually blind characters with
extraordinarily long finger nails).
Initially interacting with these characters is
a real test for Ling’s patience and
excellent communication skills. However
later Ling and these characters become
forced together (Figure 5/14/04) in order
to escape an advancing flood of liquid
honey that threatens to engulf them all.
However a fortuitously-placed magic can
of the honey drink ‘Core’ saves them all
by exploding vigorously to form a bridge
of light.
Just then the answer drops from the
heavens in the form of a very special,
(and much more useful) can of ‘Core’
(Figure 5/14/04). As the can lands on the
tunnel floors, it exerts a tremendous
magnetic power causing everyone to
make a beeline for it in an attempt to grab
it. As they do this a massive explosion
shatters the can into a thousand pieces,
and a dramatic bridge of golden light
opens up, presenting an unexpected
route out of this hell to safety. In a flash
keith armstrong 2002
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they leap onto this saving beam, and
clamber along it ..
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

This allows them to escape from the endless
darkness they had been trapped within, and
hence journey towards the bright lights of the
‘SoftBoot Café’ (Figures 5/8/01–5/8/05):
Ling’s musical ear detects what appears
to be lounge music. As for the people of
Hamelin this strange otherworldly music
begins to guide the now disorientated and
anxious group towards ‘Strawberry
Cloudlands’, (Figure 5/14/02), the place at
the end of the world. However it
transpires that the paradise of
‘Unbelievably Beautiful Strawberry
Cloudlands’ has been fenced off in recent
years (Figures 5/8/02–5/8/04) and is now
pretty much inaccessible. This forces the
group towards the rather ugly new
premises (Figure 5/8/01) erected where
the best view once was. In gaudy flashing
lights it proclaims itself as the ‘SoftBoot
Café’ (Figure 5/8/03).
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

The ‘Soft Boot Café’ was inspired by then
Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett’s desire to erect
privately run facilities in Victoria’s National
Parks, with a particular bone of contention
being the segmenting off of one of the most
famous views of the coastline from the “Great
Ocean Road”. ‘SoftBoot Café’, known as ‘The
Gateway to Strawberry Cloudlands’ is hence
perched on the very end of the Plateau (Figures
5/7/01–5/7/08 & 5/8/06) in a way that blocks
visual access to a utopia. Whilst its exterior
appears like some sort of tasteless concrete and
neon upturned water gourd, its prime position
has secured the ultimate views over
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‘Strawberry Cloudlands’. However these can be seen only inside and then through its plate-glass
picture window (Figures 5/14/02 & 5/17/03) that is too high for anyone to look through. Everything
around the café has been carefully fenced as far as the eye can see to prevent casual viewers getting
even a whiff of Cloudlands. However everyone agrees what’s over there certainly smells good.
Entry to the café is through its one way doors, making entry a gamble almost no one seems prepared
to take. A sign declares in bold letters by the entrance, “Past Entry is No Guarantee of Future
Returns” and enticing, overexposed pictures by the entrance door also show impossibly beautiful
views far across the strawberry-scented worlds of Cloudlands, tinged by gorgeous milky-pink skies.
However despite these luxuriant images, the café is in fact actually a hermetically sealed fridge with
glaringly white walls that are dewy and cold to the touch, and only the vaguest of vague scents of
strawberry. Its centrepiece is an unusually large blue bed (Figures 5/14/02, 5/17/07 & 5/16/067) with
room for very few. Sheets are not provided:
Once inside, the Café is revealed to the hapless characters as a hermetically sealed refrigerator
of a room containing only one high window, a single bed and for some reason, no sheets. In the
stark blue interior of the ‘SoftBoot’ the soft pink light from ‘Cloudlands’ beyond falls enticingly,
but without heat, onto the bed through the small and firmly shut window high seen above the
characters (Figure 5/17/03). They are quite obviously trapped, mercilessly within a hairsbreadth
of apparent paradise (‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

Being stranded inside ‘SoftBoot’s’ refrigerated, sealed interior the characters are now compelled to
collectively solve a difficult puzzle (Figure 5/14/04), which on completion opens up a viable escape
route to ‘Cloudlands’. However as they again rush towards instant paradise they forget that they have
yet to cement reconciliation between themselves. Therefore, not unexpectedly, ‘Strawberry
Cloudlands’ turns out to be a less than utopian experience (5/14/05–5/14/06).
script design
A key Ecosophical pointer (for a work’s strategic direction) suggests that it should be:
Comprised of a control structure that enacts flexible delivery structures drawn from a database
of existing content, whilst also possessing the potential for future content generation. Hence
audiences control the development of the work.

The approach, suggested by this pointer for achieving the development of the work within ‘Public
Relations (On Line)’ (1997–8), had been to derive the content matter from public responses and then
present them within a relatively fixed control structure. However as a result of theoretical
developments since that project and my desire to make a work that could function without my
substantial ongoing input, I decided to pursue a new approach with ‘transit_lounge’. I opted to
keith armstrong 2002
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5/6/02:Metro Art’s dual chief executives and the foyer that would subsequently become the transit_lounge, 1998, Courier Mail, Dec.,
22nd., 1998

5/6/01:Ling leaves Valley via the ripped, paper
thin forest and begins to negotiate the Toilet Block
Mountain (video still), 1999
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5/6/03:Funding for the transit_lounge, profiled in Arts Advocate Magazine, Issue 2, 1999, Arts Queensland
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5/6/05:transit_lounge home page, 1999-00, Nathan Abood

5/6/04:Script structure sketch, showing parallel scripting
methodologies for organising transit_lounge’s image sequences,
1998, Keith Armstrong
5/6/06:Script structure sketch, showing a variety of potential parallel, serial and
simultaneous scripting methodologies for organising transit_lounge’s image
sequences, 1998, Keith Armstrong
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5/7/02:Landscape concept sketch, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/7/03:Initial landscape concept sketch, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/7/05:Animated landscape flyover (video still), passing
over Strawberry Cloudlands, guarded by SoftBoot Café,
1999
5/7/01:Landscape overview, the Honeycomb
Plateau, Strawberry Cloudlands, Valley & the
Toilet Block Mountain (video still), 1999
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5/7/04:Landscape concept sketch, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/7/06:Animated flyover (video still), looking over the
Honeycomb Plateau and its Great Honey Lakes, passing
beside SoftBoot Café, 1999

5/7/07:Animated landscape flyover (video still), passing over the
Honeycomb Plateau, presided over by honey-filled clouds, 1999
5/7/08:Detailed early landscape concept sketch, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/8/03:The SoftBoot Café, protective high fence and
Strawberry Cloudlands behind (video still), 1999
5/8/02:Detailed early sketch of the SoftBoot Café and the fence hiding the view of
Strawberry Cloudlands behind, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/8/04:Detailed overhead sketch of the SoftBoot Café and the fence hiding the view
of Strawberry Cloudlands, including the exit where the characters emerge from the
darkened tunnels/Unlevel Playing Fields, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/8/01:The characters confront, and then enter,
the SoftBoot Café (video still), 1999
5/8/05:Initial concept sketch of the SoftBoot Café, 1999,
Keith Armstrong
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5/8/06:Sketch of one side of landscape, includes Valley, the Toilet Block Mountain, the sheer walls of the Honeycomb Plateau rising from the dusty Plastic Baglands and the Soft Boot Café, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/8/07:Ling firstly dances with the Fiscalites who are plugging the holes in the thin crust of the Honeycomb Plateau with their rotund bodies, before grabbing onto their legs which makes them fall, fatally, into the
honey crevasses in the darkened tunnels below (alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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5/9/03:Ling’s long thin cultivated garden, replete with
Bulb Flowers is sandwiched between Rinston and her
well watered concrete block (left) and Bruce’s dust bowl
block (right) (video still), 1999

5/9/02:Concept sketch for Valley and a Bulb Flower, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/9/01:Three video stills from the animated fly down
over Valley’s long thin trio of gardens, finally
homing in on Ling Change who is studying a Bulb
Flower intently, 1999
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5/9/04:Early concept sketch for Valley showing the divided
gardens and paper thin forest, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/9/05:Concept sketch showing the Honeycomb Plateau and the top of the
Toilet Block Mountain, including the place where the Fiscalites are throwing
the blocks from the high plateau, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/9/06:Concept sketch showing the Fiscalites’ toilet blocks ejection point
upon the high plateau and the darkened tunnels that Ling enters, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/9/07:Ling teeters as she looks down over the Toilet
Block Mountain, to where she has ascended from her
old home of Valley (video still), 1999

5/9/08:Ling looks up the sheer climb
presented by the Toilet Block
Mountain, prior to ascending (video
still), 1999

5/9/9:Flying over the Toilet Block Mountain,
looking towards Valley (video still), 1999

5/9/10:Early concept sketch showing Ling at the top of the Toilet Block Mountain,
looking back towards Valley, prior to entering the darkened tunnels, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
5/9/11:Video still sequence showing Ling, having climbed the Toilet Block Mountain, proceeding to enter the darkened tunnels, half
way up the Honeycomb Plateau’s face, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/10/04:Ling Change climbing down through a toilet cubicle (video
still), 1999

5/10/03:Early concept photo of Lisa O’Neill
climbing down into a toilet cubicle, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/10/05:Ling sprints past numerous toilet cubicles in
order to escape the endless maze of toilets (video still) ,
1999

5/10/01:{top & middle} Ling searching under the
toilet cubicles for the Humatix line dancers (video
stills), 1999
5/10/02:{bottom} Early concept photo, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
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5/10/06:Diagram of the maze of toilets Ling finds herself trapped within, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/10/07:Sketch of a toilet cubicle and toilet suited for the capacious posteriors of the Fiscalites, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/10/09:Top view of toilet cubicle and lavatory suited for a Fiscalite, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/10/08:Ling Change waking up in a daze in a strange toilet cubicle and rubbing honey-imbued sleep out of her eyes (video
stills sequence), 1999

5/10/10:Early concept model of toilet block, 1999,
Andrew Goode
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5/11/03:Ling’s favourite Bulb Flower
explodes as another toilet comes
crashing down adjacent to her garden
(video stills), 1999

5/11/04:Ling picks up three sticks to
entice the attention of Bruce’s Dogs,
and hence ultimately the disinterested
Bruce (video still), 1999

5/11/01{top} :Project advertising image, 1999,
Callum Lui
5/11/02{bottom}:Ling offers her neighbour
Rinston a choice golden pineapple (video still),
1999
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5/11/06:Yellow Bulb Flower,
including early concept sketch,
1999, Keith Armstrong

5/11/05:Concept sketch of Ling’s garden within Valley at the end of the
fly down sequence, where the final toilet block ultimately lands, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/11/07:Early test render of Ling’s garden within Valley, with
the Honeycomb Plateau shown only in outline towering above
the paper thin forest, 1999, Sean Young
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5/11/08:Concept sketch of a toilet block
crashing through the paper thin forest into
Ling’s garden, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/11/09:Blue
Bulb Flower,
1999

5/11/10:The Fiscalite’s discarded toilet block crashes through the paper thin
forest into Ling’s garden (video stills sequence), 1999
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5/11/11:Feature article on transit_lounge in Scene Magazine, May 1999, Scene Magazine
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5/12/03:transit_lounge storyboards: The Fiscalites kick off a toilet block still containing the Humatix toilet cleaners/line dancers; dramatic fly
down over the entire landscape stopping at Ling in her garden; Ling attempts to annoy her neighbour Rinston firstly with a flicked Bulb Flower
bud and then later, more generously, with a Bulb Flower head (alternate option) (video stills sequence), 1999

5/12/01:{top} Master story board, 1999, K. Armstrong
5/12/02{bottom} Printed show flyer, 1999, James Lees
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5/12/04:Printed show invite (rear), 1999, Metro Arts

5/12/05:transit_lounge logo, 1999, Callum Lui
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5/12/06:transit_lounge storyboards: Having given up on befriending Rinston Ling instead attempts to woo her other neighbour Bruce by enticing his three green dogs with some sticks. Suddenly a toilet block crashes
through the paper thin forest and wrecks her garden, opening up the toilet block mountain vista. Ling decides to leave Valley and investigate this outrage, beginning to climb the immense mountain before her (video
stills sequence), 1999
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5/13/02:transit_lounge storyboards: Having made the epic journey up the Toilet Block Mountain Ling slips and is rendered unconscious. Waking up she finds
herself in a small toilet cubicle causing her to begin a new journey through the cubicle maze that she finds herself in. Eventually she spots a Humatix,
triggering a group of them to simultaneously burst out of the closets and start a wild dance, with Ling being coerced to join in (alternate option) (video stills
sequence), 1999

5/13/01:Master story boards, 1999, K. Armstrong
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5/13/03:transit_lounge storyboards: Having being forced to dance with the Humatix (alternate option) Ling is thrown one of the Humatix’s
honey emitting babies which is quickly reclaimed. She finally escapes the toilet maze (alternate option) and finds herself in front of the
entrance to the darkened tunnels (video stills sequence), 1999
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5/13/04:transit_lounge storyboards: Ling enters the darkened tunnels and travels across the Unlevel Playing Fields. Confronted by a Core-selling Young MacDuffle she becomes
seduced by the Core Girl hidden in his jacket. This causes her to drunkenly dance with the Fiscalite’s legs hanging through the roof (alternate option). The Fiscalites consequently
fall from the roof into the Honey Crevasses with Ling managing to rescue two other characters caught up in the melee. As honey levels begin to rise dangerously she employs a
gold coin to attract the gold-loving Humatix to a position of relative safety. The characters fight over the magic Core Can which explodes and opens up an escape route from the
unpleasant tunnels, now being swamped by rising honey levels (video still sequence). All the surviving characters make their exit, 1999
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5/14/02:transit_lounge storyboards: The characters emerge from the darkened tunnels onto the top of the plateau. As SoftBoot Café beckons seductively, one
of the Humatix jumps tragically to her death into the Dusty Plastic Baglands far below the plateau. The characters re-group and make their way into the café to
find it actually a freezing prison with only a sheetless bed as furniture. After much inappropriate negotiating for available bed space the characters are
accidentally thrown up to the window that separates them from supposed paradise of Strawberry Cloudlands outside. However the ensuing broken window
offers up a critical chance of escape (video still sequence), 1999

5/14/01:Master story boards, 1999, K.A.
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5/14/03:transit_lounge storyboards: The characters negotiate the sheetless bed inside the freezing SoftBoot Café (video stills sequence), 1999
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5/14/04:transit_lounge storyboards: The characters develop a common vision through sharing a pair of false eyes. This leads them to collectively assemble a jigsaw in light on the café’s roof,
allowing them to escape from the SoftBoot Café and sink luxuriantly into Strawberry Cloudlands, where they are scooped into a trench and watered (alternate option) (video still sequence),
1999

5/14/05:transit_lounge storyboards: The characters, formed into spinning composites, grow out of Strawberry Cloudland’s lush pink substrate (video
stills sequence), 1999
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(transit_lounge storyboards: Example alternate shot sequences, separated by black frames)
5/15/02:Ling offers a golden pineapple to her cantankerous neighbour Rinston who continues to water her concrete garden obliviously (alternate option)
(video still sequence), 1999
5/15/03:Bruce’s dogs look elated as they hold the sticks in their mouths that Ling has just tossed for them (alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999
5/15/04:Ling is temporarily thrown one of the Humatix’s honey emitting babies which she quickly tosses back before escaping from the toilet block maze
(alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999
5/15/05:Ling is offered a can of Core by the MacDuffle which she drinks, leading her to dance herself to sleep in a most intoxicated manner; later she
wakes suddenly and escapes (alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999
5/15/06:The characters escape from the SoftBoot Café and sink luxuriantly into Strawberry Cloudlands where they are formed into a box of assorted
chocolates (alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999

5/15/01:The many faces of transit_lounge’s heroine,
Ling Change (video stills), 1999
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5/15/08:{top} transit_lounge storyboards: The characters, having escaped from the
SoftBoot Café via a strange outlet chute, sink luxuriantly into Strawberry Cloudlands
before falling through into space (alternate option) (video still sequence), 1999
5/15/9:{bottom} transit_lounge storyboards: The characters fall into the transit_lounge
blender and are mashed up into a thick honey solution (alternate option) (video still
sequence), 1999

5/15/7:interview with Metro Arts artistic director Joseph O’Connor, profiling
changes at Metro Arts & the recently installed transit_lounge, 1999, Courier Mail
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5/15/10:The final composite of the Elderly
MacDuffle and the Cock Blockie struggling in the
Honey Crevasses (video still), 1999

5/15/11:Lisa O’Neill performs as the elderly
MacDuffle, suffering in a wintery swimming pool,
in a low budget attempt to create a blue screen
effect with water, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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predesign the database of image and sound (ie. my content matter) whilst allowing the scripts that
organised these materials to become configured by participants’ actions (DVD/Transit_Lounge/
Interaction Design). The term script refers to the software structure that delivers this content matter
and that can become configured in differing ways dependent upon particular, detected conditions.
Thus, in this work it would be the control structures that would be dynamic rather than the individual
content elements.

experiences for each participant.

Whilst this revised approach suited my desire to closely tailor the work to the issues that I felt
relevant, I was also aware that it generated a viewing tension for the audience between the media
which I wanted the audience to always see within the installation and those which could remain
optional (ie. open to the audience’s control). In other words I was acknowledging that my choice of a
structured narrative in combination with an interactive heart would in fact require a much higher
degree of control by me over the delivery of (some of) the content matter than the less closely
narrativised approach employed for ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’.

I based this interactive scripting method on
what Varchol (1986: 183–4) calls the ‘chain of
pearls’ model, found in computer games such
as ‘Myst 1’ (1994). In this format a player
enters any number of pearl data structures over
time (commonly referred to as rooms, zones or
levels) which he or she subsequently navigates
through and explores. Each of these pearls may
incorporate any number of puzzles or narrative
segments. A number of essential activities must
often be completed before the player is able to
exit a pearl; (he/she may also be able to engage
within a number of nonessential events within
the pearl too). Such essential activities might
involve finding a key to a door, finding the
correct answer to a puzzle or picking up
enough items to garner enough energy to
circumvent a force field and hence escape
along the pearl string. It is usually not possible
to exit a pearl unless all conditions preordained
to be essential are fulfilled. Progression
through the entire work usually proceeds from
elementary towards advanced stages and
requires the player to move from one pearl to
the next along a single common string.

Hence I devised and developed a detailed script format that I specifically adapted to accommodate
interactive branching, whilst also maintaining the possibility to dictate a number of key story pillars
which could remain independent of any live script branching. This led me to separate the scenes into
those I deemed core and deemed non-core. This approach differentiated between scenes which must
always be shown if the narrative was to work (such as Ling leaving her garden or Ling and the
characters negotiating the ‘SoftBoot Café’) and those scenes which may optionally be viewed by the
audience without losing the narrative thread (such as Ling’s rejection or acceptance of the Young
MacDuffles’ honey drink ‘Core’). This strategy meant that subsequent script sections would build
and develop the narrative from earlier ones whilst still accommodating a rich degree of participant/
audience interactivity. This approach therefore introduced the potential to provide quite diverse

This underlying string (or spine) therefore
accommodates a linear background narrative
(sometimes called the back-story) which each
player must experience, without limiting his or
her other interactive explorations. At each noncore interchange point within a script pearl one
or more subsequent linear script possibilities
become available. Hence ‘transit_lounge’s’
participants might experience much more than
simply the standard plot throughline. For

This offered up a new possibility for dynamically re-configuring the flow of narrative between media
segments, thus effecting a different power structure in the development of the entire work and
offering possibilities for active content generation by participants. Hence relational readings of the
work could arise through the differently juxtaposed narrative segments, an authoring task, which I
had directly controlled in ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ but was now making available to
participant audiences more directly in this work. Furthermore the work’s control screen (detailed
later), which demonstrated this process in action, also instilled a further sense of evolution in the
work via its animated content matter which was generated both as a result of audience activity and
other environmental variables being measured within the installation space.
I explored these new strategies because they permitted the development of an interactively delivered
narrative core to the work that would better focus audiences’ attention on the sociopolitical content
matter that I was dealing with.

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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example these script branching possibilities,
mean that Ling could interact differently with
her neighbours back in ‘Valley’ (Figure 5/15/
02–5/15/03) and that there could be three
possible endings after the characters finally
reach ‘Strawberry Cloudlands’ (Figures 5/14/
05, 5/15/06 & 5/15/08–5/15/09).

components
Like many multimedia installations
‘transit_lounge’ is deceptively simple in
appearance, yet the actual scale of the
work is massive. It is a complex
assemblage of different elements, and
fortunately the time and preparation
involved in producing it has paid off for
Armstrong and his team. They have
produced an entertaining and potentially
transformative experience for visitors to
the Transit Lounge (Bartleme 1999: 81).

I determined that ‘transit_lounge’ would
include the following key elements:
•

A physical installation environment that
people would enter into and sit down
within in order to experience a sound and
vision scape (Figures 5/24/02–5/24/03 &
5/24/06) (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Set
Design).

•

A computer system that operated in real
time to sense local changes inside that
environment (eg. temperature, sound,
human position and movement) (Figures
5/25/08–5/25/11) (DVD/Transit_Lounge/
Interaction Design), and changes outside it
(eg. light and temperature), compiling
these values continually and using their
sum to direct pathways through a
multimedia script (Figure 5/6/06).

towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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A range of digital video, sound and still media elements delivering the narrative and presented
according to dynamic scripting decisions, sent to both a video projector and a large format
computer monitor. This monitor, called the control screen (Figures 5/25/01–5/25/07 & 5/25/14–
5/25/17) was built into the set and used iconic means to visualise the ongoing operation and state
of the installation though time.

The work was powered by a single ‘Macintosh’ computer with the script to control all materials
being written in the multimedia authoring tool ‘Macromedia Director’ (DVD/Transit_Lounge/
Interaction Design), with all prepared materials delivered in real time off the controlling computer’s
hard drives. The main large-scale projection of high-resolution digital video (Figure 5/24/06)
incorporated rich, 3D modelled backgrounds (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Blue Screen+3D Sets) and was
accompanied by a high fidelity sound composition played back on a two-speaker public address
system (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design). All of the 3D environments for ‘transit_lounge’
were modelled in the 3D-animation package ‘3D Studio Max’ and subsequently rendered out in
cartoon-format to achieve a hand drawn effect (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Blue Screen+3D Sets). I
explained my rationale for this stylistic decision in an interview published in ‘Real Time’:
This wasn’t only because of Lisa’s (style of) work, but also because I wanted something of that
quality that ‘The Simpsons’ and ‘South Park’ (Figure 5/2/01) have and, again, the ‘reality’ factor
of the original renderings (Lynch, 1999: 29) (Figure 5/26/04).

I filmed Lisa’s performances in a blue screen studio (Figures 5/16/01-5/16/12) (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Blue Screen+3D Sets), and by keying out the blue backgrounds multiple figures
were eventually composited into each scene (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Multi-Body Scenes) using
‘Adobe Inc.’s’ software program ‘After Effects’. At various times up to seven pre-choreographed
characters might appear in any one scene (Figure 5/14/03). This partial pre-choreography and post
combination arose out of a technique Lisa and I pioneered in the ‘#14’ project (See Figures 3/3/05–3/
3/07 in Chapter 3) (DVD/#14/O’Neill Multi Bodies). This technical component of the work occupied
a substantial part of the project’s production time and was achieved through securing support within
the university and beyond, including the use of a television studio within which we created our own
blue screen cyclical set using large format photographic paper (Figures 5/16/01–5/16/12) (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Blue Screen+3D Sets), Metro Arts Theatre where we built a substantial set to stage
all other scenes (Figure 5/21/14), and associated lighting facilities and design services. The shooting
took place over four weeks (Figures 5/16/01–5/16/12 & 5/17/02–5/17/11), with the subsequent
compositing processes consuming a further month.
The work’s secondary control screen, (shown on the large computer monitor), constantly gave script
background and character information to the viewers (Figures 5/25/01–5/25/07), presented through
still images and the textual thoughts of Ling Change. These text and image snippets, like the video
segments, would change continually (based upon changes within the physical space) (DVD/
keith armstrong 2002
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images-16

5/16/02:A special tripod arrangement to film Ling crawling under the
camera, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/16/03:A blue screen flat to stage Ling apparently running up a steep slope; later
used in the toilet block mountain shot sequence, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/16/01:{top} Cock Blockie & {bottom}
Rinston during filming, 1999, Keith Armstrong
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

5/16/04:Attaching the camera to a boom arm on a
dolly to film a zoom into Ling’s head, used in the
key landscape fly down shot where Ling is seated
in her garden observing her favourite Bulb Flower,
1999, Keith Armstrong

5/16/05:A makeshift blue screen treadmill to film Ling apparently running away from
the camera, later perspectivally corrected and used in three running scenes, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
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5/16/07:A blue bed, used to film each separately choreographed
character, composited together to form the bed negotiation scene
in the Soft Boot Café (ie. incorporating all characters into one
shot), 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/16/06:A blue screen flat used to film Ling stepping up and thus climbing a
wall; later used in the toilet block traverse shot sequence, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/16/08:Typical lighting and blue screen prop configurations in the
QUT Educational Television Studios, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/16/10:Homemade device, including spirit level, used with a piece
of cotton run from the camera lens to Lisa’s position in the blue
screen studio, assisting us to measure the physical camera’s
position, pitch, bank and view angle, for later synchronisation with
the virtual camera in the 3D-modelled scenes, 1999, Andrew Goode
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

5/16/11:Small part of the detailed log taken of every camera position
during the blue screen shoot, 1999, Andrew Goode

5/16/09:A blue screen flat and box used to film
Ling’s position as if she were sitting on a toilet
seat, including the yellow, false toilet paper she
employs to make a memory trail during her
subsequent journey, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/16/12:Lisa sets herself up for another fish-eye-style
shot 1999, Andrew Goode
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5/17/03:The characters, noses pressed up against
SoftBoot’s cold window (video still), 1999

5/17/02:The Young MacDuffle being filmed
behind a piece of glass, which his nose was
pressed up against, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/17/04:The Elderly MacDuffle being filmed with his beard wrapped
around the blue screen bed, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/17/01:The characters being planted and watered in
Strawberry Cloudlands (video sequence), 1999
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5/17/05:A lighting and blue screen prop configuration, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/17/06:The Elderly MacDuffle with his beard
wrapped around the SoftBoot Café’s bed after digital
compositing, 1999
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5/17/08:Ling jumps across the walls of the Toilet
Block Mountain with her baggage (video still), 1999
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5/17/09:Ling leaps down the Toilet Block Mountain
carrying her baggage brought up from Valley (video
still), 1999

5/17/07:Ling jumping with her baggage, 1999,
Keith Armstrong
5/17/10:Positive message on the project from then director of Arts
Queensland’s Digital Media Program, Julianne Lawson, 1999

5/17/11:Fixing Ling’s baggage after several high jumps, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/17/12:Filming the Humatix’s wellington boots. Note camera in
foreground, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/17/13:Ling is shocked as a Humatix spins around in her toilet cubicle, indicated by her wellington boots (video sequence), 1999
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Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design). This control screen also presented a scaled down version of the
current video imagery and a representation of the constantly changing environmental conditions in
the installation space (shown through an evolving digital flower bed) (Figures 5/25/14–5/25/17).
interactive design
(DVD/Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design) As explained previously the dynamic live scripting engine
to run ‘transit_lounge’ was devised with close consideration of the chosen technical medium (ie.
digital video). Having made a decision to use video as my primary medium I had to determine how
particular segments would then be selected in accordance with script changes, as invoked by
particular environmental conditions. The strategy for media direction was developed in accordance
with the (1998) Ecosophical pointers, which suggested that:
•

The work should exist in sites of high transience.

•

Make itself relevant to the people who use those sites.

•

Weave (and wear) itself into the environment to become a part of the furniture.

Hence finding a relationship between the human transiences within the foyer space (themselves a key
part of the environmental activity) (Figure 5/B/01) and the subsequent media response would become
a key part of a design. This design had to account for the following key parameters: That the work
should:
•

Facilitate an interactive structure that makes the connections between originating causes and
media responses partially visible, as an aid to comprehension.

•

Develop on an interactive structure whereby participants can sense an intersection between
themselves and the fabric of the interface.

Hence a careful balance had to be struck between these two factors so that the work’s operation
became comprehensible but not predictable. Hence this issue of interface design recalls Elizabeth
Grosz’s (1999: 4) proposals for new conceptions of time that might offer:
Possibilities of paths of development, temporal trajectories uncontained by the present.. an
excess of causes.. which no longer produces singular or even complex.. effects but rather
generates events, which gave temporal continuity quite separate from that of their “causes”.

Conceptually I treated this task as mapping the ambience or flux of the ‘Metro Arts’ foyer space to
the ambience of the current segment of the narrative. In general the clips finally selected are related
to Ling’s moods and hence chart her emotional responses to a situation. For example in one pearl
Ling offers a bulb flower head to her neighbour as a gift (Figure 5/12/03). When this is rudely
rejected she continues her generosity, albeit more impatiently, by presenting a choice bulb flower bud
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

(DVD/Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design).
However in another option when Ling’s offer
of a golden pineapple (Figure 5/15/02) is
rejected she reacts petulantly and closes off the
possibility for future contact:
[Option 1] At first Ling tries to grab
Rinston’s attention by flicking a miniature
bulb flower bud at her, and then later, in
disgust tosses an overripe bulb flower
fruit, which Rinston impassively hoses
away.
[Option 2] Ling generously presents
Rinston with a mutant golden pineapple
plucked from her garden. However this
cheeky tactic never makes Rinston so
much as blink an eyelid (‘transit_lounge’
documents 1998–2000).

After either of these two options has been
played the script pearl is exited and the next
stage of the narrative is then played. In this
way the work sought to align certain detectable
physical conditions within ‘Metro’s’ foyer with
certain types of narrative events in the work’s
script. This is consistent with the Ecosophical
pointer that states that the work should draw:
Attention to and visualise(s) apparent
instabilities and fluxes within its sites (eg.
changing velocities both human and nonhuman, movement, flows, transactions,
exchanges, ramping ups, ramping downs,
bursts, flutters, explosions, implosions,
bifurcations, shatterings and fusions,
seeking to make them active authors of
the work. (Ecosophical Pointers @ June
1998).

The adaptive scripting methodology that
underpins ‘transit_lounge’ therefore
keith armstrong 2002
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incorporates both audience members and the
conditions of flux that they both promote and
experience whilst participating within the
artwork. The work therefore avoids traps posed
by twitch game approaches by discouraging the
audiences from exploring the space physically,
but instead urging the audience to simply
experience the work from a position directly
within the work itself.
Hence in this way real, symbiotic and ever
changing relationships between viewers and
virtual characters, and their respective
environments of flux emerge. It is this model
of participation/partnership, rather than a
hierarchical cause-effect interaction that makes
the design consistent with the June 1998
Ecosophical pointer, that the work should enact
“smooth transitions between its physical modes
of operation and appropriately crafted virtual
spaces”. This approach therefore ensures that
relationships between audience/participants,
environment and script evolutions are clearly
linked, but in complex and relatively
unpredictable ways. This then avoids the
perception amongst participants that simple,
causal relationships exist between their actions
and subsequent script changes. In this way
‘transit_lounge’ is designed to be adaptive
(rather than directly interactive), and to change
gradually depending on environmental
conditions and participant numbers, with no
one pin-pointable physical action in the
audience being able to be seen as causing any
particular script change.
Consistent with the June 1998 pointer that
suggests that an Ecosophical work should be
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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“in a constant state of development, employing built in checks and balances that assist its evolution”,
the software that drove ‘transit_lounge’ was designed to be tunable so that after installation we could,
for example, set how much external traffic noise, room temperature and overall or local movement of
audience/participants might cause particular types of narrative segment to be selected from the
database. Hence a hot, noisy, high movement ambience in ‘Metro’s’ foyer (Figure 5/B/02) might be
mapped against a video clip where Ling Changes’ attitude towards another antagonist was becoming
more agitated and jumpy, hence affecting her relationship with that character and her subsequent
progression through that script pearl.
control screen
A large projection screen displays the visual story just like a silent movie. A smaller computer
screen displays the written narrative over a continually changing digital garden background. The
garden is the key to this artistic journey (Arts Advocate, Issue 2, 1999: 4).

‘transit_lounge’ employed dual screen displays (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design). Whilst
the larger screen showed the projected main narrative video imagery (Figure 5/24/06), the smaller
computer monitor (called the control screen (Figures 5/25/01–5/25/07 & 5/25/13–5/25/17)) showed
the same video plus further pictures, text and icons, combined with an ever-changing digital garden.
These graphical elements were introduced into the work as a means for allowing participants to judge
the state of instabilities and fluxes in and around the installation space at any time, and to therefore
appreciate the related direction taken by the adaptive narrative:
The computer is sensitive to light, movement and atmospheric changes around it (Figures 5/25/
09–5/25/11). The number of people in the room, the weather, the ambience of the room, the
whole environment have an impact on the computer. The flowers (Figure 5/25/16) in the digital
garden represent these changes and alter the script. If the sun disappears the flowers wilt
(Figure 5/25/04) and the story changes. If the sun shines the flowers grow and bloom and the
story changes again (Figure 5/25/14). A continual interaction takes place. (Arts Advocate, Issue
2, 1999: 4).

This garden was populated with forty animated flowers , each of which exhibited simple properties
that suggested they were either dormant, growing, blooming or dying (Figure 5/25/16). The
combined conditions of movement, temperature and light in the installation space, together
influenced the state of each flower on the computer screen with each individual digital flower
responding accordingly via its own unique growth cycle. As these variables of ambient light
(reaching into the space), temperature (in the space) and movement (inside and immediately outside
the space) were registered, icons on the right hand side of the display pictured them (Figure 5/25/05).
In order to utilise concurrently measured environmental parameters all sensors (Figures 5/22/08, 5/
25/08–5/25/11 & 5/B/01) were constantly monitored and their values were mapped to the growth
keith armstrong 2002
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parameters of these flower life forms. Together these flowers exhibited apparently complex
properties with eventual choices of video segment becoming dependent upon the overall health or
growth-state of the entire flower community. The state of the system’s subsequent script branching
was then shown via a bar graph icon at the bottom of the computer monitor (Figure 5/25/03). This
was later replaced with a mapping of sensor values for the show at ‘Artspace’, described later in this
chapter (Figures 5/25/14–5/25/15 & 5/25/17). Therefore the control screen was designed as a key part
of the installation, being an important vehicle for understanding the work’s complex operational
principles and Ecosophical intentions.
Hence whilst I expected that participants would primarily watch the main screen images (encouraged
through a positioning of the two screen spaces slightly out of each other’s field of view) it was also
important that audiences would understood how, as in ‘Public Relations (On Line)’, ‘transit_lounge’
was attuning itself over time to the installation space and the people within it. Hence the control
screen was designed to indicate that:
•

Environmental parameters were being measured and those values were changing continually.

•

Those changes were making the flowers cyclically birth, grow and die.

•

The ongoing state of the flower garden (as a whole) was directing a script, subsequently
directing the main screen in real time.

Because it was the overall state of the flowers in the digital garden which decided which mini movie
would play at a branch point, if there were lots of growing or fully-grown flowers on the screen at
any time then a clip showed Ling making a generally proactive, relational choice with respect to an
antagonist. If the flowers were generally dying then Ling became less proactive or indeed passive in
a given situation. In this way the control screen’s garden, in parallel with the other on screen icons,
became a useful metaphor to allow participants to read the health of the space they were inhabiting
and hence understand the particular type of narrative they were experiencing.
Thus the work became responsive to the spatial and environmental dynamics that all participants
were both affecting and experiencing, making them indirect co-authors in the script development
process. This operational structure hence suggested an allegory dependent still upon the original
premise of ‘BOED’; that the worth and output of any community or organisation (such as ‘Metro
Arts’) is in the end derived from the interacting forces of the building’s tenants and the greater
environment within which they operate. Therefore the final projected imagery that told Ling’s stories
became only one aspect of the entire work, which also directly referenced the audience, the whole
environment and the conditions within that environment. Whilst the visual strength of the filmic
elements of this work still made the work enjoyable to those uninterested in the interactive
components, these strategies ensured that the breadth of factors influencing the work led to an active
process of co-collaboration that resulted in a gently participative experience. Writing about these
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ideas Bartleme (1999: 82) stated:
A shift is occurring in creative cultures,
where emphasis is moving away from
solitary achievements of creative
individuals, towards models of
collaborative creativity which stress
shared inquiry, exchange and production.

characterisation
ling’s journey of reconciliation
The most prominent character in
‘transit_lounge’ is called Ling Change (Figure
5/18/06) whom participants typically watch
omnisciently. This classic, filmic approach is
accompanied by snippets of Ling’s internal
voices that report her memories, fantasies,
dreams and hallucinations in text on the control
screen (Figures 5/25/01–5/25/03), lending
further insight into her thinking at each stage in
the narrative, akin to what Bordwell &
Thompson (2001: 73) call “mental
subjectivity”. Regardless of environmental
conditions within the installation space, the
narrative spine of the work always presents the
key plot elements that illustrate, or implicate,
Ling’s long (transformatory) journey.
Ling is the most open minded of all the
characters and hence is intended as a kind of
person for whom the work’s participants might
develop a keen respect. Her character
development through the work is designed to
connote the developing promise of a tolerant,
multicultural, Ecosophically-orientated society
that has freed itself to learn and grow via a
collective spirit of reflective action. During the
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work we learn that Ling’s journey is one of
personal transformation and hence her
character development embodies
‘transit_lounge’s’ underpinning rationale: that
sustainable interpersonal processes which
celebrate diversity will, over time, promote an
interpersonal equilibrium conducive to
personal and collective empowerment (DVD/
transit_Lounge/Development).
Ling begins her journey with a youthful
disregard for the broader ecological impacts of
her actions (indicated by her alternatively
aggressive, moody and then generous natures
towards her neighbours, at home in her garden)
(Figures 5/12/03, 5/12/06 & 5/15/02). However
over the course of her journey she begins to
adopt a more Ecosophical (and hence
reconciliatory) approach through coming to
terms with both the unfamiliar landscapes she
travels through (Figures 5/12/06, 5/13/02–5/13/
03 & 5/14/04) and the highly unusual
characters she meets (Figures 5/20/01–5/20/15
& 5/21/01–5/21/11 & 5/21/15-5/21/16). This
approach leads her to assist the other characters
at a time of great crisis (Figure 5/14/04), and
later become their equal when a collective
approach to decision making becomes
necessary (Figure 5/14/04). Hence over the
course of each adaptive version of
‘transit_lounge’ we begin to understand how
Ling’s increasingly Ecosophically motivated,
empowered stance leads to improvements in
everybody’s personal and interpersonal
circumstances (whilst also resulting in each
character taking on equal responsibility within
the facilitation of their collective journey).
Therefore the key subtext for this script (and
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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the fact that the same performer plays all roles) is that Ling’s journey is actually one of selfreconciliation resulting from her increasing understanding of Ecosophy.
At the outset the other characters display traits that are broadly antithetical to the ecological
principles of sustainability, diversity and equilibrium. (eg. the Fiscalites are rapacious consumers
(Figures 5/19/01–5/19/10), the Cock Blockies are underground dwelling hermits who deeply mistrust
all of the other characters (Figures 5/19/11, 5/20/14–5/20/15) and the ‘Young MacDuffles’ (Figures 5/
21/04–5/21/06) enslave their desperately poor fathers to package a dangerous waste product (Figures
5/21/11 & 5/21/15) for general consumption). During the course of her journey Ling interacts with
these characters in a variety of challenging situations. (eg. she meets the Young MacDuffle and the
Cock Blockie when negotiating a dark, dangerous cavernous region full of deep crevasses and later
confronts the Fiscalites whose feet swing wildly from the roof in the darkness above her).
As the work proceeds, rumours circulate of a distant place called ‘Strawberry Cloudlands’ (Figures 5/
7/01 & 5/7/05), a place which promises a better, easier life for all. However Ling grasps before
anyone else that a successful resettlement in ‘Cloudlands’ cannot happen without prior and ongoing
substantial reconciliation and collaboration between each of the presently deeply divided characters.
In this way Ling presents as a strong, yet outwardly neutral personality who pursues an increasingly
non-confrontational and sensitive approach to others based upon her keen abilities to observe and
listen.
Hence throughout the work Ling is able to observe facets of herself within each antagonists’
attitudes, which further cements the work’s subtext that Ling’s journey is also a negotiation of her
own crises of subjectivity. Therefore Ling’s character slowly evolves in response as she searches for
a personal Ecosophy, mimicking the development of Ecosophical praxis described in this study.
Ling is androgynous, of mixed race and presents as a strong, youthful woman who commands
attention and respect through her manner, an attitude that assists her in difficult encounters with the
other characters. Whilst she has presence she handles interactions with others reflectively. Whilst
Ling initially encounters passive aggression from many of the other characters, she is skilful in refocusing these interactions in ways that deflect confrontation. When she does encounter situations
and characters that appear irreconcilably hostile she deals with them neutrally whilst planting seeds
that germinate into later successes.
This is based within the idea that it is easier for individuals to accept change if they feel that their
strategies were of their own suggestion. (ie. Ling plants seeds which later flower in the gardens
planted by the other characters). Hence Beth Jackson describes Ling Change as “a type of secondary
author, occupying the space of the traditional narrator, and the viewer identifies predominantly with
her and her viewpoint”. (Jackson. 1999: 7).
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5/18/02:Project web pages archived on the American Digital Performance Archive, 2001,
the Digital Performance Archive

5/18/01:Early concept photographs of Lisa O’Neill,
prior to development of main character, Ling
Change, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/18/03:Early concept photograph of Ling Change, used
widely in promotional imagery, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
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5/18/04:Ling Change regards the line dancing Humatix with a certain
degree of impassivity (video still), 1999
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5/18/05:Feature article on transit_lounge, 1999, Minni Magazine
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5/18/06:Front cover of Arts Queensland’s magazine, Arts Advocate, Ling Change in her garden, 1999, Arts Qld
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Ling’s neighbours are Bruce Canon and his three green dogs (Figures 5/20/10–5/20/12) and the
old lady Rinston (Figures 5/21/07-5/21/10 & 5/21/17) who lives on the other side of this strange,
long thin land (Figures 5/7/01–5/7/08 & 5/8/06) that is dissected by two dominating fences
(Figure 5/9/01). It is evident that Ling’s neighbours don’t share her gardening pleasures. Rinston
lords over her huge concrete patio, which she perennially hoses down (Figures 5/21/07–5/21/
08), whereas Bruce sleeps obliviously in his outback dust bowl (Figure 5/21/01).
Suddenly Ling remembers how much fun Bruce’s three green dogs are, living on the end of their
three leashes in Bruce’s orange dust bowl. In a moment of passion, she tosses three coloured
sticks (Figure 5/20/13) for those three cute, but definitely dumbed-down, dogs in another (vain)
attempt to befriend their owner.
[Option 1] Bruce sitting aimlessly on his stool, functions as little more than a defacto maypole,
as his dogs’ coloured leashes wrap him in their race for the three sticks (Figures 5/12/06 & 5/20/
13–5/20/14).
[Option 2] Bruce catches the sticks in his mouth to the consternation of his dogs. He is indeed
as vibrant as a corpse (Figure 5/15/03) (‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

Ling’s mature perception has made her aware that these extreme personalities reflect the extreme
environments which they currently inhabit. For example the Humatix are eternally confined to the
decommissioned toilet blocks (Figure 5/12/03) whereas the Old MacDuffles are held in slavery by
their children and are compelled to work waist deep in honey (Figure 5/15/10). Ling remains able to
empathise with even the most entrenched and partisan of these characters whilst also coming to terms
with her own prejudices and fears, a further indication that ‘transit_lounge’s’ characters represent
facets of Ling’s own complex character.
As the plot(s) unfold, Ling increasingly sees her role as becoming a broker for reconciliation amongst
the characters, assisting them to better foster their individual and collective relationships. By
adopting a position that can hold apparently opposing viewpoints Ling facilitates solutions amongst
the warring parties, and these solutions create improved contexts for future successes. Thus it is
through her role in these interactions that we really come to understand and care for Ling as a
character.
Later in the work Ling assumes a stronger role as leader, albeit one that is humanly fallible. However
as honey levels rise dangerously around them all, Ling is unable to save most of the residents of the
underground tunnels. However she does manage to pluck a single surviving Cock Blockie and Old
MacDuffle to safety from the depths of the crevasse (Figures 5/15/10 & 5/20/01) they had become
stuck in. She is also able to entice a pair of surviving Humatix (Figures 5/13/04 & 5/20/08) towards
the relative safety of the group by attaching a magic homing-can of ‘Core’ to one of the hollow
golden coins the Humatix so crave. However Ling is unable to save one of the two Humatix line
dancers who leaps off the plateau cliff enticed by entrancing doof music floating up from the ‘Dusty
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Baglands’, far below the ‘Honeycomb Plateau’
(Figure 5/14/02).
Towards the end of the narrative, when Ling
and the surviving characters become trapped
inside the refrigerated, airless room of the
‘SoftBoot Café’ (Figure 5/14/02), Ling is then
an equal member of the new team. However
the stress of the leadership vacuum causes
everyone, except Ling, to lose their composure,
and a churlish fight erupts for the room’s single
bed (Figure 5/14/03) with each character
hopelessly trying to recapture some personal
territory. During this time of crisis and
confusion Japanese cult star ‘Monkey Magic’
makes a cameo appearance, seen through the
Café’s window flying past on his pink cloud,
signaling a turning point in the group’s journey
to Cloudlands.
Subsequently everyone (except Ling) becomes
accidentally flung up to the room’s high
window (Figure 5/17/03), causing it to be
broken and hence showering them all with
glass (Figure 5/14/02). At that point Ling
realises that the team’s collective vision risks
being lost. She mysteriously receives a special
delivery of plastic, plug-in eyes (Figures 5/14/
04 & 5/15/01), which are quickly passed
around to all the characters, a further example
of her leadership and mentoring role within the
work:
Whilst this weird spell is upon them a
complete box of new eyes arrives from
the ‘Eye in the Sky Company’, a special
invisible brand which works a treat.
Everybody partakes of a set. It is this new
found visual clarity that empowers them
keith armstrong 2002
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now towards their collaborative discovery
of an escape route. (‘transit_lounge’
documents 1998–2000).

This experience facilitates an unexpected
collective group vision (Figure 5/14/04) that
allows all the characters to see their situation as
an emergency that can only be solved by active
collaboration. (By this stage in the work Ling
is becoming more able to act with the
collective rather than having to assume direct
leadership). This inspires both Ling and the
characters to act creatively with the broken
glass, allowing them to create, via optical
reflection, a magic plumbing vent through
which they duly escape from their prison:
They can now see that the broken glass
has magically-real, reflective properties.
Everyone quickly grabs a piece and
begins to reflect the light streaming down
into the room from the broken window
above them, focusing separate pieces of
a strange image onto the roof of the café.
By working carefully together they are
able to bring their individual reflections
together to form one entire image; a
strange bowl shaped escape hatch. This
drops to the floor, now a real object. They
all take a gleeful running leap, dive into it
and are quickly flushed away.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

This breakthrough sets an expectation in their
(and our) mind for a happily-ever-after ending
as all the characters plummet luxuriously into
the soft and fluffy expanses of ‘Strawberry
Cloudlands’ (Figure 5/15/08). However this
implication that Ling and her neatly reconciled
fellow travellers might now conjoin within the
vibrant, fluffy-centred, sugar-free networks of
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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‘Cloudlands’ is quickly subverted with the three possible endings to the work all implying that a
major life transition such as this must be accompanied by dramatic shifts of relational intention and
action that go beyond that which anyone in the party had been prepared to commit to. Hence the
following three, ambiguous and unexpected options become available:
[Option 1] All the characters are formed into a box of assorted ‘transit_lounge’-branded
chocolates, each physically the same shape, but with each chocolate being character specific
(Figure 5/15/06).
[Option 2] All the characters are pulped after they fall into a ‘transit_lounge’ electrical blender
with resultant juice of them all being delivered as honey (Figure 5/15/09).
[Option 3] All the characters are planted in a trench of clouds and watered, subsequently
growing as multiple composite spinning-dervish trees (with each character forming an integrated
part of each plant) (Figure 5/14/05).
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

Therefore the implications for Ling’s personal transformation are that she has also ignored the
necessary to make sufficient continued and ongoing alterations to her thinking, which has led her
along such an epic journey towards internal reconciliation. Hence Ling has falsely made the
assumption that her previous actions and measured progress throughout the work would earn her a
place in utopia, an assumption that she now quickly becomes painfully aware of.
fiscalites
Fiscalites (Figures 5/20/04–5/20/06 & 5/19/01–5/19/10) are plump, jump-suited, characters who hide
behind wraparound sunglasses and present as bumbling, narrow-minded empire builders. They live
on the holed floors that comprise the top face of the massive ‘Honeycomb Plateau’ (Figures 5/7/01–
5/7/08).
Transit_lounge periodically re-starts its narratives with two Fiscalites disposing of their last
remaining lavatories, decommissioned progressively as the toilet paper expires. With scant regard to
the old maxim of not throwing stones off cliffs, they unceremoniously kick the lavatories off their
world and let them tumble down the steep cliffs that define their world’s perimeter, down through
clouds that also lie far below them. Fiscalites were historically lavatory builders (Figures 5/9/05-5/9/
09) who had for generations extracted materials mined from the top surface of their plateau. In the
process they scoured massive holes, which over time were flooded by the honey raining from the
clouds above, becoming the ‘Great Honey Lakes’. However in the past the floors of these toilet block
quarries often collapsed, revealing deep, dark voids below them. The terrified elder Fiscalites would
get the junior Fiscalites to plug each emergent hole with their flexible, rotund young bodies (Figure
5/13/04). However these holes often collapsed further, swallowing the young Fiscalites into the black
keith armstrong 2002
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5/19/03:Making up and dressing for the Fiscalite character was a
time-consuming process, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/19/04:Guy Webster starts the process of tying on Lisa’s padding, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/19/05:Assistant adjusting the Fiscalite’s padded fat suit, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/19/07:Andrew Goode assists Lisa in getting on her awkward suit,
1999, Keith Armstrong
5/19/01:{top} Heavily padded Fiscalite, devoid
of costume, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/19/02:{bottom} Fiscalite’s dangling legs
played by a stand in, 1999, K. Armstrong
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5/19/06:Turning off the main studio lights made life much
more comfortable for Lisa in her heavily padded, thermally
insulated fat suit, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/19/08:Outside Metro Arts
theatre, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/19/09:Lisa points at the screen of the digitizing computer, used throughout all shoots at QUT’s ETV Studios, 1999, K. Armstrong

5/19/10:Generating smoke from dry ice for the
Fiscalite leg dangling scenes, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
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5/19/11:The Cock Blockie takes time out during a punishing shooting 5/19/12:Stand in for Young MacDuffle, Julie Dean, poses
schedule, 1999, Keith Armstrong
with the magic can of Core, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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void below. Unbeknown to them the Fiscalites actually lived on a thin crust which covered the
cavernous ‘Great Unlevel Playing Fields’ that lay deep below them, a dangerous, dimly lit
underground land which Ling Change is forced to negotiate. At one point when inside the caverns
Ling grabs and swings upon a Fiscalites’ legs that are poking through from above. This unexpected
tugging means one of the Fiscalites falls into the crevasses below. This incursion causes the honey
flow downward to change from a dangerous trickle into a deadly shower threatening everyone.
The Fiscalites one redeeming streak is their public enthusiasm for gold-coin donation schemes, the
same currency with which they used to pay the now unemployed toilet cleaners, the Humatix (Figure
5/20/08). During these times they tip down cap fulls of coins between their loins, creating
unpredictable cash flow hazards for the people below.
The Fiscalite character was inspired by stereotypical notions of the economic rationalist who may
place the pursuit of capital as a highest social priority. This caricature (inspired by cartoonists and
social commentators) ruthlessly pursues non-sustainable practices of resource management whilst
protecting his anonymity in a climate of growing shareholder and citizen protest. Being human he
nonetheless possesses paradoxical qualities, such as a charitable urge (when attached to favourable
publicity), a desire to recapture his youth through a baby boomer fashion sense and a smooth
personality that largely camouflages the chaotic personal life that his high intensity, high stress
lifestyle promotes.
humatix (line dancers)
Keith and I sit there, watch the flowers grow, see the Humatix do their dancing girls-routine once
again in sexy short uniforms and brassy wigs, give each other a goodbye after a short black,
and go our separate ways. In transit: on the go, between destinations, journeying into the …
(Lynch 1999: 29) (Figure 5/27/04).

Humatix (Figures 5/20/07–5/20/09) are unemployed lavatory cleaners who are still living in the
decommissioned toilet blocks that have been thrown over the cliffs by the Fiscalites (Figure 5/20/06).
They have fixed, sad grins, white flashing eyes, high cheek bones and faded visages and are an odd
mix of janitor and line dancer.32 These mop headed characters systematically scrub the now unused
bowls rhythmically with their heads. They are focused on collecting gold coins (Figure 5/20/08), a
habit that they inherited from their working days when the Fiscalites paid them with these tokens.
Hence their current habit is to dance somewhat stiffly in lines (with static hands) (Figure 5/28/02)
only if and when gold coin payment appears to be probable:
Ling falls to her hands and knees looking feverishly under every door. Then, suddenly she spots
the woman in a cubicle, bent over, with her mop-like head planted in one of the capacious, pearshaped toilet bowls. The sad looking woman wears what appears to be a janitor’s dress and
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

moves rhythmically as if dancing, and to
Ling’s disbelief, appears to be mopping
the lavatories with her hairdo.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

The Humatix characters were inspired by
Pauline Hanson’s unpolished, awkward
performance manner and her simply expressed
beliefs, opinions and politics that I once
(flippantly) suggested being as profound as
lavatory humour. Hanson’s passion always
appeared to me to be suffused with an air of
deep personal sadness (Figure 5/2/06),
something that counteracted her often-angry
bravado and hence inspired my occasional
empathy. Her continual appeals for a “fair go”
for the “Aussie Battler”, targeting those left
behind by traditional employment bases that
were being subsumed by the new economy
IT&T based industries, were not without
resonance in the Ecosophical framework I was
exploring.
cock blockies
The Cock Blockies (Figure 5/20/15) are a tribe
of skinny, orange people with chicken-like
necklines, wrapped in constricting bandages
from head to toe. Their hands are tipped with
long black fingernails with which they
habitually scratch the underneath of the fabric
floors that make up the ‘Unlevel Fields’ (that
Ling travels across deep below the
‘Honeycomb Plateau’). Their decided
preference is to coil, somewhat bizarrely, in the
Yoga lotus position (Figure 5/19/11). However
it is their positioning as underfloor dwellers
that predominantly shapes their myopic
outlook:
keith armstrong 2002
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This strange place seems only to be lit by
holes in the roof (that the careless toilet
building Fiscalites had created since time
immemorial). It is a region of soft-floored
niches; crevices, crannies, walkways,
peaks and troughs, separated by deep
gooey honey-filled crevasses called the
‘Niche Markets’. (‘transit_lounge’
documents 1998–2000).
These ‘Niche Markets’ can be dangerous, sticky traps for
the uninitiated traveller as it is here that the Elderly
MacDuffles mine and distribute tray-loads of cans of the
sticky-sweet drink ‘Core’ for their sons to sell above.
Honey excesses from the ‘Honeycomb Plateau’s’ holed
crust far above trickle down unpleasantly onto the heads
of the darting customers and coiled Cock Blockies. For
anyone venturing down into this area it is a place where
a quick (and dirty) deal or two is made on the edge of
town before rushing back to the safety of other more
hospitable niches:

Throughout this space psychedelic yellow
lines, not unlike those found on playing
fields, criss cross the caverns, apparently
marking out some kind of territories
(Figure 5/13/04). As Ling moves deftly
through this dangerous darkness,
suddenly a bandaged character (in full
lotus) shoots deftly through a cut made in
the fabric floor and tickles Ling’s head
with its fingernail tips. In fright she leaps
up and grabs hold of a Fiscalites’ legs,
suspended above her. As she drops back
to the ground the Cock Blockie has
disappeared as the surprised Fiscalites
above her begin to dance wildly.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

Given their short attention spans and their
penchant for only listening to snippets of
anything, dialogue with these characters is
difficult, and then only via the holes they rip in
the fabric floors. Hence Ling is severely
challenged to communicate with this group of
people who appear to be no longer listening.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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These characters are inspired by Pauline Hanson’s reported key support base, known colloquially as
the ‘Blockies’. This demographic are reputed to have bought one or two acre blocks on the outskirts
of Australian cities many years ago when they were relatively cheap. Connected with the Australian
dream of owning a block of land in the bush, these people were making what they saw as important
steps towards self-sufficiency and a sense of agency that they may have previously lacked. Feature
stories in the local newspapers reported that the ‘Blockies’ had since found financing their blocks
problematic and the reality of lengthy commuting stressful. Feeling like fringe dwellers, their
disenchantment reputedly led them to boycott the traditional political parties and follow the relatively
simplistic discourses of ‘Hansonism’. I held the opinion at that time that whilst they appeared
misinformed this was closely interrelated with their sense of personal disempowerment. Hence the
Cock Blockies’ character does not present as openly ruthless (like the Fiscalites) nor indeed as naive
(like the Humatix).
young macduffles
The Young MacDuffles (Figures 5/21/04–5/21/06), like the Cock Blockies and the Fiscalites are
indicative of the crisis of subjectivity examined within this study. They are short sighted, suave yet
sleazy salesmen who are forever looking for opportunities to sell the honey drink ‘Core’ (Figure 5/
21/15), which they keep handy in their jackets for quick sales. In a true spirit of mean spiritedness
they are always devising new ways to re-package this waste honey product, currently selling it in a
yellow can with a bright label that supercedes the prior identical, but alternatively packaged drinks,
‘Non-‘Core™’, ‘Cense™’ and ‘Non-Cense™’. These dubious products are manufactured down in
the ‘Niche Markets’, by their fathers, the ageing Old MacDuffles, who work knee deep in honey
slime. The ‘Young MacDuffles’’ darkest secret is how they maintain their fathers in this tacit slavery.
Here Ling meets this problematic character for the first time:
As Ling continues along her way she is quickly identified by the MacDuffle as a newbie in those
parts. He instantaneously measures her up for a sale and, like magic confronts poor Ling in all
his obscene ugliness, deftly opening his jacket to reveal the hypnotic ‘Core Girl’ (Figure 5/21/
11), a sad looking woman in ballet shoes who tiptoes wildly whilst thrusting a can of ‘Core’ into
the camera lens (Figure 5/21/15). (‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

The Young MacDuffle character was inspired by the growth industry of spin doctoring as it became
widely known in politics (and business) at that time. This was something prevalent not only in
Australian politics but also openly driving (and threatening to derail) the Blair Labour government in
England. Cadzow (2001) reports that PR practitioners currently generate more than half the stories in
Australian newspapers with that proportion increasing to 80% in the business sections. This practice
of spin doctoring was peculiarly absent from Hanson’s ‘One Nation Party’ at its outset, which
individuated itself by a raw, what-you-see-is-what-you-get approach which apparently had strong
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5/20/03:Elderly MacDuffle in
rehearsals, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/20/08:Humatix in the tunnels holding a
treasured gold coin (video still), 1999

5/20/01:An Elderly MacDuffle rescued from
certain death by drowning in honey, hauled up
out of the Honey Crevasses on a piece of toilet
paper which Ling had thoughtfully saved whilst
journeying through the toilet block maze (video
still), 1999

5/20/02:Elderly MacDuffle, early
concept photo, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
5/20/07:Humatix in Soft Boot (video still),
1999

5/20/09:Humatix early concept
photo, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/20/04:Fiscalite reveals his false eyes under his
shades (video still), 1999
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5/20/05:Fiscalite, early concept
photo, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/20/06:Satisfied Fiscalites, after kicking a toilet block
off the Honeycomb Plateau (video still), 1999
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5/20/10:Bruce’s dogs, early concept
photo and sketches, 1998, Keith
Armstrong

5/20/11:Bruce’s dog, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/20/14:transit_lounge characters, early concept sketches, 1998, Keith Armstrong

5/20/12:One of Bruce’s three dogs on her
leash, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/20/13:Ling throws sticks to Bruce’s dogs, who ponder why their master has un-enthusiastically
caught them (video stills), 1999
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5/20/15:The Cock Blockie entwines itself around
the bed in the SoftBoot Café (video still), 1999
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5/21/07:Rinston seen in Ling’s luggage’s
mirrors as she leaves Valley forever
(video still), 1999

5/21/08:Rinston waters her patio (video still), 1999

5/21/02: Bruce early concept
photo, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/21/09:Rinston displaying characteristic
emotion (video still) 1999

5/21/01:Bruce seen in Ling’s luggage mirror, and
with his happy dogs (video stills), 1999

5/21/03:Impassive Bruce
(video still), 1999

5/21/10:Rinston early concept
photo, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/21/04:The Young MacDuffle, a sleazy salesman
(video still), 1999
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5/21/05:Young MacDuffle, about to reveal
the Core Girl to Ling (video still), 1999

5/21/06:Young MacDuffle early
concept photo, 1999, K. Armstrong
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5/21/12:Lisa O’Neill as Ling poses besides
the home-made blue screen treadmill, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/21/11:{top & bottom}The Young MacDuffle
salesman tempts Ling with a can of Core (liquid
honey) before opening his jacket to reveal his key
sales pitch, the dancing Core Girl (video stills), 1999

5/21/15:Selling the brand. The dancing Core Girl
shows off the can of honey (video still), 1999
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5/21/16: Monkey
Magic makes a
cameo
appearance
outside the
window of the
SoftBoot Café
(video still),
1999

5/21/13:Lisa O’Neill and Keith
Armstrong in rehearsals at ETV’s
studios, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/21/14:Raniah Haydar in
rehearsals, as a stand in for the
Fiscalite’s legs, situated high
above the Metro Arts Theatre in
the hand-built set, 1999, Keith
Armstrong

5/21/17: Lisa O’Neill, dressed as Rinston, prepares the crew’s vegetarian dinner during another late night
shift, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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appeal to the ‘Blockies’. This was notably fuelled by the tabloid press’ ongoing fascination with
personality/facade politics, and hence their extraordinary focus on Pauline Hanson’s dress sense,
relationship crises or bizarre snippets abstracted from her stumblingly impassioned speeches (rather
than her party’s policy direction or vision). At a certain point Ling gains the upper hand of the Young
MacDuffles’ unwelcome approach:
Then when all hope for finding anyone else alive appears futile the MacDuffle appears again
like magic, with a can of ‘Core’ stuck to his jacket, still intent on making a sale even at this
grossly inopportune moment. Whilst Ling’s base instincts are to throttle this nasty little con man
forthwith, she quickly realises this can of honey sludge could solve her abject dilemma.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998–2000).

old macduffles
Old MacDuffles (Figures 5/20/01–5/20/03), who fathered the ‘Young MacDuffles’, have now
become their slaves. These bedraggled old men with trench coats and long yellow beards package
into cans the same honey that they are also forced to live in. Given the rapidly rising honey levels
around them, their job is in fact an urgent task of survival through packaging, in order to avoid the
surety of drowning.
This character was inspired by the ‘Aussie Battler’ who often became trapped within a poverty spiral
fuelled by a lower socioeconomic standing (a factor that often tends to exacerbate poor health).
Hence the ‘Battlers’ are reputedly more likely to become susceptible to any scheme that might one
day flip them out of this cycle, however improbable or abusive. Hence these characters are inspired
by the crises of subjectivity which this study examines.
youthful approaches
The cartoon-like characters.. point to a warmer, fuzzier technological experience. While the
overall style of the work is thoroughly contemporary, there was also a kind of comfort in the Alice
in Wonderland feel of the Ling Change character and the images of O’Neill marking out her
movements against a blue screen…just like Gene Kelly filming his scene with Jerry the mouse
in Anchors Away. (Brannigan, 2002: 25).

The characters within ‘transit_lounge’ collectively represent the differing subjective facets of Ling’s
personality. Each retains an extreme, patently absurd personality that is uncomfortably familiar, yet
also distinctly likeable. The approach to character design in this work, which employs a mixture of
metaphor, parody and humour, is consistent with the Ecosophical desire to produce work which is not
overly didactic, instead focusing on how new media space works can act subtly, attuned to their
participating audiences.
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However it is their distinctly childlike nature
that makes them unusual within the context of
a work based upon deeply considered aims (a
factor that led to the installation being as
popular with children as it was with adults).
This design direction, which embodies what
Bartleme (1999: 81) described as a “game-girl
aesthetic”, was a key to the work’s many
successes. This particular visual design
strategy was influenced by the words of Cixous
(in Conley, 1991: 79) who suggests that the
adult mind is disabled by an idiom and
subsumed by magma of intellect that
ideologises and fixes the subject into its
constituent parts. She suggests that an
Ecosophical ethic must be premised upon a
careful “listening” to the world employing “the
childhood that still knows in me, how to be in
the garden without distancing it .. without
trying to appropriate it”. Furthermore the
influence of contemporary cartoons of that
period, ‘South Park’ (Figure 5/2/01) and the
‘Simpsons’, are evident in the approach to
visual design.
‘transit_lounge’s’ characters seek to invoke a
sense of childlike wonder in the minds of the
viewer/participants. This approach was based
on the general assumption that such
(wondrous) states of mind might invoke an
openness to difference regardless of how
absurd it might seem, as well as a keen spirit of
open adventure unrestrained by intellectual
strictures. It is this aesthetic premise that
focused the modes of delivery of
‘transit_lounge’ and hence the design of its
characters. It is through these tactics that the
work aims to open up to participating
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audiences, and through these opened channels
assist them to become more willing to
contemplate deeply difficult issues, framed
through the eyes of what might be described as
a modern fairytale.

site specificity
‘transit_lounge’ was initially displayed in the
foyer of ‘Metro Arts’ in May 1999 (Figures 5/
22/01–5/22/05) and was later re-staged for the
entranceway gallery of ‘Artspace Visual Arts
Centre’, Woolloomooloo Sydney in August
2000 (Figures 5/29/01–5/29/02 & 5/29/05–5/
29/06). Both of these sites established very
particular parameters with the Sydney showing
particularly requiring alterations to the
controlling code as well as key changes to the
work’s spatial design.
During the ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off
Line)’ project I had learnt that establishing and
maintaining open dialogue with site
management was vital to an Ecosophical
work’s development and successful staging.
Hence whilst negotiating the installation design
for each space I took care to account for
‘Metro’s’ foyer being the access way to the
entire building, its theatre and dual cafés and
‘Artspace’s’ gallery serving as the sole
entranceway to their entire complex.
The following sections deal with the particular
issues evident in each of the two sites where
‘transit_lounge’ was shown.
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metro arts foyer
Foyer: a place of impermanence, change, transition .. Black cushions, black cave; crawl into
Saturday morning, Recovery via art. Glossy fake turf; two screens beaming out liquorice colours
.. Someone sticks their head around a temporary wall: “Excuse me, can you please tell me
where the workshop…?” De-dede-de-de makes a happy kitsch-pop-tune. Multimedia artist Keith
Armstrong and I meet and greet each other. (Lynch 1999: 29) (See Figure 5/27/04).

During the later design stages of the ‘Metro’ project I engaged the services of Callum Lui, a
Queensland University of Technology colleague and industrial designer. Callum’s task was to
produce a low budget design for the space2 based upon my brief that would:
•

Be aesthetically pleasing.

•

Create a comfortable atmosphere for the viewers.

•

Integrate the work visually and acoustically.

•

Be open enough to allow crowds to pass through it to the ‘Metro’ theatre.

•

Make participants comfortable (and subsequently calmer3).

The space (Figures 5/22/01–5/22/09, 5/24/02-5/23/04 & 5/24/06–5/24/07) was later described by
Bartleme (1999: 81) (Figure 5/26/02) as “intimate” in a way which allows “visitors to enter and get
comfortable before they absorbed what was happening on the two screens”.
However the greatest design limitation became the amount of ambient light falling within that space,
something which conflicted with my desire to employ a large projection screen. The video projector
we had to use was relatively weak, and any ambient light falling on the projection surface therefore
dramatically impacted upon image viewability. Whilst using a video monitor would have solved this
problem it would have altered the aesthetics of the space quite dramatically. Furthermore the walls of
the foyer space were painted white and the floor was highly polished. During trials we found that
simply blanking the foyer’s windows and erecting the tall divider at the entranceway to that side
would not dim the light in the space sufficiently to allow a projection to be clearly seen. This
restricted my ability to keep the space as visually open to passing building visitors as I had desired.
Callum’s final design included a tall curved dividing panel (Figures 5/24/06–5/24/07), cladding for
all the walls in black Coreflute (Figure 5/25/06), a set within which to house the work’s control
screen (Figures 5/24/04 & 5/25/04) and a swirl of Astroturf (Figures 5/22/09 & 5/23/03) for the
floorspace which building residents would step upon as they entered the building. This Astroturf
carpet was also designed to visually feed audiences from the entranceway around the tall (visually
obstructing) divider and hence onwards into the installation space. To further assist visibility we used
the installation’s divider (which faced towards the foyer’s café) to advertise the project’s name,
keith armstrong 2002
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5/22/04:Early concept sketches for the entrance to transit_lounge, off
Edward Street, Brisbane, 1999, Callum Lui

5/22/05:The entrance to transit_lounge off Edward Street, Brisbane,
showing the didactic poster in the window, 1999, Sonja de Sterke

5/22/06:Early concept sketches for the layout of transit_lounge, 1999, Callum Lui
5/22/01:{top} Entrance sign in Edward Street, 1999,
Sonja de Sterke
5/22/02:{middle} Entrance, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
5/22/03:{bottom} Keith Armstrong in front of
transit_lounge, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
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5/22/08:Detailed plans for transit_lounge’s sensors within the architecture of Metro Art’s Foyer, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/22/07:Didactic poster displayed in the
external window space, facing to Edward Street,
1999, Callum Lui
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5/22/09:Detailed plans for the transit_lounge set and positioning within the architecture of Metro Art’s Foyer, 1999, Callum
Lui
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5/23/03:Nathan
Abood, Web
Designer, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/23/01:{top} (Left-Right), Gavin Sade, Sean
Young, Ross Andersen, Andrew Goode, Guy
Webster, David Granado, Keith Armstrong, Lisa
O’Neill, 1999, Jeremy Hynes
5/23/02:{middle} Entrance showing enticing
astroturf flooring, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
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5/23/04:transit_lounge’s wooden set skeleton prior to skinning with black
Coreflute, 1999, Nathan Abood

5/23/05:The artists in transit_lounge, sitting on the couch, (LeftRight), Guy Webster (composition), Gavin Sade (coding), Lisa
O’Neill (performer), Andrew Goode (3D Modeller), Callum Lui
(set designer), 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/23/06:Mia Kempbell planning the
build for the set, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
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5/23/07:Sandwich board advertises the installation at the main entrance to
the Metro Arts complex, showing astroturf sworl leading left to the lounge
space, 1999, Sonja de Sterke

5/23/08:Simon Pyle with some of the set elements built according to Callum Lui’s designs, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/23/09:(Left-Right) Gavin Sade (coding), Sean Young, Ross Andersen & Andrew
Goode (3D Modelling), Lisa O’Neill (performer), Guy Webster (composition),
David Granado (installation assistant at Metro), Keith Armstrong (artistic director),
1999, Jeremy Hynes
5/23/10:Krista Keegan plans the design of the cushion and
trimmings for the couch base, shown here with Mia Kempell and
Simon Pyle, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/23/11:Simon Pyle plans the building of the work’s
couch with Krista Keegan, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/24/02:Audiences move towards the transit_lounge interior, 1999, Sonja de Sterke

5/24/03:transit_lounge and the Metro Complex main entranceway,
1999, Sonja de Sterke

5/24/01:Advert for transit_lounge in the national
arts newspaper, Real Time , 1999, Real Time

5/24/04:Detail of set design for transit_lounge, 1999, Callum
Lui

5/24/05:transit_lounge printed advertising poster, 1999, James Lees
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5/24/06:Audiences inside transit_lounge, which occupied the entire left hand half of Metro Art’s
main entrance foyer, 1999, Sonja de Sterke
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5/24/07:Main advertising panel, dividing the lounge visually from the rest of the foyer, and offering substantial
light protection for the main screen. Manufactured from dual colour transfers, attached to black coreflute, 1999,
Callum Lui
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purpose, artists and sponsors in large-scale graphics. A further explanatory board (Figures 5/22/05 &
5/22/07) was placed in one of Metro’s street window art spaces and a custom designed sandwich
board (Figures 5/22/01 & 5/23/07) was placed on adjacent Edward Street. To complement this
approach we also instigated a substantial public poster campaign (Figure 5/24/05). 120 posters and
500 fliers (Figure 5/12/02) were designed, printed and circulated by a professional distribution
company. All of these stated the free entry condition as a further incentive.

any way into that space. However it did
function as a cosy space with its sculpted, soft
couch that encouraged relaxation, hence
becoming a retreat where people could sit and
contemplate the work with a high degree of
privacy.

spatial design

This design was substantially improved in its
second incarnation at ‘Artspace Visual Arts
Centre’ (described later in this chapter) where
an appropriately dark spot was selected in
advance and therefore distinctly subtle,
minimal use of materials was permitted.

Originally I had wanted to use the whole foyer. However once you bring in the screens you have
a problem with light so Callum Lui (installation designer) created this cavelike structure we’re
sitting in. These cushions invite people to relax and not have an us/artwork dichotomy. I’d
intended a walk-through space but this is contingent on the door at the far end being left open
by Metro! The space is more enclosed than I’d originally envisaged; hence the turf as one way
of bringing the environments together. (From Feature Interview in Real Time, Lynch 1999: 29).

(DVD/Transit_Lounge/Set Design). The success of the work’s spatial design was dogged by a clash
between its form and the foyer’s architecture (particularly due to its narrow size and high ambient
lighting levels). This resulted in an overuse of black (non-recyclable) plastic sheeting which made the
work appear visually heavy-handed, with the space connoting an area of exclusion rather than
inclusion, and hence making it much less inviting than I had planned. I also felt that the work’s
external, large-scale graphics did not closely integrate with the more cartoon-like aesthetic
established for both the control screen and the main projection screens.
Whilst the internal area of ‘transit_lounge’ did accommodate eight people comfortably (Figures 5/23/
05 & 5/25/06), it felt cramped due to the combined factors of a physically long and narrow space
which had to remain accessible, the necessity for wheelchair and fire access, the placement of the
projection screen and the size of the physical set unit for accommodating the control screen.
Therefore when I was later invited to re-show ‘transit_lounge’ at ‘Artspace Visual Arts Centre’ in
Sydney I decided not use any physical dividers or set structures (Figures 5/29/02 & 5/29/05), instead
utilising a smaller front-projected display in the darker part of the gallery space.
However at ‘Metro Arts’ the limitations imposed by the space led me to conclude that unlike ‘Public
Relations (On Line)’, where my artwork was frequently mistaken for Queensland Rail property,
‘Metro’s’ space had yielded itself only with great reluctance to the physical elements of this work.
The Ecosophical pointers suggest that a work should relate closely to its sites by weaving and
wearing itself over time into them. I resolved that this design instead felt implanted upon this
particular site. Whilst it would weave and wear itself into its environment (from a script perspective),
I found the overall physical form of the work, that which introduced it to participants at the outset,
was a very tangible, large black structure which through its size and visual weight would not melt in
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

In retrospect I decided that a different display
strategy might have been pursued if time had
allowed based around display methods other
than video projection such as flat plasma
screens. However these design limitations were
counteracted to some extent by the careful
placement of the work’s environmental sensors
(Figure 5/22/08 & 5/B/01), as a means for
suitably uncovering fluxes within that space.
I also felt that ‘transit_lounge’s’ physical set
design had in part failed the June 1998 pointer
that it should “employ recyclable, non toxic,
reusable, renewable and otherwise obsolete
materials”. Whereas around twenty square
metres of non-recyclable Coreflute plastic
board was employed as well as new timber and
fabrics (Figures 5/23/04 & 5/23/08–5/23/11),
some savings were made in the Astroturf (an
off-cut) and the cushions (Figure 5/23/10)
(which were recycled from an old sofa). All of
the materials were retained after the show and
have subsequently been repurposed, or will be
delivered to ‘Reverse Garbage’, a national
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organisation that promotes the reuse of such
industrial discards.
sensor placement
(DVD/Transit_Lounge/Interaction Design). An
appreciation of this work’s complex interactive
structure ideally required multiple visits to the
work. Writing on ‘transit_lounge’ in
‘Broadsheet’ magazine, Jackson (1999: 7)
(Figure 5/26/03) commented to this effect that
“short and frequent visits to the work enabled
one to become familiar with the multiple layers
of the work and to figure out how it worked”.
Hence I was aware that allowing people the
opportunity to feel their presence to be
effective within such a space of narrative
required careful attention to sensor-placement
strategies (Figures 5/22/08 & 5/B/01).
Consistent with the Ecosophical pointer these
were also designed to assist the work, as an
active inhabitant of that particular foyer space,
to better weave and wear itself into the Metro’s
space over time. My strategy was, as in the
‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
project, to draw the audience’s attention to
existing visible fluxes (eg. people movement)
whilst also uncovering invisible fluxes (eg.
ambient temperature and sound), hence using
these to become the active authors of the work.
Although ‘transit_lounge’ occupied one half of
‘Metro’s’ foyer, I concluded that I should
monitor factors common to the entire space,
opting to restrict sensed measurements to
directly tangible properties that a viewer within
the work might easily sense (ie. ambient light,
sound levels and air temperature rather than,
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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for example, electrical current drawn by particular devices in the space or carbon dioxide levels).
Because the work was configured as a place of comfort and relaxation I intended to avoid
encouraging overly active or unnecessary movements and actions. I would also sense activities in the
main building thoroughfare directly outside the space where both audience and other passers-by
would cross. (See Figures 5/22/04-5/22/05).
These included:
•

Small-scale movements (ie. a person walking in and sitting down), the most common, intended
action.

•

Higher rates of movement (ie. people moving about in space, pacing, walking and trying to
interact).

•

The air temperature adjacent to the audience seating (a slowly changing variable).

Sensor Type

Positions

Flux Mapping Within the Space

Movement (1) *1

Over the main
entrance door to
the complex

Higher rates of velocity/bodily transience

Movement (2) *1

At the entrance to
the installation

Higher rates of velocity/bodily transience

Movement (3) *1

Inside the space,
covering the couch

Lower rates of velocity/bodily transience

Light (1)

Mounted in the
window looking to
the street

Proportional overall ambient light (excepting building’s
inside light): slow visual transience

Light (2)

Inside the
installation space

Local ambient light (including building’s interior
lighting): slow visual transience

Pressure Mat

Underneath the
couch

Exact bodily position: slow bodily transience

Temperature

Above the couch

Local ambient temperature: slow sensory transiences

(*1 = passive infrared sensors: with 10-sec latching)
5/B/01:Sensor type, position and flux mapping within Metro Arts Foyer, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/25/05:The control screen includes icons
depicting values drawn from each sensor and a
bargraph demonstrating script progress, 1999,
Keith Armstrong

5/25/04:Flowers continually grow and die at Metro’s transit_lounge, as the interactive video imagery
plays in the background, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/25/01:{top & middle} Blue flowers, Ling’s
thoughts & sensor icons, 1999, Keith Armstrong
5/25/03:{bottom} Script Progress Bar, 1999, K.A.
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5/25/06:Interior design of the transit_lounge, showing portraits of each of the work’s main characters,
1999, Sonja de Sterke

5/25/07:The control screen at Metro incorporated
numerous large scale flowers and texts of Ling’s
thoughts, 1999, Keith Armstrong
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5/25/10:Light and movement sensors scanning the
main foyer of the Metro Arts complex (video still),
1999, Keith Armstrong
5/25/08:EZIO Interface Board to the sensors, 1999, Keith
Armstrong
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5/25/11:Light sensor in the front
window of Metro Arts (video still),
1999, Keith Armstrong

5/25/09:A light sensor in the main window of Artspace,
(video still), 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/25/12:Front window of Metro
Arts, 1999, Keith Armstrong

5/25/13: Excerpt from the transit_lounge web site, 1999, Nathan Abood/Keith
Armstrong

5/25/16:Animated progression of each yellow flower, 1999
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5/25/14:Control screen at Artspace incorporated flowers,
video imagery, Ling’s thoughts & graphs of sensor values
plotted over time (video still), 1999, K. Armstrong/G.Sade

5/25/15:Control screen at
Artspace displays mostly
yellow flowers (video still),
1999, Keith Armstrong/Gavin
Sade

5/25/17:Garden (video
still) 1999, K.A./G.Sade
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10am

12am

2pm

4pm

6pm

8pm

10pm

Temperature

low

med

high

med

med

med-low

low

Light Level

med

high

high

med-low

med

med

low

Movement

low

low-med

low-med

med

high

high-med low

Sound

low

med

med

med

high

high-med low

glowing (ie. whether it is able to glow and for
how long), and then subsequently how fast it
will die. Indeed a flower may birth but
immediately be so stressed that it dies almost
straight away. Potential flowers make
continued attempts to germinate although they
need to wait until conditions are favourable.
The installation design used these techniques to
establish the following relationships between
measured environmental variables and each
flower’s subsequent behaviour (See Figure 5/
25/16).
•

Space colder: germinating flowers grow
more slowly, but are more tolerant of
stress. (Caused by changes in temperature
and light levels).

•

Space hotter: germinating flowers grow
more rapidly but are less tolerant of stress.

•

Space brighter: germinating flowers grow
more rapidly but are less tolerant of
fluctuations in light levels. (NB Brighter
conditions cause more yellow flowers to
germinate than blue flowers) (Figure 5/25/
15).

fluxes and garden growth

•

The control screen’s digital flower growth patterns responded to the environmental conditions
prevailing in and around the installation space at any particular time (Figures 5/25/01–5/25/7, 5/25/14
& 5/25/16), premised upon the assumption that supportive conditions cause life to flourish. This was
consistent with the core premise of the residency, that a supportive environment will encourage
growth and development of its subjects. Each individual flower therefore had the capacity to grow
from a seedling to full maturity, with the speed of growth being closely influenced by the space’s
light and temperature levels.

Space darker: germinating flowers grow
more slowly but are subsequently less
tolerant to bright light. (NB in general blue
flowers prefer these darker conditions).

•

Space has more motion/external noise: In
general flowers are less likely to germinate
as the increased stress reduces their
subsequent tolerance. (As a flower
germinates it uses the current motion
reading to determine its relative tolerance
to future motion. Flowers that are able to
germinate in an environment with a large
amount of motion will therefore have a

5/B/02:Transience changes throughout the day, Metro Arts foyer, 1999

•

Changing light levels (also a slowly changing variable directly affecting image visibility).

•

External sound (ie. the extraneous, interfering sounds from the road and café rather than sounds
from the work’s soundtrack).

All of these factors were then combined to grow the digital flower garden on the work’s control
screen as a means for indicating the ongoing health of the installation space to its participants (and
hence connoting why particular, narrative developments took place). Figure 5/B/01 indicates the
conceptual mapping between sensor type and a measurable flux activity.

Each flower possesses a life force and it is that force that subsequently increases or decreases
dependent on stress within its environment. High levels of movement and external sound within the
installation space increase each flower’s stress levels. The degree of stress a living flower
experiences governs its ability after birth to grow, whilst also governing the chance of it subsequently
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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higher future tolerance to it).
•

Space has less motion/external noise: In
general flowers are more likely to
germinate however the lack of motion will
render them less tolerant to future
movement (ie. they are more susceptible to
stress).

Therefore the following states for each flower
were declared.
•

POT:ential: Flower ungerminated and
awaiting appropriate conditions.

•

GROW: Flower is in a growth state with
increasing life force dependent on
environmental conditions.

•

EMP:owered: Flower possesses the full
life force it needs in order to glow brightly.
(NB The subsequent, optional Glow state
(similar to a flower blooming) is
achievable only under optimum
environmental conditions (ie. in conditions
of low stress) (Figure 5/25/14).

•

•

POSTGLOW: Flower has become
exhausted and is now particularly
susceptible to stress, hence evolving into
the subsequent death state (Figure 5/25/
07).
DEATH: Flower has become stressed
enough to begin to die. (NB a Flower can
die from any of the above stages).

If the audience had been privy to this level of
detail of system operation, and had had the
power to play directly with these factors and
observe the results, it might be argued that this
would have led to a higher level of their
engagement. Jackson (1999: 7) (Figure 5/26/
03) commented that this need to understand the
technics of the work, required a process of
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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“meta-reading” of “one’s own pathways through the work”, acknowledging that the:
‘Show me how it works’ level of viewing fascination is often dismissed and derided as either
‘nerdy’, or ‘geeky’, or ‘tech-head’ on the one hand, or completely superficial (the ‘wow’ factor) on
the other.

However she recognized that whilst I had not drawn heavily on this facet of the interactive design, I
had “appropriated this structure towards”.. (my).. “own aesthetic ends” as a means for creating what
she calls “games of narrative” that do not give the user an “illusion of control”. She further
commented that I was in fact:
Interested in the opposite - trying to build desire and sustained interest in the viewer in quite a
gentle way in order to encourage them to revisit the work. The works thus borrow the most
attractive aspect of interactivity - open-endedness, acknowledgment of the viewer’s presence
and dialogue.

Hence I aimed to put much less emphasis on this typical requirement for new participants within
complex interactive installations to spend substantial periods of time experimenting with
possibilities, before proceeding to consider the work from a less conscious level. Jackson wrote of
this ease of useability:
On one level, you could simply lie back and watch the film, on another level you could watch the
computer monitor, and even attempt to alter the foyer conditions to experiment with the work.
(Jackson, 1999 :7).

However Phillips (Figures 5/30/03–5/30/04) made a quite different reading when she stated:
This relatively passive involvement of the viewer in the work can be seen as a metaphor for the
individual’s lack of control over, but acute awareness of, the information gathering networks of
modern day life. Still, the presence of the viewer is essential for the work to fully extend itself to
its potential complexity.

Whilst this was a reading that I had not been prepared for, I argue that my privileging of each
participant’s interpretation of emergent phenomena within the media space as they sensed it from
their impressions of the ‘control screen’ in combination with the footage, avoids giving them access
to a predictable toy that might be experimented with and then subsequently discarded.
Bartleme (1999: 81) (Figure 5/26/02) wrote in her review of ‘transit_lounge’ in ‘Artlink’ magazine
that what lay behind this interface was the “potential to play with the lives of the characters”,
something she described as “an integral aspect of the work”. She goes on to suggest that:
Visitors to Transit Lounge have a fundamental influence on the state of the digital garden and
indeed the script of the film. It requires a conscious restraint of action and interaction between
keith armstrong 2002
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5/26/01:Printed invite, (front), 1999, C. Lui

5/26/02:Critical review on transit_lounge, by Edwina Bartleme in
Artlink Magazine, 1999, Artlink
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5/26/03:Critical writing, referencing transit_lounge, Beth Jackson, 1999, Broadsheet Magazine
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5/27/01:transit_lounge featured on a flyer for a
performance/media seminar I ran in
collaboration with Maryanne Lynch, Rose
Myers (Arena Theatre) and QUT, 2000,
Playworks
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5/27/02:Preview for
transit_lounge in Real Time,
Working the Screen supplement,
1999, Real Time

5/27/03:Ling Change (video stills), 1999
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5/26/04:Feature article on transit_lounge, by Maryanne Lynch, 1999, Real Time
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visitors to maintain the health of the garden.

After installing the work within the space we noted that throughout any day quite different activity of
each environmental variable could be expected. This was particularly marked on the show’s opening
night, which presented a particularly abnormal series of conditions (ie. many people, high levels of
incandescent lights, lots of movement and rising temperature). Subsequently we realised that whilst
light and temperature strongly influenced the flowers’ behaviours, their measurable values changed
relatively slowly. This necessitated the introduction of some further randomisation in the flower’s
computer algorithms in order to give them more character. In order to make these decisions I
developed an activity chart (Figure 5/B/02) from my observations of the space over several days.
employing a didactic
Soon after the opening at ‘Metro Arts’ we installed a didactic panel adjacent to the work in the
acknowledgment that despite our detailed attempts to visualise the space many participants
(especially short term ones) would be likely to miss some of the finer points of the work. Despite our
attempts to provide this information within the ‘control screen’ display, its significance was often lost
in part because of the filmically smooth imagery on the proportionally larger main display and in part
because the connection between audience action, environment and filmic and graphical outcomes
remained relatively complex.
My experience was that the didactic information subsequently supplied was widely referenced by
visitors who often expressed their increased interest in the work after having read these materials.
The text of the didactic was as follows:
Transit Lounge Operation
What Is The Transit Lounge?
The Transit Lounge is an installation that uses two screen displays. The big one shows an
animated film projected high above the space, and the little one in the black wall unit shows a
computer display. This screen shows the same film plus pictures and some icons, and an everchanging digital garden.
Is Something Being Sensed in This Space?
Transit Lounge is sensing light, temperature and movement in the space - as shown by the
icons on the right hand side of the computer monitor. You will see the movement sensors
changing as you move about. Temperature (in the space) and ambient light (reaching into the
space) change gradually over the day and more on-screen icons show their levels. The
combined conditions of movement, temperature and light together influence the state of the
flowers on the computer screen. Each individual digital flower can grow and die depending on
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

the state of these changes in movement,
light and sound.
So How Does It All Work Together?
The movie on the projected screen is not
a normal film. In fact it is a number of
smaller film pieces being presented off a
computer’s hard drive, which are then put
together by a changing script. At a
possible choice point in the script one of
up to three alternate mini movies can be
chosen and played back. Hence these
combine together with other mini movies
to allow several different versions of the
main film. In fact each time you see a
glitch or a black flash the computer may
be making a decision and swapping a
new movie into the display. This script
branching is shown in the bar graph at the
bottom of the computer monitor.
In fact it is the state of the flowers in the
digital garden that decide which mini
movie to play next at one of these branch
points. If there are lots of active flowers
on the screen at that time then a clip is
chosen where the main film character
makes a proactive, positive choice. If the
flowers are dying then the main film
character makes a negative choice. As
you might imagine the choices the
characters make effects the eventual
outcome of the story.
Please note because this is only a small
version of a bigger future project, there
are limited branches available at this time.
However each one presents a different
animated movie segment. For example,
the main character Ling Change interacts
differently with her neighbours, and there
are three possible endings after the
characters finally reach ‘Strawberry
Cloudlands’.
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So Can I Influence These Outcomes
Directly?

I enjoyed very much, I would like to find out more about your practice and to invite you to put
forward a proposal for the above-mentioned exhibition, which will take place at ‘Artspace’ in
August this year.

Transit Lounge is designed to be adaptive
and change gradually dependent on
environmental conditions and audience
numbers. We did not want to make any
one action directly cause a script change,
but instead use a combined series of
these factors.

The exhibition will comprise installations that address issues of time and space, and which
require direct interaction on behalf of the viewer in order to facilitate the exchange of ideas. The
aim here is not to showcase technology, but to critically investigate the implications of
interactivity in contemporary art, as well as the use of technology as the means of the delivery of
ideas.

Thank you for coming and we would
appreciate your suggestions/feedback
below. (Or e-mail
k.armstrong@qut.edu.au).

A metaphor of change is enacted in the process of transformation in interactive artworks. The
temporal nature of the perceptual field of the interactive domain means that elements can shift
dynamically and oscillate in form, state and meaning. The language of interactivity is fluid, with
the viewer becoming user and effecting change. By means of the interactive nature of the work,
there is not only an exchange of ideas but also a physical engagement with the work or a direct
involvement in the action of the work.

reworking for artspace
overview
I was asked in early 2000 if I would like to
represent ‘transit_lounge’ at ‘Artspace Visual
Arts Centre’ in Sydney (Figure 5/29/01) (DVD/
Transit_Lounge/Artspace). This opportunity
would allow me to continue refining the work
in terms of the Ecosophical framework, and to
move beyond the logistical/technical issues
which inevitably were so significant in simply
mounting the installation the first time around.
I would also be able to better reflect on and
respond to audience comments.
The curator Jacqueline Phillips framed the
show as follows (Figures 5/30/01–5/30/04):
I am currently planning an exhibition for
later this year, which looks at forms of
interactivity in contemporary art,
particularly in the practice of artists
utilising technology and/or sound in
conjunction with installation. Having
visited the ‘transit_lounge’ web-site, which
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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The artists who will be approached to participate in this exhibition identify with a range of
creative cultural content. The link between them however is this desire for a reciprocal
relationship with the viewer in order to reveal the dynamics of a complex area of ideas and
action, as well as an art-based engagement with technology.
Regards, Jacqueline Phillips, Curator.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents, 1998-2000).

I subsequently submitted a proposal for this new showing to the curator. However ‘Artspace’ was
concerned that it did not actually constitute what they termed a ‘new’ work, with the curator replying
at that time:
Having talked with Nick about the project, his concern is that the work has not been developed
specifically for the show - he prefers new work to be shown here as much as possible. Saying
that, this is not inflexible and a reworking or furtherance of the work can be just as interesting to
him. Would it be possible for you to articulate why, from your point of view, a reworking of the
piece for a different site is of value? (‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998-2000).

This reply made me aware that my proposal had lacked a clear explanation of the work’s Ecosophical
structure that would allow it to adapt to Artspace’s site and its particular underlying conditions of
flux. I therefore felt it necessary to re-clarify how this work might respond to the curator’s brief of
investigating the “reciprocal relationship with the viewer in order to reveal the dynamics of a
complex area of ideas and action”. Hence I replied with the following detailed e-mail:
Attn Jacqueline Miller: Curator ‘Artspace’
Date: 28/5/00
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5/28/04:Printed show invite, front and back, 2000, Artspace

5/28/01:{top} Printed label for the roadcase of
equipment shipped to Sydney for the Artspace
showing, 2000, Keith Armstrong
5/28/02:{bottom} The Humatix burst synchronously
out of their closets, dancing together energetically,
finally offering their potties out to Ling for coin
donations (video still), 1999
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5/28/03:Artspace’s web site profiles the show, 2000, Artspace
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5/28/06:Promotional article from Sydney Morning Herald, 2000, Sydney Morning Herald

5/28/05:Artspace’s home page features an image from transit_lounge, 2000, Artspace

5/28/07:Key image used by Artspace to promote the project; the characters
create an opportunity from a broken window, offering up a critical chance of
escape (video still), 1999
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Hi Jacqueline,
I feel there are a number of strong reasons why reworking ‘transit-lounge’ for your space would
be of distinct value
The work for ‘Artspace’ will inhabit an entirely different site from the first showing of
‘transit_lounge’ at ‘Metro Arts’. This new installation work will not only be physically very
different (ie. a radically changed look and feel), but will also have completely different loci of
direction (due to very different environmental ambience and audience/participant flows
existing at ‘Artspace’). This means that the work’s dynamic audio/visual (AV) scripts will
become re-configured in quite new and different ways. This will ensure different outcomes
across the whole sphere of the work for ‘Artspace’ audiences.
I see a clear distinction between what I would consider as canned or ‘prefixed’ media works that
claim to be ‘interactive’ and ‘transit_lounge’. A typical CD-ROM, or an installation work based on
causality is quite different to my work, which I describe as ‘adaptive’. The former utilises an
internal method of scripting that is essentially static: ie. many discrete options accessed by a
fixed script, whereas my work utlises an internal method of dynamic scripting: ie. many options
accessed by a script that is forever in a state of being rewritten.
Hence an adaptive work allows the dynamic fluxes of a site to merge and influence the dynamic
properties of the script itself. For an audience member this presents as a work that is not
command and control-driven but rather one which can be described as ambience-driven. As
exact operation is impossible to predict, its outcomes are always richer in experiential terms,
particularly over a period of time, or indeed over different discrete times.
Hence as an artist my intentions are to set a directed process into operation, but to then allow
the course that such a work takes to relate less to my own desired trajectories and much more
to those that a particular environment and its subjects promote.
For that reason I prefer to call viewers participants, and situate the work itself as a participant
within its space’s of operation rather than as something simply imposed upon that space.
Broadly speaking therefore, I attempt to instigate a work that encourages and develops the
potential of, and for, multispatial dialogue.
When ‘transit_lounge’ was shown at ‘Metro’ its outcomes were therefore a relational product
of that particular spatial environment and the particular activities of its inhabitants. It
sought to bed itself into or align itself within the site that it cohabited, privileging
relational response between work, site and viewer, in ways that allowed active
opportunities for change over time. Whilst the work at ‘Artspace’ will operate under similar
principles, the great differences between the two environments will ensure, even if I made no
changes to the AV libraries of the work, that the audiences would be experiencing in most
every way a new work.
Not only will this new work be completely physically redesigned for your space, but changes
will be made to it programatically at the site so that it can respond in ways that
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

complement your building’s particular
flux geographies. (During operation,
constant rereading of the space (every 5
seconds) will subsequently readjust the
work’s dynamic script and media
accordingly). Furthermore the media
libraries will be also reworked and
developed to reflect these factors.
Hence the location for this new work is
particularly important. I am keen to
situate it within a space of transit (ie.
your internal foyer) rather than a space
of arrival (such as one of the gallery
spaces). Such a conduit space
implicates its passengers to be in a
place of transfer, and therefore
potentially on transformative journeys.
Furthermore the evolving nature of the
work makes it best positioned in a place
that suits ease of periodic re-visitation.
So Jacqueline, the work is intentioned,
ground up, to be transformative. This
happens literally through its adapting
forms, potentially through its actual
relationships with participants, and
philosophically through its underlying
sociopolitical content. Hence choosing
your foyer space as the key site is an
attempt to draw upon a particular potential
audience subjectivity.
I hope this clarifies why I feel this new
project will be of intellectual and aesthetic
worth for your show. Anyway - let’s talk as
soon as possible so I can set in place
whatever it eventuates that you need from
me.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Regards Keith Armstrong.
(‘transit_lounge’ documents 1998-2000).

This addition to my earlier proposal was
keith armstrong 2002
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successful in garnering the support of
‘Artspace’ for a staging of a new showing of
‘transit_lounge’ for the ‘Transformers’ group
show that ran between 10th. August and the
2nd. September 2000. (Figures 5/28/01–5/28/
08, 5/29/01–5/29/09 & 5/30/01–5/30/04).
Whilst Jacqueline was initially committed to
the flavour and intentions of my work, the key
to my acceptance came from my explanation of
the participative, adaptive nature of this work
that avoided illusions of direct transfer of
control to audiences, something that was
central to the curatorial premise (Figures 5/30/
01–5/30/04):
What is at play in the curatorial premise
for this exhibition is the dichotomy of
passivity/activity with regard to the control
of information and affectation of
outcomes; the focus is on the shifts and
nuances between passive and active
states of engagement of contemporary art
audiences through interactive or adaptive
visual art using new media and how such
work effects the gallery experience and
artist/viewer relationship.
Duchamp’s dictum that the viewer
completes the work of art is literal in this
exhibition in that the viewer’s presence is
imperative in the artwork. The viewer here
is user/spectator/participant/subject, able
to control elements within each work and/
or affect change. The installations
represent a contrived experience based
on technology yet they place as much
emphasis on the viewer and their actions
as on the artists’ intentions. Usual
expectations of the gallery experience are
subverted, instilling a performative aspect
to the works and the gallery visit. The
transformative metaphors contained
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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within interactive and adaptive visual art works (specifically installation here) and the art
experience and direct dialogue between artist/viewer/technology that they encourage all make
this area of experimentation one of great vitality. The works in this exhibition, metaphorically and
actually, transform media, narrative, the subject in space and time, the physical relationship of
the viewer to artwork, digital characters and technology, and environmental information.
(Phillips, 2000).

She later went on to state, of the environment in which his work is situated, “placing the work in a
space of transit, he attempts to draw upon a particular audience subjectivity (or perhaps
susceptibility)”.
Hence Phillips was clearly interested in the way in which ‘transit_lounge’ would still deliver quite
different outcomes at this new venue (as opposed to what had eventuated at ‘Metro’). This
acceptance should be read in the context of ‘Artspace’s’ philosophy to only show work created and
shown once for that gallery. Fruitfully the tendency of this type of adaptive new media work is to
produce the ‘novel’ outcomes that such a policy requires.
Furthermore I was proposing a work which would respond in detail to the ‘Artspace’ site which is a
relatively generic white cube, employing a new, considered sensor placement strategy (See Figure 5/
29/08) that would key into the fluxes and transiences of that space. I believe that this original
approach to site specificity, consistent with the Ecosophical pointers, was a further determining factor
in securing this important show.
site specifics
The installation of the work at ‘Artspace’ (DVD/Transit_Lounge/Artspace) required the following
changes to be made from the earlier ‘Metro’ showing. These are explained with respect to the
Ecosophical principles developed at this stage in the study. The physical work now consisted only of
the hanging Coreflute screen, computer monitor, sofa and Astroturf taken from the original design
(Figures 5/29/02 & 5/29/05–5/29/06). The projection screen was set at a modest 1.2 metres wide and
placed at eye level and at a suitable distance from the seated participants, so that it filled their field of
vision and presented a bright image that appeared to hover in the space.
I judged that this sparser set arrangement complemented the minimalism of the white-walled gallery
space in ways that better opened up the work to a freer flow of visitors. This also addressed the
Ecosophical principle of producing a site-specific work that would be most appropriate for that
particular space, something that had not been achieved at ‘Metro’. The clean, open design also made
the positioning of the sensor systems more effective.
Sensors were placed using a similar methodology to that at ‘Metro Arts’ (see Figure 5/29/08) whilst
benefiting from the different, clearer flows of participants through the space. Lessons learnt at
keith armstrong 2002
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5/29/04:Displayed Images, 2000, Keith
Armstrong

5/29/03:Press release, 2000, Artspace
5/29/01:{top} Entrance to Artspace, Wooloomooloo,
Sydney, 2000, Keith Armstrong
5/29/02:{middle & bottom} Re-worked screen,
couch/astroturf configuration, 1999, K. Armstrong
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5/29/05:New configuration and subdued lighting at Artspace
avoided need for the bulky set design that restricted audience
flow at Metro Arts, 2000, Keith Armstrong
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5/29/06:Ling Change receives the Eye in the Sky delivery, 2000, Keith
Armstrong

5/29/08:Redesigned sensor layout for Artspace, 2000, Keith Armstrong
5/29/07:transit_lounge logo, 1999, Callum Lui

5/29/09:Flower growth, empowerment, death and rebirth sequences recorded at Artspace (screen shots), 2000, Keith Armstrong
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5/30/01:{top} Transformers catalogue, p.1, 2000,
Artspace
5/30/02:{bottom} Transformers catalogue, p.14,
2000, Artspace
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5/30/03:Transformers catalogue, pp.4-5, 2000, Artspace
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5/30/04:Transformers catalogue, pp.8-9, 2000, Artspace
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nature of the expertise needed to realise
the work.. Thus, there is a meta-level of
authorship or engineering of the artwork
as a computerised system.

‘Metro’ allowed me to more effectively place sensors to pick up these fluxes, something I tuned over
the three days prior to the show opening.
For example the ambient sound sensor was now placed near the entrance door to the building to
avoid confusion with the work’s own soundtrack. The flow through of patrons to each of ‘Artspace’s’
two other major galleries and the book store allowed the relatively inaccurate movement sensors to
be placed in ways that reliably registered movement within their zones. These improved placement
methods therefore better accounted for the Ecosophical principle of registering fluxes present within
the site as a means for subsequent work development.
Whilst I opted to maintain the same video media database used at the ‘Metro Arts’ showing (Figure
5/29/04), substantial changes were made to the control screen design to improve the clarity of the
work’s operational model. This involved removing the animated icons (that indicated changes in
temperature, movement and sound) from the previous work, instead using values detected from the
sensors to animate graphs (Figures 5/25/14–5/25/15, 5/25/17). A redesigned flower bed (Figure /29/
09), replete with smaller, perspectivally situated flowers, led to a sparser more elegant layout for this
re-invigorated design.
These key changes accounted for the Ecosophical principles of inclusivity through attempting to
make the space more welcoming to visitors whilst also making the operation of the Ecosophicallyconfigured sensing systems more transparent. This principle was further accounted for with the
inclusion, as at Metro, of a didactic which was made available to participants to explain the operation
and intent of the work. Consistent feedback from audiences at both venues indicated the popularity of
this extra information in making their experiences with the installation more inviting, and hence the
experience of participating within it more fulfilling.
Interestingly, the requirement for a detailed didactic was debated at length with the ‘Artspace’
curators. Whilst their initial opinion was that audiences should be able to experience the work
without any extra information, frequent questions from attendees indicated a strong demand for more
information, something which I was therefore pleased to be able to provide.

the collaborating artists
There is obviously a strength in this collaboration that exceeds its parts, a point that is reiterated
in the video. (Brannigan, 2002: 24).

Throughout the process of designing and developing ‘transit_lounge’ a number of other artists
contributed to varying extents. Jackson (1999: 7) wrote:
Transit Lounge was a major exercise in collaborative authorship, due to the very specialist
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

These specialists (Figures 5/23/01, 5/23/05 &
5/23/09) included Brisbane musician Guy
Webster who composed the sound-scape,
Callum Lui of ‘C’Lui Designs’ who designed
the physical set (which was largely built by
Simon Pyle (Figures 5/23/04, 5/23/08 & 5/23/
11), Mia Kempbell (Figure 5/23/06) and Krista
Keegan (Figure 5/23/10)), freelance animators
Sean Young and Ross Anderson, and Andrew
Goode of ‘Loop Media’ who worked
collaboratively from my drawings to produce
the virtual landscapes and animations through
which the characters all travel, and QUT
lecturer Gavin Sade who wrote the code that
drove the entire installation and sensor input
and output. Nathan Abood (Figure 5/23/03)
undertook the construction of the advertising
and documentation web site (Figure 5/6/05)
and David Granado assisted with the work’s
installation at ‘Metro’.
After this event was shown I went on to form a
more formal artistic collective called
‘Transmute’ with key players, Lisa O’Neill,
Gavin Sade and Guy Webster, producing works
such as ‘Transact’ and ‘Liquid Gold’ (See
Figures 7/0/01–7/0/02, Chapter 7).

notes
1

During the Jabiluka campaign I had attempted to have a
poster for a Brisbane rally mounted in a local shop which
frequently displayed posters for entertainment events
and community services. The owners declined to display
it, informing me that they always avoided placing political
posters in their premises. Whilst the existing federal
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Liberal/Coalition government had made their support for
the mine clear on a large number of occasions, I had not
envisaged that this particular campaign would become
so synonymous with their political colour. Given the
alienation of sections of the public that such polarisation
ensures I was compelled to instead make works that
would speak to each and every subject regardless of
their political persuasion.
2

The set budget was eight hundred dollars, the balance
of the three thousand five hundred dollars that the entire
show had been staged for. This presented real difficulties in terms of materials, with plastic Coreflute board
chosen as being a cheap but presentable material.
Furthermore the work’s couch unit was made for an
extremely limited figure with the velour cushions being
constructed out of second hand mattresses.

3

This approach was influenced by the concepts of
‘Ambient Fixtures’, a strategy of displaying data in
physical form, see (URL: http://tangible.media.mit.edu/
projects/Ambient_Fixtures/Ambient_Fixtures.html,
accessed 12/9/00).
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transit_lounge findings

developing
ecosophical
questions
Considers how ‘transit_lounge’
had informed the development of
the Ecosophical pointers by 2000.
Reconsiders models of scientific
ecology in concert with renewed
reflections on structure and
interface to propose a series of
questions of Ecosophical praxis.

Edwina Bartleme (1999: 81) (See Figure 5/26/
02, Chapter 5) writes of her experiences as a
participant within ‘transit_lounge’ and her
subsequent reading of that experience in the
context of an Ecological subjectivity:
Visitors are required to enter into a
dialogue with the computer to exchange
information about how the virtual garden
and main film character will be treated.
This machine/human interface creates an
information loop that affirms the
importance of adopting a holistic
approach to the (virtual) world.
Symbolically it represents the
unconscious impact humans have on the
environment, and the potentials of an
ecological culture, where individuals are
conscious of their actions and work
collaboratively to sustain a healthy, livable
environment. The possibilities of
coexistence and cooperation are stressed
humorously through the interaction of the
film characters and visitors in the
installation space. (Bartleme, 1999: 81).

The following discussion reviews how the
particular strategies or invoking techniques that
I had employed to frame ‘transit_lounge’ as an
Ecosophical work had come about, hence
contributing towards the core objective of this
study; to examine how crises of subjectivity
underpinning the problem of ecology can be
illustrated through an Ecosophical arts praxis.
It then goes on to discuss where erroneous
assumptions had been introduced and develops
a new approach to begin to deal with these
issues.
The particular strategies and techniques that
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

had led to ‘transit_lounge’ had been collated
during 1998 under the Ecosophical pointer
subheadings of focus, form and direction as the
means for assisting in the development and
fostering of ecologically-configured
relationships between participants, artists and
the work.
Through both ‘Public Relations (On Line &
Off Line)’ and ‘transit_lounge’ I had attempted
to blend particularly formatted operating
structures with particular subject matter. For
‘Public Relations (On Line)’ it was the
subsequent animation and time tabling of
particular timed text sequences sourced from

The changes which take place
in the Transit Lounge are subtle
and influenced by the ambience
and conditions of the
installation space and building.
It emphasises a more implicit
process of change.
(Bartleme, 1999: 81)

ongoing audience responses, whereas for
‘transit_lounge’ it involved constantly
changing branches within a televisual script,
responding dynamically to recorded
environmental fluxes. Hence ‘transit_lounge’
exhibited a separation of operating structure
(ie. its software coded methodology) and the
actual content matter (the filmic voyages of
Ling Change), something that was in
accordance with the 1998 Ecosophical
pointers. Within the pointer ‘Key Formats’ I
had declared that the work should be
keith armstrong 2002
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comprised of “a control structure that enacts flexible delivery strategies drawn from a database of
existing content whilst also possessing the potential for further content generation”.
However I was concerned about this separation of operational methodology and deliverables,
reflecting whether a closer synthesis would better achieve my ecosophical aims. Marshall McLuhan
(1994: 7) makes the famous assertion in ‘Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man’ that the
“medium is the message”. He goes on to say that electronic mediums should also be conceived as
extensions of our self. This is of course relevant to the discussion of human subjectivity within this
study, because the process of making meaning is what allows the development of a sense of self
(subjectivity). McLuhan suggests that interacting with such electronic mediums allows us to better
understand ourself. He utilises the term “effect” to describe a whole field approach to generating
content through connectivity and exchange, set within the “electric structuring and configuring of
life”:

6/0/02:Early proposal for personal web site, 2001, Keith
Armstrong

should take account of the fact that the mode
and manner of interactive participation also
become key means for the emergence of the
message.

6/0/01:NOX, Interno del Padiglione dell’Acqua, Neeltje Jans (Zeeland), NL, Cross, Visual Arts & Contemporary Culture, n2., 1999, p. 60

The meaning of a message is the change which it produces. Concern with effect rather than
meaning is a basic change of our electric time, for effect involves the total situation, and not a
single level of information movement. (Marshall McLuhan, 1994: 26).

McLuhan’s ideas applied to Ecosophically inspired, interactive media space design suggest that a
participant’s experience of interacting within such a space allows them to make meaning and
therefore by implication such induced content is indivisible from the work’s pre-coded-structural
form. This implies that content cannot be simply bolted onto a form because it is its application
within an experiential circumstance, (McLuhan’s “total situation”), that allows it to lead to meaning
making.
If in this consideration, ‘media spaces’ are considered to be McLuhan’s “medium” then an
application of his theory cements my earlier assertions that the operational principle for an
Ecosophical work should be evolved from ecological principles (in ways that align with the medium
of media spaces). However the design methodology, including the coding and control structure,
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

Whilst I had stated in the original pointers that
the work should exist in a constant cycle of
development, employing built in checks and
balances that assist its evolution, the
fundamental operating structure of
‘transit_lounge’s’ media space design with
respect to its coding and media methodologies
dictated that such developments would in
reality be relatively minor. I had also stated in
the original pointers that the work should draw
attention to and visualise apparent instabilities
and fluxes within its sites. (eg. changing
velocities both human and non-human,
movement, flows, transactions, exchanges,
ramping ups, ramping downs, bursts, flutters,
explosions, implosions, bifurcations,
shatterings or fusions), seeking to make them
each active authors of the work.
I now realised that this pointer needed to
keith armstrong 2002
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include a statement suggesting works should seek to iteratively align themselves to their environment
“in a way related to principles inherent within ecologies”. Whilst this methodology was partially true
of ‘transit_lounge’s’ sensor based operation the limits of alignment were based upon a relatively
fixed relationship between measured values and ultimate response. This realisation led me to
undertake some further research to flesh out this assertion by returning to the principles of scientific
ecology that I had employed at the outset of the research.
I realised now that the conceptions of ecosystems previously designed into my works had always
separated their form of delivery from what I had considered to be their content, which was housed
within randomly accessible databases. Both ‘transit_lounge’ and ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off
Line)’ had suggested the synthesis of Ecosophically-inspired content stored within such databases
that would be delivered to participants by an adaptive structure whose operation had been loosely
modelled upon the operating principles of scientific ecologies.
Despite my increasing understanding of the problematic divide I had perhaps scripted between form
and content I remained broadly satisfied that the Ecosophical content recorded within the work’s
databases (ie. text and image) had been deeply considered. All of this material had been directly
influenced both by the theories I had developed from radical ecologies, New Science and Postmodern
theories as well as a breadth of formative artistic works catalysed by social-justice based experiences
and the initiation of new audience/artwork participative strategies. However I decided that the
adaptive structures that I had designed required more substantial examination, particularly as I had
clarified their importance as a key strategy for making meaning.
Hence I resolved that I would need to continue to evolve methods for shaping them in more
ambiguous ways that might better facilitate experiences for participants to sense the parallel
Ecosophical message streams that I was seeking them to engender within the works.
Hence I decided to seek a way forward with this issue by re-acquainting myself with the key system
which governed the overall operational principles of natural ecologies, the energy cycle. (See Figure
6/1/01 opposite).

cycle represents the combined outcomes of all
these cycles both directly and indirectly. Hence
each part of the web utilises, and subsequently
passes on a part of an entire potential energy
and the cycle operates continually and recyclically until such time as any key link in the
chain is broken with certain conditions leading
to severe or catastrophic failure.
Therefore in general the energy flow principle
of ecosystems requires:
•

An external source that supplies energy to
the entire system on an ongoing basis.

•

Growing and evolving primary producers
which are dependent on utilising the
energy from that external source in
combination with.

•

A growth inducing liquid substance (that
circulates through the entire system).

•

Growth inducing nutrients (evolved from
the decomposed relics of the entire
system).

•

Growing and evolving primary consumers
which partially consume the primary
producers (whilst continually defecating
and eventually dying).

•

Growing and evolving secondary
consumers which partially consume the
primary consumers (whilst defecating and
eventually dying). (NB these secondary
consumers will also sometimes consume
primary producers).

•

Continually growing and evolving
decomposers which consume the dead
bodies and defecatory materials exuded
from all life throughout the system,
recycling them to finally stimulate growth
of the primary producers.

scientific ecologies
energy exchange models
The network of interconnections shown in Figure 6/1/01charts flows of energy from place to place in
the ecological web describing the relational principles of all living systems, whilst also clarifying the
importance of each part of that system within the entire cycle. Whilst there are many other cycles
related to the energy cycle (ie. the biogeochemical cycles such as carbon and nitrogen), the energy
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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Whilst these represent the pragmatic facts of
production, consumption and exchange
inherent within natural ecosystems, the
Ecosophical practitioner will not attempt a
literal interpretation of its full machinations (ie.
by presenting a predictable, modelling format
such as lifeform A eats B, who subsequently
dies and feeds upon lifeform C which new
generations of A are able to then feed upon).
This is an avenue that has been explored both
in the new sciences of Artificial Life (Levy
(1992)) and in Artificial Life influenced art
works such as Erwin Driesens and Maria
Verstappen’s ‘Breed’ Software (2000) or
Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau’s
‘Life Spacies II’ (2000). Neither of these works
is intended to offer up any new insights on our
failure to understand the implications of our
mass disturbances to our own ecosystems (or
indeed our ecosystems in interaction with posthuman, post-natural forms). They are rather
concerned with a simple praxis of simulation.
Professor Lesley Rodgers suggested at the
2000 D’lux Conference ‘Artificial Life,
Hard|Soft|Wet’ that they bear only a passing
resemblance to natural life itself. By contract,
an Ecosophical work should not attempt a
simulation of life itself but rather seek to create
recognisable patterns of transfer and exchange.
The energy cycle model indicates the main
patterning of energy flows that embody all of
the complex interactions between living and
non-living worlds. Hence it is these invisible
fluxes, their direction, magnitude and
concentrations within this mosaic of
connections and conversions that are of interest
rather than the simple mechanics of the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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relationships. McLuhan (1994)
calls this type of relationship
“tactile” rather than visual and
the form “reactive” rather than
“active”.
The energy in question in this
cycle is a mysterious, invisible
force that represents a capacity
for making change. It may also
be envisaged as consistent,
cyclical flux that flows
throughout each part of the
system, continually transferring
itself to quite different forms.1
Just as light is only visible at its
source and its destination(s),
either on an incident surface or
through refraction in airborne
particles, so energy can only be
detected where it manifests at its
source as heat/light, or as heat/
actuation at its sink.
Hence the interest for the
Ecosophical practitioner in this
energy transfer model lies in its
invocation of a broad poetics of
energy transfer. Like the
intangibility of energy itself, this
requires the design of an
aesthetic process that lies beyond 6/B/01:Ecological system of exchange and transfer, 1992, Recher, Lunney and Dunn
the pure technics of ecological
Brady described how Wright considered poetic values to be a
science.
“responsibility”, something that determined both her way of
knowing and her way of living in the world. She describes this
In her biography of the
poetics as:
Australian poet and activist
Judith Wright, author Veronica

Straining towards fullness of consciousness in which what is
keith armstrong 2002
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outside is fused with what lies within the self. Today we are more likely to call them
environmental values, an awareness of our relationship to and responsibility for the living world
around us. (Brady, 1998:viiii).

Similarly Novak (in Benedikt (Ed.), 1991: 228) writes:
It is this power (poetics) that we need to harness in order to be able to contend with what
William Gibson called the “unimaginable complexity” of cyberspace .. In poetry, however, as in
the realm of quantum mechanics, world lines may overlap, split, divide, blink out of existence,
and spontaneously re-emerge. Meanings overlap, but in doing so call forth associations
inaccessible to prose. Metaphor moves mountains. Visualisation reconciles contradiction by a
surreal and permissive blending of the disparate and far removed.

Such a poetics may be harnessed through focusing upon both the creation of, and uncovering of,
energetic fluxes utilising a process that is both experiential and iterative. (NB a partial strategy of
uncovering and utilising these fluxes was employed to varying extents throughout the ‘Public
Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ and ‘transit_lounge’ projects).
In general the key places where these poetical, energetic transfers take place are at moments of great
systemic change, where the existing conditions at that time have a great effect on the eventual
outcomes. These might be likened to the moments of bifurcation described previously in relationship
to the design of this thesis, with “energy transfers” taking place in ways that are greatly influenced by
the concurrent local conditions. Such energy transfers therefore ensure that this thesis records a
nonlinear history. These energy transfers mark the places and times of maximal transfer, which
include the sources and sinks of energy, and the transfers that occur between different energy states.
It is these nonlinearities that provide the clues for implementation of artistic/poetic work. Lefebvre
(in URL: http://trumpeter.athabascau.ca/content/v16.1/rogers.html, accessed 1/7/01) offers insight
into how such a poetics might be evoked for a participant interacting within a media space, through
his notion of the “third space”, a space (in a particular time) that he described “as directly lived”. He
explains the power of living an experience before conceptualising:
Spatial practice is lived directly before it is conceptualised; but the speculative primacy of the
conceived over the lived causes practice to disappear along with life, and so does very little
justice to the unconscious level of lived experience per se. (in URL: http://
trumpeter.athabascau.ca/content/v16.1/rogers.html, accessed 1/7/01).

This suggests that a participant’s journeys through a lived-space artwork might be imbued with
elements of mystery, because like energy exchange, what is happening at any stage must remain
simultaneously knowable and yet also unknowable. Hence the lived experience in such a work
should be both embodied and dialogic whilst also being situated and understandable, via reciprocal,
poetical interchanges. The production of such a lived, “third space”, a space of poetical energy
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

transfer, remains a particularly complex,
creative act which proposes a very potent
Ecosophical outcome for ‘media space’
designers.
Because the 1998 pointers that I had used to
design ‘transit_lounge’ had encompassed an
artificial separation of form and content (split
into strategies and meanings subsequently
envisaged through invoked relationships), I felt
now that they risked devising works that could
not become fully embodied. Hence having
refined the energy flow model into a series of
nonlinear transfers, the key questions I asked
were:
•

To what extent was a cross-fertilisation
achieved in ‘transit_lounge’ that allowed
its new media space to be configured in
ways that concurrently reflected the
(energy transfer principles of) the medium
of ecology, and if such a symbiotic
synthesis was achieved then to what extent
did the act of interactive participation
within that media space generate meaning
aligned with the whole field of ecology?

•

Could many people experience a process
of energy transfer and exchange that was
both active and inherently involved rather
than simply just tweaking parameters from
the outside of a ecologically configured
yet essentially hermetic system?

•

Did many participants become vital
players within a continuous web of energy
transfer, so that this energy was able to
pass through them, becoming transferred
and transmuted both by their actions and
by the other active fluxes being employed
to direct the work within that space?
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Asking these questions led me to understand
how little I had focused upon the actual modes
of interactivity within ‘transit_lounge’. I began
to recognise that it had not been specifically
configured as a system of exchanges but rather
that its internal parameters could be tweaked
only by external environmental changes.
Participants, even if they were cognisant of
their tweaking abilities, functioned essentially
outside of the processes of flow and exchange
represented by the internal operating
mechanisms. This unintentional, disembodied
dualism had arisen from my intentional
backgrounding of the processes of interaction
for participants (a strategy invoked to prevent
sensations of command and control amongst
participants). However I now concluded that
this had instead unwittingly led to a less
desirable outcome; that few participants could
experience a process of energy transfer and
exchange, particularly one which literally
flowed through their bodies as they became
involved in the poetics of energy transfer. This
led me to realise how many participants had
potentially been unaware of the key
dimensions of ecology that I had conceptually
woven throughout the work, making me
consider that a bodily/media synergy must
become a desirable goal in the search for this
poetics, something which I recognised as an
entirely new phase of this research which
would need to be undertaken in a future study.

interace design strategies
I realised that it would be important therefore
to strike a fine balance that allowed audiences
degrees of control rather than promoting the
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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meaningless illusion of absolute control. Choosing to incorporate a certain level of predictability
allows interactors to connect similar actions with responses. This allows them to image themselves
and their peers within the work and hence identify better with the collective experience. This
identification should then be enriched by adding levels of complexity to that interactivity (although
there is a point where too much distortion risks interactors losing sight of themselves and each other
within the experience, something which is undesirable).
Significant interaction might be achieved if a work were able to learn, and hence evolve, throughout
the experience. Whilst this might seem an impossible task with existing computer tools, it is worth
remembering that much of the complexity of response and operation can be brought to the work by
the audiences themselves. They are most likely to be generous in this regard if they are stimulated
and engaged in meaningful and interesting tasks. The interaction design therefore needs to proceed
holistically in that it should accommodate both human capability and computer capability. A simple
example of the matting of a meaningful task, that requires a certain degree of thoughtful human
activity in concert with appropriate interactive response, can be seen in Martine Corompt and Philip
Samartzis’ ‘Dodg’em’ (1999).
Hence designs which request playful tasks that layer the experience and further cement relational
aspects of the evolving system result in the interactors becoming active referents of the work. This
approach makes the interface designer’s choices at the interaction design stage vital in developing the
work’s relationship building capabilities. Such an interaction design should therefore act like a simple
but good-natured host or hosts at a dinner party, who may say little but can carefully facilitate the
introductions that cement the overall success of the party. By adjusting connections accordingly and
relying upon its guests to bring the conversation such interface design fosters an appropriate and
supportive connectivity.
Such approaches imply that the artist’s role will be as a process instigator in the earlier stages of the
work and then later as a administrator and manager, subtly altering the parameters of the work in
ways that enhance the possibility of collective agency.
Hence Ecosophical practitioners must take relatively non-traditional approaches to interface design.
Typically they will require an unusual degree of transparency in their interfaces, using remote
sensing and perception devices (eg. motion, heat, sound and/or camera vision). Such approaches
construct an almost invisible interface compared with the more typical computer mouse/keyboard or
joystick. Whilst such approaches are desirable for achieving qualities of interactivity outlined
previously, such an approach presents its own series of aesthetic issues. Whereas actively reflective
remote video interfaces such as Vivid’s ‘Mandala’ system incorporate the user, shown as silhouette,
within their worldview, immersive sensory environments such as encumbered VR ask the user, in
essence, to inhabit their own shadow. Here a particular danger arises.
keith armstrong 2002
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Whilst McLuhan (1994) reminds us that technologies are “extensions of man” such relationships are
not always desirable, particularly when technology extends itself invasively within us, destroying
agency through imbalance.
Hence an interface might be best envisaged as a permeable membrane. If flows across this membrane
can be kept actively bi-directional then the embodied self, set within the work’s ecology, intermingles
with awareness. However if imbalances occur then the interactor either risks losing sight of the
artifice (as proposed by fully immersed VR) or becomes blinded by it. Both states are non-conducive
to Ecosophical work with the latter encouraging instinctual and unconscious reflex that attaches us
unthinkingly to the technology, and the former discouraging the interactor’s will to actively filter the
experience.
The task of the Ecosophical practitioner therefore is to maintain that flow across the interface
accordingly through a careful mix of acknowledgment and distance, ensuring that the audience’s self
and collective subjectivities, focussed within the work’s ecology, are supported. If subjects are
allowed to maintain a reflective awareness within the aesthetic experience, then the aims and
objectives of Ecosophical praxis are more likely to be fulfilled.

issues of structure
Because this study involved developing three major projects that would increasingly inform its
theoretical outcomes (ie. the drawing up of ‘Ecosophical pointers’), I decided to further examine the
‘transit_lounge’ structure. Its most obvious ecological metaphor lay within its ‘digital flower garden’,
which formed the heart of the work. This acts as a means for utilising a broad array of external
sensing systems, which acting together directed a video script formed from a number of
predetermined parallel stories. However this combination of the animated ‘digital flower garden’,
leading to the subsequent selection of seamless sequences of video, does not account for those
particular combinations of conditions that might cause catastrophic failure. (ie. system collapse
remains a distinct probability if particular partners within the system begin to move it unduly out of
balance). Furthermore whilst excessively high levels of human-induced flux (sound, movement and
subsequent temperature rises) might effectively appear to kill the digital flowers the work’s video
footage would still continue to play versions of the narrative. This decision was largely made in
accordance with the filmic underpinning of the work, meaning that I did not want to suddenly
remove this key vision from audiences as I believed it would lead to undue irritation. However this
prioritisation of the filmic element of the work was made within the tacit convention that such works
need to deliver gratifying content and hence a full experience to audiences at all times.
This led me to realise that I had structured an overridingly stable and partially hermetic system that
would always afford visual/audible gratification to its participants regardless of their actions. This
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

recalled James Lovelock’s Gaia (1979)
hypothesis that suggests that the planet is
eternally a self-sustaining organism and will
continue to exist regardless of whether
humanity chooses to wipe itself out (along with
a rash of other species). However this was not
a thesis that informed my study From an
Ecosophical perspective this outcome could be
interpreted as a tacit belief in human ability to
survive/retain control, regardless of the
severity of any imbalance they might induce.
Hence the work always delivered to its
audiences regardless of any responsibility they
might take on behalf of its creation, a situation
at odds with an Ecosophical approach.
A more effective energy flow was evidenced
by the internal digital flower growth
animations. By equating these flowers with the
primary producers of the energy flow model,
factors that aided their growth included local
heat and light levels (equated to a energy
transfer at source), counterbalanced by the
factors retarding or preventing them which
were sound and the movement of human
bodies (equated inversely to the relative levels
of water and nutrients required for growth/an
energy transfer between forms). Hence within
this model the moving human bodies could be
seen as loosely standing in for the decomposers
which by generating motion (combined with
sound) acted either more or less efficiently as
producers of nutrients to stimulate growth of
the primary producers. However this work
does not incorporate the recycling of
decomposed versions of prior elements of the
work, particularly given the relatively exterior
influence of participants. Neither did this
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model incorporate conceptual layers of primary
and secondary consumers necessary for a fuller
realisation of the energy flow model.

critical than the network that became constituted as a result of the participants and the environment,
and hence the specific conditions of that exchange. Popper (1983: 206) notes similarly, in relation to
“Communication Art”:

Hence I concluded for all these reasons that
‘transit_lounge’s’ ability to align its media
space with a poetics of energy transfer,
abstracted from the energy flow principles of
ecology was poor. This assertion backed up my
own research during its installations in ‘Metro
Arts’ and ‘Artspace Visual Arts Centre’ that
without a text didactic or someone present to
explain the work, few participants were able to
describe or live out a conception of an
ecosystemic operation within this work. Whilst
a common experience involved enjoying the
progression of imagery and sound, many
people left without grasping the role that their
presence had played within the structuring of
the work. However when their role was
explained to them, or they interpreted the
imagery displayed on the control screen, I
noted a considerable increase in their intrigue
and bodily engagement.

The aesthetic object is replaced by the immateriality of field tensions and by vital and organic
energy (mental, muscular, affective) and artificial or mechanical energy (electricity, electronics)
that transforms.. our sense of space and time. Equally, the subject is transformed through this
process.

This led me to conclude that many people were
not empowered through the work’s design to
experience a poetics of energy transfer, because
their role within its interactive structures
remained ambiguous. This implied a lack of an
alignment between this media space work and
the cycles of participation and exchange
imbued within the energy flow model of
ecologies.
These reflections led me to also believe that the
content that was exchanged in ‘transit_lounge’
(ie. the parallel narratives) was much less
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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These findings led to a renewed period of reflection and the subsequent development of a new
strategy for structuring the underlying design process for Ecosophically inspired new media spaces.
The iterative nature of the praxis ensured that the Ecosophical pointers needed updating to reflect
these new approaches that aimed to effect a poetics of energy transfer. Hence the language of the
Ecosophical pointers would need to change in order to move towards their final synthesis. This
process would involve rewriting the relational outcome pointers dealing with the relationships
engendered or alluded to within works.

proposing questions (of ecosophical praxis)
I had originally separated the relational pointers into the following categories: work-participant
relationships, participant-participant relationships, artist-participant relationships, artist-artist
relationships and artist-client relationships. I now felt that dividing these interconnectivities in this
way risked the complexities of participants’ interrelated experiences being lost.
A process of relational exchange between participants and media space work that has the potential for
evoking a poetics of energy transfer has similarities to a conversation between two or more people.
Particular spatio-temporal relations commonly define such conversations, just as media spaces
attempt to establish cogent conversational exchanges in space and time. The initial attraction of a
media space must arise from stimuli that are meaningful to each new participant or group of
participants. (These stimuli may be equated to the key, catalysing energy input source (ie. the sun) of
the ecological model of energy transfer). The processes of relational exchange may be further
assisted through the presentation of a familiar interface, which invites experimentation (ie. an
exercise machine, a rolling road or a game controller pad).
Having had time to digest opening experiences of the exchange the audience/participants will then
begin to synthesise a conception of the work that provides them with capacity for subsequent action.
Ideally the participants will begin to move towards a fuller understanding of the operations of the
media space over time, through deducing further understandings of the stimuli being provided (eg.
what does that sound like or what does that remind me of)?
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Hence Ecosophically designed media spaces should attempt to foster experiences that incorporate the
complex interchanges inherent within face to face conversations. This includes the overlying energy
exchanges invoked through body language. A “lived” experience would therefore invoke such
nonverbal aspects of conversations, which may produce a plethora of outcomes which will remain
partially knowable (ie. indicated by the depth of immediate reactions and immediate and subsequent
actions) but also deeply mysterious (ie. what was it I said that led him to act that way?).
Ensuring a depth of exchange on all of the multiple levels that lie beyond simple conceptions of
meaning also recalls the complexity of the relationship between live artistic works and their
audiences. These experiences evolve in an active exchange between participant(s) and the works.
Correspondingly media spaces must promote lived experiences in which the embodied human and
the world of the media space play off and catalyse each other. This part-conversational, partperformative process asks participants to live experiences before beginning to conceptualise them.
Potentially transformative events may then occur within these poetical spaces, where the participants
of interchanges have become actively connected through embodied, multi-spatial, multidimensional
dialogues. This is a process that relies on the participants’ committed willingness to give the
experience time; sufficient time to allow the possibility of Lefebvre’s “third space” to emerge.
The new media practitioner assumes through this complex fostering process what Umberto Eco (in
Marranca & Dasgupta (Eds), 1999: 174) calls “interpretative responsibility” for the design of media
spaces. Eco suggests that the role of an artist, within a work’s space of exchange is to ensure that the
“meaning is unprejudiced, but the attention you stimulate” is dependent on decisions made within the
design that foreground a desired interpretation.
Our dialogues with ecological worlds operate through complex sets of reciprocal interchanges that
draw focus around networks of reciprocal connections. The Ecosophical practitioner instigates
artworks for which these multiplicities of fluxing relationships are specifically foregrounded. Whilst
such approaches suppose that an emergent part-view of enigmatic worlds might be possible they also
acknowledge that not everything can or ever will be known about the complex networks of relations
that constitute the ecology of our world.
Such approaches to Ecosophical new media space design, based upon conversational, performative,
poetic dialogue require the prior Ecosophical pointers to be reworked. Clearly an Ecosophically
orientated artwork that might foster such complex exchanges cannot be developed through simply
ticking from a checklist of discrete pointers. Therefore a more sophisticated rendering is required
based around the conversational form of reflective questioning.
Hence the concluding pointers arising from this study are finally rephrased as a series of questions
that the Ecosophical practitioner can pose conversationally as part of his/her praxis.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

the questions
In general Ecosophically configured art works
investigate how crises of subjectivity underpin
the problem of ecology.
They seek to invoke a poetics of energy
transfer that focuses upon both the creation of,
and uncovering of, energetic fluxes at their
various sites, utilising processes that are both
experiential and iterative. Therefore media
spaces need to be experienced in (relative) real
time.
Ecosophical media spaces involve participants
within broad-based systems where energetic
phenomena are occurring. They develop a
range of outcomes through a focus upon the
places and times of fluxing where energy is in
the process of transfer between forms.
Affirmative answers to the following questions
indicate a media space to have Ecosophical
characteristics:
•

Is the media space developed and
presented as a continuing, cyclical process
of design and evolution that involves
continual active experiencing by the
participants?

•

Does it constitute a whole field experience
from which a poetics of energy transfer
develops?

•

Does the experience require participants to
engage within, and consequently balance
processes of continual energy transfer and
exchange amongst themselves and with
the work/space?

•

Do participants become involved within a
multi-spatial, multidimensional dialogue
keith armstrong 2002
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that involves the work and all other
participants?
•

Does the work make human and nonhuman instabilities and fluxes within its
sites active participants within the work, as
a means to iteratively align itself to its
environment?

•

Can the vital interdependencies within the
work be understood through energy
transfers occurring via state changes at
both sources and sinks?

•

Is the media space prone to instability
when key fluxes move dramatically out of
balance?
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the scope of this thesis. Fry (1999) argues that we can only experience the world through our bodies. Because the ecologically framed body finds itself interconnected with all other such bodies, Fry suggests that together all bodies must form what
he calls the “shared body of pain”. This implication of an empathetic community is consistent with his ideas of a “shared
community of concern”. In other words Fry is suggesting that when we begin to think and feel ecologically, through experiencing each other’s experiences then we will share a pain that together we will feel compelled to proactively deal with.

The following additional questions remain
speculative and will require substantial further
research that lies outside the scope of this
study.
•

Does that experience of energy
transformation develop from a body/media
synergy2?

•

Does the act of participation generate
meaning in ways that are aligned with the
whole field of ecology?

•

Does the work offer any new insights into
our failures to understand the implications
of mass disturbances to ecosystems?

notes
1

In nature it is initially bottled within the sun, then later
becomes an activant for animal muscle or heat exuded
from decomposition or heat lost to convection in the air
or the ground. NB though any energy lost may not be
available to primary producers it is vital to world
ecosystems in other ways which include the generation
of wind and ocean currents, factors which have subsequent profound impacts upon these primary producers,
primary consumers and secondary consumers.

2

The issue of how the body fits into Ecosophical work
represents a key future area of study that lies outside
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journey taken

conclusions
Overviews the journey of the
research and discusses its
inherent nonlinearities.
Summarises the stages of
Ecosophical pointer/question
development and looks ahead
to a future work based upon
the 2001 findings. Concludes
by proposing a series of
guiding principles for the
Ecosophical practitioner.

This study was conducted between 1995 and
2001 and evolved practice and reflection aimed
at understanding how new media art works
could move beyond an illustration of
ecological awareness towards being deeply
informed by Ecosophical theory. The process
of investigation incorporated the production of
three major art works all of which explored
themes on the relationship between the
ecological crisis and the crisis of human
subjectivity described by Fry (2000), Guattari
(1995) and Conley (1997).
These artistic works were: a large-scale
multimedia performance for the Brisbane
International Arts Festival and two high-profile
public art installations. Reflection upon each of
these three works led to the development of
theory, which in turn was used to develop
subsequent works.
This emerging body of theory, crystallised in
the form of Ecosophical pointers. These
checklists were designed to assist in the
creation of subsequent media space design
works. The pointers were finally refined at the
conclusion of the study as a series of questions
that other artists might use as starting points for
their own praxes.
The three projects were all developed
collaboratively and drew at varying times upon
particular skills of experts under my artistic
and technical direction. Following a relatively
unsuccessful outcome in the first work, ‘#14’
(DVD/14) (measured against the Ecosophical
pointers), the two major public art installation
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works, ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
(DVD/Public Relations) and ‘transit_lounge’
(DVD/Transit_Lounge) were developed in
active participation with people who regularly
used those sites (a major city railway station
and a busy building foyer ). For each of them
the creative processes of research, development
and production were designed to develop
relationships with the communities using those
sites, whilst also attempting to attract and
involve further diverse audiences. Hence the
study aimed to develop works that would
become accepted and integrated within the
spaces that they inhabited.

In a time of environmental
exigency, being ecological
involves telling ourselves and
others stories about what it
means to be a human embodied
and embedded, and an integral
part of the whole that is nature
(Baker, 1997, iii)

Building on the use of a highly mediatised
performance space in ‘#14’, the latter two
works employed the form of the ‘media space’,
controlled by computer systems that
continually sense changes within their ecology
(including human movement and
environmental variables), using them as stimuli
for determining the presentation of evolving
and pre-created vision and sound within those
spaces. Human participants within those spaces
were asked to become involved within
scenarios, which also entailed their interaction
keith armstrong 2002
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with other participants.
This form was developed through the study as a strategy for highlighting and harnessing
difference between ecological partners that together form ecological systems, using these
differences as a means for directing the progress of the artistic work. While ‘#14’ displayed a static
relationship with its site, the later works extended the familiar notion of site specificity in that they
were custom-designed for the environment they were located in and that they were able to adapt
and change continually with that space and its complex dynamics. This was realised through the
detection and employment of fluxes, which were used to represent energy transfers within
ecological systems of flow, exchange and recycling.
For the media space ‘transit_lounge’ the fluxes recorded included changes in movement, light,
sound and temperature within the space, which became the means for adapting and developing an

7/0/02:Liquid Gold dual site and web work, printed invite, 2001,
Keith Armstrong

However in both cases other environmental
fluxes beyond their immediate control also
contributed to shaping the direction of the
work (eg. light and temperature/daily train
movements).

7/0/01:Liquid Gold, English component of dual site work, performed at Site Gallery, Sheffield, England 2001, Site Gallery

audiovisual script in real time. For the media space ‘Public Relations (On Line)’ fluxes recorded were
the ideas and reflections of travellers gathered in text form, which became the content matter for a
regularly updated series of looping animations displayed upon an electronic text wall. Therefore
participants within both of those ‘media spaces’ were responsible for generating some of those fluxes
(eg. sound and movement for ‘transit_lounge’ or texts for ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’).
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

None of these site-specific works was created
as a seamless whole (ie. some world unto its
self), but instead attempted to develop what
Lefebrve calls “third spaces”, “lived” spaces
where the participants might experience a
sense of their embededness in the world around
them. Hence they sought to emphasise process
and interaction through the evolution of
keith armstrong 2002
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networks of relationships (both human and non-human) in ways that alluded to principles of
Ecosophy. These strategies were employed as a means for furthering the key aim of the study, which
was to investigate through praxis, the crises of subjectivity that underpin the problem of ecology.

nonlinear evolution
A process of ongoing action and reflection was used to refine and develop the Ecosophical pointers
through this study, drawing both on experiences of the three major projects/experiments and ongoing
processes of theoretical development. The pointers were intensively refined and rewritten at the
following key times:
• 1996 (following completion of ‘#14’).
• 1998 (following the presentation of ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ (1997–8) and
immediately prior to the design of ‘transit_lounge’ (1998)).
• 2001 (approximately six months after the final showing of ‘transit_lounge’ at Sydney ‘Artspace
Visual Arts Centre’).
The thinking which produced these three iterations was of course not linear. An examination of the
pointers at these three key junctures therefore only partially summarises the interwoven stories of this
five-year research process. This indicates not only how the pointers practically assisted in the design
of some substantial and fully realised Ecosophical new media spaces, but also points to future
research from a position of advanced standing. The concluding pointers are being practically applied
in a new artistic work called ‘Transact’. At the time of writing this is currently in its funded research
and development phase and is destined for production in 2002.

study progression
1996 pointers
The original proposal for this study included a number of broad-based pointers for Ecosophical work.
These were based around the concept of the ‘performactive’, a method of technological and practical
facilitation which aimed to stage live, creative forums that would develop over a period of time
dependent upon the audience’s actions. The ‘performactive’ would employ interactive multimedia,
with the assistance of live performers. However the first work in this study, ‘#14’ did not succeed in
engaging with the ‘performactive’s’ key premise of audience participation, although its influences
can be seen in the study’s subsequent two installation-based works.
The first refined series of pointers were established in late 1996 following the completion of ‘#14’,
leading me towards a form of interactive installation called the ‘media space’ which still incorporated
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design

performativity but removed the necessity to
stage a live event.
These 1996 pointers were separated into
categories of Philosophy, Process/Praxis/
Product, Approaches and Further Specifics of
Praxis, all of which reflected the study’s three
key directions of site specificity, detection of
fluxes and the framing of audiences as active
participants within the creation of the work.
These broad-scale pointers were subsequently
employed to design the study’s second work,
‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
(1997–8).
1998 pointers
After ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’
was completed I began to refine the 1996
pointers through reflection upon that project.
During that time a number of key political
events occurring in Australia influenced me to
develop a renewed approach to the design of
Ecosophical work to incorporate more
contemporary sociopolitical content. However
I maintained the design strategy of flux
detection as a means for developing and
evolving works that become actively directed
by participants’ actions in combination with
other environmental changes. This represented
a slightly different approach to that employed
by ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’,
which had been predominantly directed by
passengers’ written statements.
The first major refinement of the 1998 pointers
was to clarify a key underpinning question that
lent greater focus to the subsequent application
of each other pointer, how crises of subjectivity
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might underpin the problem of ecology?
The second key advance was to clarify an
approach for investigating this complex
question, through the nurturing and
development of interpersonal relationships,
asserting that to understand and appreciate the
rich interconnections imbued within living
ecologies also requires us to understand and
appreciate the rich interconnections already
existing and potentially imbuable between
participants and their environments.
The 1998 pointers were divided into two
categories. The first examined the Strategies or
Invoking Techniques that might lead to the
production of an Ecosophical work. The
second category, the Relational Pointers,
examined the work’s subsequent effectiveness
in the development of relationships between
work, participants and artists. These pointers
also suggested that Ecosophical productions
should work to assume a role of stewardship
over the relational health of their sites and its
inhabitants through the promotion of
negotiated dialogue based on deep reciprocity
amongst all parties.
These pointers, became the key tools for
designing the final, complex installation work
‘transit_lounge’, a site-specific media space
installation work built within in the main foyer/
entry space of Brisbane’s ‘Metro Arts’ (and
later redeveloped for the main gallery/entrance
space to Sydney’s ‘Artspace Visual Arts
Centre’). Again in this work I used dynamic
fluxes of people movement, sound,
temperature and light levels to direct the work.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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I explained this to Maryanne Lynch (1999: 29) in an interview published in ‘Real Time’:
I conceived of the installation as a nonlinear world which would be affected by audience activity.
So I’ve located it in an area where the environment is always changing and yet people have
some ownership, however abstract, of the space.

However subsequent analysis and reflection both during and after that work’s showings allowed me
to understand how major faults had become inculcated within these pointers (which had expanded
and consolidated upon the initiating 1996 pointers). I realised that the language of the pointers still
encompassed divisions between structure and content. This was evidenced by the implementation of
a flux-activated script structure for ‘transit_lounge’ that was then used to determine the access and
display of its databased content matter.
2001 questions
I began to realise that the vital link for all these works, which I had yet to sufficiently explore,
remained the particular qualities of the interaction experience that ‘media spaces’ could allow and
therefore what they might contribute to the making of meaning for participants. To investigate these
deeper connections between interaction and ecology I decided to draw upon principles of energy
transfer from scientific ecology in order to develop a quite different approach to the production of
Ecosophical works, which whilst still based upon the idea of harnessing and working with fluxes,
would now frame them as experiences of energy flows (paralleled by the operation of natural
ecologies).
I decided that participants must now become incorporated into the heart of the works in a very
embodied way, as a means through which they could live experiences as a precursor for making
meaning from them. This new approach would therefore avoid the relatively hermetic system
designed into ‘transit_lounge’ meaning that it was not dependent upon participant action to continue
functioning.
Hence the 2001 pointers for Ecosophical praxis proposed works that would become metaphorically
indicative of Ecosophical principles and their complex interrelationalities through the direct and
indirect allusions embodied within their core interactive principles. This approach therefore avoided
the process employed for ‘transit_lounge’ and ‘Public Relations (On Line & Off Line)’ whereby
content matter was developed that sought to illustrate or model a principle, being subsequently
delivered to audiences who acted in largely spectatorial ways. Instead they would both read and
actively participate with the Ecosophical work through an integrated, bodily experience that would
invoke a poetics of energy transfer. Such a poetics of energy transfer implies a mode of experiencing
works that invoke, through embodied sensation, its deeper subtleties.
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These reflections led me to change the final, 2001 pointers into a series of questions, for which I
suggested affirmative answers would indicate a media space to have increasingly Ecosophical
characteristics, and hence imply a deeper poetics of energy transfer. However because these new QPointers (pointers/questions) still encompass much of the spirit and underlying philosophies of the
entire research they do not render the 1998 or 1996 pointers entirely obsolete, but rather present a
renewed angle that pre-empts both further research and the emergent praxes of other interested
practitioners.

•

Q-Pointer 7: asks whether a work will
react to major imbalances occurring at
places of energy transfer in a system in
ways that may potentially cause a
catastrophic failure of the whole system.
This Q-Pointer implies the need for
responsibility and a duty of care for all
participants.

the question (pointers) can be summarised as follows.

•

Q-Pointers 8-10: are more speculative
questions and require further research.
They ask whether the act of participation
generates meaning in ways that can be
seen to align with the whole field of
ecology and hence offer us insights on our
failures to understand the implications of
mass disturbances to ecosystems? Whilst
the answers to these complex questions lie
outside the scope of this particular
research they are vital questions that future
Ecosophical practitioners should attempt
to respond to.

•

Q-Pointer 1: asks whether the work can be identified as being a part of a cyclical process of
experiencing, something consistent with the action research model that characterises this entire
study. This implies the need to carefully shape the way in which participants interface with new
‘media spaces’, so that they experience the work through a ‘living’ of the experience that the
work either instigates or sets the context for. It is this living that becomes the key factor in the
subsequent processes of making meaning for participants.

•

Q-Pointer 2: asks whether a whole field experience is being constituted from which a poetics of
energy transfer might be seen to develop. The term poetics refers to what Judith Wright calls a
“responsibility” that forms a way of knowing and living in the world. Wright describes this
poetics as that which fosters “an awareness of our relationship to and responsibility for the living
world around us” (Brady, 1998: viiii).
This Q-Pointer therefore is more expansive than many previous pointers, which listed series of
relatively proscriptive tactics and strategies for works.

•

Q-Pointer 3: asks whether or not participants are actually woven within the experience and
systemic operation of the work itself. Because works should allude to the processes of energy
flow from place to place within ecological systems, energy must actually pass through
participants in a way that makes them integral parts of the cycles of energy transfer, exchange
and recycling.

•

Q-Pointer 4: asks whether participants are becoming involved within broad scale processes of
dialogue that involve both the work and all other participants, asking whether, through such
processes of exchange and transfer, they begin to feel part of a broader and broadening dialogue
which incorporates both the work and all other participants.

•

Q-Pointer 5: questions whether the work succeeds in balancing both human and non-human
fluxes within the works overall patterns of energy flow. It also questions whether the work is
able to continue to tactically and sequentially align itself to its environment.

•

Q-Pointer 6: determines whether the energy transfers inherent within the work act in ways
consistent with natural ecologies. This requires a consideration of the way in which energy
transfers and exchanges within the work might become woven into systems of flow, travelling
from sources to sinks, or being recycled and re-utilised.
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Hence these final series of questions (the 2001
Q-Pointers) collectively form a series of
succinct, directed yet non-proscriptive
questions. These pointers were applied to a
new work called ‘Transact’.

proposed future work
overview
The proposed work, ‘Transact’, is a three-site
media space work comprised from three
networked interactive installations located in
Australia and Europe. These will be at the
‘Brisbane Powerhouse Centre for the Live
Arts’, ‘Site Gallery’ Sheffield England and the
‘V2 Centre for Unstable Media’, Rotterdam,
Netherlands. ‘Transact’ forms a series of
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interconnecting, interdependent media
spaces that are modelled upon the principles
of energy exchange and transfer drawn from
my long-term research into scientific
ecologies.
At any one time three participants interact
with the work in each country. They do this
by working particpatively within three
small, interlinked media spaces called cells.
These groups of connected cells are in turn
networked via the Internet. All participants
interacting within each of the work’s cells
hence have a vital part to play in the
assembly and development of a worldwide,
multi-part sound-scape for which they each
control a part of its pace, rhythm and overall
complexity.
They achieve this through the continual
activation of physical exercise machines,
which become the human-computer
interfaces for each media space cell. As
participants coordinate their physical actions
(running, twisting and pushing) they are able
to slowly bring their local sound-scapes
towards a rhythmic resonance, by playing
their part of a global sound instrument. This
process of participative coordination
concurrently causes the projection of simple,
rich imagery into each participant’s
immediate field of vision, which similarly
develops and focuses over time.
Through this directly embodied creative
process each participant starts to become
aware of both their local states of embodied
energy transfer and exchange as well as
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those of all other participants within the work. If all sites subsequently move towards synchronous
states then the entire global sound and vision work coincides and focuses itself towards a resonant
work.
To achieve this overall effect, each local site (built from three small, media spaces/cells) requires the
participation of one person. Hence when fully operational the entire three-country work requires the
participation of nine people (ie. three people present at each site).
Hence to catalyse the experience three people enter each of the local cells (which are each about the
size of a typical public phone box). The first cell contains a rolling road that requires that participant
to run forward. The second employs a wheelchair mounted upon on a rolling floor that requires that
participant to push backwards or forwards and the third, a Lazy Susan, requires its participant to
continually twist their body from left to right. Within each of these cells a speaker system presents
spatially dynamic sounds, whilst imagery of a blurred, glowing white circle set upon a richly
coloured background is projected onto its wall. Hence the participant (enclosed within a phone boxsized cell) sees this image in unusually close proximity.
Because each trio of cells is mounted close together the participants can sense, but not actually see,
each other. At the outset of the experience simple sounds and blurred vision play in each cell. As they
each begin to work within their cell they start to perceive both their own influence upon the evolution
of sound (which has a partially pre-composed, internal structure) and the vision (that over time can
move partially pre-composed, blurred imagery into sharp focus). Because each person has a clear part
to play in this evolution they also become very aware of their fellow participants’ actions as they
exercise next door within the two other cells. Furthermore noise and vibration caused by each person
activating his or her exercise machine interface is also felt as it passes between cells.
In all these ways each participant controls (actively through their body) the development of sound,
which subsequently goes on to control all vision. Hence a series of feedback loops are continually
being developed that actively interlink each of the different groups of participants.
As each local trio works to achieve their own resonance of sound and vision, they become aware of
how the other two geographically remote groups are also concurrently collaborating to achieve their
own local confluence of sound and vision. This is achieved by each group perceiving the other
groups’ sound compositions faintly at the outer limits of their hearing. At the same time they
experience an increasing sense of each other’s visual compositions, which begin to appear at the very
peripheries of their vision.
Subsequently, as resonance is approached at any one local site then their sound, as it is played within
each of the other two remote sites, begins to increase in volume, moving from peripheral to central
audio space. Similarly the focusing imagery begins to move from the periphery of their vision to
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coincide with, and enhance their own evolving compositions. As all sound and imagery finally begins
to intersect and collaborate, an intensely rich, full sound-scape evolves that is the product of all sites.
Simultaneously a final, intense image is developed that is a composite of all the three site’s individual
imageries.
At times further imagery becomes momentarily visible within each participant’s local vision-scapes,
giving them further clues as to the work’s Ecological operations and intentions, whilst also
encouraging them to continue their physical exertions. Hence over time the development of the work
naturally ebbs and flows depending on the commitment and sensitivity of all nine participants.
‘Transact’ develops around the thematic of the shared body of pain. These relates to the pain that all
people both feel and share, understood through an ecological reading of the body that renders it
inseparable from the ecologies that support it. Hence ‘Transact’ suggests how that pain might
collectively become shared (and potentially eased) through developing an understanding of
ecological interrelationships and their implication upon individual activity.
‘Transact’ was developed from the multi-site performance work, ‘Liquid Gold: (The All-New
Adventures of Ling Change)’ (Figures 7/0/01 & 7/0/02), which was presented simultaneously in
Brisbane Australia, Sheffield England and on the Internet on March 9th, 2001. This work (which
developed ideas contained within ‘transit_lounge’) again involved Lisa O’Neill (performance), Guy
Webster (sound design) and Gavin Sade (interface design). Following that work we formed a
collective called ‘Transmute’ under my artistic directorship, with the aim of developing further multisite, multimedia, Ecosophically-focused works. To conduct this work, we were successful in
achieving funding from Arts Queensland and the Australia Council New Media Arts Fund in 2001,
hence beginning the research and design work for ‘Transact’ in May 2001.
applying the 2001 questions
Because ‘Transact’ was designed using the substantially revised 2001 pointers it is a quite different
media space to ‘transit_lounge’ (designed using the 1998 pointers) or ‘Public Relations (On Line &
Off Line)’ (designed using the 1996 pointers). Unlike these older works ‘Transact’ now actively
attempts to examine the specificities of interactive media as they can interrelate with and inform
participants’ understandings of Ecosophical praxis.
It does this by alluding to the energy flow patternings common to scientific ecology and thus is
influenced by operational principles that promote distribution throughout fields and cooperation
between all interdependent parties. It achieves this outcome by incorporating participants into the
very heart of the work, engaging them in lived, embodied experiences which activate all their senses
and then further heighten them through extended physical activity. Each ‘Transact’ participant
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therefore becomes a vital internal player within
the work such that if one or more of them
decides to destabilise the flow of the work then
the consequent effects will be felt globally
(although more quickly in the particular
location of the disturbance).
Whilst ‘Transact’ develops around a new
Ecosophical thematic, the shared body of pain,
these ideas are not separate from the actual
lived experiences that participants will have
whilst experiencing the work. This is because
the design of the work is deeply embodied
through its dependence upon particular
physical modes of human action, something
that will heighten participant’s sensitivity to
distressing sensations. Furthermore the work
connotes, and also literally promotes, a degree
of physical pain (especially when participants
with low degrees of fitness participate within
it).

concluding reflections
In this thesis I have presented a substantial and
detailed journey of research that has mapped a
dynamic and developing praxis. This study has
resulted in a number of publicly acclaimed art
works, which have in turn generated a
scholarly discourse in the arts community. The
study has strongly advanced my core
theoretical goal; of understanding how to
develop an Ecosophical new media space
praxis. I have summarised how this praxis was
developed through a series of continually
refined pointers, whilst cautioning that this
study’s history should not be assumed to be
linear. Therefore whilst the thesis concludes
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with a proposed new work and a series of new
pointers towards Ecosophical praxis, in reality
the development and production of that new
work simply marks a renewed place from
which to continue the ongoing processes of this
research, for me and potentially for other
artists.
However the significance of this journey for
me as a practitioner has been much more than
simply the development of that vital tool kit of
techniques, strategies, ideas and experiences,
or even that notable track record of artistic
achievement.
One of the things I now realise that I have
achieved through these processes of
investigation is a better understanding of my
own subjectivity, and therefore what it might
mean to think ecologically. I have found that
the personal changes that I have been inspired
to make throughout the course of this study,
both as a practitioner and as a citizen have all
contributed to a deepening examination of the
problem of ecology. My understandings of
Ecosophy and its relationship to artistic
practice have therefore also involved a
renewed understanding of life itself. This has
inspired some profound changes in my
interests, pastimes, peer groupings,
employment choices, investment choices,
teaching approaches and a plethora of other
life-things.
This, I realise now, is because this study was
not simply undertaken, but actually lived and
experienced in a way that I found my own life
merging with it into a desirable inseparability.
towards an ecosophical praxis of new media space design
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Because this journey assisted me to better understand who I am, what I know and how I know it, it
finally led me to understand, as a practising artist how I might act. These are all aspects of
subjectivity that are intimately relational, contextual and integrated.
Elizabeth Baker writes how these must all be understood together:
In a time of environmental exigency, being ecological involves telling ourselves and others
stories about what it means to be a human embodied and embedded, and an integral part of the
whole that is nature. (Baker, 1997: iii).

Therefore like Baker I suggest that an Ecosophical praxis must involve a deepening understanding of
subjectivity, epistemology and ethics, situated within social and ecological systems that acknowledge
their processes of relationality, historicity, reflexivity and narrativity.
In conclusion I would like to offer the following suggestions on tactics and approaches for newly
aspiring Ecosophical practitioners who might also wish to undertake their own significant journeys.
Always strive to promote meetings between artistic practice and the problem of ecology because
poetics may offer up invaluable strategies that other disciplines cannot yet imagine.
Consider your praxis as creating contexts for creative conversation and focus your discussions in
ways that allow ideas to emerge from participants’ own experiences.
Acknowledge that whilst the deeply enmeshed interplays of ecological, physical, artistic and social
forces in Ecosophical praxis might promote uncertainty they should never promote paralysis. Time is
of the essence.
Acknowledge that your work will always be contested by those with deeply vested interests in
ecologically destructive practices (artistic or otherwise).
Your praxis will always be limited by what you can know and furthermore how you can know it.
Hence always plan for contingency and unpredictability because the directions that you take through
these deeply problematical terrains will require a mixture of poetical sensibility and strategic political
nous.
Always develop your work in ways that are highly interdisciplinary, because you will never know the
sanctuary of fixed solutions.
Only your ongoing, considered experiments lie ahead.
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instructions for electronic media
use
what’s on the dvd and cd-rom?

appendices
Information on how to use
the enclosed electronic
materials and environmental
exigency-orientated press
cuttings.

The thesis incorporates two digital disks which
form chapters 10 and 11. Chapter 10 is a DVD
which comprises a series of four documentary
videos and Chapter 11 is an electronic version
of the thesis on CD-ROM in portable
document format file (‘Adobe pdf’). Of
particular value to the reader are the hyperlinks
within that pdf file allowing instant jumping to
virtually all of the thesis’ numerous referenced
figures and tables, as well as external web sites
when the computer is attached to the Internet.
Furthermore the DVD incorporates around 80
minutes of full resolution video, edited into
four punchy documentaries, whilst also
allowing direct, non-linear access to numerous
smaller sections of each video, referenced
within the text.
These electronic materials are presented in
parallel with the printed texts in order to fully
chart each of the study’s major projects. Whilst
the video materials are designed as short films
that give general, entertaining overviews of
each project, particular details are then
separately accessible via a detailed menu
system. The four video documentaries included
on the DVD disc are ‘#14’ (see chapter 3),
‘Public Relations’ (see Chapter 4) and
‘transit_lounge’ and the Jabilika video
‘Interstate Ferals for the Planet’ (see Chapter
5).
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how to use the dvd and cd-rom
materials
It is recommended that you watch each of the
full documentary videos before reading the
associated sections of the thesis, to give you a
context for each project. As you read through
the text further references will then be made to
subsections from each video. These can then be
accessed separately via the DVD’s menus and
watched discretely.
system configuration
DVD media is a relatively new technology that
allows very high quality playback of video
materials on suitably equipped computers, or
on TV sets when connected to commonly
available DVD players.
The enclosed DVD-R disc is playable both on
suitably configured Macintosh and Windows
computer platforms which incorporate DVDROM drives, as well as on domestic DVDvideo players, DVD-based set top boxes and
DVD-based games consoles.
In the case of computer playback the imagery
is usually watched on the computer’s main
screen (recommended) with the sound being
heard through the computer’s sound system.
(See below). For playback on a domestic DVD
player the imagery is usually watched on a
domesticTV set with the sound being heard
through the television’s audio system. (See
below). In other configurations a computerplayed DVD may alternatively be previewed
on an attached TV set.
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In all cases it is recommended that before
playing the disc the DVD player/computer
sound output be plugged into a high quality
audio system or professional quality
headphones. Furthermore, for reasons of
resolution when viewing this DVD it is
preferable to play the imagery on a
computer monitor wherever possible rather
than on an external domestic TV.
dvd compatibility
Because at the time of authoring DVD was
an emergent standard the disc supplied may
not work on all domestic DVD players or
computer configurations. For a current list
of players definitely supported by this disc
please refer to the list at (URL:http://
www.apple.com/dvd/compatibility, accessed
25/6/02). Please note that this list is not
exhaustive and that the disc may function
correctly on other devices.
As the disc was authored on a G4, 400MHz
Macintosh computer using Apple certified
media, the disk is most likely to be most
compatible with all Macintosh machines
supplied with a DVD-ROM drive as
standard. However it has also been tested
successfully on a range of PC machines.
playing the disc on a computer
In general the computer platform must have
a DVD-ROM drive and be capable of
decoding and playing to screen the MPEG-2
video files written on this disc. At the time
of writing (mid 2002) this would usually
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require a G4 Macintosh of 400MHz or
above or a 900MHz or better Windows PC.
After inserting the disc it is necessary to run
a DVD player software package. (eg. on the
Macintosh this is called ‘Apple DVD
Player’ and usually launches automatically
when it detects a DVD disc). Once the
player software’s synthesised remote control
appears on the screen, press the ‘Play’
button to invoke the disc’s main title menu.
If in doubt, please test your machine with a
commercial DVD title before attempting to
play this disc in order to determine the
correct operation of your system.
For further information on DVD playback
capabilities please consult your computer
manual and/or computer supplier.
playing the dvd on a dvd player
This disc can be played on any domestic
DVD player and then viewed on a TV set.
Simply insert the disc and press the ‘Play’
button on the remote control to begin. Please
note that whilst the graphics have been
created bigger than would usually be the
case on a computer-only disc, domestic TV
sets are of much lower visual quality than
computer monitors. Hence some of the text
and imagery may be harder to read on a TV
screen compared with similar viewing on a
computer monitor.
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dvd navigation structure
The DVD disk employs a simple, intuitive
navigation structure. This starts with a single
main menu which accesses the four sub menus,
‘#14’, ‘Public Relations’, ‘transit_lounge’ and
‘Interstate Ferals for the Planet’.
All selections can be accessed by navigating
with the arrow buttons on the remote control
(DVD player) and then pressing OK. The same
principle applies for the synthesised remote
control of DVD player software with final
selections made by pressing return/enter. On
computers menu selections can usually also be
made by clicking on the requisite item.
When viewing one of the four sub-menus you
then have the choice to play the entire movie or
alternatively view short sections from that
entire movie. The requisite short sections are
indicated by both a still image as well as a
descriptive title. Many of these short sections
of video are consequently referenced within
this thesis.
Exit can be made back to the main menu by
pressing the ‘menu’ or ‘title’ button on the
remote control, or selecting the return arrow in
the bottom right hand corner of each of the
four DVD sub-menus.
system configuration for the cd-rom
The cross-platform CD-ROM includes an
electronic copy of the thesis in Adobe portable
document format (pdf). It requires version four
or above of the pdf player software (included
on the disc), so please install the appropriate
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version if required before double- clicking
on the thesis file.
Please note that the landscape orientation of
the thesis works best on a large format
monitor (ie. 1024x768 pixels or above) and
always requires the resolution to be set to
millions of colours (32 bit).

ecological press cuttings
The following cuttings are typical of
the types of articles frequently appearing in
the press that deal with our environmental
exigency.
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App/B/01:Typical article concerning depletion of biospherical resources, from Guardian Weekly (International Edition), May 2–8, 2002, Guardian Inc.
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App/B/02:Typical article concerning depletion of biospherical resources, from Guardian Weekly (International Edition), June 6–12, 2002, Guardian Inc.
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Burden, C. & Labowitz, L. 1977, ‘Record
Companies that Drag their Feet’
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London
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